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SECTION 4 

THEOBY OF OPERATION 

1 
J • GENERAL 

This sectIon disc~sses the logical operHtion of the various sections of 
the ERA 1103 Computer S)stem Hod those s)'stems which serve HS adjuncts to the 
logical circuitry such as power supplies, power distribution, protective in
terlocks, and the air cooling system g Tile emphasis of explanations is placed 
on "what" each circuit does iO;.Jically rather than "how" each circuit operates 
electrically in the accomplisnment of its function o This approach is taken 
~eCHuse of thf' felativp)y simple electronic principles involved~ The system, 
generally. is huilt of a great number of similar circuits artd stages which 
are adequatel~ explained in the early paragraphs of this section; thus, a 
generul treatment of computer circuits is given which applies to most of the 
sy'stems Alithill the equipmentu When~ unique circuits are encountered, their 
operation is described at thp point of use rather than in the general theor) 
para~llaphs* 

The system is eompospd of four major logical sections~ the Storage :Section, 
the Arithmeti(: Seetinn, the Input and Uutput Section, and the Control Section" 
Each of these sections i5 further divided into logical s}stems which are the 
subjects of Ule principal subparalJraphs" Eactl portIon of the system is covered 
b) blocl, diagrams b~ginning wi th a system block diagram and then going to bloch 
diagrams of the system" The block diagrams show only the "decision elements" 
of the circuits; the strictly signal manipulating stages, such as amplifiers, 
inverters, pulse transformer, etc., are omitted so that the functions of the 
circuits are clearly defined~ The electronic diagrams which include all com
ponents are of two types: the "schematic diagrams" which are basic electrical 
drawings of ptysica1 entities such as chassis and rack units, and the "unit 
signa-i diagrams" .which ar~ schematic diagrams to which signal names and source 
find destination informrttion iJave been added. A schematic diagram is included 
of each "chassis tYP€ft, when)"s a unit signal diagram is included for each 
"chassis position" in the system" 

The information presented in this section covers only the computer proper 
and 5 eve r al 0 fit sst and rt rd i n put and (; u t put de vic e s • I n form a t ion 0 n 0 p t ion a 1 
peripherul equipment can be found in Appropriately titled volumes supplied 
with such devices and includes suffic~~I:l information to explain their opera
tion ~s part of the system o 

2. GLOSSARy OF ABbREVIATIONS A~n TEHMS 

A The 72-bit Accumulator (A71. A70, o.~' AO> 

The left-hand (most significant) 36 bits of A 

1IP~n. .. RlUuL 
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AR [he right-hand (least significant) 36 bits of A 

AIK The Angular Index Counter 

---+ (Arrow) Transmi t t such us !\n -!II- X 

AR /\ t en- stage Address Regi s ter. used to store a Magnet i c Core 
address during a readinu or writing operation. 

;\RAC The j\rithmetic Hf~gister ACC(lSS Control 

ASC The j\ri thmelic Sequence Cont.rol 

Bit Binnry digit 

Core i\ small toroid of Ferrite capable of storing a binary digit 
(bit) equal to ·'r' or "ott, depending upon the direction of 
remnant magnetization of the toroid. 

eRe The ClocI\: Hute Control 

CSS The Clock Source Selector 

eTC The Command Timinu Cirfuits 

D(Q) /\ 7::·-bit word whose right-hand 36 bits are the content cd't) 
and whose left.-hand 36 bits are all alike and equal to the 
left-most bit of the content of Q. 

D(u) A 7::!-bi t word whose right .. ··hand 36 bi ts are tt;~ contents oJ u 
and whose left-hand 36 !)i ts are all nlike and equal to the 
left-most bit of the content of u. 

Fl 

F·> ,;,. 

rIPe 

II PH 

I/D 

IH 

j 

k 

A Fixed Address 00001 

The nigh-Speed Punch Cotltrpl 

Inhibit/Disturb, a ten] used to describe circuits which controJ 
the selective writing of information in C0res . 

it1 agnetic Core Input Iiegister, a 36-stoUe reuister that serves 
as a transfer register between X and the cores . 

t\ one·-digj t octnl number (u14' u1 3' u
12

) 

The Shift Count (v6' VSt ••• tVa) 

R~llland .~ ., 
.. _._--.. ··--t~~t~(~~;;~~;~IIC~ h'sSOCIAH S D''''WN 
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L{Q) (11) 

L<Q> '(v) 

Matri.x 

MC 

MCAC 

Mer 

OCPD 

MeR 

MCS 

MeT 

MD 

MDAC 

MP 

MPD 

MT 

MTI 

MTO 

MTse 

n 
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A 72-bit word whose left-hand 36 bits are zeros and each of 
whose right-hand 36 bits is given by the bit-by-bit product 
of the corresponding bits of Q and u. 

A 72-b it t!Jord whose left-hand 36 hi t5 ure zeros and each of 
whose right-hand 36 hi ts is uiven by the bit-by-bi t product 
of the correspondlny bits of v and the complement of Q. 

A printed-circuit frame containing 1024 magnetic cores held in 
a 32 x 32 array by wires threaded through the cores. 

A prefix denoting "Maynetic Cor~'t used to designate signals 
belonging to the Magnetic Core Storage System. 

Magnetic Core Access Control. A flip-flop control circuit 
thut produces sequences for execution of reading and writing 
operations in the Magnetic Core Storage System. 

Magnetic Core Pulse, usually followed by a number, such as 
MCP-l, ~r.:P-2, etc. Bas i c t imi ng pulse used 1 n the Magnet ic 
Core /l.Gcess Control. 

Magnetic Core Pulse Distributor, a three-stage binary counter 
and dist.ributor that distributes a sequence of five Mep's. 

'~'he Main Control Register, a part of peR. 

/'.n abbreviution for the Ma~!nctic Core Storaue System. This 
'1bbrevintion Col1oVled by a subscript number denotes a parti
CUL1T sl.a~Je (di~Jit) of ~,iCS. For example: MeSO represents the 
di(J i t which stores the lowest-order bi ts (20), and MCS35 r?-
1 resents the digit which stor(~s the hilJhest-order bits C~.35). 

The Main Control Translator 

The Magnetic Drum Storage System 

The Magnetic Drum Stora'Je }\ccess Control 

j\ MAIN PULSE. usually follo',ved by a numeral 

The Main Pulse Distributor 

Tlie Muunetie Tupe Storage System 

['he Magnetic Tape Storaue Input Register 

The Magnetic Tape Storage Ou t;)ut R(~g i ster 

TIle Magnetic Tape Stora~]e Sequence Control 

A four-digit ,)C ta 1 number (ull' uIO' •.• t uo) 

H4:.!Ift.l~ RtfltIUL 
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PAK The Program Address Counter 

( ) (Parentheses) Denotes "the conteat of" 

PCB The Program Control Registers, MeR, UAK, and VAK 

poe The Pulse Distributor Control 

SECTION 4 

(Prime) Denotes "the complement of" such 8S Q't Xt
, etc .. 

Q The 36-bi t Q-Register (Q35. Q34' ••• , QO> 

RSC The Repeat Sequence Control 

S(u) A 72-bit word whose right-hand 36 bits are the content of v 
and whose left-hHnd 36 bits are all zeros 

SAR The Storage Address Register 

sec The Storage Class Control 

SCT The Storage Class Translator 

SK The Shift Counter (SAR6' SARS' ••• , SARa) 

SIC The Shift Couater Control 

TWC The Typewriter Control 

TWR The Typewriter Register 

u The first execution address (i29, i 28, ••• , ilS) 

UAK The U-Addrf)SS Counter, It part of peR 

v The second execution address (1 14, i13' •••• i O> 

YAK The V-Address Counter, a part of peR 

w The v-address portion of a Repeat instruction . 
X The X-Register (X35' X34' ••• , .Xo) 
y The address of the current instruction 

3. BLOCK D lAGHAMS 

Two types of block diagrams are included in this instruction book. The 
Block Diagralll, ERA 1103 Computer System, in Envelope #1 of Volume 7 is a 1thigber 
level" type of block diagram coaposed of block symbols which represent each 

~'L1Iand. 
-·~·-··--------$.~I;(~;tlNI ~S£AICH ,(sSOCIATES OIVISION 
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principle circuit of the computer. The other block diagrams are of the "stage 
level" type, each composed of block symbols which represent the logical cir
cui t5 or stagE~s of a part.icular system of the computer. 

The purpo8·e of the Block Diagram, ERA Computer System, is to show each 
principle eirc;uit of the computer and its relation to the ot.her circui ts. On 
this diagram, the principle sections of the computer are shown as follows! 
the Storage Sf'etion consisting of the Magnetic Drum, Magnetic Core, and Magnetic 
Tape Storage System is ill the top half of the diagram; the Control Section is 
1n the lower left corner; the Arithmetic Section consisting of principle multi
purpose regist.ers (X, Q, nnd A) and various control circuits is in the lower 
center portion of the drawing; and the Input and Output Section consistlng of 
lOA. lOB. the Photoelectric Tape Reader. the l'ypewriter System, and the High
Speed Punch System is in tbe lower right-hand corner. 

The purpos:e of the other bloC« diagrams Is to show the operations occurring 
in each of thE! principle circuits of the computer system. In these diagrams. 
each stage or subcircuit that performs a function is assigned a symbol called 
a "block symbol". If a stage does not perform a function, it is omitted. For 
example, such stages or subcircuits as inverters, pulse transformer, DC re
storers, etc. which merely perform signal manipulation and have no logical 
purpose are not included in block diagrams •. Similarly, if an amplifier is 
used only to :3mplify a signal, it is not shown on a block diagram; however, 
where an ampltfierijs screen grid bias level is controlled to permit that stage 
to serve as a gate as well as an amplifier, then the amplifier is represented 
since it perf.:>rtnS a logical operations. It should be emphasized that logical 
elements on the Block Diagrams (particularly f AND, OR and NOT circuits) are 
represented on the basis of "what" they do. An analysis of their circuitry 
on a schemati,c-type drawin.g is essential In many cases to an understanding of 
actually "how" they operate. One or more block diagrams of this type have been 
made for each system of the computer, depending upon the complexity of the 
system. 

"Stage level" block diagrams are the basic references for this entire sec
tion. As the text for each system is read. the systemQs block diagram (Volume 
7) should be at hand and ahould be studied in conjunction with the text. After 
each of the principle sections of the computer is studied. the section should 
be located on the Block Diagram. ERA 1103 Computer System. so that the overall 
function of the section can be reviewed in relation to the other sections of 
the computer. 

4. UNIT SIGNAL IJIAGRA •• S AND UNIT CHASSIS SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS 

The ERA 1103 computer is constructed out of a large number of unit chassis 
of the 74~pin plug-in type and of the lQ-inch relay rack mounting type. Al
though over 400 unit chassis are used. there are only about 85 distinct types 
of units. Tbis is because one chassis type may be used more than once where 
circuit similarities exist. In those cases where there are more than one of 
the same type used, the unit chassis are interchangeable as to their place In 
the equipment; i.e. chassis of the same type (same unit chassis construction) 
may be used for various similar functions. 

H'~L~ 4-·5 
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To show how these chassis are interconnected, unit signal diagrams are pro
vided. Essentially a unit signal diagram is the schematic diagram of a unit 
chassis associated with a particular physical location within the equipment. 
Thus where two or more identically constructed unit chassis are employed for 
different applications (as for different stages of a register), their unit sig
nal diagrams will be exactly the same schematically, but will differ in regard 
to signal designation, inputs and outputs utilized, and origin and destination 
of signals. Thus, unit signal diagrams are used as circuit diagrams. Each is 
a schematic of a particular unit chassis, and it shows how that chassis is as
sociated with the rest of the equipment. It is marked to show the sources and 
destinations of all voltages and signals employed in the chassis. A set of 
unit signal diagrams is provided for each major section of the equipment. These 
diagrams are in Volumes 8 through 14, grouped as shown in Table 4-1 below. 

Volume 

9 

10 

] 1 

1 '") 
J"-

1 :'l 

14 

TABLE 4-1 

LIST OF UNIT SIGNAL UIAGRAliS 

Unit Signal Diagram Sets 

Operator~ sTable 

Relay Panel 
Photoelectric Tape Reader Power 
Supply 
High Speed Punch 
Typewriter 
Photoelectric Tape Reader 

Supervisory Control Cabinet 

Supervisory Control Panel 
Address Moni tor 

Arithmetic Cabinet 

Control Cabinet 

l&lgnet ic Core Storage Cabinet 

Symbol Series 

26100 

26200 
26300 
26400 
26700 

40()OO 
41000 

10000 

~1()OO() 

Magnetic Core Storage System 55000 
Magnetic Core Storage Power Supply 55000 

Magnetic Drum Storage Cabinet 60000 

~'1gnetic Tape Storage Cabinet 70000 

Main Power Supply A 0000 

Motor-Generator Assembly SHOOO 

Blower ea bi net 90000 

ifl,plM~ ~ ;1-6 
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III the Arithmetic CaLinet, Control Cabinet, Magnetic Core Storage System, 
M~gnetic Drum Sturage Cabinet, and Magnetic Tape Storage Cabinet sets, the 
drawings Rre arranged consecutivel) Gy the symbol series numbers of the 74-pin 
jacks which mount the chassis. In all other sets, the drawings are arranged 
consecutively by unit symhol series number or by physical location in the cabinet o 

The unit schematic diagrams are found in Volume 15 0 These are to be used 
in conjunction with the test procedures explained in the separate ERA 1103 Test 
Equipment Manual, supplied with the ERA 1103 Test Equipment. 

-
J. DIAGHAM SiMUOLS 

a. GEN['.RAL - To conserve space on each of the three kInds of diagrams, 
Llock-type symbols are used where possible o Unit signal diagrams and unit 
ch:jssis schematic diagrams employ special "shorthand symlJols" to represent six 
"standard" circuits, which are used a great numLer of times throughout the 
computer~ Block diagrams, on the other hand, are composed entirely of block 
symbols. IIH: symbols used on the block diagrams are different from those used 
on scliematic diagrams. Each symLol by its size, shape, inputs, outputs, Hod 
other identifying information represents a particular circuit or a particular 
logical element. The following subparagraphs explain the basis on which the 
symLols were chosen, illustrate the various symbols for each t.ype of diagram, 
and explain what each symbol represents o 

b. TULE. ELE~lENT CONNECTIONS. - ~ymbols for the various tube element con
nections are shown in Figure 4-1. These symbols are used on all three types of 
(Uagroms and should be memorized by maintenance personnel. 

c. SI-JORTIJAND SCLEMATIC S)MbOLS,. - The specific symbols used on schematic 
und unit signal diagrams are discussed in the following su~aragraphs. If a 
stage or subcircuit is used repeatedly throughout the equipment and is identical 
wherever it appears, it is called a "standard stage,," All standard stages of 
the s~me type are identical electrically; eog~, two standard s~age flip-flops 
receiviny identical input signals will, theoretically, produce identical out
puts. Each of the principal standard stages explained below in detail will 
ulways be found represented by its respective "shorthand schematic symLol" when 
it appears on a schematjc-t)pe diagram~ 

The princ;lpal standard stages are flip-flops, cathode followers, inverters, 
gates, amplifiers, and pulse transformers" 

1. FLJP-FLOP - The Eceles-Jordan trigger circuit, or flip-flop, is a 
form of multi\!ibrator employing dirf'ct coupling betwee'n the plates and grids of 
t~o tubes. The standard flip-flop stage circuit employed in this equipment 
utilizes a 5q63 twin triode tube. A flip-flop circuit is not a free-running 
multiviLrator; rather it is a circujt possessing two stable conditions of 
equilibrium.. For example, in Figure 4-2 Lelow, one condition of equilibrium 
exists if the triode in side "A" of the flip-flop tube is conducting and the 
triode in sidf~ "H" is cut off. and the other condition of equilibrium exists if 
the triode in side "A" is cut off and side "U" is conducting o Regardless of 
which of these two states the flip-flop is in, it will remain in the current 
state until some external impulse causes it to reverse its state o After such a 
reversal, the flip-flop will remain in the second state until another external 

~~L"Rond 4-7 
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I~-------'-- A AND 8 ON THE SYM80L LQCATES TtfE nAn ANO tlS" HALF 
~---_ OF THE fLIP-FLOP TUSE. COMPONENTS ARE NUMSEREO 

----- , ' sTARTlNGF:A0M THE A SfOE ."0" AND I']" SIDES MAY BE 
~ .ARBITRAFHLT.AS$IGNED., Slrr USUAlLY'THE "1" SIDE IS 

THE RIGHT(,HAND SIDE OF THE ,SYMSOL. 

TO 0 INDICATOR ~ TO I lNOlCA'Tort'" 
. '--':"'~ 

·l-~I- '-.. -j--+2-V -
R80 

TO CAPACITOc;-t-- I MEG R 81 
OR ADDITIONAL I + 4IK 

INDICATOR I ,_52~ --...... .--J 

TO CAPACITOR 
'OR ADDITIONAL 
INDICATOR 

I R8S 
..!OOK 
_ ~i% 

A OUTPUT+' 

R90 

I 
82.K 

!!I%(R 

I -80V 

I 
I 
L_, _ 

-80V 

SET A SIDE 

• 

Y8_ 
596! 

3 

-SOy 

--- -- ._---..-

R93 I e2K 
± 50/0 . 

l 

SIDE 

FliP-FLOP CfRCUI T 

1 

:i e~ V8_ I 

SNA~ 
SHORTHAND SCHEMATIC 

SYMBOL 

SVM~OL SERIES NUMBERS, V80THROUGH V89 
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impulse is applied to revert the flip-flop to its first state" The term "flip
flop" is derived from this property of "flopping" from state to state .. 

Since the circuitry in both halves of the flip-flop is identical, it would 
seem that equal plate current should flow through the triode in each half when 
plate voltage is applied; however, slight unbalances will always be present. 
This unbalance will causp a greater plate current to flow in one of the tubeVs 
twin triodes when plate voltage as applied o If the greater plate current flows 
in the triode in side "A", a proportionally larger voltage drop will occur 
across plate resistors R83 and R84 in side "B"; therefore, the volt~ge at the 
plate of the triode in side "A" wjll be lower than that at the plat.e of the 
triode in side "Bite The lower plate potential at the triode in Side "A" will 
be applied to the grid of the triode in side "L" through the voltage divider 
consisting of RUH and R92. The decreasing potential at this grid will cause a 
further decrease in the p]ate current of the triode in side "b"o The decrease 
of current in side "B" will cause a corresponding rise in its plate Voltage. 
This rise in plate vo]tage will be applied to the grid of the triode in side 
"A" through the voltage divider consisting of RB7 and R91. These incremental 
changes will continue until a state of equilibrium is reached, at which time 
the triode in side "B" wi 11 be cut off and the triode in side "A" will be fully 
conducting. 

To reverse the state of equilibrium, a negative-going pulse is applied 
through CR80 to the grid of the triode in side "A". The increase in bias on 
the grid of this triode causes a drop in its plate current o The drop in plate 
current causes a rise in plate voltage, which is applied to the grid of the 
triode in sidf~ "t" through the vol tage di vider consisting of R88 and R92; there
fore. the rise in plate vo] tage causes the triode in side "E" to start to con
duct. This triode, when conducting, has a low plate voltage which is applied 
to the grid of the triode in side "A" through the voltage divider consisting 
of H87 and H91" The reduced voltagf' at the grid of the triode in side "A" 
eJri ves that tube closer to cut-oif and thf' triode in side "I:" to heavier con
duction" The process continues until the triode in side "A" cuts off and that 
in side liB" fully conducts" This condition represents the second state of 
equilibrium. 

The shorthand schema1,ic symbol for the standard flip-flop stage is also 
::hown on Figure 4-20 Usually the "A" side of the flip-flop is called the "0" 
SUite ;md the "h" side is ealled the "1" state o The input line on the "0" side 
of the flip·.fJop symbol indicates an input signal to set the flip-flop to "0"; 
the input line to the "j" side indicates d similar input to set the flip-flop 
to "l"q When the flip-flop is in the "1" state, the "1" output shown on the "1" 
side of the sjmbo] is positive, and when in the "0" state the output on the "0" 
side is positive. 

It is sometimes desirable to simply reverse the state of a flip-flop by an 
input signal" This is done by applying a "trigger" signal simultaneously to 
both input lines through isolation crystals outside the flip-flop circuit o The 
sample circuit shown in Figure 4-8 includes a trigger input line, connected to 
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CRO~J and CR06. A negative COMPLFJ~ENT X pulse on this line is received, through 
the crystals, by both sides of the flip-flop., The signal has no direct effect 
on the non-conducting triode, but proceeds to cut off the conducting triode. 
As a result, the state of the flip-flop is reversed, in the manner described 
abo ve e 

2.. CATHODE FOLLOWER. - The standard cathode follower stage is essen
tially an impedance-matching or impedance-lowering device which is capable of 
producing power gaino A triode vacuum tube (1/2 5963) is employed, with the 
plate tied td +150 vdc and the cathode tied through a resistance to -80 vdc. 
The output is taken across the cathode resistor. The circuit for this stage 
and its shorthand schematic symbol are given in Figure 4-3. The particular side, 
A or b, of the 5963 tube used is included in the tubeQs symbol series number • 

.3" INVERTER. - The standard inverter circui t stage and its shorthand 
schematic symbol Hre shown in Figure 4-40 This circuit is used to reverse the 
polarity of the input signal. A single triode (1/2 5963) is employed, and the 
particular side, A or B, of the 5963 tube is included in the inverterOs symbol 
series number .. 

1.. GATE. - The standard gate circuit stage shown in Figure 4-5 is a 
pf'ntode (7AK7) which permits the passage of signal pulses applied to the control 
grid when an enabling voltage is present coincidentally on the suppressor grid. 
The screen grid is connected to +100 vdc if no screen grid connection is shown" 
The shorthand schematic symbol of this stage is also given in Figllre 4-5 0 

a. AMPLIFIER o - The standard amplifier stage shown in Figure 4-6 uses 
II 6ANS tube. This type of amplifier is used to produce voltage gain. As shown 
in Figure 4-6 if the shorthand schematic symbol for this type of amplifier does 
not show a screen grid connection, the screen grid is connected to +80 vdc. 

t,. PULSE TRANSFORMERS" - Standard pulse transformer stages are used 
primarily for impedance matching and phase inversion. Transformer number and 
winding ratios as well as the shorthand schematic symbols for each type used 
are shown in Figure 4-7. 

10 SUMMARY" - To illustrate how some of these shorthand schen:atic 
symbols are used, a portion of a typical schematic-type diagram is shown in 
Figure 4-8. 

d. BL(CK SYMBOLS" - Each "block symbol" on a block diagram represents some 
circuit which functions as a logical element of a system, ioe", contributes in" 
some way to "What" the system is doing" Block symbols are assigned to various 
circuits, therefore, on the basis of logical function. Usually different cir
cuits performing the same functions are represented by the same block symbol., 
Where possible, each block symbol is identified by a tube symbol series and 
unit Jack number so that the actual circuitry it represents can be found in 
the unit signal diagrams" 

figure 4-9 illustrates the block symbols used on the block diagrams of 
this book. Each symbol contains some type of abbreviation as G, A, FF, etc., 
which identifies the stage it represents o Some also contain supplemental in
formation such as a name, which further identifies its function on the block dia
gram; e.g. the block symbol for Cloch Pulse Distributor, Stage I flip-flop is 

___ .7£uuL 
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identified by the lauel "CPD-I" on the block symbol., 

In tile followinq paragraphs comments are made concerning "eacli block symbol 
LO acquaint. tile reader with its use on block diagrams" 

10 FLIP-FLOP. - A flip-flop is a logical element which is used to store 
a binary "0" or "1" digit of a count or computer word, or is used in a control 
circuit to register control conditions o All flip-flops are assigned a specific 
name which suggests their function in a particular system., 

2" GATE~ - Gates are used to control the path computer signals take 
throughout the equipment" A gate transmits an input signal when it simultaneously 
receives an enable. The screen grid may be used as a second control element but 
if it is not used in this manner, it is connected permanently to +100 vdc., 

3. AMPLIFIER" - If an amplifier does not perform a logical function, 
it is left off of the block diagrams o However, the screen grid of many ampli
fiers are connected through a "disconnect" switch to +80 vdc, so that the 
amplifier functions like a gate. Where this feature is used, the amplifier is 
shown on the block diagram" 

1. "AND" and "OR" CIRCUITS" - An "Al'V" ci reu! t is a crystal coincidence 
circuit; that is, an output will be produced only when signals are preserrt on 
all input lines simultaneously .. An "OR" circuit produces an output when a 
signal is received from anyone or more inputs., 

~. "NOT" CIRCUIT., - The "NOT" circuit produces an output signal when
ever there is not a signal from the preceding stage; that is, it is an inverter 
which produces a positivp output only when the input goes negativeo Under cer
tain conditions, if an "OR" circuit is followed by a "NOT" circuit, the two 
function togelher as an "AND" circuit" 

i2G RI~LA'rS AND RELAY PULLERS .. - Relays function in general as electro-
m~chanical SWitches. Relay pullers are tubes which, when conducting, energize 
relay coils o If a dot is present in the block symbol, the relay puller is a 
gas-filled tuhe (thyratron), and if no dot is present, it is a hard (vacuum) 
tube. 

10 SHAPERS AND DELAtS o - As thei r names imply, these circui ts are 
used to shape and delay pulses o Where they are included on block diagrams, 
the block symbol often contains additional information;; eog", for shapers, 
pulse width; for delays, the amount of the delay and the type of element used 
tc effect the delay • 

.uo TLHMINAL SYMBOLS. - The terminal symbols denote whether input and 
output lines are enables or pulses 0,\ block diagrans., In general, a pulse is 
d short-dLration signal and an enable is a signal of relatively longer duration o 

2~ SUMMARY~ - Figure 4-10 illustrates the block diagram representation 
of the eircuits shown in schematic form in Figure 4-8" 

Stages such as inverters, cathode followers, etc •. are not useful in 
explaining the logical function of a system and therefore are not used on 
block diagrams. 
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8. GENERAL - The principle function of the Storage Section, or computer 
raeraory, is t·o provide the control, Arithmetic, and Input-Output sections of 
the computer with tbe operands and instructions they require during e..-putat
ioft. A seco:odary fUJ'lctloD of the computer memory is to provIde temporary 
storage for the interMediate and final results of computations. 

The Sterage Section is composed of both "internal" and t'external" storage. 
The intern,l storage consists of four ".classes" of storage locati.oDlumag
netic drum:' (10)'. '.18gD~tic Cote storage Ole). Q-register <Q}. and Ae~lDulator 
(A). Each storage POsItIon ot internal storage is indIvidually addressed. 
By insertion of the properacldress into the Storage Address Register, any of 
the internal storage address locations can be made directly available for 
reading or writing .. The external storage consists .of four magnetic.tape units,' 
o lIT, 1 &fIt '2 MI, and 3M'i'. Information in external storage is a~al18bleoDly 
tbrougb the use of proqraamed cOllputer instructions. 

,Tile principal characteristIcs of each of the storage systems are ,outlined 
in Table 4-1 below. 

In the following subparagraphs, the Storage Address Register (SAR). the 
Stonge Class Tran~lator(Scn t and the Storage Class COntrol(SCC) elrcui ts, 
which fu.nction in all refe.reRces to the internal storag~syst~s, ax:~describ
ed first; th,e operation Of the Internal storage systems involving 111:; Ile. Q 
and A storag'e locations is then described; and finally the operation of the 
external storage system, Mr t is explained. 

b. STORAGE ADDRESS REGIstER - The Storage Address Regi$.te~·t SAR., is a 
I5-stage flip-flop register whose lower ... order seven stages can ·ope'rate 8S a 
subtractive couter. <See Block Diagra., Address" Registers, Envelope #3 t Vol
\ale 7.) As a IS-stage flip-flop register SAR h&stwo principal functions: 
(l)'SAR is the exchange register tor transmissions to and trOll theProgru 
Address COW'lter,PAX, and for transmission, from the U-Address Counter, UAI, 
and the V-Address Counter, VAK; (2) 'SAR provides temporary storage fora 15-
bi t I torage address dur ing in·terDs1 storage references. These tltO :tunet~ons 
or SAR are dlsetlSsed ill the following subparagraphs.. The taction of the 
seven lower-order stages of SAR as a subtractive counter, the Shi(t Counter 
<S[>, eredlseussed in the paragraplt wbie. explains tbe AritJvaetieSectioD of 
the computer. 

(1) OPERATION AS AN EXCHANGE REGISTER. - Eacb of the 15 fli~flops 
in SAR bas gate-controlled input. to it .. '*I t

• side. A set of gates' in the "1" 
output eJ reu! ts of PAl, another set ot gates in the 'f1" output el reui t8 of 
UAK, BDd a tbi rd set in the "1 ••. output ci reui ts of VAl are re$p.ecti vely sampl .... 
ed by the signals ,PAK-:>SAR, UAK+SAR. and VAK .... SAR to achieve the correspond
ing transmissions into SAR. Generally, wheD tranS •. i85iGB! trora PAl UAK or , .., 
VAl are to be carried out, the flip-flops in SAR have all been previously 
set to their "0" state. If SAR does Qot initially contain all "09 5" t the 
transmission frOll PAK, UAK. or VAK will possibly set SAR to some value other 
thaD (PAK) .. (UAK) 1 or (VAK). The spec!al cases where this can occur are 
noted in the subparagraph which discusses SIC. 
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PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EACH STORAGE CLASS 

CLASS STORAGE STORAGE CAPACITY 
MEDIUM ( 36-bi t wo l"ds ) 

MIl Non-Volatile: 16.384 \\lords 
Polari:z:ed areas individually 
on surface of addressed. 
continllously 
rotating magne ... 
tiz'able surface. 

Non-volatile: 1024 words, 
magnetized individually 
"cores'" of addressed. 
permanj~nt magnet 
material 

Q Volatile: One word. 
flip-flop 
regist,er. 

A Volatile: One word. 
flip-flop 
regis tier. 

Non-Vo latile: 262,144 words 
Polarized areas (four tapes of 
on sur.Cace of 65,536 words 
magnet ic tape. each l. On each 

tape, words 
grouped in 
blocks of 32 
words each. 

HtP~~ 

$.~';E~;'~;~S(~~;#S$OCllTES [)IVrSION 

MAXIMUM STO RAGE REFERE~E 
ACCESS PROCEDURE 
TIME 

34 milli- Highest-order three- bits 
seconds. in SAR equal to 4,5,6, 

or 7 determines drum 
group 4,5,6 or 7. Low-
est order 12 bits deter-
mines angular position 
on drum. 

8 micro- Highest-order six bits 
seconds. in SAR equal to 00 or 

01 (octal) det~rmines 
Me. Lowest-order 10 
bits determines speci-
fic Me address. 

Two Highest-order three 
micro- bits in SAR equal to 1 
seconds. (octal) determines Q. 

Six Highest-order three 
miero- bits in SAR equal to 2 
seconds. (oetal) determines A 

About Words not individually 
five addressed. Words located 
minutes; by block position. 
transfer Blocks aooessible through 
rate of programmed Advance. Back, 
about Head, & Write MT ins true-
222 words tlons. 
per minute. 
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In the .followin9 example 1 t is ass umed SAR is clear before tranlmi.s ioa
take. place: gates in the "I" output circuits ofPAK. UAK, or VAK are sampled 
by the signal P.AK~SAR, UAK"-""'SAR, or VAK~SAR; thosegateJ enabled by "Itt 
output enablf~s from PAX, UAK, or VAK, theu transmit a signal to the "1" Input 
sigDal line I)f the corresponding stage of SA! and let the flip-flop in tb~t 
stage to "1"; the effect is to cbange "OiS" to "19 5 " in appropriate stages of 
SAR, 80 that if SAR was ia1tl&11y cleared to all "OiSHI (SAR) become. equal to 
(PAX). (OAK), or (VAK), depending on wbieR trana.116ioB signal is recel.,ed. It 
i. important to note that in these traasmislions only "Its" are tr8n8mitte~. 

SAR c.an 'traasllf t information to both X and pAl{. Wben one set of gates in 
the ttl" OUtpl~t circuits of SAR are sampled by tbe signal SAB~X. those gate. 
enabled by "1" outputs from SAB trall.rat t a pulle to the ttl t.' Input s igoal lille 
of the corre:;pond1ng stage in the: 15 lower-order stages of X. When the other 
set of gates in the "1" output eire ui tl of SAR are sampled by the .igaa1 SAIl'" 
PAK. a similar tr8.s~ls.ion to PAX occurs. 

(2) OPERATI<Ii AS AN ADDRESS REGISTER. - The usual manner, in 'which 
storage 8ddrt~sses for I internal storage reference. are iasQrted into SAR is by 
transmiss ion 0'( an address from PAK, tlAK. or VAK into SAR. ill -the ID8.nner de
scribed in the previous subparagraph. 

Another IDanner in wbleh addresses are inserted into SAB i. by 'pecial COII
lUnd Tl.1110 C;ireuit (erC) signal. whitk let or clear SAR flip-flop.. Duriltg 
oneCodlD8l1d Tillina Sequence •• ignal.are initiated to cha'nge (SAR ) to register 
either the f:lrst Me addre.s, 00000, or the secoDdMD address, 40001. If tbe 
F 1 ,.1 tch 011 the. Supervisory Control FIDel (See Block Dja.grarn, eTC. Envelope #4, 

, Volume 7) 1s i,et to lie, a CLEAR SAR signal from CTC claanall SAR flip-flops 
to "0"" However, if thilswitch 1s set to the 'ID positloD, SARl4 and SARo.are 
set to ttl« 81ild SARI through SAR13 are cleared to "0" 80 that the address 40001 
i. in SAR. 

The signal CLEAR SAR Is a1.0 produced, either by aft. INTERNAL STORAGE RE
S (J4E • ignal :received from the Pulse Distributor Control after each MD, Me t Q, 
and mo.t A rl~ferellce •• or' by a CLEAR SAR signal tlsued directly by the Arith-

, metic Register Access COlltrol. Thili. done to prepare SAR for receipt of tbe 
next address., 

The pos. :lble addresses that can be tormed by a IS-bi t number and hence caD 
be inserted into SAR are shown in octal notation 1n table 4-2 below. Note 
that some possible ad~re8sel are not assigned, to any, of the fOtl'ltorage clalses. 
These Un.8IS1t~l'led addresses. if inferted iato SAl, wIll produce an sec Fault and 
stop ccaputelr operation. 
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ADDRESSES 

00000-01771 
02000-07777 
1----

2----· 

30000-37777 
40000-47777 
50000-57777 
60000-67777 
70000-77777 

EI{A 1103 

TABLE 4 - 2 
ASSIGNMENT OF ADDRfSSES 

ASSIGNED TO 

MC Storage Addresses 
[~nassigned 

SECTION 4 

Q-Register :-\ddress (first digit only is significant, the 
other digits may be assigned any value o ) 

Accumulator Address (first digit only is significant; the 
other digits may be assigned any value o ) 

Unassigned 
MD, Group 4 Addresses 
MD, Group 5 Addresses 
MD, Group 6 Addresses 
MD, Group 7 Addresses 

The storage addresses assigned to each stor~ge class form a closed consecu
tive set; iae~, each address of each class may be used to generate the next 
address of the set; the last address of eRch set can be used to generate the 
first address of the set. 

This "closed loop" operation is explained in the text for [JAK, VAK, and PAK. 

When an internal storage referenee operation is initiated, the "0" and "1" 
outputs of SAR are employed to determine not only which storage class (MD, MC, 
(), or A) is involved, but, in the case of MD Hnd MC, which specific storage 
location in the selected class is desired~ The "Olf and "1" outputs of the five 
higher-order stages of SAR are used to initiate a reading or writing operation 
in the proper storage system" If the referenced address belongs to the MD 
storage class, SAR stages SARO through SAR14 are used in the MD system to locate 
the specific MD address desired. If the referenced address belong~ to the MC 
storage class, SAR stages SARa through SAR9 are used in the Me syst~m to locate 
the specific MC address desired. If the referenced address belongs to the Q 
or A class, the lower-order bits are ignored because Q and A both store only 
one word. 

After an internal storage reference has been completed, the CLEJ\R SAR signal 
prepares SAR for the receipt of new data, as described previously in this sub
paragraph. 

c. STORAGE CLASS TRANSLATOR .. - The Storage Class Translator (SCT) , shown 
on the Block Diagram. Storage Class Control, Envelope #2, Volume 7, is a group 
of "AND" circuits which interpret the cont~nts of the five highest-order bits of 
the address hpld in SAR and produce storage class enables for the Storage Class 
Control (SeC) I the Ari thmetic Register Access Control (ARAC), and the Faul t 
Detector. 

The storage class enables produced by SCT for the various possible combina
tions of bits in the higher-order stages of SAR are listed in Table 4-3 below" 
The Storage Class Translator does not receive outputs from the 10 lower-order 
stages of SAR. 
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. TABLE 4-3 

STORAGE 04ASS TRANSLATION 

ADDRESS 

RANGE SPECIFIffi (Octal) 

00000 - 01777 

10000 - 17777 

20000 - 27777 

40000 - 17777 

"I" in any stage,SARlo-SAR14 02000 - 77777 

SECTION 4 

RESULTING STORAGE 

Q..ASSENAfLE 

Me 

'Q 

A 

MO 

NOTMC 

The SCT etlables MC t Q, A, and ND are used in sec d.uring sec sequ.ences to 
direct INITIATE READ and INITIATE WRITE cOImlands from the Cormnand Timing Cir
cuits <eTC) tel the proper internal storage system, and are used in the Arith
metic Register Acceis Control to control the clearing of A during certain 
instructions. 

All five SCI' enables Ole, Q, A, MD. and NOT Me' are sent to the Fault De
tector where they are used to detect erroneous storage class referehces. 

d. STOHAGE Q..ASS roNTHOL. - The Storage Class Control (SeC), . shown on the 
Blork.Diagram of the Storage Class Control, Envelope #2, Volume 7, consists 
basically of the following four flip-flops: Initiate Read. Initiate Write 0-35, 
lni tiate Wri te 0-14, and Ini tiate V'ri te 15-29. Each of these has a series of 
~Jates associated with its "1" output circuit. The basic purpose of sec ~s to 
carry out short sequentes which initiate reading or writing operations in the 
storage class referenced by SAR: 

sec performs an sec I n1 t. ia te Read SNI uence for lIe. Q, A. or MD after j ts 
Initiate Read flip-flop is set to til" by an INITIATE READ signal from CTC. 
The sequence initiates 8 reading operation in a particular storage system, de
pending on the type of s('''T enables O~C. lID, Q. or A) present on the gates 
associated with the "1" output circuit of the Initiate Read flip-flop* Simi
larly, sec performs one of the three writing operations after an INITIATE WRITE 
0-35, INITIATE WRITE 0-14, or INITIATE WRITE 15-29 signal from ere sets the Ini
tiate Write 0-35, Initiate Write 0-14, or InitIate Write 15-29 flip-flop in sec 
to nl". An Initiate Write Sequence initiates a writing operation in one storage 
system, depending on the SCT enables which are present on the gates associated 
wi th the "rt output ci reui t of these flip-flops. 

tI) sec INITIATE READ SH)UENCES. - sec executes the follewtngfour 
sec Initiate Read sequences: sec Initiate Read MD, sec Initiate ·Read Me, sec 
Ini tiate Read A, and sec Ini tiete Read Q. These sequences are 1 isted in , 
tabular form ill Appendix B, Page B-58 t Volume 2. Each .sequence is begun by the 
INITIATE READ signal from eTC. The particular sequence executed for any given 
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internal storage reference depends on which of the gates associated with the 
"Itt output of the Initiate Read flip-flop ,are enabled by SCI. 

J\5 an example of how all sec Ini tiate Read sequences aTe executed, the se
quence is described below for the case where an ~IJ address is held inS'R. 
(See Block Diagram, sec, Envelope #2, Volume 7 J An W address held in, SAR 
causes SCT to enable the following gates in sec: V07-30153 .. V02-30153, VOb-30123, 
V06-30143, and V05-30153. When aD INITIATE READ signal Is produced, by crC. the 
sec Initiate Head fl ip-f1op VB0-30143 is set to .tr', and gate V08-30143 is thus 
enabled. The next CONTROLLED <LOCK PULSE thnt is produced passes through gate 
VOO-30143, clears the Initiate Read flip-flop, samples gates V01-30143. V09-30143, 
V05-30143. V06-30l43, and V05-30153, and is sent to the Fault Detector. Gates 
V06-30143 and V05-30153, enabled by the W> enahle, issue INITIATE REi\D MD and 
INITIATE MO REFERENCE signals to initiate a reading oper,ation in the m system. 

In a manner similar to that described above, INITIATE READ MG, INITIATE 
HEAD A, and INITIr,\TE HEAD Q signals are produced for Me and ARAC when Me, A, or 
Q addresses, respectively, are in SAR. 

(2), sec INITTATE WRITE SEQUaiCES. - There are six possible sec Initiate 
Wri te sequences for M) and Me. as follows: sec Ini tiate Write MJ} (0-35) t see 
Initiate Write Mil (0-14), set, Initiate Write :MD(15-29)'SCC Initiate WrIte Me 
(O-35)~ sec Initiate Write Me (0-14), and sec initiate Write Me (lS.29). 'J.h.e 
0-35 sequences ini tiate thewri ting of 36-bi t words in l'C and MJ locations, and 
the 0-14 and 15-29 sequences ini tiate wri,ting operations in only the v .... address 
and u-address portions of storage locations, respectively. For example, these 
"partial writes" are used,in execution of the Insert u Address (15uv) and Insert 
vAddress (16uv) instructions, to alter execution addresses in a programmed ' 
routine. 

No partial 'Writing operations can be used in Q and A. For this reason, 
only two sec Initiat~ Write sequences are possible for Q and A, 85 follows: 
sec Initiate Write Q and sec Initiate Write A. ; '. 

, Each sec Ini ti ate Wri te seq llence is executed in a manner similar to. the 
sec Initiate ReCld Mil sequence described in the previous subparaqraph. The 
specific steps are desC',rihed in detail in Appendix af pages B .... 59 throuqhB-61 
in this volume. 

It should be particularly noted that sec does not initiate any partial read 
operations in any of the internal storage sYstems, and that the sec initiates 
partial writing operations only in MD and Me. 

Tbe following outline of events sUllIDarizes the basic functions of SAR, scr~ 
and sec during internal storage references: 

(1) A I5-bit storage address is held in SAR during every internal 
storage reference. 

(2) Outputs from the five higher-order stages of SAR are translated by 
scr to select MD, Me, or Register Storage as the memory system 
which is to functil JJ1 • 
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Otile of the sec Initiate Read or sec Initiate Write sequences is 
performed whic~ initiates the desired operation in the storage 
system of the selected storage class. 

If MO or Me is involved, the output of lower-ord~r stages of SAR 
are also used to determine the particular MD or IIC location 
referenced. 

When the desired operation has been carried out in the exact 
memory location specified, SAR is cleared and thus prepared for 
use in anothpt storage reference. 

e. MAGNETIC DR{Th1 S'n)RAGESYSTEM. - The Magnetic Drunl Storage System OliO) 
provides the 11.03 Computer System witb a non-volatile. medium-access S,torage 
memory. Each of the 16,384 36-bit storage locations i~ H.> is individually ad
dressed and is available for reading or writing once each drure revolution. 
Storage address:es 40000 through 77777 (octal) are assigned to MD. 

The MD Storage System (See Block Diagram, Magnetic Drum Storage System, 
Envelope #2 t Volume 7 ) is composed of four principal parts, as follows: 
(1) the M81}net.ic Dr\ll1 Assembly which includes the storage medium, 8 coated sur
face on a conthluously rotating alllDinum cylinder (kaowD as the magnetic drwn) 
which receives computer words during w.riting and makes them available for reading 
once during ea(:h revolution of the drum, and the transducing elements, dvsl
purpose magnetic reading-al'ld-writing heads which transfer data to and from the 
storage positions with which they are associated; (2) the Clock Pulse Distri
butor <CPD) which receives 500 kc signals from tbe Tilling Pulse Multiplier cir
cuit when the drum is used as the basic clock source, and issues timing signals 
Cp-O. CP-l. aD1!1 CP-3 to the MD systel1l: (3) the Magnetic DrWll Locating Cirellits 
which function primarily to notify the It) Access Control when 8,refereJlced stor
age location bes been located aDd positioned for readIng or writing; and (4) 
the Magnetic Dl'UBl Access Control which directs the transfer of words into or 
out of the drUlll when the referenced storage location is properly'position.ed. 

(1) MPIG'lE'TIC ORUM ASSEMPLY. - The Magnetic Dr\l1l ,\ssembly COAS ists of 
two principal E~lements~ the rotating cyliader (Q'r drum). an.d the mtuJl)etic 
reading, and writing heads. 

The cast-alUAlinwn drmll (see Plate 5-17, Vol\lJlle 6) il 17 inches in diameter 
and 11.875" long. It is taper-fitted and locked to a steel shaft which in turn 
is mounted on II cast-aluminum base flnd driven at 1725 rpm by 8 220 VIC, 3 phase, 
3/4 hp motor. The machined drum surface is coaied with magnetic iron oxide, 
exeept at one end where it is eBcircled by a narrow soft steel babd. A cast 
aluminum bead-lIlounting bracket Ii ts over the top of the drlml and fastens to the 
supporting base. 

The head-mc~unting bracket contains inserts wbich receIve the magsetic heads. 
Details of the magnetic head assembly are shown in Plate 5-20. Volume 6. 
These inserts Eire arranged for space considerations so that the head$ are mounted 
in the bracket in a spiral fashion. A lateral spacing ot 1/16~ between adjacent 
heads is maint"lined by means of the spiral arrangement. . 
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The mechanical "setting" of each head is accomplished by a differential 
thread principle. When a head is properly set, its core-gap is approximately 
0.002 inch from the drum surface. 

Once the head has been set, the head cable is connecteci by fitting the five
conductor plug of the head cable into the head barrel and tightening the coupling 
flange firmlyo The entire MD Assemhl) is shown installed in Plate 5-19, Volume 6~ 

\2) PHIl'.CIPLES UF MAGNETIC DRUM STORAGE.-- Each magnetic head contains 
a single winding on a ferrite core o In writing, a current pulse of a given 
polarity is sent through the wjnding, setting up a magnetic field a The pulse 
polarity governs whether;] "0" or a "1" is to be written" The flux of the mag
metic field fringing around the gap of the core magnetizes to saturation that 
portion of the drum surface undpr the gap at that instant" The polarity of the 
magnetized area agreps with the pulse polarity applied to the head winding, and 
thereby can be later distinguished as a "0" or a "I" during reading operations" 
Amplifiers in the reHding circuits receive signals from areas storing "Ou s" as 
well as from those storing "l's", but produce outputs only when "19 s " are read o 

The narrow band on the coated storage surface of the drum which passes he
neath one head as the drum revolves is called a "track".., Tracks on this surface 
exist onl} in concept, ioe u , the coated surface is not physically divided, but 
CHn be thought of as discreet narrow bands, one for each head" However, the 
two tracks on the soft steel band on the end of the drum exist physicallyo The 
outer track, or Utiming traCk", is uniformly knurled with V-shaped notches which 
are spaced 80 per circular inch" The inner track is called the "mark track" 
and it contains a single "zero index" notCh" These two permanent tracks are 
use d for con t r 0 1 pur p 0 s e s • Un I ike the 0 the r he ads. the he ads ass 0 cia ted wit h 
the two permanent tracks perform only reading operations" 

ProvisiOn is made for three read heads (one for the timing track, one for 
the mark track, and one spare) f and 175 read-write heads (including 31 spares) 
for the tracks on the coated surface~ 144 of the read write heads and their 
associated tr2cks are divided into 4 groups of 36. called Group 4, Group 5, 
Group 6, and Group 70 

Each group of read-write heads has 36 sets of reading and writing circuits, 
each of which is associated with one of the 36 heads of the group" In every 
reading or writing operation sequence. one part of the operation selects which 
group of heads is to read or write; another part selects the angular position 
of the drum at which these heads are to function o 

The timing track and mark track are used in connection with the angular 
position selection. The timing track notches, spaced 80 per circular inch, are 
used to identify discreet angular positions of the drum; i.ee when the timing 
track head senses n notch, it produces a TIMING Pf:LSE signal.. The TIMlNG PULSES 
are produced at a rate of 125 kc. Each T]MING PULSE results in a signal which 
notifies MD Location Control that an angular position will presently be cor
rectly positioned for reading or writing o The single notch on the mark track 
is called a zero index notch hecause it marks the effective heginning of the 
timing tl'8ck. It establishes a reference point during each drum revoiution 
from which angular positions are counted. The fjrst d096 notches read from the 
timing track after the zero index notch on the mark track is read define the 
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4096 uS<lble angulRr positions of the drum .. MIl other positions, i"e", those be
tween angular position 4095 and angular position 0, are called the "dead space" 
on the drum. 

Since th€:re are 4096 angular positions of the drum at which each of the four 
groups can read or write, there are a total of 16,304 locations, or storage ad
dresses, available p Each MD storage address is uniquely defined by specifying 
what gro.l1p of heads writes into it or reads from it, and at which angular posi
tion of the drum it is located o 

The portion of each track that is positioned beneath one magnetic head 
during one angular position of the drum is called a "cell"., It is convenient 
to think of each of the 36 heads of a group as writing into or reading from one 
cell beneath it at discreet angular positions of the drum o 

The return-to-neutrRl method of recording is employed; ioe e , all the cells 
of the drum are initially unmagnetized 6 During writing operations both the 
"O~s" and "Ills" of the word to be stored are written; during reading only the 
"J7 S " are read to X" 

(3) CLOCK PULSE DlSTRIBCTOR" - The Clock Pulse Distributor (CPD) uses 
500 kc CLOCK PULSES to produce CP-O, CP-l, and CP-3 pulses for controlling the 
MD 0 pe rat ion s > 

The ,300 kc CLOCK PLLSES are developed by the Timing Pulse Mul tipl ier cir
cuit, shown in the lower right corner of the Block Diagram, MD Storage System" 
When manual selections are made so that the drum is used as the basic source of 
CLOCI( PULSES, the 123 kc TIMING Pl.iLSES from the drtlln timing track are recircu
lated through this circuito Each TIMING PULSE entering the circuit is delayed 
by two microseconds, then fed back into the circuit" As a result, the output 
of this circuit is a sequence of 500 kc MD CLOo. PULSES.. These pulses are used 
not only in the MD Storage System, but R]SO in the Clock Pulse Distributor as a 
basic source of computer clock pulses o 

For convenience the operation of the Timing Pulse Multiplier and the Clock 
Pulse Distributor are best described together o The Timing Pulse Multiplier and 
the Cl~ck Pulse Distributor consist of two flip-flops (CPD I and CPO II), a 
two microsecond delay circuit WOI-600S4. si\ ~lates, and several coincidence cir
cui ts. Inl tlully. CPO I and CPO II are set to "0". and the recirculation gate 
V02-60054 is enahled o When the drum is selected as the clock source, a MULTI~ 
PLIER ENAbLE is supplied to gat.e V03-60054, from the normally-closed contacts 
of the Select Osc relay, K30018~ The first TIMING PULSE to enter the Multiplier 
through gate V03-60064 will emerge after a two microsecond delay as an MD CLOCK 
PULSE o This MD CLOCK PULSE is then sent externally to the Clock Rate Control 
(CRe) , a part of the Master Clock System o Within the Multiplier and Distributor 
each MD CLOCK PULSE is used to probe Distributor gat.es V04-60073, VOb-60073, 
and V07-60073, to advance the Distributor flip-flops, and to probe the recircu
Jation gate V02-60034. The first MD CLOCK PULSE, issued two microseconds after 
a TIMING PULSE, finds Distributor gate V04-60073 enabled and produces CP-O" It 
also triggers CPO II to Itl", and passes through the recirculation1gate V02-60054. 
(It does not change CPO I since gate VOl-60034 is not yet enabled o ) After a two 
microsecond delay, this first MD CLOCK PULSE is issued again to CRC by the delay 
circuit as another MD CLOCK PULSE~ This second MD CLOCK PULSE finds Distributor 
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gate V06-60073 enabled and produces CP-I. It passes through gate VOI-60054 
(enabled s inee CPD II is a "1 n). triggers CPO II back to "0" t and triggers cpn I 
to a ttl". It :recirculates. and two microseconds later it' emerges as the third 
MD CLOCK PULSE. This third MD CLOCK PULSE is sent externally to eRG as were the 
other two, but internally it finds all three'Distributor gates and gate VOI-60054 
disabled. so it merely triggers CPD II to a "1" and is recirculated. After 8 
two microsecond delay it emerges as the fourth MD a..ocK PULSE, Like the others, 
this fourth MD CLOCK PULSE is sent externally to eRe. Internally it finds Dis
tributor gate V01-60073 enabled and passes through 8S CP-3. Since CPU II and 
CPD I were both set to "1" by the previous MJ CLOCK PULSE. gate V02-60054 is 
disabled durin~r CP-3, so that the fourth MD CLOCK PULSE is not recirculated. 
Its only function in the Distributor is to trigger both CPO 11 and CPO I to "Ou. 
At the same time that CP-3 is produced, another TIMING PULSE arrives frOOl the 
drum and the above sequence is repeated. As a result of the abo~e operations, 
the Master Clock System receives SOO kc MD CLOCK PULSES and the MD Access Control 
receives CP-O, CP-l. and CP-3 signals. The nwnerals 0, 1, and 3 after the 
letters "CpH signify the relative time of occurrence of these pulses in 500 kc 
CLOCK PULSE periods: i.e., CP-O and CP-l are separated by two microseconds, 
and CP-l and Cl>-3 are separated by four microseconds. 

(4) MAGNETIC DRUM LOCATING CIRCUITS. - These ci reui t8 are used in 'each 
Mf) reference to find the FtI) storage location specified by (SAR),8nd to generate 
the proper signals for reading or writing when the ~rum is positioned 1n that 
location. These circuits are shown in the lower left quarter of the Block D1a-" 
gram of the MD Storage System. 

The complete storage address of a particular location in MD is specified 
by a IS-hi t number. The three higher-order bi ts speci fy "the group nwnber. 
which may be 4, 5, 6, or 7. The 12 lower .. order bits specify one of the 4096 
angular positions of the drum. At the time a storage reference l5 made, a 15-
bit storage address is held in the Storage Address Register, SAS. One part of 
the MD Locatin.) Circuit is a Group Selection Circuit which performs the group 
selection specIfied by the group bits of the storage address. The other part 
of the MD Locating Circuit searches for the angular position specified by the 
5 torage addres:5, and gen~rates a COINCID~CE PlLSE when the correct angular 
location is properly positioned for reading or writing. 

The Group Selection circuit is composed of a group detector, a group' selec
tor, and 8 groillp transla tor. The group detector is composed of four gates and 
several coincidence circuits. Gate's V05-30203 and V06-30203 receive "an INITIATE 
MD REFERE1iCE s1gn81 from sec during every MD reference. If the group which is 
to function in the current MO reference is the same group that functioned during 
the last II) re:ference (i.e., if SAR12 and SAR13 = G51 and G52) , these gates are 
disabled and the group detector does not initiate any change in group selection. 
But if the current address in SAR specifies a group different from the group 
whlch last funl:!tioned in an MD reference, ei ther gate V05-30203, or gate V06-30203. 
or both will be enabled and their outputs will trigger group selector flip-
flops GSI and (;S2 to register the correct group selection. The outputs of the 
GSI and GS2 flIp-flops are combined in coincidence circuits in the group trans
lator. Depend:ing on which group is selected. a GROUP 4, GROUP 5, GROUP 6, or 
GROUP 7 enable is produced. Each of these enables is sent to gates in the 
reading and wr:iting circuits of the group of beads to which it corresponds. 
For example, i:f a GROUP 4 enable is produced, it enables gates in the reading 
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and writing circuits of each head in Group 40 Once selected, a particular GROUP 
enable is present until a new group select.ion is made. 

If a change in the group selection is required for a reading operation, it 
is necessary to delay reading by about 3~ microseconds to allow the circuitry 
to recover from transients introduced by the group switching operation. No 
corresponding protl1em exists for the writing operation o When a read reference 
is made to MD, gRtes VOl-30203 and V04-30203 in the Group Detector are pulsed 
by the INITI/ITE READ MD s ignnl from SCC o If the currently referenced group of 
heads is the same as the last group which functioned, gate VOl-30203 will be 
p.nabled and t.he SCC signal will produce an INITIATE READ siunal for MDAC e If a 
switching of groups is required jn the current MD reference, gate V04-30203 will 
bp enabled and the sec: signal will produce an INITIATE DELAYED READ signal for 
MDAC. This latter signal sets the initiate Delayed Read flip-flop in MDAC to 
"1". The "111 output of this flip-flop initiates a delay of approximately 32 
microseconds, and thereby prevents any attempt to probe for coincidence (and 
hence read) until the reading amplifiers have had a chance to recover from the 
transients generated by switching heads o If an INITIATE READ signal is pro
duced, the above delay is not initiated o 

The remainder of the MD locating circuits are the Address Interlace Chassis, 
an Angular Coincidence Detector, an Angular Index Counter (AIK), and a Location 
Control circuit~ (See Biock Diagram and Figure 4-11e) These function to select 
the angular position on the drum which is referenced by lower-order 12-bits of 
the storage address held in SAR~ The Address Interlace Chassis, depending on 
its wiring arrangement, translates the 12 angular position bits of address in 
SAR jn such a manner that if addresses with consecutive angular positions are 
inserted into SAR, they become coincident with every fourth, eighth, sixteenth, 
thirty-second, or sixty-fourth angular position on the drum, rather than with 
physically adjacent angular positions Q The ,\ngular Coincidence Detector com-· 
pares the count in AIK (a 12-stage binary counter) with the interlaced count 
from SARa Location Control consists of three flip-flops (Preset, Advance AIk, 
ilnd Coincidence Lochout) and their associated gates o Location Control regulates 
the advance of AIK Hnd the probing of the Angular Coincidence De~ectoro 

In every MD reference, the 12 lower-order bits in SAR are connected throuyh 
the Address Interlace Chassis to the Angular Coincidence Detector e As the drum 
rotates, TIMING PULSES from the timing track head ure produced which identify 
or define each successive angular position of the drum e Each of these TIMING 
PCLSES results in a signal which causes the Angular Index Counter lAIK) to ad
vance by one, so that AIK maintains a count which indicates the angular posi
tion of the drum to be properly positioned next for reading or writing. When, 
during reading or writing operations, the angular position of the drum indicated 
Ly (AI~) matches the referpnced angular position from the Address Interlace 
c has sis a CO 1 \C 1 DE NCE P ROB F s i 9 n a-1 de tee t s t his c o'n d i t ion and the Co inc ide n c e 
Detect.or generates a COI~IDENCE PULSE for MDAC., The COINCIDENCE PULSE resul ts 
in the referenced reading or writing operation being performed in exactly the 
referenced angular location. 

Five types of Address Interlace Chassis are provided with the 1103 system~ 
one chassis each for 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64-interlaces o However, only one of 
these is inserted into the equipment at anyone time o Each, in eff~ct, alters 
the angular position of consecutive storage addresses from Computer Control in 
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such a manner that they will be coincident with different sequences of angular 
positions on th'e drum. For example, the 4-interlace Address Interlace Chassis 
will translate the angular positions specified in consecutive storage addresses 
received from S~R so that they are coincident with every fourth angular position 
on the drum, rather than with the physically consecutive angular positions. ~f 
the 8-interlace Address Interlace Chassis is used, then coincidence is obtaiaed 
from every eighth angular position on the drmn and so on. A spare Address Inter
lace ~hassis is also provided Which can be wired to D1ake angular positiaRs of 
consecutive addresses in Computer Control coincident with the consecutive, or 
physically adjacent, angular positions on the drtln. In summ,ry, Address Inter
lace Chassis function to assign an oider or sequence to the angular positions 
on the drum which are to be coincident with consecutively numbered allgular posi
tions from Computer Control. 

The usefulness of interlace may be seen by the following example. If in
structions involving a series of readings from consecutive MD addresses are to 
be executed, and each transmission in the series caD be accomplished in less 
time U .. an is required for four angular positions to pass beneath the heads but 
more time than tor one angular position to pass (32 microseconds), the employ
ment of the 4-interlace Address Interlace chassis will cause the data to be 
transmitted to every fourth storage location, even though the SAR-specified 
locations are conseeutive. The computer can thus accomplish its transmissions 
without waiting a.full drum revolution period between consecuti.e reading opera
tions. Of course, changing the Address Interlace Chassis results in the ehanging 
of the assignment of addresses on the drum, so that the drtlll must be reloaded 
each time the interlace is chaaged. The interlace does not affect the. outputs 
of SAR12 , SAR13, and SA~14r and therefore does not affect the selection of the 
MD group in any way. 

Figure 4-11 below shows how the Address Interlace Chassis alters consecutive 
storage addresses from SAR to effect ,,4-interlace. In Figure 4-1l, the MD ad
dress 40001 is inserted in SAR. Note that although address· 40001 is a_erically 
the second Group 4 angular position of the drum, the interlace causes 40001 to 
be coincident wi th the fifth angular posi tion around the dr. (All = 4). This 
is because the 4-interlace Address Interlace Chassis effectively shifts the 
lower-order 12 bits of the SAR address to the left by two bits, which corresponds 
to a binary multiplication of four. In a similar manner, the 8-interlace chassis 
shifts these4bits to the leltby three (23 ::: 8), the 16--interlace shifts th~ 
bits by 4 (2 = 16), etc. 

(5) MAGIETIC DRUM ACCESS OONrROL .. ",Tile Magnetic Drwn Access Control 
(MDAC) directs the MDAC Locating Sequence, and performs MDAC Read and MDAC Write 
Sequences when ,read or wri te references are made to 11). 

(a) MOAC LOCATING SEl)lJENCE - The MDAC Locating Sequence is 
executed when no reading or writing references are being made to the dr1.lP. This 
sequence keeps track of whieh angular position of tbe moving drum Is next to be 
properly positjoned for reading or writino. The MDAC Locating sequence described 
below is shown in tabular form in Appendix B of this vol_e. 

Once per drum revolution the zero index notch is read from the mtrk track 
and gate Vll-60064 is m6mentarily enabled. A TIMING PULSE from the timing 
track head probes this gate while it is enabled and produces a MARK PULSE. Each 
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~IARi\ PljLSE in i t ia tes the MDAC Locat i ng Sequence to coun t each of the next 4096 
consecutive angular positions of the drum, and thereby assign a number to each 
position, 8S follows~ the fjrst, zero; the next, one; etc" to the last, 4095" 
After 4096 consecutive angular positions have been counted in AIK, the MDAC 
Locating Sequence effectively ceases until another MARK PULSE is read. It then 
begins allover again. 

Each MARK PULSE sets the Preset flip-flop VOl-60063 in Location Control to 
"1".. The next CP-O issued by the Clock Pulse Distributor passes through gate 
V04-60063, sets AIK to all ones, clears the Preset flip-flop, and sets the Co
incidence Lockout flip-flop to a "Itt. The same CP-O also clears the Advance 
AIK flip-flopo The next CP-O to occur clears the Advance AIK flip-flop and 
advances AIK from all "1 7 s" to all "OilS" producing an AIK E~TI CARRY signal which 
triggers the Coincidence Lockout flip-flop from "1" to "0". Subsequent CP-OQ s 
each clear the Advance AIK flip-flop and advance AIK one count. AIK can advance 
from zero to 4095. When AIK stores the count 4095. each stage contains a "1"0 
The next CP-O advances AIK to all "o~s" and results in an AIK END CARRY signal 
which triggers the Coincidence Lockout flip-flop hack to a "1"" Th1s marks the 
pffective end of the MOAC Locating Sequence. AIK continues to be advanced by 
subsequent CP-Ovs, but its count is meaningless until a MARK PULSE is produced 
which indicates that the dead space on the drum has passed and that the above 
sequence is to begin again. This sequence for locating is slightly different 
during reading and writing o When a read reference is made, the receipt of the 
INITIATE R~AD MD signal eventually results in the enabling of gates V04-60053 
and V06-60033. When this condition is set up, the read sequence is superimposed 
on the locating sequence so that Cl'-Olls continue to advance AIK, and, during the 
AIK counts 0 through 4095, which follow a MARK PULSE, each CP-O produces a 
COINCIDENCE PHOBE until coincidence is obtained o These operations are explained 
in the MDAC R1ead Sequence below o When a write reference is made, the particular 
INITIATE WRITE MD command that is received results in the enabl ing of gates 
\"01-60073 and V03-60073. CP-O will advance AIK and clear the Advance AIK flip
flop to "0" as in the MDAC Locating Sequence, until the first CP-I which occurs 
after VOl-60073 and V03-60073 are enabled o This first CP-l also advances AIK 
and sets the Advance AIK flip-flop back to "lit" Thus, the AIK count is moved 
ahead by two instead of one during the first CP cycle of an MDAC Write Sequence, 
and thereafter AIK is advanced by CP-l until the writing operation is completed~ 
When ·writing is completed the MDAC Locating Sequence resumes and AIK is advanced 
by CP-O again" The double advance of AIK upon receipt of an lNITIATE WRITE MD 
signal is explained in the MDAC Write Sequence below. 

(b) MDAC READ SEQUENCE 4> - When a reading operation from the drum is to 
be executed. an MDAC Read Sequence is initiated to locate the MD address at 
which the word to be read is stored, and to read the contents of that address 
(36-bits) into X" The signals INITIATE MD REFEREM::E and INITIATE READ MD are 
sent from SCC to the Group Detpctor c The INlTIATE MD REFERENCE signal and the 
group bits of the referenced storage address (SAR12 and SAR13) initiate the proper 
group selection; the INITIATE READ MD signal initiates the MDAC Read Sequence". 
The angular position bits of the referenced storage address (SARO through SARlI) 
are connected through the Address Interlace Chassis to the Angular Coincidence 
Detector, so that when the referenced storage address is located, a COINCIDENCE 
PULSE is generated and the selected group of heads functions" Each of the 36 
heads which reads a "I" transmits a "1" to its corresponding stage in Xo ("Oust! 
are not transmitted to X.) ( 
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If the \-jroup being reft~ren(;ed (as specified by bits SAR 12-13) is the same 
;j that which last functioned, gates V05-30203 and V06-30203 will be disabled o 

If the currently referenced group is different from the last group that func
tioned, either or both of these gates will be enabled and their outputs will 
trigger the Group Selector (V80-60071and V81-60071) to select the presently 
desired group. Outputs of this Croup Selector are sent to coincidence circuits 
where a GROLP 4, GROUP 5, GROUP 6 or GRGep 7 enable is produced.. Each of these 
latter outputs enable 36 votes in the reading and writing circuits of the group 
of heads to which they correspond.. Since only one GROUP enable can be produced, 
only its corresponding group of heads will function during reading~ 

The INITIATE READ MD signal probes gates VOl-30203 and V04-30203.. If no 
switching between groups of heads is called for only gate VOl-3020'3 will be 
enabled and the INITIATE READ MD signal will produce an INITIATE READ signal 
for MDAC. If a switching of group enables is required, only gate V04-30203 
will be enabled and the INITIATE READ MD signal will produce an INITIATE DELAYED 
HEAD signal for MOAC" In ei ther case the INITIATE READ MD signa 1 from SCC be
gins the MDAC Read Sequence which is shown in tabular form in Appendix B of this 
Volume, and explained below" 

If the currently referenced ,group of heads is different from the last to 
function, the reSUlting INITIATE DELAYED READ signal sets both the Initiate 
Read and Initiate Delayed Read flip-flops to "1". The "1" output of the 
Initiate Read flip-flop enables gates V06-60033 and V07-60063" The trl" output 
of the Initiate Delayed Read flip-flop enables gate V07-60053. The next CP-O 
to occur passes through V07-60033 to clear the Initiate Delayed Read flip-flop 
to "0", and to set the Read Lockout flip-flops V80-60053. VOI-600S3, and 
V82-60053 to "I", "0", and "0" respectively" (This registers ahinary count of 
100 in these flip-flops.) No further CP-O~s get through V07-60053; however, as 
explained before in the MDAC Locating Sequence, they continue to advance AIK" 
The next four CP-l~s to occur pass through V05-053 to set the Read Lockout flip
flo pst 0 1 0 I, 11 0, Ill, and 000 ( bin a r y ) i nth a t order It When e a c h f 1 i P - flo pis 
set to 0, gate V05-60053 is disabled and subsequent CP-lvs have no effect on 
the Read Loc.kout flip-flops.. Gate V04-60053 however, becomes enahled. 3ecause 
gate V06-60053 13 also enabled by the ttl" output of the Initiate Read flip
flop, the next CP-O to occur and all succeeding CP-Ovs which occ~r while the 
usable area of the drum is passing under the magnetic heads become COINCIDENCE 
PRObES. The delay is the only difference between an MDAC Read Sequence begun 
by an INITIATE DELAtED READ signal and that begun by the INITIATE READ signal

o 

The delay disables gate V04-60053 and prevents any attempt to make a coincidence 
probe after switching group enables, since this latter action causes transients 
which may interfere with the reading operation o The delay in effect provides 
the reading amplifiers with time to recover ·from these transients before 
attempting to read data from the drum~ 

If no switching of groups is required, the INITIATE READ MD signal from SCC 
produces an INITIATE READ signal in the Group Detector. This signal merely sets 
the Initia te Read flip-flop to its "1" state. When the next CP-O occurs, gates 
V06-60053 and V04-60053 are both enabled, and CP-O, in addition to advancing 
AIK by one as in the MDAC Locating Sequence also generates a COINCIDENCE PROBE 
which effectively compares (AIK) with the interlaced storage address held in 
SAR before CP-O advances A1Ko A CP-O is pro~ced for each angular position of 
the drum, and this comparison continues until the desired angular location is 
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about to be positioned under the magnetic heads u When the count in ArK equals 
the interlaced count from SAH, the COINCIDENCE PROIJE on CP-O results in a 
COINCIDE.NCE pulse (and AIK is then advanced)" The COINCIDENCE pulse passes 
through gate '107-60063 and produces a READ pulse which probes 36 Read to X gates e 

These Read gates are the transfer gates for MD read operations and they are 
common to the reading circuits of all four groups~ When the PEAD pulse occurs, 
signifying that the desired angular position has been found, the heads (in the 
selected group) that are reading a "1" from the cell beneath them enable their 
correspondin~1 Read to X gate. A signal" I" to Xn from each such Read to X gate 
is transmitted to the proper stage in X" 

The READ pulse also clears the Initiate Read flip-flop and produces an MD 
RESUME signal which is sent to PDC" When the Initiate Read flip-flop is cleared 
to "0", the MDAC Locating Sequence resumes and CP-O no longer produces a COINCI
DENCE PROBE. 

It is important to note that during the MD Read Sequence, a locating se
quence occurs similar to the basic MD Locating Sequence described in subparagraph 
(a) above. However, in the modified sequence for reading, CP-OQ s not only con
tinue to advance AIK, but also produce CUINCIDENCE PROBE signals during AIK 
counts 0 through 4095 following a MARK PULSE. Each CP-O, however, probes for 
coincidence before it can actually effect the advancing of AI~ by one Q There
fore, during any CP-O, it is the previous CP-O which corresponds to the angular 
position under the reading heads~ This introduces a difference of one angular 
position in the assigning of addresses to the drum, but it is of no consequence 
because a similar difference exists for the writing operation o 

(c) MDAC WRITE·SEVliENCES. - Because the execution of some instruc
tions requires that only the u-address or v-address portion of a word be altered, 
three wri tin~J sequences are used in the MD Storage Sys tem as follows: the 
MDAC Write (0-35) Sequence, the MDAC Write (0-14) Sequence, and the MDAC Write 
(l5-29) Sequence. These sequences, though different in the number of bits they 
cause to be stored, are nevertheless similar in that each locates the storage 
address at which the writing is to be done and executes the transmission from 
X to MD when the referenced address is located" The following discussion de
scribes only the MDAC Write (0-35) Sequence. Similar explanations apply to the 
other write sequences a The sequence described below as well as the MDAC Write 
(0-14) and ~)AC Write (15-29) sequences can be found in tabular form in Appendix 
U, of this Volume. 

When all 36 bits of a word stored in X are to be written on the drum, the 
INITIATE WRITE MD (0·33) signal is sent to MDAC from SCC to initiate the MDAC 
Write <0-35) SEQUENCE o At the same time the INITIATE MD REFERENCE signal is 
produced, and this signal, together with the group bits of the referenced storage 
address (SAR12 and SAR13), is sent to the Group Detector in the M9 Locating Cir
cuit. Also, at this time the interlaced angular position bits of the referenced 
storage address (SARO through SARlI) are available to the Angular Coincidence 
Detector o ~hen the referenced storag f address has been located, the 36 bits in 
X are written on the drum and the MDAC Write <0-35) Sequence is terminated. 

If the group of heads being referenced is the same as that which last func
tioned, the Group Detector does not change the group selection o If the currently 
referenced group is different from the last group to function, either or both 
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of gates V05-30203 and V06-30203 are enabled and their outputs will trigger the 
Group Selector to make the new selection. Theoutpllts of the Group Selector are 
then sent to coincidence circuits in the Group Translator. The group translator 
circuits produce a single enable <either GROUP 4, GROUP 5. GROUP 6. or GROUP 7) 
which is sent to,input gates in the writing circuits of the selected group of 
heads. ' 

The INITIATE WRITE MD (0- 35) signal froll sec oec urs s iinul taneous ly wi th one 
of the CP pulses. Although this sec signal is used by MDAC to initiate the MDAC· 
Write (0-35) Sequence, this sequence is actually star~ed oaly Oil a Cp-O. Hence, 
if the INITIATE WRITE MD (0-35) signal occurs at the same tim~ as CP-O,' ~he 
wri tiDg sequence begins 'inmediately; if it occurs at any other time, the writing 
sequence is be~un on the next CP-D. In any event, the INITIATE WRITEMD (0-35) 
Signal sets th,e Initiate Write flip-flop V82-60074 to ttl'" and the "Iff output 
of this flip-flop is used to enable gates VOI-60073, VD3-'60073 , V03-60074, 
V02-60074, VOl·· 60074, and V04-60074. If the useable portion of the drum is 
passing beaeat'tl the heads, the first cp-o of the sequence advances ;AIK and 
clears the Adv;ance AIK fIi p-flop just as is done in the basic MDAC Locating Se
quence, described in subparagraph (a). Two microsecoads later, CP-l passes 
through gate VOI-60073, sets the Advance AIK flip-flop to "1", aad also advances 
AJK. The count in AIK is thus increased by two, rather than one, during the 
first CP cycle of an MDAC Wri te Sequence, and from this ttme OD, tile adva.cing 
of AIK is done by CP-I's instead of CP-O' s.. This is because each. CP-l sets the 
Advance AIK fl ip-flop back to "1 H to prevent the next CP-O from 8dv~llcino AIK. 
Also, because 1;Jste VO~60073 is enabled and V06-053 18 dlsabled.COINCIDENCE 
PROBE signals :are produced on CP-3 instead of CP-O, 8$ is 'done for readiftg. The 
reaSOD for the differenc€ in timing is explailled in detail ill a subsequent 
paragraph. 

Subsequent cycles of cpt a) repeat the action of this last described 'eycle 
until eoillCideJ~ce is detected. The latter occurs 011 CP-3 when the couat ill AIK 
matches the iaterlaced eouat from SAn, aad a COINCIDENCE PULSE fs generated by 
the CoiJscidenci~ Detector in the MD Locating Ci rcui t. The COINCIDENCE PULSE 
passes through gate V04-60074 and enters a delay circuit. W02-60074. After 1.1 
microsecoDds, it emerges from the delay circuit and sets tit, Wr'ite fl!p-flop 
V83-60074 to 8 "1". The next cp-o produces a pulse which produces MD RESOME to 
POC. This pu.lse, delayed by 1.1 microsecond. clears the Wri te flip-flop to "Oft •. 
Therefore, tJae "Itt enable from this flip-flop lasts about 2 llierOI800¥S. This 
enable, appl ied to gate V 01 .. 60014, is u.sed as a two mi'crosecoRd MD WRITING PtLSE 
which probes gutes V03-60074. V02-60074, and V01-60074. SiBce tll~se uates are 
enabled by the 'tl tt output of the Ini t iate Wri te fl i p-flop, WRITE 30-35, WRITE 
15-29, and WRITE 0-14 signals are produced for the MP writing circuits .. 

There are :)6 wri tingci rClli ts ia eaeh of the four groups of heads ; ODe cir-
cui t for each head ia the group. The wri tiag cirelli t for each headcOAsists ... " 
essentially of an input gate and two Write gates (Write ttl" and Write "Ott). The 
input gates associated wi th a 'particular group of' beads are enabled by the group 
translator ci rc~ui ts of the Group Selector wilen the correspondiJli gro\lp is selected' 
to write.' Each of tile 36 Wri te "1ft ga tes in a group is 61l.bled if . the. correspond
ing stage of X contains a "I"; each of the 36 Write "ott gates of tbe group is 
enabled if ·the co'rresponding stage of X contains a "0" (due to the "~T" circui t5 
in the 36 X i.put lines). When the WRITE 30-35, WRITE 15-29. WRITE 0.;.14 signals 
from gates VOl-60074, V02-60074. aad V03-60074 pass through the input gate in 
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each head's writing circuit, they probe the Write gates; WRITE "Itt or WRITE "0" 
signals are produced in each head winding. If the stage in X to which 8 head 
corresponds stores 8 "It., a "1" is writteJl on the drum; if • stage in X stores 
8 "0". its corresp01lding head writes a "0". 

The CP-O which passes through V07-6OO74 enters tbe delay circuit WOI-60074, 
produces the ID RESUE signal, sets tbe Read Leckout flip-flops to OIl, and 
ufter the 1.1 microseconds delay. clears the Wri te flip-flop. As a resul t, 
the next CP-I rlsses through gate V02-6OO53 (enabled by Read Lockout flip-flops 
I and II) and ~Iears the Initiate Write (0-35) flip-flop. It also passes through 
gate V05-60053 (enabled by Read Lockout flip-flops II and III) to set the Read 
Lockout flip-flops to read 100, and through gate VOI-6OO13 to advance All and 
set the Advance AIK flip-flop to "1". 

In the next CP cycle tbe double advance of AIK during the first CP cycle 
of this sequE~ce 1s compensated for Ind the true All count restored. CP-3 is 
blocked 5 inee' gate V03-60073 is di sabled at the time it occurs. CP-O merely sets 
the Advance AIK flip-flop to "0". CP-l BDd CP .... 3 are blocked in Location Control 
and thu.s AIK Is not advanced during this CP cycle. However, this CP"'1 passes 
through gate V05-60053 and sets the Read Lockout flip-flops to 101. The MDAC 
LOCATING SEQUENCE res \Illes Ind All is subseque1ltly advanced on c;p... O. CP-l con
tinues to pass through gate V05-6OO53 until the Read Lockout flip-flops are set 
to 000. Afte'r a wri ting operation no reading operation can thus be performed 
Wltil each Read Lockout stores a "ot'. This provides ti.e for the reading ampli
fiers to recover froll the traa.iellts prod.ced during the writing operation. 

In the IDAC Read Sequenee, discu.ssed in Subparagraph (b) above, the corre
spondence between angular positioRS on the dru. and the eouat ia AIK was defiaed. 
Coincidence is detected in that sequence on cp-O, and the reading circuits are 
sampled shortly after the SAR-specified angular positioll begins to Move beneath 
the heads. Because writing .ust be aee~pli5hed in the same relative position, 
the double advance of AIK 8t the start of a writing operation, the coincidence 
on CP-3 for writing operations, and the slibsequeJt 1.1 microsecond delay 
(initiated after CP-3) before the Write "0" or Write "1" gates are probed, pro
vide a delayed writing operation and allow reading and writing to be performed 
at the same spot. That iS t although AIK is prodacing coincidence on CP-3 during 
writing operations jvst before the specified IGC8tion is positioned,the correct 
angular position is under the heads by the tilDe the actual writing is done. 

The MOAC Wri te (0-14) and lilAC Write (15-29) sequences are both similar to 
the MDAC Write <0-35) sequence. However, during the (0-14) sequence. gItes 
V03-074 aad V02-074 are disabled so that writing occurs only in bits '0 through 
14 of the referenced drua address. A si_ilar situation occurs during the (15-29) 
sequence. i.e •• gates V03-074 and VOI-074 are, disabled so that writing occurs 
only ia bits 15 through 29. 

f. MAGNETIC CORE STORAGE SYSTEM. - The Magnetic Core Storage System consists 
of 36 MagnetiC Core matrices aDd their control circuits. Each core matrix 
consists of 1024 toroidal cores aDd their control wires. The following Block 
Diagrams should be referenced While reading this section: System, envelope 1; 
Magnetic Core Storage Systea, envelope 2; lad ICS Address LocatioD Systea, 
envelope 6. All of these Block Diagraas are found in Volume 7. 
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figure 4-12. Typical Magnetic Core and Control Wires. Arrows 
Indicate Direction of Current Flow During Reading or Writing 
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Each core is a small toroid of a material possessing an almost rectangular 
hysteresis loop. Five wires pass through eaeh core as shown in Figure 4-12~ 
o horizontal X wire, a vertical Y wire, 8 diagonal 5 wire, a horizontal I} 
wire, and 8 vertical I wire. The core is 8 bistable device capable of storing 
a ttl" or a "0", dependtug upon the direction of remnant magnetization in the 
core. In g«~er81. the "1".state is produced in a core when the resultant 
magnetizing force of coincident current pulses on the X, Y and I wires is of 
ofte polarity through the core, and the "0" state is produced when the resultant 
magnetizing force of coincident current pulses on these wires is of the opposite 
polarity through the core. • 

Reading or writing is accomplished by 8 sequence of current pulses through 
the wires. Graphs aDd hysteresis loops showing the specific pulse sequences 
for reading or 'Writing both 8 "1" and a "0" are shown in Figures 4-13 through 
4-1B. 

The writing of information in a single core is accomplished in three steps, 
as shown on Figures 4-13 through 4-16. These mey be designated as the "clear", 
the "write", and the ttdisturb tt steps. 

Step 1. - The "clear" step is executed by two coincident current pulses on 
the X and Y wires. The amplitude of these pulses is such that 
the combined effect of both pulses is sufficient to force the 
core from the t'ltt to the f10" state if the core is ini tially in 
the "1" statt, but the occurrence of a pulse on only one of these 
wires does Dot change the state of the core. This choice of am
plitude provides 8n "aDdU logic function that is uled to select 
one particular core during wri ting, 8S explained in subparagraph 
(4) below, Me ADDRESS SELECTION SYSTEM. 

Step 2 ... After the "clear" step has forced the core to "0", the "write" 
step is executed which el ther leaves the core in the "ot' state 
or forces the core to the ttl" state. If a "In is to be written, 
two simultaneous pulses of polarity opposite to the "clearU 

pulses are applied to the X and Y wires to foree the core to the 
"1" state. These pulses are also of aft amplitude such that both 
must be present simultaneously to change the state of the core. 
If a "0" is to be left in the core, the two coincident current 
pulses are applied to the X and Y wires, but their effect upon 
the core is cancelled by the presence of an INHIBIT pulse of 
opposite polarity on the II and 12 wires, occurring simulta 
with the X and Y pulses. The amplitude of the conditionally 
present INHIBIT pulse is equal to about ODe-half the sum of the 
amplitudes of the pulses used on the X aDd r wires. A pulse of 
this value cancels the effect of the X and Y magnetizing force 
suffjciently to prevent the writiDg of 8 "1". 

Step 3 ••. The third or "disturb" step is executed by a DISTURB pulse applied 
to the II and 12 wires. If a core was in the" I" state, the 
DISTURB pulse alters the state of the core along a minor hystere
sis loop so that the flux '·settles" to a st8ndard "1" value which 
is fairly stable In the presence of positive "half-pulses" pro
duced during references to other cores in the system. 

_"-nd. 
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STEP 2 STEP 3 

Step I - (CLEAR) X and Y "CLEAR" pulses shift core state from 
A to B to C. 

Step 2 - (WRITE) Inhibit pulse on I wire cancels X or Y "WRITE" 
pulses so that core state is shifted from C to D to E. 

SLep 3 - (DJSI1JRIl) "DlS11JRBtt pulse on I "ire shifts core state 
from E to L to M, along a minor hysteresis loop. 

(Additional series of "half-pulses" of both polarities 
~eave stale of core between points A and C.) 

Figure 4-13. Writing a "0" When the Core Was In the "0" State 
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(CLEr~) X and Y "CLEAR" pulses shift core state from 
J\ to B to C 
(WRITE) X and y t'WRITE" pulses shift core state from 
C to F to G 
(DISTURB) "DISTURB t

' pulse on I wire shifts core state 
from G to II to J along minor hysteresis loop (Addi
tional series of "half-pulses" of hoth polarities shift 
core along a minor loop and leave the state of the 
core between K and G.) 

.. 
Fi.(]ure 4-14. Writing a "I" When The Core Was In The "On State 
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STEP 2 STEP 3 

Step 1 - (CLEAR) X and Y "CLEAR" pulses shift core stale from 
K to B to C 

Step 2 - (WRITE) Inhibit pulse on I wire cancels X or Y "WRITE" 
pulses so that core is shifted from C to 0 to E along 
a minor loop 

Step 3 - (OISTURn) '\D1STURRH pulse on 1 wire sh.ifts core state 
from E to L to M. (Addi tional series 0 f "hal f-pulses" 
of both polarities leave the state of the core between 
A and C.) 

Fi<Jure 4-13. Wri tin9 a no" When The Core Was 1 n The "1 n State 
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STEPS (See illustrations above) 

Step 1 - (CLEAR) X and Y "CLEAR" pulses shift core state from 
K to B to C. 

Step 2 - (WRITE) X and Y "WRITE" pulses shift core state from 
C TO F TO G. 

Step 3 - (DISTURB) "DISTURB" pulse on I wire shifts core state 
from G to II to J along a minor hysteresis loop_ 

(Additional series of "half-pulses" of both polarities 
shift state of core along a minor loop and leave it 
between K and G.) 

Fi9ure 4-16. Wri ting a "I" When The Core Was In the "In State 

IIP~Rand 
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The reading of information from 8 single core 1s also accompliliSbed hl three 
steps, 8 S shown on Figures 4.11 and 4-18. These may be designated 8S "the .tread" 
the "restore", arid the "disturb" steps. 

Step 1. - The "read" step is sillilar to the firli step of writing in tpat 
it Is executed by two coincident curr,nt pulses on the X ,and Y 
wires. If the core WlS initially in the,ttl" state tb~'resultinq 
'fl \lXcJJ.ange~'occurring whan the core is ~Ol"ced from "1 "~O,' "O·t 
produces a :SENSEvolt,age pulse on the 5 wire, Therefore," 
during this step the reading of a "Itt 1. represen~ed by the 

"presence of 8 SENSE pulse, and the reading of a' :'0" is repre
,sentedby the absence of 8 SENSE pulse on the S wire. Beeause 
"the first or "read" step destroys the.presence of ','~l"t it is 
'necessary to restore the "Itt so that ~~peated readings may be 
made iromthe. core. This is accomplished by the,seeond or 
ttrestore" step. . . 

Step 2 ..... The nrestore"step is sl"llar to. the s~JJd step of wri ting. 
If a "I" wa. readfrOil the core, the restoring o,f the "1" is 

'accomplished by two coincid,nt pulse, ,.f' polari ty oppasl te to 
the "read t

' step pulses 011 the X Ind Y·wir~s. 'n)eseopuls(. are 
81 so prese~.t'Qn X and Y if a no" was r.ad~ . Thei r effect 
upon the· COrtl', is ,cancelled by the pre •• (:e of an INHIBIT, pulse 
on the I 1 1:~~!2 ,,1 res, a.ad the core 1', Jeft in .the " .. ~" state. 

Step 3 .... 'J;he third Qr'-di'sturb" step is identicaito the third step of 
the writing ::s~quence. 

"1 . >,.-, '_ '. , 

(1) GEIt::RALSBQtEN<ZS:,(1fOPERATION •• -:- So that the fUllctions, o("the various 
ci rcui t. of the .sga.etic Coie'Storage System may be I14re clearly UIlders~ood,' " 
the sequence,. of operati." :oecurringi'nth. system, areexplai~ed ,below. The 
speei,', ic steps ,produ~.,tJte.ueD.C.'8.r. explained more,' fully in subparagraph 
(7) t IACRETIC: COl! A ," ,~,D.l7.JO, below.. " , ", 

" " ""'. '~':;:"':'t"' ,~';:i.:';~+ ",,;, . :: .,~. c,', ", ,""" ',' 

Four different .eque~:ees are produced, one for r~8dJDg' and t.ftttf) tor writ
ing. An MCS Read seqllenc',~,r.tfsmits, the contents of ~.,~B-.pecif:~ed magnetic 
core address to Xf a'nd" an:.~,Write Sequence tra~8mi~J.,th,~ont~e.~~,8p'f "X into 
ID SAR~specil'ied magnetl·~c;ore.ddrel'. JICS Write ()"14 and, an MCS Wiite 15-29 
.equences profvidemeans ot w,ri ting 10qa1y the U orv portionl of , tor age ad-
dresses, respectIvely. ' 

, ' , '" 4 t··' >( , -, 

Wben a ref~r.nce,i8 lliade" to the JJlao~eticCore Stortge System .. an INITIATE 
READ MCS ll INITIATE wam lieS,; INrrIATE WRITE "ates «()-14) , or INlTIAtEWRlTE lies 
(15-29) signal from the Storage CIlia Control ini t,la'teaGue of t.he tour .se
quenc81, by setting the Magnetic Cor. Pulse Distributor Illd Magnet.ic Core Access 
Control tlip-flopsoThepartieular,settlnVI of the,a flip-flops determines the 
type of sequence that; .1sperformed. 

The MCS Wrl te aDd ICS Read sequences 8 re simi lar in th61t· maQY of the oper
ations used iB reading are identical to operations used in writing. During the 
first half of etths;f an ICS Write or a Read sequence, simultaneous <l..EAR/READ 

_l7Ltnd.. 
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STEPS (See illustrations above) 

(READ) X and Y "READ" pulses shift core state from 
A to L to B to C; no appreciable output is produced 
on the Swire . 
(RESTORE) Inhibit pulse on I wire cancels X or Y 
"RESTORE" pulses so that core state is shifted from 

C to D to E. 
Step 3 - (DlSrURI3) ttDlSTtmB H pulse on T wire shifts core state 

from E to L to M nlonlJ a minor hy~teresis loop. (/\ddi-
! i01l 0 1 serh-;s of "hal f-pulses" of both polari ties leave 
the stute of the core between A and CJ 

FilJure 4-17. Reading a Core In The "0" State 
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(READ) X and Y "READ" pulses shift core state from 
K to B to C. and a '''I'' output is produced on the 
Swire. 

(RESrORE) X and Y (RESTORE) pulses shi ft core stale 
from C to F to G . 

(OISTUHD) "DISTURB" pulse on 1 wire shifts core state 
from G to iJ to J along:} minor hysteresis loop, 
(Additional series of "half-pulses" of both polJrit.ies 
shift core along a minor loop and leave state of core 
be tween K ond G.) .. 

FilJurc 4-13. Heading a Core In The "Itt State 
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current pulses are sent to one X wire circuit and one Y wire circuit. During 
the last half of either a Write or Read sequence, WRITE/RESTORE current pulse~ 
sent to the same X and Y wires ,conditionally write or restore ones in the cores, 
depending upon the presence or absence ot INHmrr pulses on the I wires. For 
all sequences, a DISTlIlB pulse is present on the I wires after writing or re
storing bas been completed. 

The CLEAR/READ and WRITE/RESTORE pulses for the X and Y'wires are (produced 
by current generators. When any of the four MCS sequences is initiated. the 
contents of the lower-o,rder 10 stages of SAR ' is transmitted, to an Address 
Register (AR). During the Write or Read sequences, a READ ENABLE, WRITE ENABLE, 
READ PULSE, and WRITE PULSE formed by the Magnetic Core Access Control are 
combined in thE~ c Llrrent generators wi th the outputs of the Address Register to 

. form the CLEAR/READ and WRITE/RESTORE pulses. 

The INHIBIT AND DISTURB pulses for the I wires are produced by Digit Control 
circuits. Each of the 36 matrices is controlled by one of these circuits during 
writing or rest~oring. If a "ott is to be left in the selected cor~t a "0" en
able from an Illput-Restore fl ip-flop a llows an INHIDIT-OISTURB £liABLE to pass 
as a current pulse to the I wire. This pulse is of slightly longer dUration 
than the WRITE/RESTORE pulse. The portion of 'the enablewhieh 'exists during 
the WRITE/RESTORE pulse inhibits the writing of a "1 '\ and the rem8ining portion 
performs the "disturb" function. If a ul" is to be written or re.stored in the 

, selected core t only the final DISTURB portion of this enable is applied to the 
I wire. 

(2) MAGNIITIC CORE MATRICES. - Each matrix consists of 1024 nla\lnetic cores 
and their control wires, positioned in a 32-by-32 array so that the wires all 
lie in the sam4~ plane. The cores are held in position by the wlres. which are 
soldered to a !iquare printed-circuit frame. A typical magnetic core matrix is 
shown in Plate 5-13. 

In each matrix, all 1024 cores transmit to aad receive information from 
the same stage of the X register; This system arrangement is economical in 
that it permi t:1 the lO~4 cores to share common S and I wires. Furthermore, the 
32-by-32 square arrangement requires only 32 X wires and 32 Y wires for 1024 
cores. The circuit of the X, Y. S, and I wires is shown on the Unit Signal 
Diagram, 55500. found in the set of unit Signal diagrams for the Magnetic Core 
(55000) cabinet. This diagram illustrates that there are 32 X wires, 32 Y 
wires, one diagonal S wire which passes through each core once, and one I wire 
which passes through each core twice. 

The path of the sense winding is chosen so that the effects of signals· 
from unselected cores are subtractive rather than additive. The diagonal SWire 
passes back and forth over each X or Y wire an even number ,of times so that 
transients produced in the sense winding by pulses on the X and-Y wires tend to 
cancel each other. 

When writing (or reading) is to be performed in a particular core address, 
a Magnetic Core Write (or Bead) sequence produced by the Magnetic Core Access 
Control first sends CLEAR/READ pulses simultaneously to one of tbe 32 X wires 
and to one of the 32 Y wires. In the core located at the junction of these two 
lines. the additive effect of both pulse. performs the first step of writing 

B~ .... -"'nd 4-48 
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(or reading) by forcing the core to the "0" state. On the pulled X and Y wires, 
62 other corf~' each reeei ve OI'lly 8 single pulse (called 8 tthalf-pulse" because 
it is of one--half the 81Rpll tude required to change the state of 8 care) t and 
therefore art. net affected. 

Next, B WRITE/RESTORE pulse of the opposite polarity on the same X and Y 
wires attempt.s to force the selected core to the "1 ft state, If the core is to 
be left in the "0" state, an INHmrr·DISTURB pulse is sent to the matrix I wirp 
to inbibi ttne writing of a ttl tt. The INHmIT-DISTURB pulse .tarts before the 
WRITE/RESTORE: pulse and lists until two microseconds after the WRrrE/BESTORE 
pulse. The last two microseconds of this pulse perfel'lll Itep 3 of writing or 
reading. 

If the eClre is to be left in the "Itt s.tate! a DISTURB pulse· is $0nt to the 
matrix I wire instead of an lNHIBIT-DISTURB P4 set . The DISTURB pulse starts 
when the WRrIE/RESTORE pulse ends. and lists two microseconds, Th~s two-micro
second pulse performs step 3 of writing or reldinq •. 

~ Duringt.be first step of a 1: reading sequence, when a "I'· f. changed to 8 "0", 
the:pulse induced on the diagonal S wire is rectified and amplified te fo1"8l a 
positive SENSE pulse which indicates that a "1ft is being read, Altbeugh 
pulies l18y bE~ indueed on the 5 wire during a writing sequence, these are Dot 
utilized .by t.he syst_~ . . 

(3) MAGNETIC CORE MATRIX ASSEMBLY. - The Magnetic ·Core latrix Assembly con
sis~. of a vertical stack of 36 matrices, MOUDted in the 55000 cabinet. This 
assembly is shown in Plate 5-12, Volwse 6. ' 

'Vertical j .. pers OR the matrix connectors provide 64 series paths through 
the,X and Y wires for tbe X and Y current pulses. This .includes 32 paths for 
wires Xo through K31, and 32 paths for wires YO threugh Y31- Tbe32 Y inputs 
are connected. to the bottom right and bottOlJl left edges of the st.ck~: and the 
32 X inputs are connected to the bottom front aad bott_ rear of the stact. 
At the tep and of the staCk, tbe 64 series X and Y circuits arQ connected to 
terminating reslstQrs mounted above the stack. " .. 

For each matriX, two wires pravide cenneetion for the I ma~rix wire and 
two-wires pro.vide connection for tbe 5 matrix Wire. The electrical c"Bnections 
to these temiinals and to the 64 X and Y eircu! ts are tab1ll1ated in the Uni t 
Signal Diagram, 55500, found In the set of unit slqDalditgrams for the .agnetic 
Core (55000) Cabinet. 

(4) Me ADDRESS SELECTION SYSTEM. - The (:1 reui tl used in address selection 
are shcnm on the Block Diagram, Magnetic Core Address Selectioll·· 5yst_. These 
een.sist of the Addre.s Register. the ~ead/~ri te Pulse Geaeretors, the Read/Write 
Enable Geaeraters, and the X and Y Drivers .•. These eircuit. distribute CLEAR/ 
READ and WRITE/RESTORE current pulses to the ~8trix ass~ly X and Y wire. 10 . 
that reading or wri ting is executed in one partIcular core ad,dress. 

_7&uuL 
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Wben 8 wrIte or a read reference is made to the Magnetic Core Storage 
System. ei rcui t8 of the 1103 equipment Control System transmi t the contel'lts of 
SAR stages 0 thrOllfJh 9 to the lo-stage Magnetic Core Address Reqister (AR). 
During each ~~ Read or Write sequeneev the Read/Write Pulse Generators and 
Read/Write Enable Generators combine the AR enables with the READ ENABLE, WRItE 
ENABLE, READ pulse and WRITE pulse from the MagRetic Core Access Control. The 
resulting signals operate the X and Y Drivers which send positive and negative 
current pulse:s to the X and Y wires. 

(8) READ OR CLEAR PORTICfi OF Cl.'tLE. - During the first step in an ICS 
Write or Read Sequence, the lowex-order five stages of AR designated as ARO 
tbrough AR4 provide enables for generating the X wire pulses. The enables from 
AR3 and AR4 and a READ ENABLE from MCAC combine in the crystal AND circuits of 
the Bead/Wri te Enable Generators to form one of the following four READ enlbles: 
READ OOXXX, Rr:.AD OlXXX~ READ lOXXX, or READ llXXX. The enables frOll ARO. ARI, 
and AR2 and a READ PULSE (the first pulse to arrive on the READ/WRITE pulse line 
·from llCAC) ar!! combined by the Read/Wri te Pulse Generators to form one of the 
following eight READ pulses: READ XXOOO, READ XXOOI, READ XXOIOv RBAD XXOIl, 
READ XXlOO, Rl~D XXIOI,READ XXIIO, or READ XXIII. 

The X Dri 'lfers produce one of 32 ClEAR/READ c,urrent pulses, i.e. \' READ X 0, 
READ X l~ REM) X 2"etc., depending upon the particular READ pulse produced by 
the Read/Write Pulse Generators and th~ particular READ enable produced by the 
Read/Wri te enable generator. This is accompli shed because the driver tubes are 
connected in an array that permits the use of "and" logic in the selection of 
each dri ver tube. li'or example, only one of the 64 X Dri vers produc~s READ X 
13, and thi 5 dri ver is connected so that it wi lIon ly produee READ X 13 when a ' 
READ OlXXX enable is present on the grid, ~ a READ XXIOI pulse is present on 
the cathode. The circuit used to produce the CLEAR/READ and WRITE/RESTORE pulses 
for each matr:Lx wi re consi sts of a duo-triode, oonnected in "pulh-pull ft fashion 
to an output 'transfol'1ler. Only one balf is used to produce the <LEAR/READ 
pulse, and th,' other helf is used to produce the WRITE/RESTORE pulse. B4tcaus. 
of the manner in which the triodes are conaeeted, the 8ignal on the output line 
of the traDsfonner is either a CLEAR/READ paIse (during the first step in a 
cycle), or a lfRITE/RESTORE pulse of the opposite polarity (during the second 
step of a cycle). 

It should be noted that the combinatiOJl of the "1" and "0" bits in the 
names READ OIXXX and READ XXIOl fo~s 01101, the binary equivalent of 13. This 
number eorresJ)onds to the number designation of the X wires that receive the 
current pulse" i.e., the X 13 wire of each matrix receives the 8EAJ) X 13 pulse. 

The o~her portions of the Me ~ddress Selection System, censistinq of ARS 
throWJh AR9, the Y Drivers, and the re.maining Read/Write pulse and enlble gener
ators, fWlcti4)D in a manner simi lar to the X half, described above. During the 
first step in an MeS Write or Read Sequence, the contents of ARS through ARq 
provide enables for generating one of 32 CI.EAR/READ current pulses, i.e •• READ 

0. ~ Y I" READ Y 2, etc. 

In each cc)re matrix, the receipt of one of the 32 a..EAR/READ current pulses 
for X and one of the 32 CLEAR/READ pulses for Y clears (or reads) one of the 
1024 pOSitioned in one of the 1024 intersections of the X and y. wires. In this 
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manner, each ,of the 1024 possible values in AR directs reading operations to 
one core in e,llch of the 36 matrice.. The values in AR represent lo-bi t ad
dresses obtal:ned from SAR. and therefore, the Me Address Selection System pro
vides aceess to 1024 addresses each having 36 bits. 

(b) nnE OR RESTORE PORTION OF CYCLE. - During the second$tep in ,an 
MCS Ir! t,e or 'Read sequence, the Address Selecti •• System functions in a manner 
similar to that described in the preceding subparagraph, except that the pre
sence of 8 WRlTE ENABLE from MCAC causes the Read/Write Enable Generators to 
produce WRITE enables designated as WRITE OOXXX, Om OlXXX, WRITE lIXXX, e~c. 

The X Drivers produce one of 32 WRI'IE/RESTORE pulses, i.e., WRm X 0, WRITE 
X I, WRrrE X 2, etc., depending upon the particular pulses and enables produced 
in the circuitry. Similarly. the Y Drivers also produce one of 32 WRITE/RESTORE 
pulses, i.e., WRITE Y 0, WRITE Y 1, WRITE Y 2, etc. Because of the manner in 
which the triodes are connected to the output transformer, the WRITE/RESTORE 
pulse is of opposite polarity to the CLEAR/READ pu15e, in the secondary winding 
of the tran&fo~er. 

(5) DIGIT CONTR<L CIRCUITS. - A Digi t Control cirelli t is associated 
with- each of the 36 magnetic core matrices. Each of these is 81sentially one 
stage of a 36-stage Input Register, which serves IS a t_porary storage medillll 
for ,the bits of a word written into or read from a core address. 

(I) OPERATION DURlr«i A WRITE SEQUENCE. - DliriDg an MCS Write Sequence, 
the Digit Control Circuits function as a 36-bit input register which stores nOff 
or "1ft bits While they are being written in oue core address. 

At tile beginning of the seq\lence, JlCP-l clears all 36 stages to "0'''. During 
the remainder of the sequence, the particular operations perfo~ in each Digit 
Control circuit depends upon the type of writing operation being executed, and 
whetber a Uri or a "0" is to be written. 

If 8 partial write sequence is initiated, writing will occut in only 15 of 
the Digit Control circuit •• and the remaining circuits will execute operations 
similar to tbe Read sequence operations, except that the absence of an MCS~X 
pulse frOil MeAC prevents "l ft pulses trom being transmitted to X. If the ini
tiatin.g signal is INrrIATE WRITE MCS 0-14. only DlgitControlcircuitl 0 through 
14 execute writing operationa, and if the initiating signal is INITIATE WRITE 
MCS 15-29, writing is executed only by circuits }"5 through 29. If INrrIATE 
WRITE ICS is reeeiv~, writing occurs in all 36 circuits. The operation of 
Digit Control circuit 0 is explained below. 

If writing is to be executed in stage 0 and a ttl" is present in 10. lHo is 
first cleared. Next, the Ucleartf step in the sequence serves only to clear the 
selected core' of Ma"trix 0 to "0". At the begillJling of the "write" step, a WRITE 
ICS 0-14 pulse from MeAC passes through gate V05-251 to set IB te ttl '\ The 
WRrrE X and WRttE Y current pulses from the MC Address SelectiRn System fo~ce 
the core to the 't1 tt state. The "disturb" step is silli lar to the "disturb" step 
of the Read sequence. and is produced by the simultaneous presence of the ENABLE 
INHIBIT-DISTURB and DISTURB enables from MeAC. 
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If writing is to be executed and a "0" is in XO, IRO is first cleared o Next, 
the "clear" step clears the core to "0"" However, the absence of a "1" enable 
from Xo leaves gate V05-251 disabled so that at the beginning of the "write" 
step the WRITE MCS 0-14 pulse fails to set IRa to "1"" The "0" enable from 
THO enables V06-251 so that the ENABLE INHIUIT DISTURB signal produces an 
JNHILIT current on the matrix I wire; the writing of a "1" is inhibited, and 
thus the core is left in the "0" state o The "disturb" step is produced during 
the last portion of ENAELE INIHBIT-DISIUHL when the DISTURB pulse is received 
from MCAC" 

The above operations are similar for each of the other circuits I through 
33 if writing is being executed in those stages o Digit Control Circuits which 
are to function for '.-"riting receive one of the following signals from MCAC~ 
WRITE MCS 0-14, WRl'IE MCS 15-29, or WRITE MCS 30-35" Circuits which are not 
writing receive one of the following signals instead: RESTOHE W:;S 0-14, RESTORE 
MCS 15 -29, or RESTORE MCS 30-33" 

(b) OPERATION DURING A READ SEQUENCE" - During an MCS Read sequence, 
the Digit control circuits function as a 36-Lit restoration register, which re
stores the information destroyed by the reading operation e 

At the beginning of the sequence, MCP-I clears all 36 flip-flop stages to 
"0". During the remainder of the sequence, the particular operations performed 
in each Digit Control circuit depends upon whether or not a "1" is read from the 
associated matrix~ Because each Digit Control circuit is similar electrically 
to any of the 33 other circuits, only the functioning of Digit Conttol circuit 
o (IRO) is explained below., 

If a "1" is present in the selected address of Matrix 0, a SENSE signal is 
received from the matrix SENSE wire during the first "read" step of the sequence., 
This signal enables two gates" Gate V03-251 passes an VlCS -+ X pulse received 
from MCAC at this time, to produce a "I" from MCSO pulse which sets stage 0 of 
the X register to "I"" Gate V04-251 passes a RESTORE MCS 0-14 pulse, which is 
received simultaneously with the SENSE pulse, to set IRO to "I"" During the 
second or "restore" step of the sequence, the selected core of Matrix 0 is 
reset to "1", and as a result the "1" read from the core is restored" During 
the third or "disturb" step, a third gate, V06-251, is enabled by a DISTURB 
enable from MCAC and pulsed by an ENABLE INHIBIT-DISWRB signal alsd from MCAC. 
The resulting DISTURB pulse, applied to the matrix I wire, standardizes the 
residual flux in the corps. 

If a "a" is p'fesent in Matrix 0, no SENSE signal is received.. As a result, 
IRO will remain in the ItO" state and no signal will be sent to the X register o 

During the second or "restore" step of the sequence the "0" enable from IRO 
enables gate V06-251 so that the ENAhLl INHIBIT-DISTURB signal from MCAC pro
duces an INHIBIT current on the I wire of the matrix, and as a result the 
writing of a ttl" in the core is -inhibited o The core remains in· the "0" state .. 
During the "disturb" step the DISWRB pulse from MCAC is applied to V06-251; 
however, V06-251 is already enabled, because of the OR circuit and the "0" in IRO .. 
The final portion of the ENABLE INHIBIT-DISTURB signal from MCAC passes through 
the gate to form a DlSTIJRB pulse, which is applied to the I wire of the matrix" 
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The above operations are similar for Digit Control circuits 1 through 35. 
During the t'restore" step circuits 0 through 14 receive RESTORE MCS 0-14, cir
cuits 15 thro.ugh 29 receive RESTORE MCS 15-29, and circu~ts 30 through 35 
receive RESTORE MeS 30-35. 

(6) MAGNETIC CORE PULSE DISTRIBlITOR. - The Magnetic Core Pulse Dis
tributor is a three-stage binary counter which distributes CLOCK PULSES as a 
series of magnetic core control pulses, MCP-l through MCP-5. Preceding these, 
control pulse MCP-o is produced when INITIATE READ MCS or any of the three 
INITIATE WRITE MCS signals is received from sec. This pulse sets the count in 

,_ the MCPD {lip-flops to the binary ,value 001. The resulting MCPD enables cause 
the next CLOCK PlLSE to be distributed as MeP-I. This MCP-l pulse advances 
the count in MCPD to 010 and the next CLOCK PULSE is distributed as MCP-2. 
Similar operations occur for MCP-3 and MCP-4. The last pulse, MCP-5, clears 
all three MCPD flip-flops to "0" end no additional pulses are produced until 
the next read or write reference is made to Magnetic Core Storageo 

Two delay circuits produce two add;tlonal distributor pulses. Delay WOI-
194 produces a delayed MCP-3 pulse (MCF~3+ delay) which occurs between MCP-3 
and MCP-4, and delay W02-194 produces d delayed MCP-5 (MCP5 + delay) which 
occurs two microseconds after MCP-S. 

(7) MAGNETIC CORE ACCESS CONTRa~. - During each sequence of six MCpws, 
the MCAC circuits produce. signals for operating the Address Location System, the 
Address Monitor, and the Digit Control Circuits. The sequences are presented 
in tabuiar form in Appendix B, under the MCAC heading. 

The current generators, which produce the CLEAR/READ and WRITE/RESTORE 
current pulses for the matrix X and Y wires, are operated by a READ ENABLE. 
a WRITE ENABLE. a READ PULSE, and a WRITE PULSE. During the first half of 
either 8 read or a write sequence, the read enable is started when MCP-O sets 
the> Enable Read flip-flop to "1''. and is terminated when MCP-3 clears this flip
flop.- During the last half ot the sequence, the WRITE ENABLE is started when 
MCP-3'set.1 the Enable Write flip-flop to ttl", and is terminated by MeP-S. The 
Read/Write I apd II flip-flops are set.and cleared in a. manner so thattbeir 
combined It 1 t, and "0" outputs produce two enables of short durat ion, one start Ing 
at MCP-2 called the BEAD pulse, and one starting at MCP-4 called the WRITE pulse. 
In the Address Location Syste __ • these pulses are used to operate drivers which 
produce the CL~/READ and RESTORE/WRITE current pulses 'or the matrices. 

The Address Monitor, which provides a visual indication of the address to 
which a refere'nce is being made, is controlled partially by MONITOR GRID PULSES 
pro-ctuc!d by the Monitor rDt~n,$ity flip-flop. During either an MCS read or an 
MCS WrIte sequence, MeP-l s"t~' the Monitor Intensity flip-flop to "1 tt and MCP-5 
clears this flip-flop to "OH. The resulting eight-microsecond MONITOR GRID' 
PULSE increaSE!S the intensity of the catbede. ray beam so that the address being 
referenced is represented on the Addreas Monitor screen a~ a bright spot. 

The Digit Control Circuits, which control the writing or restoring of "lQs" 
and "09 S" in. c:ore IUstrices, are operated by the INHIBIT-DISTlIU3 ENABLE, the 
DISTtJm sigDal,' a~d by cOIIblnations of MCS-;a..X. RESTORE MeS 0-14, RESTORE MCS 
15-29, RESTORE. MCS 30-35, WRITE MCS 0-14, WRITE MCS 15-29, and WRITE MCS 30-35. 
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During ei ther a read or a wri te sequence" the INhIBIT-DISTURB ENABLL is 
started when MCP-3 sets the Enable I/O flip-flop to "I", and is terminated by 
delayed MCP-5 u The resulting enable, Wllich is started coincidently with the 
WHITE ENABLE, is conditionall)' gated in the Digit Control circuits to inhibit 
the writing of a "1". The DISTURb signal is started when MCP,...5 clears the 
Disturb II flip-flop to "0" and is terminated when delayed MCP-5 clears the 
Disturb I flip-flop_ This signal operates in the digit control circuit so that 
the last two microseconds of the INHIBIT-DISTURB ENABLE is always applied to 
the I wires of the matrices, regardless of whether a "1" or a "0" is being 
wri tten. It is this portion of the INHIbIT-DISTIJRB ENABLE which disturbs the 
cores to make them assume a standard flux valve. 

The combinations of other signals used to operate the Digit Control Circuits 
depends upon the type of initiating signal received from SCC" If an INITIATE 
READ MCS signal has been received, the Read to X flip-flop will be in the "1" 
state, and delayed MCP-3 produces an MCS~X signal which transmits the 36-bit 
word read from the cores to the X register. If an INITIATE WRITE 0-14 signal 
has been received, the W/R 0-14 flip-flop will be in the "1" state, and MCP-3 
will produce a WRITE MCS 0-14 signal to matrices 0 through 14" If an INITIATE 
WRITE'13-29 Signal has been received, the W/R 15-29 flip-flop will be in the "1" 
state so that MCP-3 produces WRITE 13-29

0 
If INlTIATE WRITE MCS has been received, 

WRITE MCS 0-14, WRITE MCS 15-29, and WRITE MCS 30-35 wi]] be sent to the 36 Digit 
Control circuits. In all four sequences, Digit Control circuits which do not 
receive one of these three types of WRITE signals on MCP-3 receive a corres
pondingly numbered RESTORE MCS 0-14, RESTORE I\l:S 13-29, or RESTORE M::S 3C-35 
signal on delayed MCP-3 o These WRITE and RESTORt signals cause the Digit Con-
trol circuits either to write or restore "l"s or "OilS in the cores. 

(8) ADDRESS MONITOR. - The Address Monitor, a five-inch cathode ray tube 
mounted at the top of the So,Control Panel, provides an indication in one of 
1024 positions each time a read or a write reference is executed in the 1024-
address rapid access storage system g 

g. STORAGE IN Q AND A~ - The Q-register and Accumulator are individually 
addressed, and each provides rapid-access storage for one computer wo~d. The 
V-register is assigned address 1----. and the Accumulator is assigned address 
2---- (the lo~est four octal digits are of no significance)~ 

Access to these registers is controlled by the Arithmetic Register Access 
Control (ARAC). The execution of ARAC Read and Write sequences control trans
missions to and from V and A when the u and/or v address portions of an in
struction word contain either a Q or A address o ARAC has the additional func
tion of controlling the clearing of A during the execution of those instructions 
which require that information obtained from internal storHge locations be 
transmitted to A from X as a result of an arithmetic rather than a storage 
operation .. 
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The u-address portion of an instruction word is the Q or A address if it 
is desired that an operation be performed on an operand already present in Q or 
A. In such a case the internal storage reference operation involves an SCC 
Initiate Read V or an sec Initiate Read A sequence which sends an INITIATE READ 
Q or an INITIATE READ A signal to ARAC o Depending on the instruction being 
executed, ARM: then executes the appropriate ARAC Read sequence for the register 
referenced. 

If it is desired to retain the results of an operation performed in Q or A, 
the v-address portion of an instruction word is either the Q or A address o In 
such a case the internal storage reference operation involves an see Initiate 
Write Q or an Initiate Write A sequence which sends an INITIATE WRITE Q or 
INITIATE WRITE A signal to ARAC g Depending on the instruction being executed, 
ARAe then carries out the appropriate ARAC Write sequence for the register re
ferenced g 

During the execution of certain instructions, an operand,which was obtained 
from an internal storage location and transmitted to X, is inserted into A by 
an arithmetic operation rather than by an internal storage reference involving 
A. During the execution of these instructions, ARAC appropriately clears A 
to prepare A for the arithmetic operation which transmits data from X into Ao 

(1) STORAGE PROPERTIES OF Q AND Aa - The Q-Register, Q, is a 36-stage 
flip-flop shifting register which can store a single 36-bit computer word. Q 
i s ass i g ned the 0 eta 1 add re s s I - - - - c V, hen Q i 5 use d a s a s tor age re g i s t e r, its 
shifting property is not utilized. If Q is referenced by the ~-address portion 
of an instruction word, one of the ARAC Read sequences for a Q referen~e is 
executed. Each ARAC Pead sequence for a ~ reference complements X and executes 
the transmission Q'J ~ XII. In the execution of some instructions where Q is re
ferenced by the u-address portion of the in~truction, AR is cleared during the 
ARAC Read sequenee; in the execut.ion of other instructions, both AR and AL 
are cleared; and in the execution of still other instructions, neither AR nor 
AL is cleared, When Q is referenced by the v-address portion of an instruction 
word, an ARAC Write sequence for a Q reference is executed. This sequence 
clears Q and transmits the "Ills" stored in X to corresponding stages in Q. The 
content of A is not affected in any waYg 

As a storage register the Accumulator, A. is a 72 stage subtractive flip
flop register. During all transmissions into A in storage references, A acts 
as a 72-stage subtractive register~ during all transmissions out of A, however, 
only the right-most 36 stages of A, AR, are involved and AR functions much the 
same as any flip-flop storage register o Depending on the instruction being 
executed, the bits of A involved in storage references can be either a single 
length (36-bit) word or a double length (72-bit) word~ A is assigned the octaJ 
address 2----. The only restriction placed on A as a storage location is that 
it cannot be referenced to pick up the next instruction of a program o 

When A is referenced by the u-address portion of an instruction word, me 
of the ARAC Read sequences for an A reference is executed" The particular ARAC 
Read sequence carried out depends on the instruction being executed" Some 
instructions whose u-address references A require that (AR) be transmitted to 
X. In such cases, an ARAC Read A sequence for an A reference is produced which 
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~imply c8rric~s out ~he ~rans1l1ission AR-"X. That is, X is clear d and a.at s 
In the "1" output Cl rCUl t5 of AR are sampled by the AR"'X s gnar from rulAE; 
those gates Elnabled by "Itt outputs from their associated stage in AR set their 
associated stage in X to "1". It should be noted that only the 3~bit word 
stored in AR is transmitted. In other instructions wherein the ~address re
ferences A, the instruction requires that (A) be retained 1.n A. In the execu
tion of theSE! instructions t the ARAC Read sequence for 8n A reference produced 
does not affect (A) in any way. Such instructions can thus reference (A) as a 
double lengtb word. After some ARAC Read sequences, A is cleared; after others. 
only AR is cleared; and after 'some, .' nei ther AR nor AL is cleared. 

When A is referenced by the v-address portion of aninstructioD word. one 
of the ARAC Write sequences for an A reference is executed. During the execu
tion of those instructions which require that a 36-bit operand be stored in A 
froll X. an ARAC Write sequence is produced which clears both AR and At and 
carries out an Add X to A sequence. The latter sequence trans.Uts(X) to A by 
effectively adding O<X} to A, where O(X) is a double-leDgth D\IIlber whose right
hand 36-bits are equal to (X) and whose left hand 36-bits are the same as the 
leftmost (sitrn) bit of the word stored in X. During the execution of other 
instructions which require that (A) be retained in At an ARAC Write sequence 
is executed "bleb suppresses the writing operation and leaves (A) undisturbed. 
These latter instructions can reference (A) 8S a double length word. 

(2) ARITHMETIC REGISTER ACCESS CONTROL. - The Ari \hmetic Register 
Access Control. ARAC, has the following functions: it produces tbe appropriate 
ARAC sequenCE! during internal storage references to Q aDd A so that the required 
transmission, if any, is carried out; it produces an ARAC RESUME signal for POC 
when the ARAC sequence being executed is completed; and it controls the clearing 
of A during Ute execution of certain instructions so that A is properly prepared 
for subsequellit receipt 'If data. ARAC is shown on the Block Diagram, Arithmetic 
Register Access Control, in Envelope #2 of Volume 7. -.. 

·The po rti cular ARAC sequence carried out by ARAC during an internal storage 
reference to Q or A depend's not only on which signal is received from SCC 
·(INITIATE REA,D Q, INITIATE READ A, INITIATE WRITE Q, or INITIATE WRITE A) t but 
also which illistruction is being executed. The following sub-paragraphs describe 
the ARAC sequences. These sequences can be found in tabular form in Appendix 
Bf Pages B-71 through & 76 of thi s vol ume. 

(8) ARAC READ SEQUENCES. - When :)1 ther Q or A is referenced by 
the u-address; portion of an instruction word .. one of the Read sequences is 
carried out. The particular sequence executed depends on which instruction is 
in program control. As an example of how all ARAC Read sequences are initiated 
and executed, the ARAC Read Sequence, Instruction 27 (Q Refereace) is described 
in detail. The other ARAC Read sequences are then disc\lSsed in comparison to 
thi s sequence. 

1. ARAC REAO SEQUENCE, INSTRUCIION 27" - The fi rst internal storage 
reference in the execution of the Controlled Complement (27uv) instruction 
requires that an operand be transmitted from address u into the 36 lower-order 
stages of A, ARt and that the 36 higher-order stages of Af ALt remain unchang
ed in the process. 
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, 
~. Q REFERENCE. - On MP 0, during the execution of a 27uv 

instruction, ARAC receives an INITIATE CLEAR A signal tram crC. Simultaneously, 
in other sections of the machine, X is cleared, (UAIO -.!II> SAR and INITIATE READ 
signals are sent to sec, and MPD is stopped. (See,APP9tDIX Bt Page 8-15. Volume 
2 J In ARAC the INITIATE CLEAR A signal sets the Clear A flip-flop. V81-30133, 
to "1". In sec, the INITIA'tE READ signal sets the Initiate Read flip-flop to 
ttl". As in all internal storage references, SCT translates the five higher
order bi t8 I)f the addre$s held in SAR and supplies Q-reference enables for sec, 
ARAC. and the Falllt Detector. The first CONTROLLEl) a...OCK PULSE to ocean; after 
MP 0 passes throvgb gates V08 ... 30133 and V07-30133 in ARAC,clears the Clear A 
flip-flop, land is sent 8S a CLEAR An signal to A. <At is not cleared sinee gate 
V06-30133 ill ARAC is not enabled during the 21uv instruction.) In seC the sallle 
CONTROLLED (LOCK PULSE produ(les an sec INITIATE READ Q seq:uence whleb clears the 
Initiate Reed flip-flop in sec, and sends an INITIATE READ Q signal to ARAC. 
In ARAC this latter signal sets the Read Q flip-flop V82-30133 to "1 1

' and con
tInues on to X as a COMPLEMENT X signal. The next ,OONTROI...I.ED a..ocK PULSE to 
occur passes through gate Vll-30133 in ARAC, clears tbe Read Q fliP-flop, 
achieves the Q' -+ X' transmissioD, sDd passes on to poe 8S In ARAC RESUME signal. 
The contents of Q are thus tr«nsllitted to X. 

J!. A REFERENCE., - The, same preliminary operetions are 
performed on MP 0 as during a Q reference. Also in ARAC wh,en the first CONTROLLID 

·('LOCI P1.LSE .)ccurs, AR is cleared in the same manner as during a Q r.eference. 
except that ~Jate V07-30133 is enahled by the NOT MCT 41. 54, or 74 eircuit rather 
than by 8 Q reference enable. In SCC,however, the first CONTRa.LEDa..OCK PlLSE 
produees an Initiate Read A sequence which iss\tes an' INITIATE READ A signal to 
ARAC. In MUlC this latter signal passes through gate V03-30143 (also euabled by 
the NOT 41. !)4, or 74 circuit) and is sent to A as 8a AR~X sigJl81and to POC 
as an ARAC RESUME signal. The contents of AR are thus transmitted to X, and AL 
is left undisturbed. 

.£. NO and &1G' REFERENCES. - Wben lID and Me storage refe
rences are made during the execution of the 21uv instruction, ARAC receives the 
INITIATE a..EA.R A signal from eTC 011 laP 0 and merely clears AR. (During "these 
references gate V07-30133 is enabled by an II) or Ie reference enable from SCT.) 

1. ARAC READ SEQUENCE, INSTRUCTION 41. 54, or 74~ The Index 
J18p (41uv), Left Shift A (54uk) 'and Scale Factor (74uv) Instruction" all require 
that the operand read from address u to X be ultimately inserted into A. The 
transmissions from the u address to X for Q and A references involve the ~lAC 
Read seauences outlined below. The transmissions fr()Jl\ the u-address to X for 
MD and M~ refE~re.nces invol ve ABAC only in the preparation of 1\ for subsequent 
receipt of the u-address operand • 

.!. Q REFERENCE. - The ARAC READ sequence for a Q reference 
for the 41 UV, 54 UV, and 74 uv instructions is exactly the same as for the 27 uv 
instruction except that both AR and AL are cleared. The contents of Q are irans ... 
mitted to X by the usual COMPLEA1F.Nr X and Q'~ X' signals. and an ARAC RESUME 
signal is sent ".to PDe. 

£_ A REFERENCE. - When the ~address portion of instruc
tions 41 UV, 54 UV, and 74 uv reference A. the resulting ARAC Read sequence sup
presses the usual clearing of A and the transmission AR-.. X. That is, the 
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content.s of 1\ are left undisturbed" The lNlTIATE CLEAR A signal on MP 0 sets 
the Clear A flip-floPe The next CONTROLLED CLOCK PUL~E in ARAC merely clears 
the Clear A flip-flop., The INITIATE READ A signal from sec passes through gate 
V02-30143 and is issu~d to PDC as an ARAC Rl:.SUMEv 

.f... MD or Me REFERtNCES n - ARAC functions merely to clear 

.3.. AHAC ~EAD SEQUEM:E, INSTRUCTION 21, 23,31, 33, 51, 53, 
or 71 .. - The f!xecution of these inst.ructions requires that an operand be ob
tained from the u-address and transmitted into X for subsequent insertion into 
ARo If Q or J\ are reff>renced by the u-address, the ARAC Read sequences outlined 
l)fdow lire carried out. [f MD or Me are referenced by t.he u-address, ARAC func
tions merely to clear AR and ALo 

~_CI Q REFERENCE .. - Tht~ same operations carried out as for 
41 UV, 64 "V, and 74 uv instructions~ X is complemented, the transmission 
{)t-')oo X~ is achieved, and AR and AL are cleared. 

n.. A REFEREl'l:E" - The ARAC Read Sequence for instructions 
21 UV, 23 UV, 31 UV, 33 UV, 31 uv, and 71 uv does not suppress the clearing of 
A nor the transmission A.R~ Xo The ARAC Read sequence for these instructions 
is carried out in exactly the same manner as that for the 27 uv instruction, 
except that both AR and AL are cleared afte~ the t.ransmission AR-·~Xo The ac
cumulator is thus left prepared for the re-insertion of the operand originally 
stored in AR. These instructions, therefore, involve only a 36-bit operand" 

£. MD or MC REFERENCES" - ARAC functions merely to clear 

.1.. ARAC RE:.AD SE{)UENCF., OTHER 1 NSTRLJCTIONSo - Other ins t ruc-
tions than those listed above do not produce the INITIATE CLEAR A Signal on 
MP O. Except for the fact that A is not cleared, ARAC Read sequences for both 
Q and A References during other instructions are basically the same as those 
listed above for instructions 21, 23, 31, 33, 51, 53, and 710 ARAC does not 
clear A if MD or Me references are· made by the u-address portion of any of 
1.hese other instructions. 

(b) ARAC WRITE SEQUENCES o - Not all instructions have a v-address 
portion which references a writing operation" All instructions which call for 
a writing operation, however, should specify a full 36-bit writing operation if 
they reference Q or A. When Q is referenced by the execution addres~ of an in
struction word. an ARAC Write Sequence for a Q reference is carried out, and if 
A is referenced by the execution address of an instruction word, one of two pos
sible ARAC Write sequences for an A reference is executed depending on the 
instruction jn program control o 

L ARAC WRITE SEQCE'NCE, AN\ INSTRUCTION, Q REFERENCE o - If 
V. is referenced, SCT supplies ARAC, sec, and the Fault Control with Q reference 
enables. SCC <:arries out the sec Ini tiate Wri te Q sequence and issues an INITIATE 
WRITE Q signal to ARAC o The latter signal sets the Write A or Q flip-flop 
V80-30133 in t\RAC to til" and passes on to Q as a CLEAR Q 5igna10 In ARAC, the 
next CONTROLLED CLOCK Pl1LSE to occur clears the Write A or Q flip-flop. passes 
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through g:He \102-30133, and is issued to X as an X~V signal and to PUC as an 
AHAC RESUME signal. The eontenlS 0.1'.\ are thus written in Q" If the instruc
tionVs v-address references V. this sequence is carried out regardlrss of the 
instruction being executed. 

~. (\RAC WRITE SEQUENCE, IN~THlJCTIONS 11, 12, 13, 55, 73, or 
7(), A REFEHE~E" - If A i.s referenced, SeT suppl ies ARAC, SCC, and thf' Fault 
Control with A reference enables" SCC carries out the sec Initiate Write A 
sequence and issues an INITIATE WRiTt A signal to ARAC" The latter signal 
passes through gate V02-30123 in l"\RAC, sets the Write A or Q flip-flop, passes 
through gate V07-301:33 (enabled by the NOT 41, 54, or 74 circuit), and clears 
both AR and ALo In ARAC, the next CONTHOLl .. ED CLOCK PULSE to occur clears the 
Write A or Q flip-flop, passes through gate V03-30133 and is issued to ASC as 
an ADD X TO A signal and to SAR and MCT as a CLEAR SAR signal. Upon completion 
of the ASC Add X to A sequence, the quantity D(X) is held in A, and PDC is sent 
an A~ RESUME signal. "An examination of the above instructions which use this 
i~ RAC W r i t e seq u en c ~ wi IIi n die ate t II a t the 0 per and be in g w r itt t~ n i s 9 e n era 11 J 
not in A prior to the writing operation, and therefore, to store the operand in 
A. a writing operation must be carried out~ 

;3" ARAC WRITE: SEQUENCE, OTHER I NSTRllCT HiNS, A REFERENCF. -
The other instructions which specify a writing operation each call for a trans
mission which stores (AR) at the v execution address~ The MP which produces the 
INITIATE WRITE (0-35) Signal also produces in most cases an AR~ X signal" 
\ then holds the 36-bit operand to be written by the time the internal storage 
reference .is well under way. 11' MD, ~, or Q are referenced by the v-address 
portion of the instruction, an MDAC, MCAC, or ARAC Write (Q Reference) sequence Q 

respectively, is carried out to transmit (X) to the referenced MD, Me, or Q 
location. However, if A is referenced, (X) is not re-inserted into Ao The 
INITIATE WRITE A signal produced by sec during instructions other than 11, 12, 
13, 55, 73, or 76 merely passes through gHte V03-~30123 and is issued to poe as 
an ARAC RESUME 5ignH1. Thus, the writing operat.ion from X is by-passed, because 
AR already holds the operand to be written. 

h. MAGNETIC TAPE STORA{;l SYST~,M" - The Magnetic Tape ~torage System, MT, 
is the prinCipal external storage system of the computer" ~U is a binary. mag
netic, non-volatile, relatively slow-access storage system of large capacity" 
Computer words are stored serially on the magnetic tape storage medium, two bits 
on each line and eighteen lines per word u Words are stored in 32-word groups 
cal led blocks. MT information is available from MT and can be recorded in MT 
only through the proper use of the four MT instructions: Advance Magnetic Tape 
(66jn-), Uack Magnetic Tape (67jn-), Read Magnetic Tape (64jnv), and Write Mag
net i c Ta pe (65 j n v) " The val u e 0 f "j It (0, 1. 2 , 3) i nth e s e ins t rue t ions s pe c i -
fies that the magnetic tape in one of the four separate storage units, 0 MT, 
1 wr f 2 MT', or 3 MT I is to be invol ved in the MT operation o The value of "n" 
(wnere 0 S n S 2047) specifies the number of blocks of data on the j -selected tape 
to be involved in the advanCing. backing, reading, or writing operation o The 
value of "v" in the 64jnv and 65jnv instructions represents the starting MC ad
,iress in the reading or writing operation o from one to 32 blocks can be written 
onto a selected tape from Me or read from a select~d tape into Me in a single 
reference operation. In general, positioning operations precede reading or 
writing operations Q A particular block or group of consecutive olocks to be 
written into or read from are located by moving the tape a specified number of 
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blocks, in either the forward or reverse directioH, from a known starting posi
tion. While the locatio,n of the desired blocks may require up to a maximum of 
a little over ~. olinutes (the time requir~d to scan an entire magnetic tape), the 
rate of transfer of words into or out of the- blocks is rapid, taking place at 
approximately 222 words per second. 

The Ml' system is composed of the following principal parts: four magnetic 
tape storage subsystems designated by jMT t each of which contains a Raytheon 
Magnetic Tape Handling Unit. designated MT Unit j, and associated locating and 
error detection circuitry; a pair of two-bit, flip-flop. buffer storage regis
ters called the Magnetic Tape Input register OtTI) and the Magnetic Tape Output 
register (MTO) , which are shart.~ at separate times by all fo~r JMr storage 
elements, and are used in storing information on the tape and reading information 
from the tape; and the Magnetic Tape Sequence Control (MTSe) which synchronizes 
Mr reading and writing operations with the operation of the rest of the computer 
and executes the various subsequences which perform MT reading and writing opera
tions. 

(1) PRINCIPLES OF MAGNEI'IC TAPE srORAGE. - InfonnatioJ'l is stored in Mf 
in binary form, as magnetized areas on the surface of magnetic tape. The mag
netized areas represent "0' s" or "l'stt depending on their polarity. The return
to-zero method of recording is used in which the entire magnetic surface of the 
tape is first polarized in one direction to represent a "0", and then individual 
areas are giveIll an opposite polarity where it is desired that a "1" be stored. 
In MT reading operations only ttl's" are sensed; in MI' writing operations, the 
area to be wri t. tell on is fi rs t erased (made to 5 tore a ':0'·) and then left in 
that condition or oppositely polarized, depending on whether a nO" or "1", re
spectively, is to be written. 

For locating purposes, the magnetic tape can be thought of as being divided 
longit.udinally into six parallel channels or tracks each approximately 0.025 
inchwlde, and transversely into lines spaced 100 to the inch. Each line can 
thus be regardE!d as containing six minute areas, called ttcells", one in each 
track. These c:ells store MT data. 

Certain cells of the tape may contain blemishes which cannot be magnetized 
to either polarity. Consequently, any information written into these "cells" 
is lost. Since the blemishes occur relatively infrequently. and since they 
rarely occupy more than one cell area, the loss of infonnation.due to them is 
practically elIminated by storing each bit of information in two non-adjacent 
cells of the SClLDle line. According~y, two pairs of non-adjacent eells in each 
line of tape are used to provide duplicate storage for two binary digits of data 
and the third pair of non-adjacent cells is Ilsed to store a timing or control 
bit. Eighteen lines can thus store 8 computer word as well as the control bits 
required to malllipulate that word, t1ll0-b1 ts at a time.. Words are stored succes
sively on the tape in 32-word groups called "data blocks"o Data blocks contain 
576 lines. Between each data block tbe.re is 8 blank space in which no data is 
stored. 

When a blank space on the tape is beneath the tape's magnetic bead assembly 
no effect is produced. When the lines of a block pass under the head assembly, 
however, one of three basically differentlfi operations' can be executed: posi
tioni.g, reading. or writing. The particular operation carried out'depends on 
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~hich of the following program instruct.ion is in program control: Advance Mag
netic Tape l66jn-), Back Magnetic Tape (67jn-), Read Magnetic Tape (64jnv). or 
~rite Magnetic Tape (63jnv)o 

If either the 66Jn- instruction or 67jn- instruction is in program control, 
(j positioning operation is carried auto The vr:tlue "j" (0, 1, 2, or 3) in these 
instructions specifies which of the four is to be positioned, and the value "n" 
specifies how many blocks that tapp is to be moved in a forward or reverse 
direction fron~ j! K.!!.illYll ,§tartin.g ,RosillQ.!lo Wilen the instruction sequence is exe
cut ed, the val u e "j" i sus edt 0 i nit i ate the pas i t ion i n gop era t ion i n MT (J nit 
"j", and the value "n" is inserted in the block Counter associated with MT Unit 
"j"" As the tape moves under the heads, the control bits stored on each line 
are read and LINE PULSE (LpWs) are produced o Each LINE PULSE is sent to the 
selected MT Unit'J s Line Counter (j LK) and advances the Line Counter by one 
count. When 18 lines have been read, the Line Counter is cleared and a WORD 
PULSE (WP) is produced which advances the MT Unit'C s Word Counter (j W,K) by one" 
When the Word Counter has been advanced to 32 it is cleared and a BLOCK PULSE 
(Up,) is produced which subtracts 1 from the value "n" stored in a the block 
Counter (j BK) ~ When the count stored in the Hlock Counter is reduced to zero, 
tape movement stopSg The tape is left posi tioned "n tt blocks from the starting 
positio~ so that part of the interblock space after the nth block is under the 
head assembl}n If the 64jnv instruction is in program control, an MT reading 
operation is carried out; if a 63jnv instruction is in program control, a 
writ.in9 operation is carried out" In reading d~dwriting operations the values 
of "j" and "n" are used the same as in the positioning operation, and the 
counting activities of the LINE, WORD, and BLOCK P{LSES are the same o However, 
during reading and writing a Counter Pulse Control Circuit allows LINE PULSES 
and wono PULSES to function ;]lso in the Magnetic Tape Sequence Control (MTSC) , 
and to trigger various portions of the reading and writing oper~tionso The 
Counter Pulse Control also puts the MT Unitlls readinu and writing circuits in 
conununication witll MTO (readiny operation) or MTl (writing operation)o Thus, 
a~ the selected tape mov~s, the lines, words and blocks are counted and the 
reilding or writing is accomplished line-by-line until the desired number of 
blocks have Le~n read or written o 

During the readinq operation, as each line of tape is read, the two data 
bit son e a chI i n e oft a pe a re t ran s mit ted t 0 MTO I the t ran s m iss ion MTO ~ Q 0 -1 i s 
achieved, and Q is shifted two places to tile left., After 18 Lines are thus read, 
the word assembled in Q is sent to the Me address specified ~y the v portion of 
tHe tJ5jnv instruction, the v-address is advanced hy one, and Q is cleared" 
T his pro c e sse 0 n tin u e sun t. i 1 a 11 "n" b 1 0 (: k ssp e c i fie d by the 64 j n v ins t r u c t ion 
are read. Since the capacit) of Me is 1024, up to 32 blocks may be read in any 
reading operation o 

As soon as the Signal is received which initiates an MT writing operation, 
a word is stored in Q from the v-address specified by 6Sjnv instruction, the v
address is advanced by one, Q is left-circularly shifted two places (since 
highest order bits are always written and read first), the transmission 00-1 ~ MTI 
is achieved, and an ERASE BIAS is applied to the head assembly~ When the first 
LINE PUL.SE is produced, (MTl) is written on the first line of the first block, 
() iss h i f ted two pIa c est 0 the 1 eft and the new (Va -1 ) i s t ran s mit ted to MT 1 (l 
The next sixteen LINt. PULSES produce the sume effect as the first LINE PULSE. 
When the 18th LINE PULSE is produced, a WORD PULSE is uenerated" The 18th 
LINE PULSE effects the writing of the 10th prlir of bits of the word stored in (j" 
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The WORD PlJLSE effects the clearing of Q, the transmission to Q of the word 
stored at Me address v + It the subsequent shifting ofQ two places to the left 
and the insert:ion of (QO-l) into MTI. The 19th LINE PlLSE sta.rts the wri ting 
operation of the new word. The above process continues \lIlti! all "ntt blocks of 
words specified by the 65jrsv instruction have been written. 

(2) Mr STORAGE SUBSY~"TEMS. - Each of the four j Ml' storage s ubsys tems 
has tbe following principal parts: 8 Magnetic Tape Unit (designated MT Unit j) 
which contains 8 tape drive mechanism with manual as well 8S automatic co·ntrols, 
a Ilagnetic head assembly, and a magnetic recording tape~ a Locating Circuit 
cons isting of :8 set of three coun ters '(Line Counter, Word Counter t and Block 
Counter) and a Counter Pulse Control (jKPC flip-flop and associated gates); a 
Zero Move Circuit which consists basically of 8 pair of gates used at the start 
of MT operations to prevent tape movement when none is specified; and an Error 
Detecti(J1 Circuit, co~sisting of an Error flip-flop and associated circuitry, 
which prevents further NT operation if an error is detected. The purpose of each 
of these component parts is discussed below. 

(a) MAGNETIC TAPE UNITS. - Each Magnetic Tape Unit co~tains a 
tape drive mechanism, a six-channel magnetic head asse~bly, and 1200 feet of 
one~h8lf inch magnetic recording tape. 

The tape-drive mechanism consists of frl continuously rotating tape-drive 
motor connected to a drive capstan by a clutch and .brake assembly, a tape-slack 
absorber me~hanism, and two reel motors which operate" the take-up and rewind 
tape reels. 

The magaet.ic head assembly consists of six read-write heads so arranged 
to pennit writing or reading operations to be performed simultaneously in six 
channels or "trscks if on the magnetic tape. 

. The magnetic tape is wound onto the tape-drive mechanism so that 8S one 
reel unwinds tape, the other winds it, and vice versa. In passing from one reel 
to the other. the tape passes across the magnetic head assembly and through the 
slack absorber mechanism. 

A se lectOJC' swi teh in the Jlf Uni t permi t5 the mati on of the tape to be con
trolled either manually or automatically. By setting this switch to the F, R, 
or S position the maintenance personnel may drive the tape forward (F) or re
verse (R), or stop the tape (S). If this switch is set to position At the 
motion of tke tape is controlled automatically by the signals ADVANCE,BACK, 
and STOP produced in the control circuitry associated with the Mr Unit. The 
ADVANCE signal energizes 8 "forward" clutch a.nd. a "forward" brake which cause 
the capstan to rotate counter-clockwise so that the tape is accelerated from 0 
to 45..5 illches per second in the forward direction. The BACK signal causes the 
capstan to rotate clockwise so that the tape is accelerated from 0 to 45.5 

_ inches per second in the reverse direction. At a speed of 45.5 inches per se
cond, approximately 222 36-bit words can be written on or reed from tbe tape. 
The STOP signal energizes "forward" and "reverse" brakes so that the capstan 
stops rotating. 

The slack-absorber mechanism is 8ft assembly of fixed and moveable spools 
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that holds a long loop or "reserve" of tape. This "reserve" of tape serves 8S 
a shock absorber during starting and stopping when the movement of the drive 
capstan produces tape acceleration that must overcome the inertia of the take
up and rewind reels. During acceleration, the movement of the slack-absorber 
carri8~e mechanism operates a servo mechanism that produces the error signal 
used in operating the tape reel motors. 

The tape reel motors are controlled by the error signal from the servo 
system so that the reserve 'of tape contained in thee slack-absorber mechanism is 
maintained at the proper length. Any displacement of the slack-absorber car
riage, detected by the servo input, operates the'reel drive motors so that 
tape is wound on or off of the reels until the slack-absorber carriage is re
turned to its proper position. 

Only inspected and properly prepared magnetic tapes can be used in the MT 
units. The method of inspecting magnetic tapes is discussed in Volume 3, Sec
tion 5. A properly prepared tape has the follOWing spacings and arrangenlent 
of blocks: 

a. Leader - blank space, at least 10 feet long; 

h. First Error Block - a space in which 580 pairs of control bits 
<used to produce LP's) are stored. 

c. Forward Starting Position - a rather long blank space between the 
first Error Block and first Data Block. 

d. Storage Area, subdivided as follows: 

e .. 

f. 

g. 

1st Data Block 
Interblock Space 
2nd data Block 
In terblock Space 
3rd Data Block 

(etc) --- ... ---~- .. -... --
lntetblock Space 
2048th Data Block 

Each Data Block contains 576 lines on each of which are stored a 
pair of control bits used to produce LP's. 
Each Interblock Space is a blank space about 3/4 ft long. 

Reverse Starting Position - a rather long blank space between the 
last Data Block and the second Error Block; 

Second Error Block - a space in which seO'pairs of control bits 
(used to produce LP's) are stored; 

Trailer - blank space, at least 10 feet long. 
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lilt-' m~thod of properly prepHring a mrI~lnet.ic tape is presented in Volume J, 
,!~~(~~('.tjon ~). The mHnnt~r in whieh tape is ttJreadp-d in each ~rr t:nit and the way 
:in which tapt~ in an NiT Unit is properly positioned for use under automatic con
trol by the computer are described in Volume 1, Section 2" 

It. should be noted that each magnpt.ic tape has ~04B Dat.a Blocks o Each tdpe 
c~n. therefore, store h~. ~36 36-bit words, and the entir~ capacity of MT is 
26:2, j 44 36-hi t words. 

lh) LOCATING CIRCUIT" - Each storage suhsystem (jMT) has a locating 
tircuit associated with its t.ape handling unit. NIT [Init j. Each locating cir
cuit has two basic parts: a set of' three counters (Line Counter (jLK). Word 
Cuunter (jWh), and f~lock Counter (jHK), and a Counter Pulse Cont.rol Circuit. 

ThE" threp. countprs arf' ednnectf,;j in serif'S ,gnd their collective function is 
to count the blocks whiCh pass under t!lp hflad assembly as the t.ape moves. and 
to stop tape movement. when the spf'cified !lumber of blocks have passed" The 
line Counter, a modulo 1<1 additive e.ounter composed of five flip-flops, counts 
thp i.,p-'s produ~ed as thf> control bits storf~d on each line of tape are read" 
l'_aeh t imp the Line Counb~r re/-:iCllPS ti!p count of if) (LK ::: 18), j t gf~nerates an 
t~nJ-carr) pulSt~ called a WOfU) PliLSE (WP)" The WP resets the Line Counter to 
Zt:'ru .and advanees the Word Counter iI.\' one" The Word Counter, a modulo 32 addi-
tive (~ounter composed of five flip-flops, generates an end-carry pulse, called 
a l,U)CI~ PL:LSE (fiP) , each time it reaches the count of :12 (Wh 32)" The BP re-
:',t'ts thp Word Counter to zero Hnd suhtra(:1s a sinqle count from t.he block Counter" 
Tit p h 1 'l r k Co un t e r tam od u 1 0 204H S II b 1 rae t i vee 0 u n t p r <: om pose J 0 f 1 2 fi i P - f1 0 p S , 

.is initially Sf~t to the numbpr of hJock~. n, which the tape must be moved o The 
first liP which enter~ tht~ Hlock Counter after the block couut has been reduced 1 -) 
to zero (LI\ ~. 0/ sets the bK to 2 ;;;.. - I and If'avf!s the ilock Counter ClS a STOP 
plllsf:'~ 

The Counter Plll~f> Control Circuit in paeh jMT is composed of a Counter Pulse 
Con t r 0 J f Ii P - f) 0 p (j l\ PC) and its ass 0 cia ted con t r 0 1 gat p- s " 0 u r j n gpo sit ion i n g 
0pi:'riltions (advancing or buckinu the tapp) the jKPC f1 ip-flop is set to "0"0 
In such operatjons, the LPIIS. PW~s, and BPIIS pro.duced as the tape in MT Unit j 
moves are uspd simply for eounting purposes to effect the proper positioning') 
During reaoing and writin9 operations, however, the jKPC flip-flop is set to n]" 
;HHj its "1" output i~ used to enablp fl set of control gates which pass LP\ls, 
Wplis. dod STOP signals t.o MTSe" During the writiny operHtion the "1" output 
enable of JKPC is also combined in a coincidence circuit with thp til" output 
e'nahle of the NlTSC Writp flip-flop to create tht~ EHASE UIAS uSf'd in the wrjting 
o pc rat ion and use d 1. 0 g n t. e the W H 1 IE s i g n a 1 fro m MT SC w hie h t r i \}g e r s the t ran s -
mission of the "l's" stored in MT I to the heRd assembly"s writing circuits" 

(c) ZERO AIOVE C1RCCIT -.. The Zl~ro Move Circuit of ~Hch jMT storage 
subs)stem consists of two 98tPS in th(~ BACh and ADVANCE signal lines that are 
el~hled only when jBKll = On This circuit prevents the tape from being backed 
or Hdvnflced when the number of blocks. "n'; the tape is to be backed or advanced 
is equnl to zero~ 

As explained above, e~ch UK is a subtractive counter of modllio 2048
0 

Stages 
bhO through 5h10 are used to store values of n from 0 to 2047, ~;tage BKII is 
a t way s ze ro l and the refore the Ad v~nce and Back Ua tes of the I,e ro -Move C i rcui t 
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are enabled) unless the value of n originally inserted into BK equals zero o 
When advancing or backing of the tape is called for, a BACK BK signal.is always 
produced prior to the actual start of tape movement G If the value "n" stored 
in BK is 0, the BACK RK signal sets BK to all ulll s". The resulting END BORROW 
from BK produces a STOP signal which stops the MT unit if it is not already 
stopped. At this time, because BKll is set to "1", the ADVANCE or BACK signal 
which normally ini tiates tape movement is blocked by the disabled' Zero Move 
gates. The MT Unit therefore remains stopped. 

(d) ERROR DETECTION CIRCUIT. - The Error Detection Circuit in each 
jMT storage element consists of 8 500 microsecond shaper, a gate, and the j 
Errorflip-flopo In NORMAL operation this circuit stops tape drive, and regis
ters a B-Fault called MISSING LP (hence stops the computer) if more or less than 
576 LPQ s are produced when a block on the tape passes under the head assembly. 

A BP is produced simultaneously with each 576th LP o If the proper number of 
LP~s are produced per block, a BP is generated simultaneously with the last LP 
read from each block. If more than 576 LPQ s are produced from a block, a fiP is 
produced before. the last line of the block passes under the head assemblyo If 
less than 576 LPQ s are produced from a block, a BP is not produced until one 
or more lines of the next block pass' under the head assembly Q The Error Detec
tion Circuit functions, each time a BP is produced, to check that the proper 
number of Lpos are produced from each block~ 

Besides being used to subtract one from the Block Counter, each BP is shaped 
and used momentarily to enable a gate in the "I" input circuit of the j Error 
flip-floPG If exactly 576 Lpos were produced from a tape block, no Lpos will 
be produced during the interblock period when the 3/4-inch blank space passes 
under the head assembly. The input gate of the j Error flip-flop is enabled 
for approximately 500 microseconds, but its enable is dropped by the time an ~P 
is produced from the first line of the next block o 

If less than 576 LP's are produced from a tape block, one or more lines of 
the next block are read before a BP is produced. The first LP to be produced 
after the gate in the "1" input circuit of the j Error flip-flop is enabled by 
the shaped SP will pass through that gate, stop tape drive, and set the j Error 
flip-flop to "l"~ The "1" output of the j Error flip-flop energizes the Missing 
Line Pulse relay. K30016, and a B Fault is registered which stops the computer. 

Similar detection occurs if more than 576 LPgs are produced by a tape block o 

The BP produced with the 576th LP enables the gate in the ttl" input circuit of. 
the j Error flip-flop. The first LP to occur after the error flip-flop gate is 
enabled stops tape drive and registers a B Fault, which stops~e computer o 

A pair of Error Blocks each containing 580 dual control bits is intentionally 
stored on each tape, one preceding the first Data Block and one following the 
last Data Bloc~~o The purpose of these Error Blocks is to stop tape drive if an 
attempt is made to run the tape too far in' either the forward or reverse direc
tionG When an Error Block is read, the error detection is the same 8S that de
scribed above for cases where too many LPvs are produced by a tape block. 

Before another storage reference to jMT can be made and operation resumed, 
the MT unitVs c:ounters must be manually cleared and the tape re-positioned past 
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the Error Block in the direction of the Data Blocks. The next MT operation must 
then call for a movement of tape in a direction opposite to that causing the 
Error Block to be read. 

(3) MA<ZtETIC TAPE INPUT UEGISTER. - The Magnetic Tape Input Register 
(MTI) is a two-stage flip-flop register which is used during MT writing opera
tions. MTl functions to ~emporarily store the successive two-bit portions of 
words that are to be written on the magnetic tape. For every 36--bit computer 
word stored in MT the following events involving MTl occur 18 times: MTI is 
cleared; Q is shifted two places to the lefti the "l'st1 stored in QO and Ql are 
transmitted to MTlO and MTI], respectively; and the MTI "Iff outputs. together 
with a WRITE signal from MTSt.;, are applied to the writing circuits of the proper 
~rr Unit j. If HI's" are stored in MTlO and MTIl they are appropriately recorded 
on the tape. MIl is thus a buffer storage register between Q and the writing 
circuits of the tape units. Exact details concerning the transmissions in and 
out of MTI are gi yen below WIder MT \"lri ting Sequence. 

(4) f\'iA~ETIC TAPE OUTPUT REGIsrER. - The Magnetic Tape Output Register 
(MTO) is a two stage flip-flop register which is used during l\fi' reading operations. 
MTO functions to temporarily store each two-bit portion read from lines on the 
magnetic tape. For every 36-bit computer word read from the tape the following 
events involving ,ITO occur 18 times: MTO is cleared; the ttl' 8" sensed by the 
selected MT Unit's reading from the two data bits stored on a line of the tape 
are sent to MTO the transmission MT0o-l--' QO-1 is carri'ed out; and Qis shIfted 
two places to the left. MIO is thus the buffer storage register between the 
reading circuits of the tape units and the Q-Register. Exact details concerning 
the transmissions in and oat of MTO are given below under the Reading Sequence. 

(5) MAGNETIC TAPE SEQUENCE CONTROL. - The Magnetic Tape Seq~ence Control 
(MTSe) functions primarily in the execution of ffl' Reading and Writing sequences. 
Since these sequences produce signals wbich direct the activities of elements 
external to the MT system (as Q, VAK, etc.). MI.'SC also fuctions to coordinate 
MT activity with that of the central computer. Upon receipt of an IN1TIATE READ 
j hlT signal from eTC, ~iTSC is prepared for a reading operation; upon receipt of 
an INITIATE WRITE jMf signal from CTC, MTSC is prepared for a writing operatioD. 
During both of these operations each LP produced is set to MTSC to trigger 8 

short subsequE~nce which assembles two hi ts of data from tbe tape in Q (during 
reading) or writes two bits of data from Q onto a line of tape (during writing). 

"As every 18th LP is produced, a WP is generated. Both are sent to MTSC; the LP 
effect! the dIsposition of the last two-bit portion of 8 36-bit word and the WP 
prepares MrSC so that the word assembled ill Q is set to Me and Q is cleared
{during readi11g), or 50 that the word just wri t'ten from Q is cleared out and a 
new word assembled in Q (during 'Writing). When all Hn" blocks to be read or 
written into have passed under the head assembly, tape drive stops, and the JUT 
HESUME signal produced clears tbe reading or writing condi t10n out of I\fI'SC. 

The principal components of MrSC are the following: the Synchronizing Unit 
(two flip-flops. SUI and SUII, two qates, and a 40 microsecond delay circuit) 
which effects the 5witchover from the LP timing pulses Which control MT to 
CONl'H<LLED (LOCK PULSES; the Read and Write flip-flops which are set, respecti
vely, by INITIATE READ j&fl' and INITIATE WRITE jIlT signals from ere, to allow 
their corresp,onding MT operation to be carried out; the Recycle Read It Recycle 
Head II, and Recycle \\Trite flip-flops, which fUBction to issue signals which 
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transmi t MT information assembled in. Q into MC", or issue signals whi.ch transmi t 
successive words into Q after each .word has Deen written; and the MTSC flip
flops,which function in the production of signals which shift Q, control the 
transmissions between MTO and Q0-1. MTI and Qo-l, aud control the transmission 
between X and Q. In the following subparagraph, the specific function of each 
of the above mentioned MTSC components is discussed in detail. 

(6) MT SEQUE1iCES. - There are four sequences of .MT operations, as 
follows: the r~ Reading Sequence. the. MT Writing Sequence, the MT Advance Se
quence, and the MT Back Sequence. These sequences are perfonned intbe execu
tiOD of the following four corresponding computer instructions: Read Maynetic 
Tape (64 jnv) t Write Magnetic Tape (65 jnv) , l\dvanee Magnetic Tape (66 jn-) 
and Back Magnetic Tape (67 j 11-) • 

During the Read Magnetic Tape i!sstruction (64 jnv) , an INITIATE READ j MT 
signal from eTG initiates an MT Reading Seqtlence which transmits the data from 
n consecutive blocks on the tape in Mr Unit j into consecutive addresses in IC .. 
begiRning with the Me address v. Readiay is performed with the tape travelilng 
in the forward direction. During the Write Magnetic Tape instructioD (61 jav). 
an INITIATE WRITE j MT sigDal from eTC initiates an NT Writing Sequence which 
transmits the contents of 32 n consecutive Me addresses, beginning wi th Me ad
dress v. onto n blocks on the tape in NT Unit j. During writing, the tape 
moves in the forward direction. Daring the Advance Tape instructioa (66 jn-), 
an INITIATE ADVANCE j MT signal initiates an MT Advance Sequence which advances 
the tape in MI Unit j by n blocks. During the Back Tape instruction (67 j~), 
an INITIATE BACK j MT signal initiates aD AfT. Back Sequence which backs the t~pe 
in MT uni t j by n blocks. 

The following sub-paragraphs discuss each of the four sequences, of operalions 
of the Magnetic Tape Storage System. For simplicity. only the details concerning 
MT Unit 0 are presented. Exactly the same operations would be perfonned, how
ever, if any Clf the other Mits were referenced. Each of the MT s~quences of 
operations is shown in tabular form in Appendix Bt Pages B-78 through 8-80, 
Vol1DDe 2. 

(a) MT READING SEQUENCE. - By the time an INITIATE READ j MT signa 1 
is received from CTC, Q and the 0 counters (0 LK, 0 WK. 0 BI()havebeen cleared 
and the inithal value of n has been stored in 0 BK. The' INITIATE READ 0 Mr 
signal then bflCks 0 BK by one cOWlt, sets the 0 KPC and Head flip-flops. 
V82-70l62 and V83-70243 respectively, to "1 '" clears the Recycle Read I flip
flop, VBl-70243, and after a 5 millisecond delay, probes gateV02-10l11. 

If the "n!1 stored in 0 BK does not equal zero, advancing of the tape in 
IT Unit 0 is initiated. Approximately 14 milliseconds after the INITIATE READ 
j MT signal is received from CTC,' the first LP is generated. Successive Lp·s 
are then produced at a rate of approximately 4.5 kc. Each LP adv •• ees 0 LI, 
samples the Error Detection g-ate Vl3-70151, and passes through gate V05-10162 
which is enabled by the "I" output of the 0 KPC flip-flop. Tbe gated LP clears 
MTOO and MTO lt and enters the 40 microsecond delay circuit,V02-70232. Approxi
mately 15 microseconds after the lP is produced, the'two bits of data stored on 
the first lin,e of the tape are trallsmitted to 7Il'O. (Actually only "Its" are 
read from the tape and passed by gates V09-70142 aad V04-70141 to tbe "1" input 
signal lines of r.rI'Ol aDd MTOo' respectively.) The 40 microsecond delay circuit 
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prevents initiation of each reading subsequence until the reading gates V09-70142 
and V04-70141 have transmitted the data bits to MTO o MTO is thus loaded by the 
time the gated LP is issued by V80-70232 and the gated LP s~ts the SU I flip-flop, 
V80-70232 to "1". When SLJ I is set to "1" its output is combined with the "0" 
output of the SU II flip-flop, V81-70232, and gate V03-70232 is enabled. The 
next CONTROLLED CLOC~ PULSE to occur sets the SU II flip-flop to "1", disables 
gate V03-70232 and enables gate V04-70232. The next CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSE 
passes through gate V04-70232 as a SYNCHRONIZED CLOCK PULSE which clears both 
SU I and SU II to "0" and samples gates VlO-70242 and V05-70232 in the "1" output 
circuits, respectively, of the Read and Write flip-flops. Gate VIO-70242 passes 
the SYM:;HRONIZED CLOCK PULSE and initiates a reading subsequence involving the 
MTSC-2. MTSC-3, and MTSC-4 flip-flops (V80-70243, V80-70232, and V83-70233, 
respectively) 0 The reading subsequence for the first 17 LP~s merely clears X, 
shifts Q left two places, inserts (MTO) into QO-I, and clears MTO o When the 
18th 0 LP is produced, a 0 WP is generated simultaneously, signifying that the 
last two-bit portion of a word is about to be read from the tape o The 0 WP 
advances 0 WK, clears 0 LK, passes through gate V17-70l64, sets the Recycle 
Read I flip-flop V81-70243 to "1", and clears the Recycle Write flip-flop, 
V80-70242. The 18th LP produces the same effect as the other Lpas, and completes 
the assembly of a 36-bit word in Q. During every 18th reading subsequence, 
however, gate V04-702i3 is enabled by the "1" output of the Recycle Read I flip
flop. When sampled by the pulse,which sends the last two-bit portion of the 
word being read from MTO to Q, gate V04-70243 issues a signal which complements 

.- XI achieves the transmission VAK ... SAR, advances VAK, clears the Recycle Read I 
flip-flop and sets the Recycle Read II flip-floPe The next CONTROLLED CLOCK 
PULSE passes through gate V06-70233, clears the Recycle Read II flip-flop, 
achieves the transmission Q'-;...X't t and produces an INITIATE WRITE siynal which 
ultimately stores the word in Me" In exactly this same manner. successive words 
are read from the tape, assembled in Q, and transmitted to MC o At the end of each 
tape block (32 words) a 0 BP is produced o Each 0 BP clears 0 WK and backs 0 BK 
by one count. When 0 BK has backed to zero, n-l blocks have been read. When n 
blocks have been read, the last 0 BP produces a STOP pulse. After a ~ milli
second delay, this STOP pulse stops tape drive in MTU 0; after a 10 millisecond 
delay, it passes through gate V06-70162, clears the Read, Write and 0 KPC flip
flops, and is transmitted to PDC as a 0 MT RESUME 5igna10 

(b) MT WRITING SEQUENCE o - By the time an INITIATE WRITE 0 MT 
signal is received from CTC, the MT unit 0 counters have been cleared and the 
initial value of "n" has been stored in 0 BKo The INITIATE WRITE j Mr signal 
then backs 0 Bt\: by one count, sets the 0 !(PC, Write, Recycle Write, and MTSC-l 
flip-flops to "I", and, after a 5 millisecond delay, probes gate V02-70171o 
The INITIATE \'4'RITE signal is also used to clear Q, transmit (VAl\) to SAR, 
advance VAA, and produce an INITIATE READ signal which reads the contents of Me 
address v into X. Meanwhile the "Itt outputs of the 0 KPC and Write flip-flops 
are combined in an AND circuit and an ERASE BIAS supplied for the head assembly 
in MT Unit O. Also, if the un" stored in 0 BK does not equal zero, advancing 
of the tape in MT Unit 0 is initiatedo 

,The first CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSE to be produced, after the reading operation 
from MC to X is completed, passes through gate V03-70233 (enabled by Ifl" output 
of MTSC-I), clears X, transmits (X) to Q, clears MTSC-I and sets MTSC-2o The 
next CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSE to appear thereafter will pass through gate V03-
70243, clear MTSC-2, shift Q left one place, and set MTSC-3 o The first 
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CONTROLLED CLC~K PULSE to appear after gate V06-70232 has been enabled by MTSC-3 
will shift Q left another position, clear MTSC-3, and set MTSC-4" When gate 
V07-70233 has been enabled by MTSC-4 the next CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSE to appear 
will pass through gates V07-70233 and V08-70242, clear MTSC-4 and effect the 
QO-l-+ NTI transmission. 

Approximately 14 milliseconds after the signal INITIATE WRITE j MT is re
ceived from CTC, the first LP is generated. Each 0 LP advance'S 0 LK, and passes 
through gate V05-70162 to MTSC. In MTSC, each 0 LP enters a delay circuit 
and passes through gate V04-70233, producing a WRITE signal o The WRITE signal 
is applied to AND circuits in the "1" outputs of MTIO and MTIlo If either or 
both MTIg and MTIl store a "I" the writing circuits in MT Unit 0 appropriately 
store a ~ 1" on the tape" If neither MTlO or MTII stores a "1", the writing 
circuits do not receive an input. However. a "ott is effectively written since 
the ERASE BIAS, which is applied to the tape prior writing, removes previously 
stored data. A 40-microsecond delay circuit prevents the clearing of MTI until 
the 18-microsecond WRITE signal has effected the MTI~MT Unit 0 transmission. 
After the delay period has elapsed, 0 LP operates the SU flip-flops as de
scribed above under MT Reading Sequence,) The resulting SYNCHRONIZED CLOCK 

-PULSE initiates a writing subsequence involving the Recycle Write flip-flop 
and all four MTSC flip-flops. This subsequence transmits (X) to Q, clears 
X, shifts Q left two places, and transmits (QO-l) to MTI. (Since at this point 
X contains all "OQ s", the X~Q transmission is meaningless.) The writing sub
sequence for each of the next 16 0 LP~s effects the writing of the contents 
of MTI onto a line on the tape, shifts Q two places to the left, and transmits 
QO-l to MIl. (X is also cleared, and the X~Q signal produced, but these have 
no effect during this time.) When the 18th 0 LP is produced, a 0 WP is generated, 
signifying that the last two-bit portion of the word stored in Q is about to be 
written on the tape. The 0 WP signal advances 0 WK, clears 0 LK, passes through 
gate V17-70164, clears the Recycle Write flip-flop. and sets the Recycle Read I 
flip-flop. The writing subsequence produced by the 18th 0 LP writes the final 
two-bit portion of the word on the tape, resets the Recycle Write flip-flop to 
"I", sets MTSC·-l to ttl", and issues signals which clear Q, transmits (VAK) to 
~AR, advances VAl< and produces an INITIATE READ ~ sequence which inserts the 
contents of address v + 1 into X. After the reading of the contents of V+l 
to X, the new word in X is processed by a Sequence similar to the one described 
above. When n blocks have been completed, the last 0 BP produces a STOP pulse 
which, after a 10 millisecond delay, stops MT Unit 0, clears the 0 KPC, Read, 
and Write flip-flops, and produces 0 MT RESUME o 

(c) MT ADVAM:E SEQUEI'l:E. o - When an INITIATE ADVA~E 0 MT Signal is 
received, the value "n tt stored in a BK is backed by one count, and the ° KPC 
flip-flop is cleared. PrOViding n f: 0, an ADVAN:E signal is also produced 
which starts the tape in MT Unit 0 moving in the forward direction. Each 0 LP 
read from the tape operates the MT Unit 0 counters.. Whelt 0 BK has been backed 
to zero, the tape has been advanced by n-l blocks. After the next block has 
passed beneath the reading head, the last 0 BP produces a STOP signal that stops 
MT Unit 0 and sends a 0 MT RESUME signal to PDC. 

(d) MT BACK SEQUE~E - The INITIATE BACK 0 MT c(JQmand produces the 
same effect as the INITIATE ADVANCE 0 MT command except that a BACK (rather than 
an ADVAM:;E) Signal is produced which starts the tape 1n MT Unit 0 moving in the 
reverse directio~. Subsequent operations are similar to operations described 
above for the 0 MT Advance Sequence. 
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a. GENERAL. - The Arithmetic Section is composed of the following prin
ciple parts: the X-register (X): the Q-register (Q); the Accumulator (A); the 
Shift Counter (SK); the Shift Count Translator (SKI); and the Arithmetic 
Sequence Control (ASe). 

AlthoutJh the X-register, the Q-register, and the Accumulator are generally 
referred to as "arithmetic registers" because of their functions during arith
metic operations, each of these registers is used for a multitude of purposes, 
not all associated with arithmetic operations. These auxilliary uses are dis
cussed bri,etly in the subparagraphs on X, Q, and A. 

The Arithmetic Section uses special procedures derived from the fundamental 
processes of ones complement binary arithmetic to perform all the arithmetic 
and logical operations involved in the execution of the ERA 1103 Computer 
System~s repertoire of instructions. Fundamentally, the Arithmetic Section ex
ecutes five basically different unit operations,as follows1 addition, in 
which a number in X is added to a nUllber in A; shifting, in which numbers in 
A or Q or 'both are appropriately shifted one place to the left, with the bit 
in highest order stage being transferred to the lowest-order stage (sometimes 
this is aceomplished to multiply a number in A or Q (by two): compleme'?tinH of 
!, in which a number stored in X is multiplied by minus one: subtracting of 
one from AI in which a signal is generated which reduces the number held in 1\ 
by one; and bit-QL-=bit multiplic.?tion, in which corresponding bits of X and () 
are multiplied together and the bit-by-bit product stored in X. 

Chese unit operations are employed separately to form an arithmetic or 
logical sequence, or they are integrated in various combinations with one 
another to form more complex sequences of operations. Separately and in com·
binations, they are used to form eleven distinct logical and arithmetic se
quences, eelch initiated by a signal from the Command Tltnin(J 'Circuits (eTC) and
carried out by one of the eleven sequence generating circuits in ASC. Each efC 
signal whieh initiates a logical or arithmetic sequence of operations also 
stops the Main Pulse Distributor (MPO). CONTHOLLFD CLOCK PULSES then time the 
initiated sequence in the appropriate ASC sequence generating circuit. Upon 
completion of the logical or arithmetic operationi the sequence generating 
circuit issues an ASC HESUME signal which allows MPD to adv~nce. 

b. X-REGISTER. The X-Hegister. or X. is so-called because of its function 
as the central exchange register of the computer. It is a 36-stage flip-flop 
register which can be complemented. As an "exchange register" X handles near
ly all internal transmissions of words between various sections of the com
puter. As an "arithmetic register" X holds the addend, subtrahend, multipli
cand, and divisor during arithmetic operations. The X-register is shown on 
the Block Diagram, Arithmetic Registers, in Envelope UI of Volume 7. 

(1) BASIC PROPERTIES Of X. - The storage' element of each of the 36 stages 
of X is the standard flip-flop. Each flip-flop has gate and manually controlled 
input circuits to its no" and "1" sides, and each flip-flop supplies output 
enables for several gates in its no" and "Itt output circuits. 
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Besides the "0" and "1" inputs to each stage of Xt a trigger input is pro
vided for each stage. When the signal COMPLEMENT X is sent to X, this signal 
is applied to both the "0" and "I" input of each stage of X. The effect is to 
reverse the state of each flip-flop in X regardless of what each flip-flop 
previously stored. Of the three arithmetic registers, only X can be com
plemented. 

(a) TRANSMISSIONS TO X. - For transmissions to X, except for trans
missions from Q, X is prepared for the receipt of an operand~b, the signal 
CLEAR X which clears each flip-flop in X to "0". The operand is then inserted 
into X by an internal storage reference (reading) operation in which "19 s" are 
transmitted from the referenced storage location into X. For transmissions to 
X from Q. X is prepared for the receipt of an operand by the signals CLEAR X 
and COMPLEMENT X which, in turn, clear X to all "O·s'iand then set' X to all 
"19 S". l~hen the transmission Q4 X9 occurs, "Oos" stored in Q are sent to X. 
and appropriate stages of X are changed from "1" to "0". This method of trans
mission from Q to X is the opposite of the usual method of clearing a register 
and then transmitting "19 s". This seemingly unorthodox method (Q"-+X 9

) is 
used in pIacH of Q-+X for component economy; i.e., the Q~-!IIoX~ signal is also 
used to form in X the bit-by-bit product of X andQ. 

The X-reuister receives operands one or more times during each instruction 
as part of the execution of the instruction: since X is always cleared on MP 0 
a number left in X as a result of one instruction is not available from X dur
ing the next instruction. 

fhe no·, Hnd Ultt outputs of stage X35 are used by.various circuits in ASC 
to determine the specific steps executed in logical and arithmetic sequences. 

tb) COMPLEMENT X - The basic unit operation of complementing X is 
accomplished when the signal COMPLEMENT X is applied as a trigger input to 
each flip-flop in X. The COMPLEMENT X signal 'reverses the state of each flip
flop regardl(~ss of what it previously stored. Since oneos c0!!plement notation 
is employed in the ERA 1103, the effect is to multiply the content~ of X by 
minus one. ' 

(2) OPERATION AS 'TIiE CENTRAL EXCHANGE REGISTER. - As a centra 1 ex
change register., X is involved, in almost all internal transmissions of data. 
Witb some circuits of the computer,X can communicate in two-way type of trans
missions (sueh as X-+MO and MI)-+X). while in transmission, involving other 
cireui ts of th,e computer the information flow is in one direction' only (such 
as X-+PCH or SAR-+X). Some transmis'sions involve 36 bits; others involve a 
fewer'number of bits. In some cases "09 S" are transmitted; in other cases 
"l's" are transmitted. Although only "09 S" or "19 5" are transmitted, pro
vision is made that the register receiving the information is properly cleared 
or set to all ttl's" or the circuit design is such that the transmission is 
correctly achieved. The following listing summarizes. the various transmissions 
in which X is involved 8S the central exchange register: 
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TWO-WAY TRANSMISSIONS 

x .... MD 
X4h>MC 
X4+A 
X .. Q 
X .... lOA 
X .... lOB 

SECTION 4 

ONE-WAY TRANSMISSIONS 

X"'PCR 
X .... HPR 
X -+TWR 
X'" jBK (Block Counter) 
5AR .... X 

Deatils concerning the signals which trigger each of the above transmissions, 
the number of bits involved in each transmission, and the kind of bits("O"s" 
Or "l~s") transmitted are presented in those subparagraphs which describe the 
circuit with which X communicates. For example, the transmissions X~MD and 
MD~X are discussed in the subparagraph which described the MD system o 

(3) OPERATION AS AN ARITHMETlC REGISTER. - As an arithmetic register X 
holds the addend, subtrahend, multiplicand and divisor in the corresponding 
arithmetic operations. In logical addition and logical multiplication X holds 
the logical addend and the logical multiplicand. 

c. Q-REGISTER. - The Q-Register, or Q, is so-called because (t holds the 
quotient durinu division. It is a 36-stage flip-flop register which can be 
left circularly shifted. As a "storage register", " is addressed and provides 
a single rapid··access storage location for one 36-bi t computer word. Its 
address is 1---- (only the first octal digit is of significance)o As an 
"assembly register", Q is capable of recei ving tlNO hi ts a't a time and shifting 
these to the left to assemble a 36-bit word as is done in the MT Reading op
eration. During the MT Writing operation, 36-bit words are disassembled by a 
similar operation in Q. As an "arithmetic register", Q performs Shifting op
erations and holds the multiplier, quotient, and logical multiplier during 
arithmetic operations. The Q-register is shown on the Dlock Diagram, Arith
metic Registers, in Envelope #1 of Volume 70 

(1) bASIC PROPERTIES OF Q. - The Q-register has 36 stages each con
sisting of a standard flip-flop and its associated input and output circuits. 
Interconnections between the stages provide Q with left circular shift prop
erties. The "0" and ttl" input circuit of each of the 35 left-most stages in
clude gates enabled by the "0" and "Itt circuits of the stage immediately to 
the right, and the input circuits of the right-most stage, QO, includes gates 
enabled by the outputs of Q35. 

In addition to the inputs mentioned above for the shifting operation, Q 
has inputs for transmitting dota to and from Q and inputs for use during special 
arithmetic sequences. \ 

(a) TRANSMISSIONS TO AND FROM Q. - For transmitting the contents of 
X to Q. Q is first cleared by a CLEAR Q signal, then the receipt of the'X-'Q 
signal transmits "I" inputs to all stages of Q which correspond to stages in 
X storing a "1". During the divide operation, the receipt of SET QO to 1 from 
Ari thmetic Sequence Control sets the QO flip-flop to "1"" During MT Reading , 
operations, "lOs" read from magnetic tape are stored in the Magnetic Tape 
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Output Registc~r; when the signal MTO"QO-l is produced, the ttl ° s" stored in 
the two-stage MTO will be transmitted to Qo and Ql" 

Outputs of Q are used for transmitting data to X for special circuits of 
the Arithmetic Sequence Control and for transmission of data to the Magnetic 
Tape Storage System. For transmitting the contents of Q to X, X is set to 
contain all ones, then the receipt of QO+Xo causes those stages in X, which 
correspond to stages in Q storing a "0", to be cleared to "0". Stages QO. QI 
and V35 each supply both a "0" and 8 "l"output enable for the Arithmetic Se
quence Control. The "1" output enables from stages QO and Ql are used to en
able gates in the "1" input circuits of MTO o 

(b) SHIFTING. - The basic unit operation of Shifting can be .performed 
in Q. Numbers stored in Q can be left circularly-shifted one place by the 
signal QL 1 (shift Q left one place). This signal causes the bits in ~ages 
Qo through Q34 to be shifted to the left by one place, and the contents of Q35 
to be shifted to QO. 

(c) BIT-bY-f1IT-MULTIPLICATION" - The signal QO ..... Xo is employed for 
the basic operation of cit-by-bit multiplication g A number is inserted into 
X, and the QI1-! ... Xo signal is produced" Where '''0 11 5'' are stored in Q, the corres
ponding stage of X is cleared to tt,,". Where "Ills" are stored in Q, the cor
responding stage of X is left undisturbed. The effect for ea~h set of corres
ponding stages is that a "0" in Q times either a "ott or "1" in X, leaves a "0" 
stored in X. and that a "1" in Q, times either a "0" or "Itt stored in X, 
leaves X undisturbed. 

(2) OPERATION AS A STORAGE REGISTER. - As a storage register, V is the 
addressed storage location 1---- (only the first octal digit is significant) .. 
Q can provide rapid access storage "for any 36-bit computer word" As a storage 
register, Q communicates only with X .. 

Information is transmitted from X to Q by clearing Q (setting each of its 
flip-flops to "Olt) and then sampling gates in the "1 tf output circui ts of X 
(ttl" input cir<:uits of Q) with the signal X+Qo Those gates which are en
abled by nl" outputs from X will transmit signals to the ttl" input signal 
lines of the corresponding stages in Qo The word stored in X is thus trans
mitted to Q by changing "OilS" to "Ills" in the appropriate stages of Q .. 

Informatiolll is transmitted out of Q to X in storage references by first 
clearing X, thE'n complementing X (setting each flip-flop to "1") I, and then 
sampling the gates in the "0" output circuits of Q (tlO" input circuits of X) 
with the signal, QO .. Xo. Those gates enabled by "0" outputs" from Q will trans
mit signals to the "0" input signal line of the corresponding stage in Xo The 
word stored in Q is thus transmitted to X by changing "Ills" to "OilS" in the 
appropriate stages of X. 

(3) OPERATION AS AN ASSEMBL\ REGISTER. - During MT Reading operations, 
Q assembles 36-bit words, two bits at a time. As each pair of bits is read 
from a line on the magnetic tape, they are stored in the Magnetic Tape Output 
Register, MTO. When the signal MTU QO-1 is produced it samples the gates in 
the "1" output !circuits of MTO. The gate or gates enabled by til" outputs from 
MTOO and MTOI t"ransmi t signals to t he corresponding "Itt input signal lines of . 
Qo and QI. Q is then shifted two places to the left. This process is re-
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peated 18 times until the complete 36-bit word is present in Q. 

SECTION 4 

During ~r writing operations, a 36-bit word is stored in Q from X. 0 is 
then shifted two places to the left, putting the two most significant bits of 
the word initially stored in Q in 01 and QO. Gates in the Itl" output circuits 
of QI and QO C'l" input circuits of MTOO and MTOI) are sampled by the QO-l~ 
MTI signal. The gate or gates which are enabled by "1" outputs from Qo and 01 
transmit signals to "1" input signal lines of MT10 and MfIl. respectively. 
fhe two bits in MIL are then written on a line of tape. and 0 is shifted left 
two places. The process continues until the entire 36-bit word in 0 has been 
written on the magnetic tape. A new word is then inserted Into Q from X, and 
the disassembly operat.ion described above is repeated. 

(4) OPERATION AS AN ARITHMETIC REGISTER. - Q holds the multiplier dur
ing multiplication and stores the quotient while it is being formed d~ring 
division. In all logical operations except the Controlled Complement in
str~ction, (Q) is the contrOlling factor of the operation. 

d. ACCUMULATOIL - The Accumulutor, or A, is so-called because the results 
of many arithmetic operations are formed by "accumulation" in A. It is a 72-
stage flip-flop subtractive accumUlator-register with shifting properties. It 
has two halves, termed AH (A-right) and AL (A-left). Only the 36-stage An por
tion communicates directly with X. As a storage register, A is addressed and 
provides a sjngle rapid-access storage location fOT either the single-extension 
(36 bits) or double-extension (72 bits) equivalent of one computer word. Its 
address is 2---- (only the first octsl digit is of significance). As an 
"arithmetic register", A performs shifting and accumulating operations and 
holds the sum, differenr.e l product. and dividend (remainder) durinu arithmetic 
operations. In additions and multiplications, sums and products may be ac
cumula ted u'p to 72 hi ts. 

( 1) BASIC PHOPEWfIES OF A. - The proper ties 0 f A may summa ri zed as 
follows: (1) A is a subtractive register, I.e., information transmitted into 
A in a storage operation or as part of an arithmetic or logical operation is 
subtracted from what A already stores; (2) A is a left circular shifting reg
ister, i.e., the "0" and "Itt outputs of the flip-flop in each stage of A en
able gates in the corresponding "0" and "1" input signal lines of the next 
stage of AI and the "0" and "1" outputs of stage A71 enable gates in the "0" 
and "In input signal lines, respectively, of stage AO. When these gates in 
the non and fl' 1" input ci reu! ts of each stage 01' A are sampled by a ALI (SHIFT 
A LEFT 1) si~nalt the bit stored in each stage of A is moved one stage to the 
left, and the bit in A71 is transmitted to AO; and (3) A is a double-length 
register and can be used to register 72 bits in arithmetic and certain storage 
operations. The Accumulator is shown on the Block Diagram, Arithmetic Regis-
ters, in Envelope "1 of Volume 7. ~ 

(a) TRANSMISSIONS TO AND FROM A. - All numbers inserted into A, either 
for storage purposes or for arithmetic reasons, are inserted into A exclu
sively from Xt by the bssic addition process. In all such transmissions from 
X, a 36-bi t number is added to A;. in most cases, the value added is auto
matically converted from the modulus of X (236 - 1) to the modulus of 
A (272 - 1) jn the process. 
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(b) SHIFTING. - .The basic unit operation of shifting can be per
formed in A. A number stored in A can be lett circularly-shifted one place by 
the signal AL 1 (shift A left one place). This signal causes the bits in 
stages AO throu~bA70 to be shifted to the left by one place and the contents 
of A71 to be shifted to Af). The use of this property is discu.ssed in sub-
paragraph a, SHIFT CONTROL C~RCUITRYo The shifting of A is always under the 
control of AS 

As in the case of Q and X, the "0" and "1" output enables of certain 
stages of A an~ used by the Ari thmetic Sequence Control in directing c.ertain 
steps in various ASC sequences of opeT8tions. 

(c) ADDITION. - The basic unit operation of addition is perhaps the 
most important operation of the Arithmetic Section. There are two factors t 

however, which tend to complicate the comprehension of addition: one is the 
subtrartive nature of the Accumulator, and the other is the double length of 
the Accumulator. The apparently contradictory facts that A is subtractive and 
that a fundamental operation of the computer is addition can be reconciled by 
examining the rules of binary subtraction and the nature of the Xl-+Aa trans
mission which inserts a number into A. The difficulty of inserting 36-bit 
numbers from X int6 the 72-stage A can be obviated by examining the nature and 
purpose of the higher-order 36-blts of double length extension numbers. 

A hinary subtraction tCible is given in Table 4-4 below: 

TABLE 4-4 

BINARY SUBTHACTION TABLg 

1 - 0 = 1 
} - 1 ::: 0 
o ... 0 ::: 0 
o - 1 == I t wi th a borrow requ i red from 

the next higher-order b~t. 

An examination of Table 4-4 shows that t'O" subtracted from either a "0" or a 
"l" does not alter the "0" or the "1" in any way; and a "1" subtracted from a 
"on or e "Itt in each case reverses the value of the bit, and in the case of "Itt 

. subtracted from "0", initiates a borrow from the next higher~order bit. If {he 
above binary subtraction table is applied to X and a subtractive A. rules for 
subtraction can be formulated as follows: (1) if no subtractive "1" signal is 
received from a stage in X, the state of the cQrresponding AR flip-flop, whether 
"ott or "I", is not changed; (2) if a subtractive "I" signal is received from 
a stage in Xf the state of the corresponding AR flip-flop is reversed, and if 
the state of an An flip·-l1op is changed from "0'" to ttltt, a borrow is initiated 
from the next higher order stage of AR. 

The first step in addition is actually a bit-by-bit subtraction, per
formed by application of the rules described above. The X~-+An signal samples 
a gate in the "O"t output circuit of each stage of X. Those gates enabled by 
ftO" outputs from X send a "0" (subtractive) signal to their associated stage in 
AR. Gates associated with stages in X which store a "Itt do not issue a sig-nal. 
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Because the "ort side of each X stage is used instead of the "1" side, it is ap
parent that the signal X4 AR effectively subtracts the complement of X, not 
the actual contents of X, from A. Since in oneis complement binary notation 
the complement of a numbt!r is the negative of that number, the net result in
itiated by X1 

...... AR can be expressed by the following equation: 

A - (- X) = A + X 

.This equation implies that even though A is subtractive, the overall operation 
initiated by X~-'AH is addi.tive. 

In ordinary addition, the 72-bit extension of a 36-bit number is added 
to A. That is, if the left-hand bit of X is equal to "0", the number in X is 
positive, and therefore the 72-bit extension of this number would contain 36 
IfO~S" ~n the left end. These 36 additional bits propagate the "slgn bit" from 
the 23J position to the 271 position. When the quantity in X is positive, the 
problem of adding these 36 imaginary tf095" is resolved by sending an AL INPUT 
signal to AL. This signal effectively subtracts 36 HI Os" from the left half 
of A, which i.5 the equivalent of adding 36 "O's" to the left half of A. 

The second step in addition is the generation of borrows which complete 
the numerical subtraction and correct the algebraic sign of the result. A 
"borrowtt in s sUbtracti.ve counter or accumulator is similar to a "carry" in an 
addi tive cour.tter or accumulator. except the t a ttborrow" Is used to "back" a 
stage by one count and a "carry" is used to "advance". a stage by one count. 
Thi.s nborrow" feature is what makes A subtractive rather than addi tive. 

The ttl" and "0" outputs of each Accumulator stage, are used to enable 
transfer gate-s, shift gates t "borrow" gates, and "rapid-borrow" gates. In An 
the "borrow" gate in eac.h stage is enabled when the stage stores a "In and the 
corresponding'stage of X stores a "ott. In AL, the "borrow" gate in each stage 
is enabled when the associated stage stores a "1". The "rapid borrow" gate in 
each stage of both AR and AI... is enabled when the stage with which it is associ-
ated stores 8 "0". ' 

The first CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSE to be produced after the occurrence of 
the signal X'+AR (and the signal AL INPUT, if X35 ::: ;) generates 'an AR 
PHOBE signal (and an AI... PI~OBE signal if an AL INPUT was produced)-. In An. the 
AR PROBE signal samples t~e "borrow" gate associated with each stage. In 
every stage where the flip-flop was changed from nO" to "Itt by the X~-+An 
signal and the corresponding stage in X is a "'O"~ a BORROW signal is produced. 
The BORHOW signal indicates that a "lit was subtracted from a f·O", and that a 
"I" must therefore be subtracted from the next higher order stage. Each 
nOHHa~ signal produced enters the next higher-order stage of A and performs 
two functions: (1) it probes the "rapid borrow" gate in .that next stage, and 
(2) it reverses the state of the flip-flop in that next Itage. 

In those cases where the BOHROW signal triggers the flip-flop in the 
next stage from "0" to til", another borrow becomes necessary. This latter 
borrow is actually produced before the flip-flop changes state, since the 
BOHHOW signal probes the flip-flopvs "rapid borrow" gate before revers.ing the 
state of the flip-flop. If the flip-flop stored 8 "0", the BORROW signal 
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passes through the "rapid borrow" gate as a RAPID BORROW signal. Each RAPID 
BORROW signal produced is then sent to the next higher-order stage and func
tions -therein the same as a BORROW signal,' in that it probes that stageOs rap
id. borrow gatl? and triggers the flip-flop \in that stage. 

Slmultanl~ouslYt in ALr if an At INPUT is produced, all the "borrow" gates 
in AL stages are sampled by the AL PROBE signal. BORROW and RAPID BOHROW sig ... 
nals are produced, and they function exactly the same in AL as those in AR
Borrows produced from stage A71 are sent to stage AO. When all the borrows 
Bre achieved, the subtraction of the complement of the double length extension 
of the number in X from A is completed: i.e., the double-length extension of 
the number held in X is added to A. 

The above discussion of the basic unit operation of addition can be 
summarized by the following rules: 

Rule 1. ~ bit in an Accumulator stage is changed from no" to "1" or 
from "I" to nO" (complemented) only if the corresponding bit 
in the X-Hegister is "0". 

Rule 2. A "borrow" from the next higher-order stage is neces.ary if a 
bit in an Accumulator stage is changed from "0" to "1", 8S a 
result of Rule 1. 

Hule 3. A "rapid-borrow" from the next higher-ord~r stage is ner.essary 
if !.!!y borrow changes the bit in an Accumulator stage from "0" 
to ttln, 

An example of the application of these rules is given below. In this ex
ample, a positive number in X. equal to +5, is added to zero in A. For simpli·" 
city, a word length- of only four bits is used. and X is considered to be a 
double-length register. 

1. Initial Conditions: 

(Xn) 

0101 

2. Following Rule 1, change each stage of the Accumulator which correg
ponds to a stage of X which stores a "0": 

1111 1010 , 

Note that this partial sum appears negative. since A7 = 1 

3. Following Rules-2 and 3, indicate a "borrow" by ~ slanted solid 
arrow/from the next higher stage if an Accumulator stage is changed 
from "0" to ttl", and indicate a "rapid-borrow" bya horizontal broken 
arrow..--if any borrow changes the bit in an Aecumulator stage from 
"0" to "1" 
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4. fhe final result after all borrows are completed is as follows: 

(AR) 

, 0101 

(XL) 

0000 

This result is the sum of (X) and (A): 5 + 0: It is a double-length 
number and it is positive, since-A7 = o. 

The basic unit operation of addition described above is for "ordinary" 
addition; i.e., an addition operation where the left-most bit of X (staye X35) 
is used to register the algebraic sign of the number. In "split" addition, the 
content 01 X is considered to be positive; the left-most bit is not used as 
a s i g n bit. . For th i s rea son, the ALI N PUT s i 9 n ali sal wa y sus ed 1 n .. s pI it" 
addition. The "controlled complement" operation is a variation of addition 
where only the bit-by-bit sum (no borrows) of X and AR is tormed

o 
For this 

operation, X is ini tially complemented then X9 
____ AR performs the addi tion o The 

AL INPUT, Aa PROBE, and AL PROBE signals are omitted. 

Ordinary subtraction and split subtraction Bre similar to ordinary addi
tion and split addition respectively, except that the contents of X is in
itially complemented. The total results can be expressed by the following 
equation: • 

A - [-Xf] = A - [ - ( -X i) ] -::::.A- Xi 
, 

where A = number in A 

Xi - number in X before complementing X 

Xf = number in X after complementing X 

(d) SUBTRACT 1 FROM A. - The basic operation of subtracting one from 
A differs from an addition operation,which would add minus one to A from X. 
in that it does not employ X. When the eTC signal SUBTRACT 1 FROM A is gen
erated, it i5 used in a ASC sequence which produces an ARTIFICIAL A END 
BORROW signa 1 . The ARTIfICIAL A END· BORHOW signa lis sent to the Accumula tor 
stage AO where it functions exactly the same as any regular borrow signal. in 
that it samples the rapid borrow gate of AO and triggers the AO flip-flop, etc. 
The content of A is thus reduced by one count in a manner qui te distinct from 
the basic addition process employing X. 

(2) OPERATION AS A STORAGE HEGISTER. - A is the addressed storage lo
cation 2---- (only the first octal digit is significant). The (A) involved 
in a storage reference can tre either a single or double length n~mber, de
pending on the instruction being executed: in general t however, only a single 
length, or 36-bi t word, stored in AR is involved. In the paragraph which des-
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scribes the Storage Section of the ~omputer, the use of A as a storage register 
is thoroughly explained. 

Usually, transmissions into A for storage purposes are 36-bit transmissions 
from X to ARc and the sign bit of the transmitted word is propagated through
out AL so that the number is ultimately stored in A as a 72-bit or double 
length number. In such transmissions, A is cleared and an arithmetic sub
sequence. ADD X TO A, is executed. 

Transmissions out of A are prod·uced by the signal AU-+Xo All 36-hits in 
Aa are effectively transmitted to X by first clearing X and then transmitting 
"lVs" to those stages of X that correspond to stages in An which store a "I". 
file signal AR-~X samples gates in the "1" output circuits of ·the stages in AH. 
Those gates enabled by "1". outputs from AR send a "1" input signal to the cor
responding stage of X. 

(3) OPERATION AS AN ARITHMETIC REGISTf~R. - A is the basic arithmetic 
register. It forms the sum in a~diton (logical or arithmetic), the diff
erence in subtraction, the product in multiplication (logical or arithmetic), 
and holds the dividend (initially) and the remainder (finally) in division. 
Although A is a subtractive register the basic operation of the computer is 
addition. A is made functionally additive by providing automatic complementing 
of a number during its transmission from X. Subtraction is performed by com
plementing the number before the transmission and automatic complementing 'take 
place. As an accumulator, A has double precision properties and the capacity 
to handle double length numbers. Deta i Is of the function A in ari thmetic and 
logical operations are presented in. the paragraph which describes the Arith
metic Section of the computer. 

e. SHIFT CONTROL CIHCUITRY (SK, SKT, & SKC). - Shifting operations con
trolled by the Arithmetic Section involve the following shift control circuits: 
the Shift Counter lSKj, the Shift Count Translator (SKI], and the Shift 
Counter Control (SKC). It should be noted that these circuits function only 
in shifting operations controlled by the Arithmetic Section. The following 
subparagraphs describe each of the shift Gontrol circuits in detail and out
line a few of the applications of shifting as an- arithm"etic operation. 

(1) SHIFT COUNTEH - Since a storage reference requiring the use of SAR 
as an address register is never made during the shifting. operation part of an 
instruetion, the seven lower-order stages of SAR are used as a subtractive 
counter, called the Shift Counter. (See Block Diagram of Storage Address 
heuister, Envelope n3, Volume 7.) During shifting operations'which are part 
of ASC sequences, SK functions to store the number of left shifts (usually de
noted as "kIt) which are to he performed involving either Q or A, or both Q and A. 
Upon receipt of a BACK SK signal from SKC, which signifies that one shifting 
operation has been carried out, the val~e of the shift ~ount k is reduced by 
one count. The various values held in SK during the succeeding steps of shitt 
operatiDns are continually evaluated by the Shift Count Translator (SKT). 
SKI enables the Shift Counter Control (SKC) to reyulate ASC sequences which 
involve shifting operations depending ori which of the following conditions are 
detected: SK = 0, SK j O. SK = 1, SK = 38. 
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The setting of Sh to the initial shift count k is frequently accomplished 
automatically, either as an integral part of an ASC sequence of operations, or 
as part of the execution of an instruction. In such cases SK is made to store 
a shift value of 36 or 71 (decimal) when the· corresponding signals SET SK TO 36 
and SET SK TO 71, respectively, are produced. SK, aowever, can be set to any 
desired shift count k, during the execution of those instrUctions whose v-address 
portion specifies a programmed number of shifts. During the execution of such 
instructions, SAR is cleared, then the desired value k is inserted in~o SK by 
the transmission VAK"'" SAR. 

Each tlmE~ a shifting operation is performed in A or Q, the BACK SK signal 
is applied to the SARO through SAR6 flip-flops. The shifting operation ter
minates when the value held in SK is the critical value for the particular s~ 
quence being executed. In most cases, this critical value is reached when SK 
contains all "oqs". The fact that SAR stages SARO through SAR6 hold all "O's" 
does not necessarily imply that the higher order stages of SAR are also "OilS". 
For example, during instructions 31 uk, 32 uk, 33 uk, 34 uk, 54 uk, and 55 uk~ 
if, at the time the transmission VAK~SAR occurs, the v-address portion of any 
of these instructions contains any "l's" in stages VAK7 through VAK14, the "Ills" 
are transmitted to the corresponding higher-order stages of SARa After the 
Shifting operation is completed, even though the SK portion of SAR is backed 
to "0", any "Ills" in the higher-order stages of SAR are still retained.. If 
SAR is not left cleared after a shifting operation, it is possible that the next 
transmission ;into SAR (as PAl( -;. SAR) will lead to a program error. On the other 
hand, by prop.~r choice of values for the higher-order bits of the v-address 
portion of th«~ instruction words mentioned above~ it is possible that the above 
described feature, concerning the partial clearing of SAR after shifting opera
tions, can prove quite useful o 

(2) SHIFT COUNT TRANSLATOR - The Shift Count Translator (SKT) , shown 
on the Block Diagram of Shift Counter Control, Envelope #2, Volume 7, receives 
the "0" and "1" output enables from SK stages SKO through SK6 and translates 
these outputs into one of four enables for the Shift Counter Control: ~SK = 0. 
SK -1 0, SK = 1, and SK = 38 0 These SKT outputs specify the current condition 
of ~\ and are used to enable control gates in the Shift Counter Control (SKC) 0 

(3) SHIFT COUNTER CONTROL o - The Shift Counter Control (SKC) is shown 
on the Block Diagram, Shift Counter Control, Envelope #2, Volume 7. It is a 
eollection of gates and "OR" circuit which control the initiation of certain 
shifting operations, the backing of SK after each ArithllEtic Section shifting 
operation, and the termination of all Arithmetic Section shifting opera~ions. 
During some sequences of operations which involve shifting, SKC merely supplies 
the following SKT control enables to ASC~ SK = 0 and SK ~ a. However, during 
the ASCjSKCsequences Shi ft .. Q, Shift A, Scale Factor, Mul tiply, . and Di vide, SKC 
not only supplies control enables but also produces signals which direct control 
over ASC. 

(4) BASIC SHIFTING OPERATION. - The basic unit operation of shifting in 
A or Q is best de$cribed by an example o For example, in th~~SCjSKC Multiply 
sequence, the product is formed in A by alternately conditionally adding Q to 
A, and shifting Q left by one place o An initial k value of 36 is iriserted in 
SK by the. SET SK TO 36 signal o After each sh ift in Q, a BACK SK signal back s 
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SK by one count. When SK is reduced to the critical value of zero, the alter
nate adding and shifting sequence is terminated. 

f. ARlfHMETIC SEQUENCE CONTROL (ASe). - The Arithmetic Sequence Control is 
a collection of eleven sequence generating circuits. Each of these circuits 
directs the execution of one arithmetic sequence. The Overall Diock Diagram of 
the Arithmetic Sequence Control, in Envelope ns of Volume 7. shows the entire 
ASC system. 

A study of the overall block diagram reveals that many of the gates and 
fl ip-flops are shared by several of the clrcuits- a feature which makes it 
difficult to recognize the individual sequence generating circuits. For this 
reason, selected portions of ASC and SKC have been redrawn for each of the 
eleven arithmetic sequences. These block diagrams ~re on two sheets, called 
Block Diagram, Parts of ASC, and Block Diagram, Divide Portion of ASC,-both in 
Envelope ~3 of Volume 7. 

Most of the eleven arithmetic &equences are produced in circuits located 
entirely in the Arithmetic Sequence Control; these are called teASC Sequences". 
A few of the sequences are eXt'cut~d in both ASC and SKC; these are called 
I'ASC/SKC sequences'>. 

Each sequence is performed in the following manner: (1) CTC sends an 
initiating command to ASC or SKC, and stops MPD; (2) the initiated sequence 
is carried out under the influence of CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSES; then (3) when 
the sequence is completed, ASC sends an ASC RESUlm signal to the Master Clock 
System, which signifies thet MPD may be advanced. 

At the top of the Overall Block Diagram, Arithmetic Sequence Control, are 
shown a number of ~lip-flops which act together somewhat like a pulse distribu
tor, in that they produce sequences of "probes" which carry out the various 
operations in ASC. When one of these flip-flops is set to "1", the next CON
TROLLED CLOCK PULSE produc'es the corresponding probe signa 1 (Aa PRODE, B PHOBE. 
etc.), which clears the flip-flop to "0". 

(1) ASC ADD X TO A SEQUENCE. - The diagra~ for this sequence is shown 
in the upper left corner of the Block Diagram, Part of Arithmetic Sequence Con
trol, in Envelope #3 of Volume 7. A timing chart for this sequence is on Page 
B ,7 of Appendix B, in this volume. 

The A.dd X to A sequence adds the douBle-length (72-bi t) extension of 8 36-
bit addend D tu) stored in X to a 72-bit augend stored in A. The resulting 72-
bit sum is left in At and the original contents of X are left undisturbed. 

When the signal ADD X TO A is received, the following sequence of probes is 
generated in ASC: 

Step 1. X' ~An (and AL INPUT if X is posi tive). 

Step~. Aa PHOBE (and AL PROBE if X is positive). 

Step 3. B PHOBE, \vhieh, produces ASC RESUME because the Extend 
Sequence flip-flop is in the "0" state. 

~~ 
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fhe above sequence performs the basic unit operation of addition, as follows: 
in Step I, the Xg-.AH signal forms the partial sum of X and An in AH. by trig
gering each stage of AH whose corresponding stage in X holds a "0"; also in 
Step I, if (X) is positive, the AL INPUT signal forms the partial sum of 36 
zeros plus AL in AL. by triggering all stages of AL: in Step 2. the AR PROBE 
signal prolJes all the "borrow" gates in An to produce RORRo..IJ and RAPID BORROW 
signals which complete the sum in AI{; also in Step 2, if (X) was positive, the 
AL PHOBE signal probes the uborrow" gates 'of AL to complete the sum in At; and 
finally. in Step 3, the ASC RESUME signal informs the Master Clock System that 
the arithmetic sequence has been hompleted. 

~~O examples of the numerical processes involved in the Add X to A sequence 
are given below. For simplicity. the examples use a hypothetical [our'-bit X 
register Hnd eight-bit Accumulator. 

1. 

., .... 

Augend = 10010100 - -107 
Addend = 0011 ='r 3 

Sum = 10010111 = -104 

Initially 

X'I .... AR 

AL INPUT (since 
X3=O) 

AH Pl{OBE 
J\L PHOHE (since 

X3=O) 

Hesult: 

10010 100 

o 1 1 0 1 000 

100 1 () 1 1 1 

4. ;\SC HESUME 

---.~ 
-"-'---~~I;(~ItIN' ,<lSUICIf #SSOCIATES DIVISION 
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(X) 

o 0 1 1 

o 0 1 1 

o 0 1 1 

o 0 1 I. 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

Example 

Initially 

Xt~AR 

AR PROBE 

Result: 

ASC RESUME 

ERA 1103 SECTION 4 

2: Add X to A 

Augend = 01100001 = +97 
Addend :: 1001 :::: -6 

Sum = 01011011 : +91 

(AL) (AR) (X) 

0 1 1 o 0 0 0 1 1 o 0 1 

0 1 100 1 1 1 100 1 

0 1 1 .... o-d'111 1 100 1 

o 1 0 1 101 1 100 I . 

(2) ASC SUBTRACT X FRO\1 A SEQUENCE. - The diagraJl for this sequence is 
shown on the Block Diagram, Part of Arithmetic Sequence Control, in Envelope #3 
of Volume 7. .~ timing chart for this sequeace is 011 Page B- OC of Appe.dix B, 
in this volume. 

In this sefluence, the double-length extension of a 36-bit subtrahend held ill 
X is subtracted from a 72-bit minuend initially held in A. The resulting 72-
bit difference is left ip A, and the complement of original contents of X is 
left in X. 

In ASC, the SUBTRACf X FROM A signal .sets the Delayed Add flip-flop to ttl" 
and produces COMPLDiENT X, which forms the negative of the subtrahend in X. 
Next. the following sequence of probes is produced in ASC: 

Step· 1. "1" FROM DFLAYED ADD, which prodwces X'~AR (and ~ INPUT 
if X is positive). 

St.~p 2. AR PROBE (and AL PROBE if X is positive). 

St.~p I 3. a PROBE. which produces ASC RESUME because the Extend 
Sequence flip-flop is ill the "0" state. 

-
These pro~~s perform a basic addition operation, but because X is first 

complemented. the overall effect is a subtraetioa of the original (X) from A. 

An example of the numerical processes involved in the Subtract X from A se
quence is O'i veIl below. The example uses a bypothetical \ four-hi ~ X register and 
eight-hit A. 

~Rand 
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Example 3: Subtract -K from A 

Initially 

COMPLEM~T X 

X'-.A R 
AL INPUT 

AR PROBE 
t\. PROBE 

Result: 

ASe RESUME 

Minuend = 00100001 (+33) 
Subtrahend = 1110 (- 1) 
Difference =- 00100010 (+34) 

(At) (AR) (X) 

o 0 1 o 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 

o 0 1 o 000 1 000 1 

1 1 0.1 1 1 1 1 000 1 

(l1"'-0'//l1 1~ 

o 0 1 000 1 0 000 1 

SECTION 4 

(3) A~: SPLrf ADO x TO A SEQUENCE. -. The diagram for this seqdence is 
shown in the upper center portion of the Block Diagram, Part of Arithmetic Se
quence Control, in Envelope #3 of Volume 7. .~ timir.tg chart for thisseqaence is 
on Page B· 90 of Appendix il. in this volume. 

The Spl i t Add X to A sequence adds a single-length (36- hi t) addend S (u) 
stored in X to l:J 72-bit augend stored ill A. Tile addend S(,,) 1s always considered 
to be 8 36-bi t posi ti ve number. The resul tiay 72-bi t sum is left in A,. and the 
original contents of X art) left \Uldisturbed. 

Wben the si~n8l SPLIt' ADD X TO A is received, the following sequeoce of 
probes is generated in ASC: 

Step 1. Xt...,..AR and At. INPUT. 

Step 2. AR PHOBE and At. PROBE. 

Step 3. B PROBE, which produces ASC RESUME because the 
Extend sequence flip- flop is set to "0". 

The only difference between the Add X to A sequence and the Split Add X to A 
sequence is that the ~ l"NPUI and AL PROBE are always produced during the Split 
Add X to A sequence. The overall effect is that the contents of Xt considered 
to be a 36-bit positive number, is added to A. 

RIP~_1Iond 
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An example of the n1ll11erical processes involved in the Split Add X to A se
quen(~e is given below, for a hypothetical four-bit X and eight-bit A. 

1. Inltially 

.) 

.::... X'-~AR' ~ 

3. AR PROBE, 

Resul t: 

,If A SC HESl1t.lE 

Exam~le 4: Split Add X t2 A 

Aug e nd = 10110110 ::: - 73 
/\ddend = 1101 = +13 (not -2) 

Sum = 11000011 = -60 

(~) (AR) (X) 

101 101 1 0 I 1 0 1 

INPUT o 100 0 100 1 1 0 1 

AL PROBE ,- 011 0 0 0 1 ~O - 0'" ~ 1 1 0 1 
\ " --------- ----

1 1 0 000 1 1 1 1 0 1 

(4) ASC SPLIT StJBTRACf X FROM A SEQUENCE. - The diagram for this se
quence is shown in the upper right-hand corner of tbe Block Diagram. Part of 
f..rithmetic Sequence Control. in Envelope #3 of Volume 7. A timing chart for 
t.his sequence !LS on. Page 13- 09 of Appendix B. 

The Spli t Subtract X from A sequence subtracts a single-length (36-bi t) 
subtrahend S(u) stored in X from a 72-bit minuend held in A. The subtrahend 
S(u) is always considered to bt:~ a 36-bit positive nwnber. The resulting 7:.!-bit 
difference is left in A, and the complement of the original contents of X is 
left in X. 

In ASC, the SPLIT SUBTRACT X FROM A signal sets the Split Subtract flip-flop 
to ItI" and produces COMPLEMENT Xt wblch forms the complement of the subtrahend 
in X. Next, the following sequence of probes is produced in ASC: 

Step 1. "I" FROM SPLIT SUBI'RACT, .which produces XI- AR 

Step~.. AR PHOBE 

Step 3. B PHOBE, which produces ASC RESUME beeause,the Extend 
Sequf~nce flip-flop is in the "0" state •. 

As in the S"btract X from A sequence, these probes peTform a basic addi
tion operation with a complemented X so that the overall effect is a subtraction 
of the original (X) from A. The only difference between the Subtr;;lct X from A 
sequence and the Split Subtract X from A sequence is that the J\,.INPUT and AI 
PROBE are nevelr produceQ during the Split Subtract X from A Sequence. As a re
sult, the original eon~tent of X is subtracted as a 36-bit positive number from 
A. 

~1~7Inn.d 4-B5 
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An example of the numerical processes involved in the Split Subtract X from 
A sequence is ·given below, for a four-bit X and an eight-bit A.' 

Example 5: 5pli t Subt rac t X from A 

Minuend :: 10110110 :: -73 
Subtrahend ;;: 1101 :: +13 (not -2) 
Difference :: 10101001 :::: -86 

(~) (AR) (X) 

1. Initially 1 0 110 110 1 1 0 1 

2. COMPLEMENT X 1 0 1 101 1 0 o 0 1 0 

3. X' -+ AR 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 o 0 1 0 

4. AR PROBE I 0 I III 0 III o 0 I 0 

Result: I 0 1 0 100 I o 0 1 0 

~). ASC RESUME 

(5) J'\SC SUBTRACT 1 FROM A SEQUENCE. - The diagram for this sequence is 
shown on the cent~r of the left side of the Block Diagram, Part of ASC, in En
velope 41 3 of Volume 7. The timing chart is on Page 8-89 of Appendix B. 

CertHin instructions are executed for the purpose of making some sort of 
decision as to how the program of instructions is to be continued. Thi$ deci
sion in most cases is based on the condition of A. One method of detecting the 
condition of A employs the ASC Subtract 1 from A sequence. The value one is 
~ubtr8cted from the 72-bit number in A by an artificially: produced subtra·etive 
signal. The result, the original 72 bit number held in A minus one. is retained 
in A and the condition of A is reported to the control section. The contents of 
X is not used or affected in any way_ 

In ASC, the signal SUBTRACT 1 FROM A sets the Initiate A-I, Extend Sequence, 
and B Probe flip-flops to "1". Next, the following sequence of probes is pro
duced in ASC: 

Step 1. B PROBE, which produces ARTIFICIAL A END BORROW. 

Step 2. C PROBE. 

Step ~L 0 PROBE, which clears the Initiate A-\ and Extend Sequence 
fl i p- flops to "0" t and produces ASC RESUME. 

The ARTIFICIAL A END BORROW signal produced by the B PROBE is sent to stage 
AO' where it effects the subtraction of one from A. If A stores all "O's", the 
subtraction of one from A will produce an A71 BORROW signal. In ASC. this A71 
BORRO\4J signal pas~es through 8 gate (V03-I0014) and is issued as, a SET A ZERO 
signal. The SE'I A ZERO signal sets the A ZERO flip-flop Veo-30242 (see Block 
Diagram, Main Control Translator, Envelope #4, Volume 7) to "1". The resulting 
A ZERO "I" enable is supplied to the auxiliary translator in M<.:T, and the condi
tion of A after the subtraction of one is thereby reported. An example of the 

RP~_1Innd 
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4. 

processes involved is 

Example 

(A. ) 
1 

(Af) 

Initially 

ART IF1 C IAL END 
BOHROW 

. Res ul t: 

DehlY 

ASC RESUME 

ERA 1103 SEL"TION 4 

given below. 

6: Subtract 1 From A 

= 00011000 (+24) 

= 00010111 (+23) 

(AL) (A
R

) 

000 1 1 000 
-E---~--

o 0 0 1 100 0 

000 101 1 1 

(6) ASC LOGICAL SEQUENCE. - The diagram for this sequence is shown in 
the center of the Block Diagram. Part of Arithmetic Sequence Control, in En
velope #3 of Volume 7. A timing chart for this sequence is on Page 8--91 of 
Appendix B .. 

The ASC Lonieal Sequence adds the value L(Q) (X) to the 72-bit number in A. 
where L(Q) (X) is a 3b-bit positive number whose bits are each equal to the pro
duct of the corresponding bits in X and Q. The 72-bit result of the operation, 
Ai + L{Q) (X). is left in A, (X) is left equal to zero, and the complement of 
the original contents of Q is left in Q. Operations using this sequence are 
often called uQ-controlled '• operations. because the sequence can be used to add 
selected bits of the quantity in X to A, by insertion of a "control .ask" in Q. 

To start tbe sequence. CTC produCed two cOIRluld .j9Dal •• iJIIUltaneous 11: 
INITIATE WGICJ\L and EXTEND ARI1'REfIC SEQUlP£E. In ASC, tile INITIATE LOGIC~ 
signal sets th.~ De181ed Add and Initiate Logical flip-flop. to "1" and produce. 
QO X~. and tbt~ EA'TEND ARITHMETIC SEQUEl£E 81-.na1 sets the Extea1d Sequence 
flip-flop to "1". Next. tbe following .equftee of probe. is produced in ASC: 

Step 1. "1 "FROM DELAYED ADD, which produces X'-+-AR and ~ INPUT. 

Step~. AR PROBE and ~ PROBE; tbe AR PROBE produces CLEAR X and sets 
the Restore X flip-flop to HI" .. 

Step 3. B PROBE, which produces COMPLEMENT X and clears Restore X to 

Step 4. 

"0 n .• 

C PROBE, which clears the Extend Sequence flip-flop to no'\ 
and produces Qt~x~ and OLEAR Q. 

Step 5. D PROBE, which produces COMPLEMENT X and sets the E Probe 
flip-flop to "llf. 

HP~Ro.nd 4- B1 
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Step 6. E PROBE, which clears the Initiate Logical flip-flop to "0" 
and produces X-'Qf CLEAR X, and ASC RESUME. 

The first f;tt-ilo> X' signal, produced on receipt of the INITIATE LOGICAL signal, 
performs the b21sic uni t operation of logical (bit-by-bit) multiplication in X. 
as described in the text on the Arithmetic Registers. 

Steps 1 and 2 add the logical product in X to A. In this addition, AL INPUT 
and AL PROBE are always produced, so that the content of X is always added as 
a positive 36-bit value, as in the Split Add X to A sequence. Also. during the 
addition, the AR PROBE produces CLEAR X to prepare X for receipt of information. 

Because X is cleared in Step 2 and complemented to all ones in Step 3, the 
O'~X't signal produced in Step 4 effectively transmits the "control mask" in 
Q to X. In StHP 5, the COMPLEllENf X s ig1l8l complements the mask in X. Next t 
Step 6 produces X .... Q to transmi t the compl.emented mask hack to Q, so that the 
reSUlting new tllask may be used in another operation. 

This sequence is used in three instructions. For the Q-Controlled Transmit 
(5Iuv) instruction, A is initially cleared, and the sequence adds L(Q)(u) to A. 
For the Q-controlled f'\dd (S2uv) instruction, A is initially set to the desired 
augend. For the Q-Controlled Substitute (53uv) instruction. A is initially 
cleared, one ASC Logical Sequence adds L(Q)(u) to A. then a second ASC Logical 
Sequence adds L(Q)' (v) to A, where (Q)' is the complemented mask left from the 
first ASC sequence. 

• An example of the Logical Sequence is given below, for a four-bit X, a four
bit Q, and an eight-bit A. 

Example 1..: 

1. Initially 
2. Qt .... X· 

:l. X' -.AR, At INPUT 

An PROBE, At PROBE 

CLEAR X 

4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 

Result: 
WMPLEMIENT X 

Q'-+ XI, a..EAR Q 

a>MPLEMIENT X 

X -+Q. a:"EAR X, and 
ASC RESUME . 

Hp~.7Innd 
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.bogiesl (0) (X) 
00000000 

1010 
1100 

00001000 
0101 
0000 

(~) (A
R

) 

() 000 000 0 

o 000 0 000 

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
(II/I.e 1" fit); 1; 1" l~ 

o 0 0 0 1 000 

o 0 0 0 100 0 

o 0 0 0 100 0 

o 000 100 0 

000 0 I 000 

(X) 

1 100 

1 0 0 0 
1 000 

, 1 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 

1 1 1 1 

1 0 1 0 

o 1 0 1 

o 000 

<Q) 
1 0 1 0 

101 0 
1 0 1 0 
1 010 

1 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 

o 0 0 0 

000 0 

o 1 0 1 
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(7) ASC/SKC SHIFT A SEQUENCE. -T~e diagram for this sequence is shown 
on the center of the right side of the Block Diagram, Part of Arithmetl(' Sequence 
Control, in Envelope #3 of Volume,7. The timing charts are on Page ~9~ of Ap
pendix B. 

The ASC/SKC Shift A sequence shifts the 72-bit number in A circularly to the 
left the number of places specified by the shift count "k" initially stored in 
SK" The value "k" is inserted into SK by the transmission VAK-+SAR prior to the 
time the INITIATE SHIFT A signal, produced in ere, is sent to SKC. If k :.:: 0, 
as indicated by the SKY enable SK • 0, no signals are produced in SKC, and no 
WAIT INTERNAL REFERENCE is produced in erc. MPD continues. therefore, to advance 
and no shift is carried out. If SK F Of the INITIATE SHIFT A signal (1) passes 
through gate V02-30193 in SIC and is issued to erc as a WAIT SHIFT signal; 
(2) passes through gate V03-30193 in SKC and is sent to ASC 8S SET INTTIATE A 
LEFT, which sets the Initiate A Left flip-flop to "1ft. The WAIT SHIFT signal 
sent to ere produces a WAIT IN"rERNAL REFERENCE signal for PDC. 

In ASC, the setting of the Initiate A Left flip-flop to ttl" allows CONTROlLED 
fLOCK PULSES tit) pass through ga te V06-044. Each pulse produces ALI (Sh i it A 
Left 1) and SHIFT A OR Q. Each ALI signal shifts (A) left by ODe place. Each 
SHIFT A OR Q signal backs SK, and probes a gate enabled by SI = 1. If 5K = 1, 
as a result of a previous shift, the resulting ftkth" SHIFf A OR Q signal finds 
the SK = I gatt~ enabled, produces In END SHIFr signal which clears the Ini tiate 
A Left flip-flop to- "Oflt and passes through gates V12 aJld V04":"30193 to produce 
ASC RESUME. , 

An example of the Shift A sequence is given below for 8 hypothetical eight
hi t A. 

Example 8; Shift A 

(A)i 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

(5K) i 4 

(A)f 0 1 I 0 I 0 0 I 

(Af) (An) (SKl 

1. In1 tially: 10010 1 I 0 4 

I) ALI, BACK SK o 0 101 101 3 .... 
3. ALl, BACK SK 010 1 I 0 1 0 2 

4. ALl, BACK SK 101 I 0 100 I 

5. ALI, BACK SK t and o 1 1 0 I 001 0 
ASe RESUME 

(8) SKC/ASC SHIFT Q SEQUENCE. - The diagram for this sequence is shown 
on the lower-left hand corner of t~e Block Diagram, Part of Arithmetic Sequence 
Control. in En\relope #3 of VolUlle 7. Tbe timing charts are on Page 6-93 in 
Appendix B. 

R~~7Iknd.. 
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The ASCjSKC Shift V sequence shifts the 36 bit number stored in Q circularly 
to the left the number of places specified by the shift count "k" initially 
stored in SI(. 

This se.G.uence is carried out in the same manner as the ASC/SKC Shift A se
quence. Tll. following differences concerning CTC, ASC, and SKC, however, should 
be noted: (1) the AbC/SKC SHIfl Q sequence is initiated by the INITIATE SHIFT Q 
command rather than the INITIATE SHIFT A command; (2) if initially SK #- 0, 
the INITIATE. SHIFT Q signal passes through gate VOl-30l93 in SKC (not gate 
V03-30l93) and sets the lnitiate Q Left flip-flop V82-l0043, rather than the 
Initiate Shift A flip .... flop; and (3) Gate V05-10043 (enabled by the "1" output 
of the Initiate Shift Q flip-flop), not gate V06-l0044,conducts the CONTROLLED 
CLOCK PULSES which time the shiftinfJ of Q and backing of SKi and which test 
for end of the shifting operatIon. An example of the Shift Q sequence is given 
below for hypothetical four-bit Qo 

Example 

1. Initially 

2. QL 1, BACK SKi 
ASC RESUME 

(Q) i 

(SK)i 

(Q) f 

-
-
== 

9: Shift 

o 0 1 0 
1 

0 1 o 0 

(Q) 

o 0 1 0 

o 1 0 0 

Q 

(SK) 

1 

o 

(9) ASCjSKC SCALE FACTOR SEQUENCE" - The diagram for this sequence is 
shown on the lower center section of the ~lock Diagram, Part of Arithmetic Se
quence Control, in Envelope #3 of Volume 70 The timing chart is shown on 
Page B-94 in Appendix B. 

Prior to the initiation of the ASC/SKC Scale Factor sequence, a 72-bit 
number stored in A is left-circularly shifted 36 places by the above described 
ASC/SKC Shift A sequence, with k = 36. The ASC/SKC Scale Factor sequence then 
functions to continue shifting the 72-bit number in A until the most significant 
bit of the original number in A appears in stage A34, or if all Og5 or all "l"s 
were originally stored in A until all the bits of the original word have been 
tested. In all cases, except when all OQ s or all 19 5 are stored in A, when the 
sequence is completed, the sign bi t of the original word is. in A35, and the most 
significant bit is in A34; the rest of the bits are arranged according to their 
original pattern as modified by the left circular shifting operations; and SK 
contains the number of shifts necessary to return (A) to its original position. 

When thE! INITIATE SCALE FACTOR signal is produced in CTC, it produces a 
SET SK TO 36 signal which inserts a shift count of 36 in SKi and it sets the 
Ini tiate Scelle Factor fli p-flop in ASC to "1"" Each CONTROlLED CLOCK PULSE to 
occur thereafter passes through gate V03-10042 and samples a gate in two com
parision circuits. One comparison circuit contains two gates V06-10071 and 
V05-10011 which are both enabled when the bits stored in A34 and A3S are the 
same, either both "0\'5" or both "19 s"0 The other comparison circuit contains 

~~ 
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two gates ,V06-10072 and V05-10072,which are both enabled when the bits stared 
in A34 and A35 are different. When each CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSE occurs, only 
onc comparison circuit generates an output. The output from the first circuit 
(A34 = A3S) pr(xtuces an AI.. 1 (shift A left one place) signal, and produces one 
or more of the following three other signals, depending on the value in SK: 
BACK SK (if SK f:. 01, SETSK TO 71 ( if SK = 0), ASC RESUME (if SK = 38). The 
output fr~m the seccuW.circui t (A34 1= A3~simply clears the Initiate Scale 
Factor fllP-flc)p and prodttc-es an ASC RESi1ME. 

When A34 F A35' the sign bit and most significant bit are in A35 and A34, 
respectively, and the operation is completed. Accordingly, the Initiat~ Scale 
Factor flip-flt>p is cleared t and an ASC RESUME is sent to PDC. SK then holds 
the value "kit, whic,h is the number of shifts required to restore the nwnber in 
A to its original position in A. 

If the above condition A34 = A35 is detected for 36 consecutive CONTROLLED 
CLOCK PULSES, the following signals are generated when the 37th CONTROLLED CLOCK 
PULSE is produced: .AL 1, which perforllLS the 37th shift; and SET SK TO 11. which 
inserts the nwnber 71 in SK so that shifting can eOBtinue. (Setting SK to 71 is 
eqUivalent to setting SK t~) 72 and producing the BACK SK signal.) . 

The testing, shifting, and backing ot SK then continue~ If the condition 
A34 ~ A35 is not detected by the time the new count 'stored in 5K is reduced to 
38, the followJng signals are produced: AL 1, which performs the 71st shift; 
BACK SK whi ch leaves 37 stored in SK; and ASC RESUME and (LEAR INITIATE SC~E 
FACTOR FLIP-FLOP, which terminate the sequence. 

The value stored in SK at the end of an ASC/SKC Scale sequence t designated 
as Hk tt

, is used a~ an index of the size of the number initially contained in A, 
as follows: 

(8) If k ::: 36, the original nwntJ.er in A had its sign bit in A71 and 
its most significant bit in A70. 

(b) If 0 < k < 36, the original number in A had 1 ts most significant 
bit somewhere between A36 and A6q; and the higher-order stages 
of A, beyond the one holding the most significant bit, all stored 
the propagated sign bit. 

(c) If k = 0, the original aumber in A had its most significant bit 
in A34 and stages A35 through Arl all stored the propagated 
sign bit, 

(d) If' k :: 37. all "O's" or all "l's" were originally stored in A" 

(e) If 37 < k :s 71, the original nUmber in A had its most s igni!i cant 
bit somewhere between AO and A33t and the higher order stages of 
A, beyond the one holding the most significant bit, all stored 
the propagated 5 ign bi t, 

Rp~7land 
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\ . 
An example for the Scale Factor operation is given below, for a hypothetIcal 

eight-hi t A. 

ExamQle 10: 

Prior to ASC/SKC Scale 
Fac tor SeCfl1eRCe 

1. Initial Conditions: 

2. ASC/SKC SHIFT A 
sequeJ1Ce (k=4) 

j\SC/SKC Scula Factor 
Sequence 

1. Set SK to 4 

<) (A3 ::: J'\r, and SK t= 0) .... c.. t 

AL 1, BACK SK 

.) (A3 = A2,and SK t 0) oJ. 

AL 1, BACK SK 

4. (A3 ::: A2,and SK ~ 0) 

AL 1, BACK SK 

5. (A3 ::: A2,and SK p 0) 

AL 1, BACK SK 

6. (A3 ::: A2t but SK ::: 0) 

AI.. 1, SET SK TO 7 

..,. 
(A3 ;.: A2) I • 

ASC RESUME 

(A) i 
(A) 

(SK)f 
<SfO f 

Scale Factor 

1111 1101 
1111 1011 

4 
7 

(A-) L (A
R

) <SK) 

III 1 1 1 0 1 4 

1 1 0 1 1 1 1 I 0 

110 1 1 III 4 

1 0 1 1 111 1 3 

o 1 1 1 1 III 2 

III 1 1 1 1 0 1 

1 1 1 1 110 1 0 

1 1 1 1 101 1 7 

1 I 1 1 1 011 7 

By comparing (A)r with the (A)l it can be seen 
places to the left to restore, A)i. 

that {A)f must he shifted seven 

(10) ASC/SKC MULTIPLY SEQUENCE. - The diagram for this sequence is 
shown in the lo'wer right-hand corner of the Block Diagram, Part of Ari thmet ic 
Sequence Control, in Envelope #3 of Volume 7. The timing ch'art is on Page B-95 
of Appendix B. . 
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The ASC/SKC Multiply sequence adds to the 72-bit number, initially stored in 
A, the product of a 36-bit multiplier stored in Q, and a 36 bit multiplicand 
stored in X. If A is cleared prior to the initiation of this sequence, D{Q)(X) 
is formed in Il; if A is not initially cleared, Ai + D{Q) (X) is formed in A. 
The (X) and (Q) are left in their initial state at the end of the sequence o 

The ASC/SKC Multiply sequence consists of the following three phases: (a) 
test for "overflow" and initial correction; (b) the multiplicatiotl,; and (c) the 
test for final correction. 

(a) 'lEST FOR OVERFLOW AND INITIAL CORRECTION o - The INITIATE 
MULTIPLY signal from CTC produces two other signals simultaneously: EXTEND 
ARrmMErIC SEQUEI'CE and SET SK TO 36 0 The EXTEND ARIThMETIC SEQUElICE. signal 
sets the Extend Sequence flip-flop in ASC to "1"0 The SET SK TO 36 signal in
serts a shift value of 36 in SKo In addition to producing the above two signals, 
the INITIATE .tULTIPLY signal probes a set of gates in ASC and a set of gates in 
the Faul t DetE~ctor. In ASC gates VIO-lOO52 and VII-I0052 are probed to test 
whether or not an initial correction is necessary and to prepare ASC for the 
multiply sequence. In the Fault Detector gates V12-10082 and Vll-l0082 are 
probed to test. for possible "overflow" or loss of information. 

If gate V12-10082 conducts (A35 ::: 1) and its output also passes through 
gate VII-l0092 (A34 = 0), or if gate VII-I0082 conducts (A35 = 0) and its output 
passes through gate VI2-10092 (A34 = 1), the computer will stop and an OVERFLCM 
fault will be registered o This signifies, not that an "overflow" bas been 
detected. but that if multiplication were to continue there is danger of an 
overflow" 

If A34 ::: A35, the test for "overflow" will not produce any effect o 

In ASC, the INITIATE MULTIPL): signal sets the Initiate Multiply flip-flop 
to "1". If Q is negative (Q35 = 1), an initial correction is necessary. For 
this reason, (Q35 ::: 1), the INITIATE MULTIPLY signal also produces COMPLEME~T X. 
and sets the Restore X and Delayed Add flip-flops to "1",50 that the Delayed 
Add flip-flop produces a sequence of probes which carries out the addition of 
the Complement of X to A, which in turn effectively subtracts X from A. When a C 
PROBE is produced, gate V04-062. enabled by SK ~ 0, sets the ~ultiply Step flip
flop to "Itt so that the multiplication phase Is started o 

If Q is initially positive, no initial correction is necessary, and the 
INITIATE MULTIPLY signal from eTC sets both the Initiate Multiply and Multiply 
Step flip-flops to "1". 

(b) THE MULTIPLICATION. - The Multiplication Phase consists of 36 
sequences of steps. The particular sequence carried out each time is based on 
the current value of Q35 and the number stored in SK. 

If SK 1- 1. each multiplication sequence is as follows: 

Step 1. ALI shifts (A) one place to the left. 

Step 2. BACK SK subtracts one from k. 

Step 3. IfQ35 = 1, the operation ADD X TOA 
cand to (A)Q 

St.ep 4. QLl shifts <Q) one place to the. left. 

~~ 
------$;~t;E;;II .. C ~SEA.-~; IfsSDCIATES OlVISION 
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If SK = 1, similar sequences are performed, depending on Q35, but, in 
addition, ASC is prepared for termination by clearing the Extend ~equence 
flf,j)-flop to "0". 

,. 

If Q35 = 1, t~ output of gate V04-10061 produces the ALl, QLl, and BACK SK 
signals and passes through gate V02-1007l. The output of gate V02-10071 then 
clears the Multiply Step flip-flop and sets the Delayed add flip-flopo Sub
sequence CONTROLLED CLOCK PLJLSES carry out an ASC addition sequence which ter
minates by setting the Multiply Step flip-flop back to "1". The next step 
may then be carried out. 

If Q35 = 0, the output of gate V04-10061 merely produces the ALl, QLI t and 
bACK SK signals. The next step may then be carried out immediately. The same 
CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSE f which samples gate V04-10061 at the beginning of each 
of the 36 steps in the multiplication phase, also probes gate VIO-30193 o This 
gate does not conduct until the initiation of the 36th stepa At that time SK is 
backed to 1. 035 is tested and, depending on its value, the above described 
operations are carried out as in the other stepso However, on the 36th step, gate 
VIO-30193 in SKC conducts and issues a Signal to gate V02-10062 in ASC, gate 
V02-10062 then conducts, clears the Multiply Step flip-flop, and probes gate 
VOI-I0072. If QS5 = 0, gate VOI-I0072 conducts and sets the B Probe flip-flop 
to "1". The multiplication phase is then completed and the test for final cor
rection initiated. 

(e) TEST FOR FINAL CORRECTION. - If Q35 = 1 at the start of the 
36th multiplieation step, an addition of X to A is performed, which leads to the 
production of a C PROBE. The C PROBE signal passes through a gate enabled by 
SK = 0, clears the Initiate Multiply and Extend Sequence flip-flops to "0", and 
tes~s for the final correction o 

If 035 = 0, at the start of the 36th multiplication step, no addition is 
performed, but. the last SHIFT A OR Q signal produces END MULTIPL'i STEP, which· 
passes through gate VOI-I0072, enabled by Q35 = 0, and sets the B Probe flip
flop to ttl". The reSUlting B PROBE produces C PROBE, which performs the test 
for end correction. . 

If Va5 = 1, a final correction is necessaryo If this is the case, gate 
V02-10071, enabled by Q3S = 1, sets the Delayed Add flip-flop to "I", thereby 
initiating the final addition of X to A. If Q35 = 0, no correction is neces
sary. and ASC RESUME is produced~ 

~7I.nd 4-94 
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~xample 10: Multiply 

1. Initially 

.. ") COMPLEMENT X .... 
3. Xt -+ A R 

4. AR PROBE 

5. COMPLEMENr X 

6. ALl, QLl, BACK SK 

7. X' -+ AR,AL INPtrf 

8. AR PROBE, AL PROBE 

9. ALl, QLI, BACK SK 

10. X'l -+ ARt AL INPt1f 

11. AR PROBE, It. PROBE 

I') .... ALl, ~1. BACK SK 

13. ALl, QLI. BACK SK 

14. X' -.,.. ARt AL INPUT 

15. AR PROBE, AL PROBE 

16. X' -+ ARt AL INPUT 

17. AR PROBE, ~ PROBE 

18. Ase RESUME 

Mul tipl icand: 
Nul tipl ier: 

Product: 

(~) (AR) 

00000000 

o 0 000 0 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 00 

111 1 100 1 

o 0 000 101 

1 1 1 1 1 100 

1 1 I I 100 I 

0000010 1 

111 1 I 100 

1 I 1 1 100 1 

1 1 1 100 1 1 

00001 1 I 1 

1 1 1 101 1 0 

o 0 0 u 1 0 1 0 

III 1 100 1 

RJP~IRL lland.. ' 
·----·----·i~~,~(;; INa ~S[AlCM #SSOCIAl [$ OIVlSION 

0011 
1101 

11111001 

(X) 

001 1 

1 100 

o 0 1 1 

(3) 
(-2) 
(-6) 

SECTION 4 

<Q> 

1 1 0 1 

101 1 

o 1 1 1 

1 1 ~ 0 

110 1 

(SK) 

4 

3 

2 

1 

o 
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1.· Initially 

2. ALl, QL1, BACK SK 

3. ALl, QLl, BACK 51( 

4. 

5. 

6. ALl, QLJl, BACK SK 

7. 

B. 

9. ALl, QLl, BACK SI 

10. ASC RESUME 

ERA 1103 

Example 11; Multiply· 

Multiplicand: 
Mul tipli er: 

Product: 

000 0 000 0 

00000000 

o 000 0 0 0 0 

o 0 000 100 

1 III 101 1 

11110 1 1 1 

1 1 1 100 1 1 

1 1 1 100 1 1 

1 1 100 I 1 1 

SECTION 4 

1011 
0110 

11100111 

(X) 

(-4) 
(+6) 

(-24) 

(Q) 

101 1 0 1 1 0 

1 100 

100 1 

o 0 1 1 

o 1 1 0 

'I 

(SK) 

4 

3 

2 

1 

o 

(11) ASC/SKC DIVIDE SBJUENCE. - The diagram for this sequence is called 
Block Diagram, Divide Portion of ASC, and is found in Envelope #3 of Volume 7. 
A timin5J chart for this sequence is given on Pages 8-95 alld B-9t· in Appendix B. 

The ASC/SK Divide sequence divides a 36-bit divisor stored in X into a 12-
bit dividend initially stored in A, creating 8 36-bit quotient in Q and a posi
tive remaind~~r (always smaller than the absolute value of the divisor) in A. 
The sequence is ini tiated by the INITIATE DIVIDE, EXTEND ARITHMETIC SEQUENCE and 
SET SK to 36 signals and consists of four phases: (8) the initial correction; 
(b) the initial shift; (c) the division; and (d) the final or end correction. 
During the pE~rformance of the division phase, two division checks are performed. 
These checks determine whether or not the quotient reSUlting from the operation 
will exceed the capacity of Q. If it will, the signal DIVIDE CHECK STOP is 
transmitted 1.0 the Control Section, where it initiates an A Fault eomputer stop. 

To underfitand the function of the ini ti81 IDd end corrections, it is neces
sary to understand the form in which the quotient 1s presented. 'The division is 

R~R.nd.. 4-96 
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performed in such a manner that the remainder is alwa1? positive, and that the 
results always satisfy the following equation: 

Four examples are given 

Example A~ 

Example B: 

Example C: 

Example D~ 

Where (Q) = quotient 
(X) ::::: divisor 

(Ai) = dividend 
(A f) = positive remainder 

below, in decimal notation: 

.::.aQ = -oJ and +5 remainder 
+ 7 

.::..au = +5 and +5 reol8inder 
- 7 

..!..3.Q = -4 and +2 remainder 
- 7 

.:t.aU ::::: +4 and +2 remainder 
+ 7 

These results are all correct in that they each satisfy the basic division 
equation given above. 

To produce results like these, it is necessary to perform certain initial 
and end corrections on (A)o For example, if the dividend is negative and the 
divisor is positive, as is the case for example A above, the following steps are 
used to obtain the positive remainder: 

Initially~ 

Step 1: 

~tep 2: 

Step 3: 

(A) ::::: -30, and (X) = +70 

Subtract (X) from (A), leaving (A) = -37 
and (X) ::: +70 

Divide (A) by (X), leaving -5 in Q and a 
remainder of -2 in Ao 

Add (X) to (A), leaving 8 remainder of 
+5 in Ao 

The specific rules for initial and end corrections of this type are given in 
subparagraphs (a) and (d) below. 

To understand the nature of the division operation, it is necessary to under
stand the function of Q during dlvision o For example, decimal division may 
be performed in two ways: 

Method 10 The divisor is alternately Shifted one place to the right 
and subtracted repeatedly from the dividend until subtraction 
is no longer possible o The fiumber of subtractions performed 
after each shift is recorded as a positive number. 

~I..~ 4-97 
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++ 
_ .... 2 ..... 1 = Quotient, Q 

012/ 0256 
-012 
-012 

016 
-012 -. 

4 remainder 

SECTION ,1 

The quotient for this example Is interpreted as 
follows: 

Q = +2 x 101 + 1 x 100 = 21 

Method 2. The divisor is alternately shifted one place to the 
right then repeatedly subtracted (or added if the 
remainder is negative) until the remainder changes 
in sign. Each subtraction is counted and the number 
recorded as positive; each addition is counted and 
the number recorded as negative. 

(Negati ve, in 
nine's comple
ment system) 

+-
--22 = Quotient, Q 

012/0256 
-012 
-012. 
-012 

9895 
+012 
+012 
+012 
+012 
+012 
+012 
+012 
+012 
+012 

4 remainder 

The quotient is illterpreted 8S follows: 

Q = +3 x 101 - 9 x 10
0 = 21 

It is interesting that Method 2 applied to binary numbers in the one's 
complement system is extremely simple. in that after each shifting operation,· 
only one addition or subtraction is required. Eacb addition is recorded in Q 
by 8 digit "ott and each subtraction is recorded by 8 'digit "1". The inter
pretation of the results in Q is even simpler, in that it requires,only tiat 
.the contents of Q be shifted left by one place and the contents of stage Q3S 
be transmi ttOO to ,s·tage QO- In applyl11g Method 2 to X and A, the dividend il A 
is initially shifted into position for the first subtraction or additioD, and 
is shifted to the left by one ~lace after eacb step. This is done instead of 
shifting the d.ivisor. 8S was done ill the example for Method 2. 

Hpininq-lDn.. IIand 
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(a) THE INITIAL CORHECfION. - To start the sequence, CTC first 
produces 8 SE11 SK TO 36 signal which sets the Shift COUllter to 36, then produces 
two command signals simultaneously: INITIATE DIVIDE and EXTEND AHITHME'rIC 
SEQUENCE . In ASC, the EXTEND ARITHMETIC SEQUENCE signal sets the Extend Se
quence flip-flop to ttl". The function INITIATE DIVIDE signal dependsupon the 
initial condition of (A). 

1. A NEGATIVE, X POSITl VE. - If A71 ::: 1 and X35 ::: O. the 
INITIATE DIV1DE signal sets the Initiate Divide, Divide Case, ano Delayed Add 
flip-flops to "1", and produces Q)MPLEMENT X. The following sequence of probes 
are produced in ASC: 

Step 1. "1 ,. FROM DELA YEO ADO, which produces Xt 
- AR and ~ INPUT .. 

Step 2. AR PROBE and AL PROBE. 

Step 3. B PROBE. 

St.ep 4. C PROBE -which sets the Initiate ,\ Left flip-flop to "1". 

These steps perform a basic subtraction unit operation, subtracting X from A. 

. 1. 'A NEGATIVE, X NEGATIVE. - If All = 1 and x35 :::: 1, the 
INITIATE DIVIDE signal sets the Initiate Divide. Div ae Case. and Delayed Add 
flip-flops to "1". The resulting sequence of probes are produced in ASC: 

Step 1. ttl" ..... ROM DEl.AYED ADD, which produces X'- ARe 

Step 2. AR PROBE. 

Step 3. B PROBE. 

Step 4. C PROBE, which sets the Initiate A Left flip-flop to ttlff. 

These steps perform a basic addition unit op~ratioD, adding X to A. 

~. A POSITIVE. - If A71 ::: 0, the INITIATE DIVIDE signal sets 
the Divide Case flip-flop to "ott, aDd the Initiate Divide and Initiate A Left 
flip-flops to ''In. Thus, ioitial correetions are made on (A). 

(b) THE INITIAL SHIFT. - To position the divisor for the first 
addition or subtr.actloD, either the first C PROBE (if A71 :::: 1) or the INITIATE 
DIVIDE (if A7l ::: 0) sets the Initiate A Left flip-flop to nln. 

When th:ls is done, CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSES pass through 8 gate V06-100~4. 
Each pulse produces ALI (Shift A Left 1) and SHIFT A OR Q. Eaeh ALI signal 
shifts (A) left by one place. Each SHIFT A OR Q signal backs SK, and probes an 
SKC gate enabled by 5K = 1. Because SK 1s set to 36 before ,the ASC Divide Se
quence is started, the 36th SHIFT A OR Q,signal finds the SK = 1 gate enabled, 
and produces an END SHIFT signal. The END SHIFT signal clears the Initiate A 
Left flip-flop to "0", sets the Divide Sequence and Divide Step flip-flops to 
"1", and produces SET SK TO 36. These operations prepare ASC for the division 
operation. 

RIIYft/nqlon.. 7Iand. 
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It is of interest to note that after the initial shift. the most significant 
bit of A is in the A35 position. 

(c) THE DIVISION. - \~hen the Divide Sequence and Divide Step flip
flops are both set to "1ft, 8 basic "division stepft is performed 36 times. Each 
"division step" shifts A left one place, compares A35 and X35, eitber adds or 
subtracts 'x from A, inser.ts a "I" into Qo ifa subtraction has taken place, and 
shifts Q left by one place. 

Each subtraction or addition from A is performed in 8 manner such that stage 
A35 can always be used to determine the sign of the dividend in A. 

1. A35 = X35. - If A and X are of the same sign, a division 
step consists of the folloWing sequence of signals: 

Step 1. "1" FHOM DI VIDE STEP t which produces COMPLEMENT X, 
SET Qo to I, and BACK SK t set~ the Restore X and 
Delayed Add flip-flops to "1'\ and clears the Divide 
Step flip-flop to "0". 

Step 2. "I" FROM DELAYED ADD, which produces X'-AR (and AL 
INPUT if X is positive). 

Step a. AR PROBE (and AL PROBE if X is positive). 

Step 4. B PROBE, which sets the C Probe flip-flop to "I" 
Wlless SK is equal to O. 

Step 5. C PROBE, which resets the Divide Step flip-flop to 
"1" if 5K is not equal to 0, and produces SHIFT 
Qo - 034 LEFT 1, and Q3S-QO. 

Steps 1 through ·5 effeetively perform 8 basic subtraction operation to sub
tract X from A, and register a "1" in Q to denote that a subtraction has occurred. 

1. A35 ~ x35- - If A and X are different in sign, a division 
step consists of a sequence sImilar to the steps listed tor A35 = X35. except 
that in step I, the Hestore X flip-flop is not set to HI", aadroMPLEMENT X and 
SET QO TO 1 are not praduced. As a result, steps 1 through ~'effcctively per-' 
form a basic addition operation, adding X to A and effectively registering "0" 
In Q. . 

~. DIVISION CHECKS. - Two division checks are made during 
the division phase~ These division checks are intended to terminate any at
tempted division involving a quotient larger than the capacity of Q. 

~. After one sequence of steps based on a comparison of 
A3S and X35 is carried out, A35 and A36 are compared: if the condition A35 1= A36 
is detected, a DIVIDE CHECK srop is produced; if the conditi'on A35 = A36 is de
tected, the seeond sequence of steps based on a comparison of A3S and X35 is 
carried out, and division continues. 

J:!. If the condi t ion QO = Q1 l.s detected after the second 
sequence of steps is completed, a DIVIDE CHECK STOP is produced; if the condition 
QO fo Ql is detected, the division continues. ' 

Hp~""Rand 
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(d) THE ~D CORRECTION. - After the 36 sequences of ftdi vis ion 
steps" are completed so that SK == 0, the E Probe flip-flop is set to "I", and 
Extend Sequence is set to "0". The resu.lting E PROBE initiates a sequence which 
performs the end correction, if necessarYt and terminates the ASC/SKC Divide 
Sequence. The possible end corrections and the conditions under which each is 
carried out are listed below: 

~. If A36 = 1, either of the following steps is performed: 

1. If the divisor is positivE (X35 == 0). the E PROBE 
initiates a basic adding sequence which adds the 
divisor to (A). 

l. If the divisor is negative (X35 = 1), the E PROBE 
initiates a basic subtractive sequence which subtracts 
the divisor. from (A). 

J?. If A36 = 1 aad the dividend was positive ~Divide Case ="0"), 
or if A36 :: 0 and the dividend was aegativ€ (Divide Case == "l")tthe signal 
Q35 - 00 a1 ters the contents of QO to agree wi th the contents of Q35. 

(Ie) EXAMPLES. - Three examples of division are given below for 
hypothetical f,our-hi t Q and X registers;, and an eight-hi t A. 

Examele 13i Divide 

01 vldend: 0000 1101 (+13) 
Di visor: 0100 (+ 4) 

()uoti ent: 0011 (+ 3) 
Remainder: 0000 0001 (+ 1) 

(~) (AR) (X) <Q> (510 

Ini tisl Condi ti ons: 0000 1101 0100 0000 4 

1. ~I = 0, SK F 1) 
0001 1010 

BACK SK 3 

t) 
t... (SK f. 1) 

ALl 0011 0100 
BACK SK ') 

t.. 

3. <SK F 1) 
ALl 0110 1000 
BACK SK 1 

4. (SK =: 1) 
ALl 1101 0000 
BACK SI( 0 

SET SK TO 4 4 

Rp.nJn~. I£uuL. 
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Example 13: (con t t d) (AL) (AR) (X) <Q) (SK) 

5. (A
3 

::: X
3

) 

1st Divide Check II 
(no effect) 
ALl 1010 0001 
BACK SK ) 3 

. Shl QO TO 1 0001 
COMPLEltENT X 1011 
(X NEG) 
X' - )\R 1010 0101 
AR PROBE 1010 0101 

1001 1101 , 
(EXT SEQ = 1, 
REST X = 1) 
OOMPLEMENT X 0100 
(DIV SEQ ::; 1, 
SK:;' 0) 
1st DIVIDE Check I 

(preparatory) 
QLl 0010 

6. (AM t-= X3) 1001 1101 0100 0010 3 
2 d Divide Check II Since A3 ::; A4, division can continue 
ALl 0011 . 1011 
BACK SK p 

..; 

(X POS) 
Xt-A 
At. INI~T 

1100 0000 

AR PROBE 1100 0000 
'\ PROBE 

0011 1111 
(EXT SEQ ::: I, 
RES X = 0, 
DIV SEQ = 1 
SK 1= 0) 

2nd Divide Check I Since 00 F Ql' diyision can continue 
QLl 0100 

7. (A3 ~ :~) 0011 1111 0100 0100 ') 
"-

ALl 0111 1110 
BACK SK 1 
(X POS) 
X'l- A 1000 0101 
AL INPth 

"""-1 AR PROBE 1000 0101 
t-
o::; AL PROBE ,-, 
1- 1000 0010 
~ (E XT SEIJ ::: 1, 

REST X = 0, 
DIV SEQ ::; 1, 
SK .,. 0) 
QL1 1000 

IIPndnqlon. IIn.n.d ,1- 102 
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Example 13 (cotlttd): (Ar) (AR) (X) <Q) <SK) 

B. (A3 = X3) 1000 0010 0100' 1000 1 
ALl 0000 0101 
BACK SK 0 
SET QO TO 1 1001 
COMPLEMENT X 1011 
(X NEG) 
X'-AR 0000 0001 
AR PROBE 0000 0001 
(EXT SEQ == 1. 
REsr X ::: 1) 
COMPLEMEla' X 0100 
(DIV SEQ ::: 1, 
SK = 0 
QLl 0011 
(A4 = 0 
DI V CASE = 0) 
ASC RESUME 

EX8Dlij!e 14: Divide 

Dividend: 11100001 = -30 
Divisor: 1000 = - 7 

Quotient: 0101 = + 5 
Rea.inder: 00000101 = + 5 

(AL) (AR) (X) <Q) (SIO 

Initial Conditions: 1110 0001 1000 0000 <1 

1 .. (A7 ;; 1, 
X~ ;:: 1) 

Inltial Correction 
ADD X TO A 1101 1010 

<) Initial Shift '--, 

(ALl four places) 1010 1101 0 
BACK SK to 0, 
then reset SK TO 4 4 

3. Division 1010 1101 1000 0000 4 
(At,) ;:: X'i) , ALI \ 0101 1011 
BACK SK n ...... ~ , ...... 
SET QO ']['0 1 0001 -" 

f" • ..-t 
[- SUBT X FROM A 0110 0010 
;>~ QLI OOlO 
:l.. 

(A3 'f X:3) 
Divide Check Since A3 = A4t division cln continue 
ALl 1100 0100 
BACK SK 2 
ADD X TO A 1011 1101 

1ItP"..Jnq#on.. llund 
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Example 14: (cont'd) 

DIVIDE CHECK 
QLl 

(A3 = X~l) 
ALl 
BACK SK 
SET 0 TO 1 -
SUBT 2 FROM A 
QLl 

(A 3 "1= X~I) 

ALl 
BACK 51( 
ADD X 10 A 
(SK ::: 0) 
QL1 

<AL) (AR) (X) 

Since 00 F QI division can 

0111 lOll 

1000 0010 

0000 0101 

1111 0101 

ExamQle 15: Divide (Imnroeer) 
Dividend: 11100010 (-29) 

Di visor: 1011 (- 4) 

<Q) (SK) 

continue 
0100 

1 
0101 

1010 

0 

0101 

Quotient: 01000 (+8. exceeds capacity of Q) 
Remainder: 00000011 (+ 3) 

',,- (AL) (AH) (X) <Q) 
1 

Initial Conditions 

1 . (A 7 ::: 1, X3 ::: 1 ) 
Initial Correction 
ADD X TO A 

2. Initial Shift 
(AL, four places) 
BACK SI( TO 0 
then reset SK 
TO 4 

3. Oi vi sion 
(Aa ::: X

3
) 

ALl . 

BACK SIC 
SET QO TO 1 

'SUBT X FROM A 
QLI 
(A3 ::: X3) 
Divide Check 
ALl 
BACK SI( 

~~TQ~ ~~O~ A 
Di vide Check 
QLI 

HIP-~7Iond 
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1110 

1101 

1110 

1101 

0010 

1110 

1101 

1011 

1101 1111 

1011 

1011 

0000 

0000· 

0001 

0010 

Since A3 = A4, division can continue 
1011 1111 

0011 
1100 0011 
Since QO ::: QI' DIVIDE CHECK STOP 
1100 0011 1011 OliO 

(SK) 

4 

o 

4 

4 
3 

2 
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B. INPUT AND OUTPUT SECTION 

a. GENERA.L .. - The Input and Output Section contains the following SyS
tems~ (1) the Typewriter System which provides a printed output, and an 
optional paper tape output punched in typewriter code~ (2) the 8Igh-Speed 
Punch system which provides a seven-level punched paper tape output; (3) ~the 
lOB-lOA System which provide~ meanb of connecting a variety of optional input 
and output devices to the 1103 Computer Sy~tem; and (4) the Photoelectric Tape 
Reader, which provides means of loading data punched on seven-level paper tape o 

The Photoelectric Tape Reader is similar to an optional input device in that 
it communicates via lOA and lOB; however, the control circuitry for the 
Photoelectric Tape Reader is an integral part of the 1103 Computer Systemo 

b. TYPEWIUTER SI'STEM o - The Typewri ter (TWP). the Typewri ter Register 
(TWR) , and the Typewriter Control (!WC) form a system that produces typewritten 
output informati oh at the rate of eight characters per secondo The system is 
shown on the Block Diagram, Input and Output Systems, in Envelope ~l of 
Volume 7. To reproduce binary values as letters or figures on a printed page, 
the computer ,rogram converts the binar} information into a typewriter input 
code and then produces Print (61-v) instructions, causing the typewriter to 
perform the appropriate functi~ns. A wide selectirn of letters or figures may 
be used to rep1resent the stored information. . 

(1) TYPEWRITER" - A Commercial Controls Corporation model FL Flexo
writer (Recorder-Reproducer), with a modified keyboard, is used as the output 
typewriter •. Under computer operation the typewriter is capable of printing 
eight characters per second.. During computer operation, the typewriter can be 
operated either manually from the keyboard, or remotely by the computer.. The 
typewriter pO\\ier switch, located to the right of the keyboatd, must be ON for 
both manual and computer operation of the typewriter.. While the computer is 
operating, care mu~t be used not to jam the keys when the typewriter is operated 
manually. 

The typewriter internal wiring has been modified to permit the energIZIng 
\ -

of the Code Translator solenoids from the Ty~ewriter Register relays, and to 
permit the operating of a part of the typewriter tape reader circuit frorr. the 
computer. As a result of the wiring change the tape reader is de-activated~ 
However, the typewriter six-level tape punch is not affected, and if the PUM::H 
switch is depressed the punch will operate to punch tape in Flexowriter code 
for all operations performed by the typewriter, whether done manually or under 
computer control o No provision is made for locking-out the manual keyboard o 

All the characters and functions are produced by six-bit function codes 
received from the computer via !WH. The position of the carriage for upper or 
lower case characters is determined by Shift Up or Shift Down functions. To 
set the carriage to the upper case position from the lower case position, a 
Shift Up function must be executed. The carriage then remains in this position 
until a Shift Down function is executed o The same is true if the carriage is 
to be set to the lower case position from the upper case position. If it is 
desired to produce 8 single upper case character, the computer program must 
initiate a Shift Up function, if the carriage is not already up, then a character 
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function, and then a Shift Down function~ The Tab function, when executed, 
causes the carriage to advance until a tabulated character position is reached o 

Before the -equipment is operated the operator must set the desired tab positions 
on the tab rack located on, the back of the typewri ter carriage., Execution of 
the Carriage Return' functi~n causes the typewriter to return to the left margin 
of the page and the roll of paper to advanceo Before equipment operation, the 
operator must select the desired line spacing with the line space lever located 
on the left hand side of the typewriter carriage o 

During each Print instruction, the typewriter code for the operation to be 
performed is sent to the Typewriter Register and thence to the typewriter by 
means of cont,acts of the TWR relays connected in series wi th the Code Translator 
Solenoids, LTI through LT60 The X -~TWR AND INITIATE PRINT command from eTC 
fires a thyratron relay puller, which in turn energizes the Reader ClutCh, LRC. 
located in the typewriter o When energized, the Reader Clutch unlatches a stop 
within the typewriter and allows a typewriter cycle to be initiated o 

This cycle, once initiated, proceeds under its own control and results in 
the completion of a typewriter operation as' determined by the condition of the 
Code Translator Solenoids. This cycle is prevented from being repeated con
tinuously by the Typewriter Control Circuit, which de-energizes the Reader 
Clutch before another cycle can be started, thus releasing a latch to provide 
a mechanical stop. Therefore, only one cycle occurs for each X~TWR AND INITIATE 
PRINT command from CTC. 

A short time after the initiation of the typewriter cycle, the Reader Common 
Contacts close and complete a common ground circuit o This results in the 
energizing of the Translator Clutch (LTC), the appropriate Code Translator 
SolenOidS, the Enable Impossible Print relay (126102), and the Character Ac
knowledge relay (K26103). The latter two relays are part of the Typewriter 
Control Circuli, and their function is explained in Subparagraph (3) belowo 

When the Translator Clutch and the Code Translator Solenoids are energized, 
the typewriter performs the appropriate operation o Later in the cycle the 
Reader Common Contacts open and de-energize the previously-energized solenoids 
and relays. Prior to this, the Reader Clutch has been de-energized to prevent 
the start of another cycle. 

During the execution of a Carriage Return function, the Carriage Return 
contacts open and remain open until the carriage has been completely resposi
tioned. These contacts are used in the Typewriter Control circuit to prevent 
the execution of another Print instruction until a previously initiated Car
riage Return or Tab function has been completed o 

If the Typewriter Register holds a code for which the typewriter has no 
corresponding function, the typewriter cycle proceeds normally but no operation 
is performed. However, the Typewriter Control circuit detects this condition 
and produces an A Fault in the computer. The valid typewriter function codes 
are listed in Appendix B of thjs volume under the Typewriter Sequence heading. 

(2) TYPEWRITER REGISTER" - The Typewriter Register (TWR) is composed 
of six thyratron relay pullers (!WRO through TWR5) and their associated relays 
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(K30064 through K30Q69). which temporarily store a six-bit function code that 
determines the particular typewriter function that is to be performed. 

During a Print instruction. enables from the "l't side of the six lower
order stages of X (10 through Xs) are sent to the corresponding stages in !WR. 
The X --.l'WR AND INITIATE PRINI' command from eTC fires those thyratrons which 
received "1" enables from X, and they in turn cause the appropriate TWR relays 
to be energized. The particular TWR relays which are energized close contacts 
in the circuit.s of the appropriate Code Translator Solenoids (Lrrl through LT6) 
located in thE~ typewriter, and thus determine the typewriter function to be 
performed. C()ntacts of the energized TWR relays also complete circuits to re
lays in the ulpossible Print and Function Translator. 

During the typewriter sequence, TWR is cleared by the de-energizing of the 
normally-energized Acknowledge I and II relays (K26104 and K2610S) respectively, 
which momentalrily remove positive voltage to TWR, and thus extinguish the TWR 
thyratrons and de-energize the TWR relays. The register is thus prepared to 
recei ve new 1 nformat Ion when the next X -+ TWR AND INITIATE PRINT conunand is 
received from crc. 

The register can be manually cleared from the Supervisory Control Panel 
when the computer is not operating, i.e. t when the OPERATING indicator is ex
tinguished, by selecting TEST and depressing the white button located directly 
beneath the TNR indicators on the right-hand side of the p~nel. Depressing 
the button en'ergizes the Clear HPR-TWR relay ((30013 and opens a set of contacts 
in the positive voltage supply to the register. 

The Typewriter Register is also cleared by a MASTER CLEAR signal which is 
produced when a start selection is made in the START SELECTION GROUP on the 
Supervisory Control Panel. 

(3) TYPEWRITER CONTROL. - Typewriter Control (!We) functions to load 
and operate the typewriter t to preven't execution of another printing operation 
until the current operation has been completed, and to produce an A Fault in 
the computer if the Typewriter Register holds a code for which the typewriter 
has no corresponding operation, i.e. t an Impossible Print code. 

During the execution of the Print (6l-v) instruction, the X~TWR AND 
INITIATE PRINT command from eTC transfers the contents of Xo through Xs to TWR 
and energizes the Reader Clutch to initiate the typewriter cycle. Contacts of 
the TWR relays energize the Impossible Print and Function Translator relays, 
1(26101 through K26113, such that the code held in TWR is duplicated in the 
translator. 

If a Carriage Return or Tab function is to be executed, the Function Relay 
K26101 is energized through the relay contact "translator tree" circuit. Func
tion relay K2:6101 holds-in through its own closed contacts and the closed 
Carriage Retulrn Contacts. Contacts of K26JOI also' break the TWC RESUME circuit 
and prevent lil Resume siqnal being sent before K26101 de-energizes. 

When the Reader Common Contacts close during the typewriter cycle, the 
Character Ac}~nowledge relay K26l03 and the Enable Impossible Print relay K26102 
are energized .. 

The energizing of K26103 opens the ground circuit of Acknowledge I relay, 
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which then de-energizes and in turn de-energizes Ac~nowledge II relay K26105" 

Positive voltage to the Typewriter Register and the Reader Clutch is sup
plied through closed contacts of K26104, which is normally energized. When 
K26104 is de-energized, these contacts open and remove positive voltage, thus 
clearing TWR by extinguishing the thyratrons and de-energizing- the TWR relays, 
and preventing the start of another cycle by extinguishing the Reader Clutch o 
Contacts of K26105 in parallel with the contacts of K26104 will close when 
1(26105 is de-energized and again will complete the voltage circuit" However, the 
transition period between the switching of the contacts is sufficient to clear 
TWR and de-energize the Reader Clutch o 

Contacts of K26102, when energized, complete the circuit of the Impossible 
Print relay K26106 to the translator o If aw Impossible Print code is held in 
TWR, the translator furnishes ground potential to energize K26106. \' hen 
K26106 is energized, it holds in, opens the circuit to de-energize the ReHder 
Clutch, closes contacts to provide an Impossible Print Enable to the Fault De
tector to register an A Fault which stops the computer, and furnishes ground 
potential to f~nergize and hold K26l04. Relay K26104 is held in to prevent the 
clearing of 'NR and the production of the TWC RESUME signal. 

The A Fault can be cleared b} depressin~ the Clear A Fault button on the 
Supervisory Control Panel" This energizes K30037 , which opens contacts to de
energize K261(~, K26l05, and K261060 When K26105 is de-energized, it clears 
rwR, which in turn de-energizes the Translator relays, thus opening the circuit 
to K26106. When the cycle is well underway, K26l04 is energized through closed 
contacts of K26l03 and through the closed Carriage Return Contacts. The closing 
of a set of K,~6104 contacts in the TWC RESUME circuit fires the th)ratron 
single-pulse ~renerator which sends a !WC RESUME signal to POCo In POC, this 
signal removes, a lockout enable and permi ts another Print instruction to be 
executed. 

When a valid code is held in TWR, the opening of the Reader Common contacts 
de-energizes ~26l02 and K26103 0 Pelay K26104 then energizes through closed 
contacts of k26l03 and the closed Carriage Return Contacts and results in the 
transmission of the TWC RE.SUME signal to PDCo 

If a Carriage Return or Tab function is being executed, the Carriage Return 
Contacts open when the carriage is being repositioned, and open the ground cir
cuit to K26104. This may occur after K26103 is de-energized; iOe Of K26104 may 
be re-energized, before the Carriage Contacts close, and close a set of contacts 
in the Resume circuit. However, K26101, previously energized through the 
translator, holds-in through the Carriage Return contacts and its contacts 
open the Resu.e cireuit. 

When the carriage has been repositioned, the Carriage Return Contacts 
again close, e:nergizing 1(26104, which then results in a !'WC RESUME signal to POC. 

The typewriter code and the typewriter sequence are shown in tabular form in 
Appendix B of this volume, under the Typewriter Sequence heading" 
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c. HIGH-SPEED PU~H SYSmL - The high-speed punch (HSP), the high-speed 
punch regis ter (HPR) t and, the high-speed punch control UI~) form a system 
that produces punched tape _output information at the rate of sixty frames per 
second. (See Block Diagram t Input and Output systems, Envelope #1, Volume 7.) 

The high~speed punch uses standard seven level paper tape, and ,is capable 
of reproducing six binary bits and an optional seventh level per frame. An 
entire thirty-six bit word from storage may be punched on six consecutive frames 
of the tape. To punch tape, the computer program produces Punch (63Jv) instruc
tions to reproduce information stored at any storage location onto the punched 
paper tape. Each Punch instruction causes up to six data holes to bepuftched 
in one frame, and causes a seventh-level "control" hole to be punched if the 
value j in the Punch instruc tion word is equal to 1, i. e., if UAK12 :e ,tl". 

(1) HIGH-SPEED PUl'CH. - A Teletype Corporation code BRPE2 seven-level 
high-speed punch (HSP) is used to produce the punched tape output. The power 
switch located on the front of the punch must be set to the ON position to per
mit punch operation. 

In the punCh, a fast operational rate of sixty frames per second is possible 
because the majority of the moving parts are kept continuously ~n motion when 
the power switch is on. A continuously rotating drive shaft oscillates an ec
centric drive lever. Each time the lever is driven through an oscillation, a 
punch pin is driven through the tape to produce a sprocket hole, and a set of 
HSync" contacts are closed and then opened. Each of seven Tape Level solenoids t 
when energized, allows the eccentric drive mechanism to operate one of the 
seven tape level punch pins. A Tape Feed solenoid, when energized, allows the 
eccentric drive to 'advance the tape. 

During each Punch (63jv) instruction, a SYNC signal produced by the momen
tarily-closed Sync contact is used to synchronize the energizing of the 8018- . 
noids to the motion of the eccentric drive. The SYlC $ignal triggers thyratrons 
of the High-Speed Punch Control circuitry 80 that the desired information is 
transmitted into the Tape Level solenoids and the Tape Feed solenoid from HPR 
during the initial portion of the punch oscillation period. The energizing of 
the appropriate Tape Level solenoids and the Tape Feed solenoid causes the ec
centric drive to punch the information in the tape and to advance the tape by 
one frame. 

(2) HIGH-SPEED PlOCH REGISTER. - The High-Speed Punch Register (HPR) is 
a seven-stage thyratron register (HPRO through HPR6) which temporarily stores 
digits to be punched on the paper tape. 

During a Punch (63j v) instruction, "1" enables from the six lower-order 
stages of X are sent to the corresponding stages in HPR, and if j equals 1, a 
"1" enable from UAK12 il sent to HPR6• The contents of HPRO through HPRS deter
mine the punching of the six information levels on the tape while the contents 
of HPR6 determine. the punching of the seventh level. The X -+ HPR AND INITIATE 
PU~H command from eTC ff res those BPR thyratron. whi ch have recei vod enab'les 
from X and UAK. The fired thyratrons then provide 'enable, for, thyratron relay 
pullers. The next SYNC p'ulse received fr~ High-Speed Punch Control fires the 
enabled relay pullers ana clears the High-Speed Punch Register by applying a 
negative-goin!g 2.5 millisecond pulse to the HPR thyratrons, tbus exti l19uishing 
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them. The register is thus prepared to receive new information when the next 
X-+HPR AND INITIATE PUM:H command is received from CTC. 

The register can be manually cleared from the Supervisory Control Panel 
when the computer is not OPERATING, i.e., when the OPERATING indicator is ex
tinguished, by selecting TEST and then depressing the white button located 
directly beneath the TWR indicators on the right-hand side of the panel. De
pressing the button energizes the Clear HPR-TWR relay K30073 and opens a set 
of contacts in the voltage supply to the register. 

The HPR register is also cleared by a MASTER CLEAR signal, which is pro
duced when a start selection is made in the START SELECTION GROUP on the 
Supervisory Control Panel. 

(3) HIGH-SPEED PUI\l::H CONTROL. - The High-Speed Punch Control (IIrC) 
'loads and operates the High-Speed Punch and sends an HPC RESUME signal to PDC 
when the punching operation has been started. 

During the execution of the Punch (63jv) instruction, the X""".HPR AND 
INITIATE PUNCH command from CTC transmits the contents of UAKl2 Bnd the six 
lower-order stages of X to the High-Speed Punch Register, and sets the Init. 
HS Punch flip-flop to "I", which In turn enables a thyratron gate circuit. 
During the next oscillation of the punch eccentric drive mechanism. the closing 
of the Sync contacts generates a SYNC pulse that fires the previously enabled 
thyratron gate. The output of this gate fires thyratron relay pullers enabled 
from the High-Speed Punch Register. In addition, the High-Speed Punch Register 
is cleared tlo "0", the HPC Resume flip-flop is set to "1", and the Init. HS 
Punch flip-flop is cleared to "0". The firing of the thyratron relay pullers 
energizes the Tape Feed solenoid and the appropriate Tape level solenoids. As 
a resul t, th,e content of the High-Speed Punch register is punched on the tape 
and the tape is advanced. The opening of the Sync contacts produces a pulse 
from a "NJTtt circuit. This pulse passes through the gate enabled by the "In 
side of the APC Resume flip-flop, clears the APC Resume flip-flop, and sends 
an HPC RESUMlE signal to POC. This resume signal removes an 'external lockout 
condition in PDC so that another Punch instruction may be executed. 

The detaIled sequence of operations initiated by the X-+HPR and INITIATE 
PUNCH commands is shown in tabular form in Appendix n of this volume under the 
High-Speed Punch Sequence heading. 

d. lOB-IDA SYSTEM. - lOB and lOA are shown in the Block Diagram. Input
Output Registers, in Envelope #1 of Volume 7. In both of these repisters, 
each stage c()nsists of two flip-flops with associated Input-Output circuits. 
Both registel~s function only as buffer storage registers and therefore do not 
have shifting or counting properties. 

The requlred INPUT signal to each stage from the external equipment control 
is a short duration "1" pulse similar to the standard one-half microsecond 
pulse used in the computer. A pulse of either positive or negative polarity 
and reasonable bias level may be employed, because transformer inputs are 
provided. 
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The output to the external equipment control from each stage is u WRITE 
enable appl ied through a cathode follower. When the stage is set to n 1" t the 
WRITE output vol tage is from +5 vdc to + 15 vdc, and when the 5 tage is set to ' 
"(J' the WRITE voltage output is from -20 vdc to -30 vdc. Each WRIlE output.'· 
can supply up to 10 milliamperes to the external equipment control when a "In 
is stored in the lOA or lOB stage. 

(1) 1113 REGISTER. - The 100 Register is used not only to receive and 
supply data fxom the external equipment, but also to supply SELECT enables used 
to control tht~ mode of operation of the external equipment. During the execu
tion of the External Function (17-v) instruction, lOB receives a 36-bit "code 
word" from stora{Je address v via X. When one or more types of e:>..ternal equip
ment are used t the code word selects the proper one for operation. Several 
code words, each producing a different mode of external equipment operation, 
may be used fl)r controlling each unit of external equipment. 

During th4~ External Fu.nction instruction. the X -+. roo eonmand is produced 
on MP 5. Because the MCT 17 enable is present •. the X ...... lOB signal not only 
transmi ts the code word to lOB. but also sets t}1A Select flip-flop to It 1't. The 
resulting S£U~CT SYrl': enable is applied t<? "ANIY' circuits connected to the 36 
lOB stages. Each 'stage that stores a ttl" produces an 10£) SELECT enable lor 
the external l~uipment control. The SELECT SYNC enable ia available for use in 
the external '~uipment control. if necessary. WheD the mode selection operation 
has been completed. a CLEAR 100 signal from the external equipment clears the 
lOB register to all zeros. 

During the: execution of the External Write (77jv) instruction, 100 is used 
to transm.i t d,a La to the external equipment if the value j is equal to 1. The 
X -.. lOB cODllland is recei ved on liP 50 Because the MeT T1 enable is present, 
this command Jrlot only transmits (X) to lOB, but also sets the lOB Write flip
flop to "1". The resulting lOB WRITE SYN: enable ·is sent to the external equip
ment control, where it may be used to initiate a writing sequence. The lOB 
WRITE SOC en,able is applied to If AND" circui ts connected to the 36 lOB stages t 
so that each :s taqe containing a "I" produces an lOB WRITE enable for the ex
ternalequipm'~nt control. After the wr! ting operation has been eoapleted, a 
CLEAR rOB siglrlsl from the external equipment cOlltrolclears the lOB register. 

During th,e execution of the External Read (76jv) instruction. IOO is used 
to receive data from the external equipment if the value j is equal to 1. lOB 
initially contains all zeros, which is due either to a MASTER CLEAR signal or 
to a CLEAR lOB signal produced by a previous instruction involving lOB. On 
MP 1, a lockollt condition test is initiated so that )'PD does Rot advance to 
produce MP 5 'LIDless a reading operation to lOB has been performed by the ex
ternal equipm,ent. I f the reading operation has been completed. each "In signal 
reeeived via ,one of the 36 INPUT I(13 lines will have set one stage of lOa to 
"1", and an 1(13 REStNE signal (not shown on 100 Block DiagrfJll) from the external 
equipment control wi 11 have permi t ted MPD to be advanced. On MP 5, .10B -+ ~ 
and CLEAR lOB commands transmit the word in lOB to the X register and clear lOB 
to all zeros. 

(2) 10\ REGISTER. - No "selec t" feature is incorporated into lOA,. 
This register supplies eight stages for writing into or reading from optional 
equipment. 1:0 addi t.ion, lOA stages 0 through 6 provide means of accepting the 
seven tape levHls of information from the Photoelectric Tape Readet'. 
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During thE~ execution of an External Write (77jv) instruction, lOA is used 
if the value J is equal to 00 The X ~ lOA command is recei ved on MP 50 This 
command not only transmits (X) to lOA, but also sets the lOA Write flip-flop 
to "1". The resulting lOA WRITE SiNC enable is applied to "AND" circuits con
rected to the eight lOA stages, so that each stage containing a "1" produces an 
lOA WRITE enable for the external equ i·pment control" The lOA WRITE SYNC is 
also availablE! for use in the external equipment, if necessary" After the 
writing operation has been completed, a CLEAR lOA signal from the external 
equipment-controL clears the lOA register Q 

During the execution of the External Read (76jv) instruction, lOA is used 
if the value j is equal to O. All the lOA flip-flops are initially in the "0" 
state. On MP 1, a lockout condition test is initiated so that MPD does not 
advance to produce MP 5 unless a reading operation to lOA has been performed 
by the external equipment. If the reading operation has been completed, each 
"1" signal received will have set one stage of lOA to "1", and an lOA RESUME 
signal (not shown on lOA Block Diagram) from the external control will have 
permi t ted MPD to be advanced o On MP 5. lOA -')00 X and CLEAR lOA commands t ransmi t 
the contents of IDA to X and clear the lOA r~gister. 

(3) LOCKOUT CIRCUITS. - The IDA and lOB lockout circuits consist of the 
Wait Read lOA, Wait Write lOA, Wait Read lOB, and Wait Write lOB flip-flops. 
These flip-flops are shown on the Block Diagram, Master Clock and Main Pulse 
Distributor, in Envelope #4 of Volume 7. 

(a) LOCKOUT FOR lOB. - The Wait Write rOB flip-flop is set to "I" 
on MP 5 of an External Write (77jv) instruction with j equal to 1, or on an 
External Function (17-v) instruction. After the required writing or mode selec
tion operations have been completed in the external equipment, an lOll RESUME 
signal clears the Wait Write lOB flip-flop to "0". 

The Wait Read lOB flip-flop is set to "I" each time an lOB READ ACKNOWLEDGE 
Signal signifies that data has been inserted fr~m the external equipment into 
lOB. Thfs flip-flop is cleared to "0" on MP 5 of an External Read (77jv)4. in
struction having a J value equal to 10 

If an instruction involving lOB is started before a previous lOB operation 
has been completed, the ad~ancing of MPD is halted until lOB is ready for the 
new operation. This is accomplished as follows: 

1. WRITE OR SELECT LOCKOUT. - If the current instruction is 
an External Function, then the MeT 17 and WAIT WRITE lOB "1" enables combine 
to form a WRITE lOB LOCKOUT enable" If the current instruction is an External 
Write with j equal to 1, the MeT 77, UAK12 "1", and WAIT WRITE lOB "1" enables 
form the WAIT WRITE lOB LOCKOUT enable" In either case, the TEST LOCKDUT 
signal pro<iuced on MP 1 sets the Wait External flip-flop to "1" so that MPD is 
stopped o When the previously-initiated lOB operation is completed, the Wa)t 
Write lOB flip-flop is cl.eared by the lOB RESUME signal" The resulting lOB 
WRITE REFERENCE enable permits the next CONTROlLED CLOCK PULSE to clear the 
Wait External :flip-flop so that MPD is advanced by subsequent CONTROll..ED CLOCh. 
PULSES. 

~o READ LOCKOUT. - If the external equipment is performing 

__ Rsnd. 
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reading operations, each transmission into lOB is accompanied by an lOB READ 
ACKNOWLEDGE signal that sets the Wait Read lOB flip-flop to "1"0 However, if 
an External Rf~ad instruction with j equal to 1 is started before the lOB REAp 
ACKNOWLEDGE is received, a REAO lOB LOCKOUT enable is produced by the combined 
WAIT READ 10E "0", UAK12 ttl",· and Mer 76 enables o If this situation occurs, 
MP I of the current instruction produces the TEST LOCKOUT signal which sets the 
Wait External flip-flop to "}" so that MPD is stopped o When information is read 
into lOB, the lOB READ ACKNOWLF,OGE signal sets the Wait Read lOB flip-flop to 
"1" so that an lOB READ REFEREM:E enable is produced. This enable permits the 
next CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSE to clear the Wait External flip-flop to "0" 80 that 
MPD is restarted. 

(1)) LOCKOUT FOR IOA o - If an instruction involving lOA is start
ed before a previous lOA operation has been completed, the advancing of MPD is 
ha 1 ted unt i 1 lOA is ready for the next ope ra tiona 

The lockouts for the lOA write and read operations are similar to the lock
outs for the corresponding lOB operations, described in the previous subpara
graph. 

e" PHOTOELECTRIC TAPE READER SYSTEM o - This system is the basic method of 
loading infornlation into the computero The functional components of the sys
tem are: a FE~rranti tape reader and its associated circuits, and the lOA-lOB 
registers and their control circuits. (See Block Diagram, Input and Output 
Systemso Envelope #1 of Volume 7. ) 

A se~en-lE~vel punched paper tape (see figure 3-1 of Volume 1, and also see 
volume titled "ERA TAPE PREPARATION EQUIPMENTtt

) is fed into the reader where 
it passes through a single reading statian o All seven levels of the tape are 
sensed simuLtaneously and the information contained in each level is sent, via 
a control gat€~, to its corresponding flip-flop in lOA. 

The feed holes on the tape generate feed pulses within the reader which are 
transmitted to the computer and serve to synchronize the actions of the com
puter and the reader. 

(1) PHOTOELECTRIC 'fAPE READER. - A Ferranti High Speed Tape Reader is 
used as the prime input deviceo It is designed to utilize either 5- or 7- level 
tape, and will operate at speeds of up to 200 frames per second. (See Block 
Diagram, Input and Output Systems, Envelope #1 of Volume· 7; Schematic Diagram, 
Ferranti Reader, Volume 15; and Instruction Manual, Ferranti High Speed Tape 
Reader - MK II.) 

In conjunction with the reader is a Power Supply and Junction Box (26200) 
which supplies all power to the reader" When the reader START button is pressed, 
contacts of K26201 close to hold K26201 energi zed t and to supply 220 vac· to the 
reader drive mot oro The reader drive motor is in operation at all· times after 
the reader START button has been pressed even though the tape may not be feed
ing through the reader. This motor is connected to the tape feed mechanism by 
a differential clutch which is operated by the computer o The tape feed mechanIsm 
of the reader has a fr~e-running speed of 200 tape frames per second. 

_.7Iand.. 
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A brake operated by the computer is capable of stopping the tape feed within 
0.03 inches after braking commences. 

Ihe optical system is based on the principal that the light produced from 
an "exciter" lamp passes through holes in the tape to photocells. The reading 
of a single tape frame is accomplished when the tape frame passes over a tape 
masking plate containing holes for each tape level. 

The Ferranti reader requires a program for its operation. This program, 
called the Ferranti Loading Routine, is normally stored at the first block of 
MT uni t 0 a 1 though it may be stored on the drum or on one of the other tape 
units. The latter two storage locations, however, have disadvantages. In the 
case of drum storage the 'routine may inadvertently be erased and, should the 
routine be st'ored on any tape unit other than MT Unit 0, a greater number of 
selections must be made at the Supervisory Control Panel before starting. 

(2) CONTROL CIRCIJITS. - Contained within the Ferranti Loading Routine 
Gre External Function instructions which p18£e cygt~Ol bits in lOB. Three bits 
ure used and appear numerically in lOB as 21(, 2 ,and 215. They have the 
following functions: 

217 (10B17 SELECT) - Select Tape Reader 

~16 (JOB16 SELECT) - - - Start Tape Reader 

215 (IOS15 SELECT) - Stop Tape Reader 

The "Select Jape Reader" function must appear in ~ll Operations affecting the 
tape reader. Thus there are the following control combinations: 

Start Reader (Free Run) - 217 and 216 

This combination causes the reader to start and continue running, 
transmitting each frame of information' to IDA. 

Stop _~17 and 215 

This combination will caus~ the reader to stop after the next frame of 
information is read and transmitted to lOA. 

This eombination will cause the reader to read and transmit to lOA the 
next single frame of information: 

The operations are controlled by tbe Tape Feed and PT Stop flip-flop circuits 
shown in the lower right-hand corner of the Photoelectric Tape Reader Block Dia
gram. The sequences of operations are described below. 

(a) START READER. - If a previous "stop reader" selection has been 
made and the resulting "stop reader" operation has been completed, or if a MAS
TER CLEAR (CLEAR MAIN CONTROL) signal has been received, the Tape Feed and PT 
Stop flip-flops will both be in the "0" state and the output of mUltivibrator 
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VIO-093 will be positive. If these conditions are fulfilled, and 10817 SELECT 
and 10B16 SELECT are present, gates V15-083 and V06-083 are enabled so that the 
next CONTROLLED CLOCK PUL .. ,)E sets the Tape Feed flip-flop to ttl". 

When set to "I", the Tape Feed flip-flop operates the t~pe reeder clutch 
so that the tape drive mechanism drives the tape through the reading station. 

The first FEft]) PUl.SE read from the tape passes through gate V07-083 to pro
duce CLEAR lOB and lOB RF.:.5UME. These signals clear IOn to zero and .clear the 
computer from its "lockout" condition so that additional instructions involving 
lOB can be execilted. 

'ltd STOP READEH. - If a previously initiated "start reader" oper
ation has been completed the Tape Feed flip-flop will be in the "I" state. the 
PI Stop flip-flop will be in the "0" state, and the output of multivibrator 
VIO-09j will be positive. If these conditions exist, and IOB17 SELECT an.d 
10B15 SELECT are present, gate V15-0H3 is disabled and gates V16-0H3 and V06-
Of)3 are enalJled. The next C0t"4'TROLLED CLOCK PULSE sets the PT Stop flip-flop 
to" 1 " . 

The next FEED PULSE read from the tape passes through gate V09-151 Bnd op
erates the 3-millisecond delay multivibrator VIO .... 093 to disable V06-003 so 
that additiomd Cor-.'TROlLED CLOCK PULSES are blocked. The FEED PULSE also clears 
the P,}' Stop and Ta pc Feed J Ii p- flops to "0" I a nct prod uces CLEAR lOB and lOB 
RESUME. 

During the :l-millisecond delay period, the "0" enable from the Tape Feed 
flip-flop energizes the tape reader brake so that the tape drive Q~chanism 
stops, and the CLEAR lOB and lOB RESUME signals clear the computer so that add
itional instructions involving lOB can be executed. The clearing of IOU re
moves the lOB SELECT enables from the control circuit. 

(c) STEP READElL - If a previous "stop reader" selection has .been 
made or MASTER CLEAR has been received, the Tape Feed and PT Stop flip-flops 
will both be in the "0" state Dnd the output of multi-vibrator VIO-093 will be 
positive. 1f these conditions are fulfilled and 10B17 SELECT, 10B16 SELECT, 
and IOB15 SELECT are present, gates VIS-OD3, V06-083, and V16-083 are enabled. 
The next CONTHOLLED CLOCK PULSE sets the Tape Feed and PT Stop flip-flops both 
to "I". The "1" enable from the Tape Feed flip-flop energizes the reader clutch. 
and the tape drives through the reading station; however, the first FEED PULSE 
read from the tape performs "stop reader" operations similar to those explained 
in subparagraph (b) above, so that only ODe tape frame is read. 

(:3) PT AMPLIFIERS. - The output from the seven data levels of the tape 
goes to a set of PT Amplifiers. These seven amplifiers {not shown on the block 
diagrBm.\ are labelled PTO through PT6, consecutively. They correspond to the 
tape levels as follows: 

Tape Level 5 is Pro Input 

Tape Level 4 is PI 1 Input' 

Tape Level 3 is PT2 Input 

~Rsnd. 
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rapt: Level ~ is PT~3 Input 

Tape Level is 1''1'4 Input 

Tape Level 6 if PTS Input 

r.,,"', 
I. ape LeVf'i 7 if PT6 Input 

The purpose cli thePT (HlJplifiers is twofold; amplification t and shaping of the 
signal to B rf!ctan9uhlr pulse. The output from each amplifier p1)SSeS through 
en inverter stege ,Jnd R cHthode follower Hfter which it is applied as an 
enabling voltage on the suppressor \Jrid of the appropriate lYl' input gate.. (See 
figure 4,"19. J 

(4) - FEED PULSE CIHCUITS. - The feed holes on the punched tape produce 
n€g()t ive-goJng pu15es (eal led FEEU PULSES) which are continuous as long as the 
Ulpe is r\lnning tbrough the reader. These pulses are applied from the re.ader 
to a blockinQ, osci 11ator called ;, single-pulse circuit (VOS-083L The input 
il~~t:work to the sinule pulse circuit is a differentiator; thereforet. the cir
cliit is trigg'ered only when the input pulse rise~ in a positive direction. 
This produces a time delay equal to the input pulse width. Since the output 
from tbe single pulse circuit is used to sHmplt"! the PI' IJilputGates, this· time 
delay assures that the gates will be enabled when they are sampled (see Figure 
:~-19). The cutput from the single-pulse circuit is a positive, rectangular 
p:llse approximately 1/4-microsecond jn duration. Dur'lng a "stsrt reader tl

, 

"stop reilder" t or "step r~ader" operation, the FEED PULSES are used to produce 
CLEAR lOB ',~nd lOB HESUME. nuring reading, the FEED PULSES are used to probe 
the Pf Input Gates, to operate the Missing Feed Pulse circuit, and to produce 
lOA HEAD ACKi\OWl.ED(;E. Each of the latter signals releeses the computer from 
a lockout condition so that an External Read instruction can be executed to 
"ssimi late the lost-read tape frame. 

(5) PT INPUr GATES. - The outputs of the PT Ampl ifiers pass througA 
inverters and cathode followers to the suppressor grids of the PT Input Gates, 
VOH-083 through V14-0tJa. 

The FEED PULSE.." probe the PT Input GHtes, so that each time a frame is read o 

Pulses corresponding to holes in the tape frame Hre sent ,to the lower"",order 
5even ~tages of lOA. Because lOA is initially (,;leared f " this is the equivalent 
of the transmission of the binary information on·thetape frame to IOOO through 
IOA6' (See Figure 4-19 for waveforms.) 

(6) MISSIN(; FEED PULSE CIRCUIT. - The Missing Feed Pulse circuit con
sists of three multivibrator circuits (V07-103. V03-00:l, and V02-OB3), two 
·'and'· circuits, a cathode follower circuit (VO:3-103), and a relay puller circuit 
(VOI-003). The purpose of these circuits is to stop the compute~ by energizing 
the missing t'eed pulse relay (K30071·) and thus registering a computer "B" Fnult 
should a lrlissin9 feed pulse from ·thf.! reHder occur. This condition prod'uo-es 3 

~/llSSIN(, FP indicot ion and a tfB" F.4ULT j ndi{~ation in the Fault Indicators Group. 
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Figure 4-20 contains a block diagram of the Missing Feed Pulse circuit and 
associated waveforms. The waveform drawings read from left*to right and are 
designated by letters A through 0 to correspond with similar designation 00 the 
circuit drawi.ng. The output of multivibrator V07-103 is normally positive thus 
keeping the 'lAND" circuit which it drives open. The purpose of this multivibrator 
is to disable the Missing Feed Pulse circuit for seven milliseconds after a 
reader start selection (108 17 select and 10B16 select) has been made, thus 
allowing the reader tape feed mechanism to reach normal operating speed. This 
action is accomplished as follows: when an 10817 SELECT is present, gate V06-083 
is enabled SCI that one CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSE passes to another gate <VI5-083) 
enabled by IC~lb SELECT. The pulse sets delay multivibrator V07-103. The nor
mally positive output of this multivibrator changes and remains negative for 
seven milliseconds. This action disables the Missing Feed Pulse circuit for 
that period of time. 

A reader ,stop selection (10B17 SELECT and 108]5 SELECT) will also disable 
the Missing (i'eed Pulse circuit as follows: 10B17 SELECT enables the clock 
pulse gate (\rOb-OH3) allowing a CONTROILED CLOCK PULSE through to gate V16-083, 
enabled by 10ti16 SELECT o The pulse sets the PT Stop flip-flop (V83-152) to 
"1", which in turn applies an enable to gate V09 ... 151 o This allows the next 
feed pulse from the reader to set the Tape Feed flip-flop to "0" t thereby re
moving the positive voltage from the "and" circuit that enables the screen 
grid of the relay puller in the Missing Feed Pulse Circuito The Missing Feed 
Pulse circuit is then disabled until seven milliseconds after a reader start 
is selected. 

During normal reader operation the output of delay multivibrator V07-l03 is 
positive and the Tape Feed flip-flop is set to "Itt causing the Missing Feed 
Pulse circuit to be operative. 

While the reader is running, the Missing Feed Pulse circuit operates as 
follows~ unless triggered'by 8 feed pulse, delay'multivibrator V03-083 has 
two stable outputs (labelled Band Df on Figure 4-20>, B being positive and D 
negative. The output" from delay multivibrator V02-003 is also stable and posi
tive" This means that the relay puller will be energized if one or the other 
"AND" circuits are not blocked. 

With the arrival of the first FEED PULSE from the reader, multivibrator 
V03-083 is triggered, causing output lj to go negative and output D to go posi
tive. Multivibrator V02-083 is not affected because the input circuit is a 
differentiator and the multivibrator is designed such that a voltage changing 
in a negative direction is required to trigger it. 

Multivibrator V03-083 remains in a triggered condition for 3.5 milliseconds, 
after which it returns to its Quiescent state. With output 0 changing in a 
negative direction, multivibrator V02-083 is triggered and its output goes nega
tive. This action must occur Simultaneously or before output B from multivi
brator V03-063 goes positive so that relay puller V01-OS3 will not be energized

Q 

With the arrival of the next FEED PULSE multivibrator V03-083 I'! again trig
gered and the sequence described above repeats 1tsello It may be observed from 
Figure 4-20 that at no time are, the control and suppressor grids of relay puller 
VOl-083 positive at the same time unless a FEED PULSE is missing. It should be 
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noted further that once operation is started, Multivibrator V03-083 is always 
tri.ggered while multivibrator V02-083 is in its triggered condition o Should 
a missing FEED PULSE occur, output B from multivibrator V03-083 remains posi
tive and hence the grid of the relay puller is upo Approximately two milli
seconds after the missing FEED PULSE occurs multivibrator V02-083 returns to 
its quiescent or positive state. Since the control grid of the relay puller 
is still positive, coincidence in the relay puller is reached and relay K30071 
is energized. This action lights the MISSING FP indicator on the Supervisory 
Control panel and energizes the computer "L" FAULT relay ~((30038)o A "B" Fault 
occurs which stops the computer and the reader and lights the fiE" FAULT indi
cator .. 

(7) OPERATION. - As stated previously, the Ferranti Reader requires a 
program for its operation. The procedures for reading a bioctal coded tape 
containing seventh-level loading insructions into the computer (assuming that 
the Ferranti Loading Routine from data handling routine of Volume 3 has been 
previously stored on block one of MT Unit 0) are as follows: (1) Position MT 
Unit 0 to the beginning of the first block; (2) place bioctal tape in the 
Ferranti reader and push the reader start button; (3) select MT START; (4) 
push the START button on the Supervisory Control Panel e 

The Ferranti Loading Routine will then be transferred into rapid access 
storage starting with address 000000 After this has been done, the computer 
will take address 00000 as its next command and start the loading routine o 

Tapes other than bioctal with seventh-level coding may be loaded into the 
computer by using a suitable Ferranti Loading Routine~ Figure 4-21 shows the 
Ferranti Reader timing with respect to ttre computer. This figure may be used 
as an aid to programming loading routines. 
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9. CONTROL SECTION 

8. GENERAL.- - The Control Section directs the Operation of the entire 
equipment. It provides timing pulses, generates sequences of command pulses 
for executing the steps of each ihstruction, and provide. the operator with 
means of manually controlling the mode of operation. 

The principal circuits of thi. section are shown in block form in the lower 
left quarter of the Block diagram. System, in Envelope #1 of Volume 7. These 
circuits function to provide the 44 instruction sequence& presented in tabular 
form in Appendix B under the COl1llllahd Timing heading. 

Circuits n~t shown specifically on the Block ,Diagram, System, but covered 
in this paragraph, include the Fault Detector, Stop ContrOl, and Manual Coh~rols. 

h. MASTEH CLOCK SYSTEM.- The Master Clock System (See Block Diagram of 
Master Clock, Envelope #4, Volume 7) 1s a collection of circuits which produce, 
distribute, and control thebasio 500 kc timing pulses of the computer. The 
principal cir(:uits of the Master Clock System are the followinyg the 5.00 kc 
Oscillator; the Clock Source Selector (CSS); the Clock Rate Control (CRe); and 
the Pulse Distributor Control (PDC) 0 • 

(1) a..OCK SOURCES. - Either of the following two clock sources can 
provide the 500 kc CLOCK PULSES required for tbe operation of the computer: 
the Timing Pulse Multiplier (See lower right-hand corner of the Block Diagram 
of MD System, Envelope #2, Volume 7) or the 500 kc Oscillator (See Master Clock 
Block Diagram). The Timing Pulse Multiplier produces 500 kc timing pulses, called 
MD CLOCK PULSES, by quadrupling the 125 kc TIMING PULSES read from the drum. 
The Oscillator, together with its associated shaping circuit, produces 500 kc 
CLOCK PULSES directly_ Botb clock sources produce pulses which are 00 25 micro
second in width. MD CLOCK PULSES are synchronous .wi th the MD system and can be 
used in all types of computer operation •. Tbe Oscillator CLOCK PULSES can be 
used only in the TEST mode of operation. 

(2) CLOCK SOURCE SELECTOR. - The Clock Source Selector (C5S) , shown 
on the Block Diagram of the Master Clock, in Envelope #4 of Volume 7, is com
paled basically of two flip-flops (eSS I and C5S II), four gates {VOS, V06, V07, 
and VOB-30092}, and two relays (K30017. and K3l101)o In the NORMAL mode of 
operation the Clock Source Selector will automatically select MD CLOCK PULSES 
from the Timing Pulse Multiplier as the basic clock of the computer o During 
the TEST mode {)f operation, however, CSS selects the basic clock in accordance 
with the manual selections made on the Supervisory Control Panel. If DRUM is 
selected, CSS lselect& lID CLOCK PULSES 8. the basic clock; if OSCILLATOR is 
selected, C55 lselects OSCILLATOR CLOCK PULSES 88 the basic clock. 

In the NORJ4AL mode of operation, the Select Oscillator relay, K31101, is 
de-energized o When de-energized, K31l01 closes the "I" input circuit and opens 
the "0" input (~i rcul t of CSS I. Regardless of the state of CSS I or CSS II at 
the mOllent K3l101 is de-energized, both are eventually set to "I" as follows: 
(I) if CSS I i1' in tbe "0" state and CSS II is in the "P' state. the first 
OSCILLATOR PULSE passel through gate V05-30092 and set I CSS II to "0"; (2) when 
CSS I and CSS II are both in the "0" state, the next OSCILLA'roR PULSE passes 
throo gh gate V06-30092 and through the normally-closed contacts of K3ll0l, and 
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sets the CSS ]( flip-flop to ttl"; (3) when CSS I is set to "1" and C55 II 1s set 
to "0", the Df!xt MD CLOCK PULSE passes through V08-30092 and sets CSS II to It 1 "i 
and (.c) wheil GSS I and CSS II are both set to "1", the MD CLOCK PULSES pass 
through gate "07-30092 as computer CLOCK PULSES, 

If tbe TEST mode is selected on the Supervisory Control Panel, the 500 kc 
Oscillator may be selected as a source of CLOCK PULSES. When the StLECT OSCIL
LATOR buttOn is ~shedt relays K30017 and K31101 are energi2'ed. Thia applies 
-30v to the zero tide of CS5 I and closes the "0" input circuit to csS I. As 
long as this cpnditlon exists, C55 I will re.ain in the "On state o Gate V05-
30092 will be enabled and gate V08-30092 disabled. C5S II is set to "ott by the 
first OSCILLATOR pult~ to occur thereafter and subsequent OSCILLATOR PULSES are 
gated into thf! equipmf!bt via gates VOS-30092 and V06-30092. Releas ing the OS
CILLATOR seler.tion dro., the Oscillator sot.lrce of CLOCK PULSES. When the RFLEASE 
button 15 pushed, 1(31101 de-energizes so that the system reverts to the MD CLOCK 
PULSE source. It ihould be noted that switching the clock pulse source during 
rEST operation does not bl~ck CLOCK PULSES to the system although a two micro
"cond switching delay is i1fttreduced. 

(3) CLACK RATE CONTROL. - The Clock Rate Control <eRe) receives the 
continuous stream of CLOCK PULSES from CS5 and as directed. interrupts this 
streim to produce controlled gr6ups or bursts of CLOCK PULSES. 

(Ed NORMAL OPERATION. - During NORMAL operation, and if a MD 
START or MT START is selected, the bUrst of CONTR<LLED CLOCK PULSES is contin
uous froll the START signal to tile stop signal, being interrupted only to intro
duce a two .icrosecond delay 1ft two .aehine operations: lNITIATE 75 SEQUENCE 
and lRANSMrt X TO PCR. The START signal is produced by pressing the START but
ton ldlieb mOllEtntarily grounds the sbaper VOl-30l02, producing a singie pulse 
which sets CRe I to "0", cOIIlpleting the "AND" circLlit inputs and enabling gate 
V04-30102. The next CLOCK PULSE sets CRC II to "0", enabling gate V03-30102 so 
that CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSES are. emi t ted. CONTROlLED CLOCK PULSES are continu
ous until tile STOP signal except tor two microsecond delay. whioh lIay be init
iated by either INITIATE 75 SEQUENCE or TRANSMIT X TO PeR. Either of these sig
nals set CRC II to ttl". With CRe II set to "1", gate V03-30102 is disabled . 
thus interrupting the stream of pulses. However. gate V04-30102 11 enabled 5'0 

that the next CLOCk PULSE returns CRC II to "0" again, enabling gate V03-30102; 
th us. the I t re~aJl of CCfiTROlLED Cux::K PULSES is interrupted for a single two 
lIicrosecond pu,ls e period o CONTROlLED CLOCK PULSES continue until the STOP sig
nal from Stop Control sets eRe 1 and eRe II to "1", thus disabling gates V04-
30102 and V03··30102. The RESUME signal s do' not enter into the CRC opeTation 
during the NOH:MAL mode since both K31201 and K31202 remain energized, keeping 
the RESUME 8ig'n8l circuit open. These RESUME signals are significant to CRe 
only during the test operation and will be discussed in a subsequent subpara-
graph. . 

(b) TEST OPERATION Irm MANUAL OR AUfOMATIC STEr CLOCK. - The 
STEP CLOCK test procedure permits an instruction to be executed in single CLOCK 
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PULSE steps. In this procedure, a single CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSE is gated from 
eRe each time the STEP pushbutton is pressed or each time the low-speed oscil
Lator generates a pulse. The MANUAL STEP CLOCK selection energizes relay 1(30027 
thus de-energizing both the Step Distributor relay K31201 and the,Step Operation 
relay h.31202., This action closes the circuit from the CRC output gate V03-
30102 hack to the eRC flip-flops' "1" inputs. Pressing tiE STEP pushbutton 
ground the shaper. VOl-30102. The shaper then produces a single pulse which 
sets (Re I to ItO", initiating a eRC operation. Subsequently a single CON
TROLLED CLOCK PULSE from gate V03-30102 is transmitted to the equipment. This 
pulse also returns through the closed relay circuit and sets eRe to its initial 
state, CRe I "1" and CRC II "1", thus terminating the MANUAL STEP CLOCK opera
tion. The op,eration is repeated for each closure of the STEP pushbutton. 

The AUTOM,t\TIC STEP CLOCK selection energizes relay K30030 which releases the 
~tep Distributor and the Step Operation relays and energizes relay K30031. The 
shaper is dis,abled when K30031 is energized. When the START button is pressed, 
relay 1\30048 is energized and together with K30031 produces an enable for the 
Low-Speed Oscillator, V02-30102. The Low 5peed Oscillator generates pulses at 
a rate which is variable between five and 35 cps and is controlled by the AUTO
MATIC STEP RATE knob.. Each output pulse from this oscillator initiates a CRC 
operation by setting CRC I to "0". As in the MANUAL STEP CLOCK operation, the 
CRe operation is terminated as each emitted CONTROLLED CLOCK PUh~E through V03-
30102 returns CRC I and eRe II to "1". The CRe operation is rep.eated for each 
low-speed oscillator pulse e 

(c) TEST OPERATION WITH MANUAL STEP DISTRIBUTOR. - In the STEP 
DISTRIBUTOR t4~st procedure either a single CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSE is gated from 
PDC to produce an ADVANCE MPD signal or a burst of CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSES is 
gated from eRe during the execution of (] single internal or external reference. 
The MANUAL STEP DISTRIbUTOR selection energizes relay K30028 which releases 
the Step Operation relay k31202. The Step Distributor relay K31201 remains 
energized. This closes the circuit for the ASC RESUME, RSC RESUME, and the 
ADVANCE MPD sjignals to CRe and .. opens all other relay input circuits to CRC. 
Depressing the STEP pushbutton initiates a CRe operation, and a CONTROLLED 
CLOCK PULSE is transmitted by gates V03-30l02, VOl-30l12 and VOO-30112 through 
POC giving rise to the ADVAOCE MPD signal. This pulse is subsequently gated 
through the Muin Pulse Distributor (MPD) and produces an MP which initiates the 
execution of nn instruction step. If the resulting MP from MPD initiates an 
internal, external, or RSC reference operation, the reference will not be com
pleted, because'the ADVANCE MPD signal also returns toCRC through the closed 
relay circuit and sets eRe I and CRC II to "1", thus terminating the CRC opera
tion. Termin(ltion of the CRe operation blocks the CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSES needed 
for the complf!tion of the reference operation o Also, the initiation of a re
ference operation disables the ADVAOCE MPD circuit, by disabling either VOI-
30112 or V08-30112 until the completion of the reference (see Subparagraph (4) 
below). With the ADVANCE MPD circuit disabled as a result of an initiated but 
incomplete reference, the next closure of the STEP pushbutton produces a burst 
of CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSES allowing the reference to be completed. This burst 
of pulses is t.erminated when a RESUME signal, inidicating the termination of the 
reference, ret.urns to CRe through the complete relay circuit and sets eRC I and 
eRe II to "I". This same RESUME signal again enables the ADVAOCE MPD circuit 
by setting tht! appropriate flip-flop in POC,' so that the next closure of the 
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STFP pushl)utt,l)n prooucp.s anothPel" Af)VANCE MPD signal. 

SECTION 4 

(d) TE!:>T OPERATlON FOR M}\NUAL OR AUTOMATIC STEP OPERATION.. - The 
STEP t)PERATION test procedure pernli ts an instruction to be executed as a step" 
!n Uus u~st procedure, one instruction is executed during each burst of CON
'j;,)L.L . .EO CLOCK PULSES from cnc" E1 ther the MANUAL STEP or the AUTO~tATtC STEP 

''l;;jy he (~rnploy«~ri in this oper&tion. 

'T'H? MAM,jf\L STEP OPERATION selection energizes relay K30029 'so that the Step 
Oistributor relay K31201 is de-energized and the step Operation relay K3]2(~ 
remains energj,zed. This closes the circuit for MP7 from MPD to eRCand opens 
all, other relay input circuits to eRe" Pressing the STEP pushbutton 'hdtifltes 
a eRe opf:ration and CONTROULD CLOCK PULSES are subse4uent.ly transmitted to the 
equipment. At toe end of each instruction sequence, MPT from MPD tenninates 
th0 burst of pulses by f,·t.urning CRe I and eRe II to ttIff" 

The AUTOMATIC STEP OPERATION selection energizes l*play K30032 wtlieh enables 
UH~ Low~Speed Uscillator. disables the MANUAL STEP circuit and releases the StP.p 
Distributor relay i\31201~ Each output pulse from the Low-Speed Oselllat.or 
lni.t.iates a CBC operation by setting eRe I to Ito"" As in the MANUAL STEP OPER4-
THIN f'equence,MP7from MPD terminates the burst of CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSES by 
returning eRC I and eRe II to ur'. The overall effect is that the number. of 
instructiotlS executed per second is detenined by the setting of the 'AUI'OMATIC 
::/Tl' .. P HATE potE!nt j om~ter on t.nf' Supervisory Control Panel \. 

(4) PULSE D1STHIBUTOR CONTROL, - Tht~ Pulse OJ!; tributor Control (POC) 
controls the g:enerat.ion of the ADVANCE MPD'signal» Since the ADVANCE MPD signal 
J$ tlsed in MPH to pl"odu(;e MP! 5 f POC eontrols the timing of each MP step during 
'H~ execution of an instructJon; ,,~. I each :\DVANCr~ MPD signal gated .froll PDe 

Cduses the next instruction step to bfi executed o If an internal storage refe
ren(~e, subsequencp. or other si.!'ftllar subsequencl:! requiring a "wait r

• is injLiat~,d 
during tr!e instruf":,tion step, an appropriate signal to POC causes PDC to block 

he ADVANCE MPD ~ignals until the subsequence is completed o 

(a) CONTROL FOR START ANn STOP •. - PDe is enabled when the eql.,dp
ment is started and disabled wnen the equipment j,s stopped. When the STAHT 
button is pressed on the Supervisory Control Panel, a START signal is produ.eed o 

The START pulse is sent to the Zf'!'l"() side of the Stopflip-flOpt completing the 
"AND" circuit requited to enable gate V08-30112; CONTROLLED CLOCK PUL.~,a:.:s 3rC:l 

then gated to MPD 8$ ADVANCE MPD signals by VOl-30112 and VOB-30112,. (The \~nlt 
InternaJ I Wed t I?SC, and Wf.d t ElCterna 1 flip-flops are cleared previously byG 
signal which CLEARS POC when a Start Selectfon Group selection 'is rnade~) A.1 thougl] 
the ADVJ.\,NCE MPD may be temporarily blocked during the 'operations whic!h follow; 
PDC is not penaaoently disabled until the STOP signal from Stop Control sets 
Stop i'lip-.i~lop to fIr'. This reMoves the Stop flip-flop ·'Ou enable from the HANDu 

circuit, tnus disabling gate VOO-30112 until 'the next START signal .. 

(b) CONTROL FOR INTERNAL REF'ERENCE. - The ADVAM:E MPD signal is 
i;loeked when Ul€ WAIT INTERNAL REFERENCE signal from tTC sets Wait Internal to 
t~lt< disabling l;:Jate VOl-30112. The WAIT lNTERNAL REfERENCE signal, simultaneous 
with the ADVANCE MPD signal. results f.rom the initiation of an internal storaglQ. 
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reference, as S\ operation, or an ASC operation. Thus the further advance of 
MPD is prohibited following the initiation of an internal reference. When gate 
VOl-30112 is disable~, MTSC CLOQ\ PULSES as well as CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSES to 
PDC are blocked. However, CONTROLLED CLOC~ PULSES are transmitted to ARAC, ASC, 
RSC. sec and SKC, thus permitting the completion of the internal reference. Fol
lowing a WAIT INTERNAL REFERENCE signal, MPD is not advanced until a RESUME 
from ARAt, f«:, MD, or ASC returns the Walt Internal flip-flop to nO". A RESUME 
signal indicates the completion of an internal reference. With the Wait Inter
nal flip-flop in the tto" state, the execution of the instruction proceeds to 
the next step as the ADVANCE MPD Signal is gated from PDC. 

(c:) CONTROL FOR REPEAT SEQUENCE. - The ADVANCE MPD pulse is 
blocked when t.he WAIT RSC signal from eTC sets the Wait RSC tlip~flop to "1", 
rendering the "AND" CiTcuit incomplete and disabling gate V08-30112. The WAIT 
RSC Signal occ:urs on UP 5 during the execution of the Pepeat instruction and 
during each execution of the repeated instruction o This is so that the ADVANCE 
MPD pulse is blocked long enough for an RSC operation: The ADV~NCE IPD pulse 
is again generated when the RSC RESUME signal returns Wait RSC to "0'" This 
completes the "AND'" circuit inputs and again enables gate V08-30112. 

(d) CONTROL FOR EXTERNAL REFERENCE. - It is necessary to stop 
MPD when a ref'erence is made to an external device that ei ther lnvol ves an op
eration dependent on the Arithmetic and Control systems of the computer, or in
volves an operation in an external device still engaged in some previously init
iated operatic,n. Specifically, MPD is stopped when a read or write reference 
is made to a magnetic tape unit since the completion of such operations is de
pendent upon the Arithmetic and Control sections of the computer; however, MPD 
is not stopped when a reference is made to the magnetic tape units for advanc
ing or backing tape, or when referenc~ is made to. the typewriter, high-speed 
punch, or external equipment associated with IDA or lOB, unless a previous ref
erence has been made to the same device and the previously initiated opetations 
huve not been completed. 

1. LOCKOlIT DURING MT REFEREI\CES. - The operations produced 
by the four t-'ait MT Unit j flip-flops in POC are different, during instxuctions 
that require tape backing and advancing. from the operations produced during in
structions that require tape reading or writing • 

..2. bACK OR ADVAM::E MT 0 - The back ing or advancing of a 
particular MT Unit does not require the use of the rest of the machine registers 
once tbe advancing and backing operations are started. Therefore, during the 
execu.tion of these operations, the MT Lockout circuits allow the equipment pro
gram to continue, unless another reference is made to the same MT Unit before 
the previously initiated operation is completed. The four MT Lockout circuits 
each function in the same manner. As an example, the operation of the lockout 
circuit for MT Unit 0 is described below. 

When an Advance Magnetic Tape or Eack Magnetic Tape instruction C66jn- or 
67jn-) is executed and J is equal to 0,. a TEST LOCKOUT signal is received by PDC 
on MPl. If MT Unit 0 is not performing B previously initiated back or advance 
tape operation, the TEST LOCKOUT signal will lave no effect on the Wait External 
flip-flop. 
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On MP 5 of the current instruction sequence, an INITIATE LOCKOln' 0 MT sig
nal is received by PDC, and the required' advancing or backing operations are in
it.ieted in MT Unit O. The INITIATE LOCKOLT 0 MT Signal sets the Wait MI' Unit 0 
flip-flop.to "1", thereby dropping a 0 Mf REFERENCE enable to CTC, so that the 
next instruction requiring 8 reference to MT Unit 0 will not be execl.ited to com
pletion unti 1 an 0 ~ff RESUME for the current operation has been received from 
MT Unit 0 indicating it is aQain free. 

If another instruction involving MT Unit 0 is started before the advancing 
. and backing of the tape has been completed, the Wait MT Unit 0 flip-flop wi 11 

be in the "1" state due to the INITIATE LOCKOur 0 MT signal whIch occurred on 
MP 5 of the previous ADVANCE or BACK 0 MT instruction. When the Wait MI Unit 0 
flip-flop is set to "1" and the negative-going j :: 0 and MeT 64~67 enables are 
present, the positive 0 1lI LOCKOur line enables gate V 06 ... 30 1 12. , On MP 1 of the 
current instruction, the TEST LOCKOUr signal passes through gate V06-30112 and 
sets the Wait E1'ternal flip-flop to Ifl" so that MPD is stopped. 

If MPO is stopped in this manner, the conlpletion of the MT Unit 0 operations 
initiated by the previolls instruction produces a 0 MT REStME signal, which 
clears the Wait ~n Unit 0 flip-flop to "On. When the Wait MT Unit 0 flip-flop 
is in the "0" state and the ftegative"'goin,g j = 0 and K;T 64~67 enables are pre
sent, the 0 MiC RESUivlE line enables gate V04-30112 in PDC, so that a 0 MY HEFEHENCE 
erwble is sent to GTC. The next CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSE passes through gates V04-
:~Ol12 and VO:~·-30112 and clears the \voit External flip-flop to .It)" so that MPD 
resumes operation. Thus the lockout is cleared and ere prepared for another 
reference to MT ;;nit u . 

.Q. READ OR WRffE MI. - When reading or writing is to he 
performed in a pBrtjcular ~rr unit, the MT lockout circuits stop MPD if a pre
vious back or advance operation is in process in the same ~IT unit. The four MY 
loekout cirCulits each function in the same manner. As an example, the operation 
of the 0 MT lockout circuit is described below. . 

When a READ MAGNETIC TAPE or WRITE MAGNETIC TAPE instruction (64jnv or 65 
J flV) is executed and j is equal to 0, a TEST LOCKOur signal' is received by PUC 
at MP1 and both WAIT MT READ OR WRITE and INITIATE LOCKOUT 0 MT are received on 
MP 5. 

The TEST LOCKOUr signal performs the same functions as described in the pre
vious subparagraph; i.e., if a previous advance or back operation has not been 
completed in \n' Unit 0, Wait External is set to til'" and ~lPD stops. If this oc
curs, MPD reSLlmes when 0 MT RESUME is received. 

On MP 5 of the current instruction, WAIT ArT READ OR WRrfE sets the Wait 
External flip .. ,flop to "1" so that ADVANCE MPD is blocked anq MPD stops. The 
101Il IATf~ LOCKOUT ~n signal sets the Wa it MT Unit 0 fl ip-flop to "1", dropping 
the 0 MT REFERENCE ENAl:LE to eTC. When the reading or writing operation has 
been completed, 0 wrr RESUME is sent from MT (Jnit 0 to POC. When the ~fr Unit 0 
flip .... flop is set to "Ou by this RESUME signal, and the negative-going j ::: 0 and 
MeT 64-67 enables are present., an 0 MT RESUME enable is produced for gate V04-
:)0112. The next CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSE passes through gates V04-30112 and V03-
30112, setting the ,Wait External flip .. flop to nO". MPD thus reswnes operation 
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~o LOCKOUT DURING PRINT REFERE.'l::ES. - DUring the execution 
of a typewriter operation, the Typewriter Control (!WC) lockout circuit allows 
the equipment program to continue unless another reference is made to the type
writer before the previously-initiated operation is completed. 

When a PrInt (61Jv) instruction is executed. a TEST LOCKOUT signal is re
ceived by POC on MP 1. If no previously initiated printing operation is still 
in process. the TEST LOCKOUT signal from the current instruction sequence has 
no effect on the Wait External flip-flop. On MP 2 of the current instruction, 
the print operation is initiated and an INITIATE LOCKOlIT TWC signal sets the 
Wait TWC flip .. flop to "1 It so that the next instruction referring to the type
writer •. il1 n()t be executed until TWC RESUME for the current operation has been 
recei ved. 

If the ne){t Print instruction is started before the previously initiated 
Print operation has been completed, the Wait TWC flip-flop will be in the "1" 
state due to the INITIATE LOCKOUT TWC signal which occurred on MP 2 of the pre
vious instruction, and the TWC REFERENCE enable to eTC will not be present. 
When the Wait TWC flip-flop il set to ttl" and MeT 61 (negative-going) enable 
is present, a TWC LOCKOUT enable is applied to gate V06-30112. On MP 1 of the 
current instruction sequence, the TEST LOCKOUT sIgnal passes through this gate 
and sets the Wait external flip-flop to "1", stopping MPD.,." 

If MPD is stopped in this manner, the completion of the printing operation 
produces a !We RESUME signal from the typewriter, which clears the Wait !We flip
Clop in POC. When this flip-flop is cleared, a TWe REFERENCE ENABLE is applied 
to V04-30l12 .. 'bich allows the next CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSE to pass through gates 
V04-301l2 and V03-30112. The Wai t External flip-flop is cleared to "0" and ~1PD 
resumes op~ratlon. The!WC REFERENCE enable is also sent to CTC. 

~. LOCKOUT DURING HIGH-SPEED PUNCH REFERENCES. - During the 
execution of a high~speed punch operation. the HPC Lockout circuit allows the 
program to continue until another reference is made to the high-speed punch be
fore the completion of the previously initiated operation. The operations pro
duced by'this circuit are the same as the operation ot the TWC Lockout qircuit 
described in the previous subparagraph, except that the Wait HPC flip-flop in 
PDC is used, and the lockout operations are performed during the Punch (63jv) 
instruction. 

{a LOCKOUT FOR lOA AND lOB REFERENCES o - During the opera
tion of the external input-output equipment, the Wait Read and Wait Wr~te flip
flops for lOA and lOB operate in a manner similar to the Wait TWC and Wait 'HPC 
flip-flops described above o The operation Js described 'in detail in Paragraph 
8, Input-Output Section, In this volume o 

c. MAIN PULSE DISTRIBUTOR. - The Block Diagram, Main Pulse Distributor, is 
in Envelope #4 ot Volume 7. All instructions are executed in either 4, 5, 6, 7, 
or 8 steps with the execution of each step being initiated on a different "ma"in 
pulse" (liP). The Main Pulse Distributor (MPD) provides the control for· select
ing and generating only those UPs which are required for the execution of the 
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instruction. The generation of MPs is not periodical since 'they are produced 
by gating the intermittent ADVANCE ~WD signals through selected MPD output gates. 
An MP is produced at the conclusion of each step of an instruction, thus in
itiating the next step of the instruction. The automatic selectivity of MPO 
executes each instruction in '8 minimum of steps. This selectivity is accom
plished by combining MPD register outputs with operation code enables from 
the Main Control Translator. the combinations so derived provide enables for 
the ~1PO output gates. MPD is inherently an eight-pulse distributor, but, de
pending upon the instruction being executed, the pulse cycle may be reduced to 
as few as four pulses. 

'The MP cycles produced to execute the steps of the variouS inst~uctions 
(indicated by operation code) are as follows: 

four-pulse cycle (MP 0, MP 5. MP 6, MP 7) - for instructions 11, 
13, 15, 16, 44, 45, 46, and 56; 

five-pulse cycle (~P 0, MP 1, MP 5, MP 6, MP 7) - for InstructioG 
12, 17, 31, 32. 33, 34, 47, 76, and 77; 

six-pul~ cycle (MP 0, MP 1, MP 2, MP 5, MP 6, MP 7) - for in
structioHS 14, 35, 36, 51, and 54; 

seven-pulse cycle (MP 0, MP 1, MP 2, MP 3, MP 5, MP 6, MP 7)
for instructions 42, 52, 53, 55, 71, 72, and 73; 

eight-pulse cycle (MP 0, MP 1, MP 2, MP 3, MP 4, MP 5, MP6, ME 7) 
-for instructions 21, 23, 27, 37, 41, 43, 61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 
67, and 74; 

specinl pulse cycles .. for instructions 57, 75 and repeated 
instructions. 

/\5 each MP is produced, the MP sets the MPD register to the next MP number. 
[hat is, as MP 1 is generated, the MPD register is set to store 2; as MP 2 is 
generated, the register is set to store 3, etc; so that MPO!unctions like a 
c.ounter advant:;ed by "ADVANCE MPD signals. If the operation of MPD was entirely 
dependent upon the number stored in the register, MPD would be a fixed, eight
cycle distributor. Thus the ADVANCE MPD signal probing the enabled MP 0 out
put gate (V02 ... 30122) would generate MP 0; MP 0 would set the MPD register to 
store 1 and tbe MP 1 output gate (V05-30122) would be enabled .. Following the 
conclusion of the instruction step initiated by MP 0, the next ADVANCE ~~D sig
nal from POC would be gated from MPD as MP 1. This process would be cyclic, 
producing in turn each of the eight MPs. Hvwever, the output gates are enabled 
by "AND" circ:Lli ts connected to the output of the MPD register and condi t ional 
MeT enables; I.e., each output gate is enabled from the output of the MPD re
gister on the condition that the resulting MP is required in the execution of 
the instructi!)n. 

For example, a four-pulse cycle is required for the execution of the Trans
mit POSitive {IIuv) instruction. During the execution of this instruction MP 0 
is generated when the MPD register stores O. MP 0 sets the register to store 1. 
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However, the'presence of the MCT,11 enable, applied through a "NOT" circuit, 
prohibits the IP 1 enable; thus the MP 1 output gate (V05-30122) is not en
abled even though ,the MPO register stores 1. The absence of MP enables 0, 1, 
2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 completes the "ANDtt circuit and produces the MP 5 enabled. 
This "AND" circuit is complete wbenever the number in the MPD register is ,*0-
bib! ted from produc Ing a corresponding i!.P enable due to the presence of a con
ditioning operation ,code enable from MCf. When the MP 5 enable present, the 
next ADVANCE MPD signal Is gated (through V05-30142) as IP 5. Thus, by inhibiting 
MP l, the ~' cycle is made 'to skip to MP 5, so that a four-pulse cycle (MP 0, 
MP 5, UP 6, MP 7) is produced. 

To produce a five-pulse IP cycle a skip after the MP I to MP 5 is made; a 
six-pulse cycle requires a Skip after MP 2 to MP 5; a seven-pulse cycl~ requires 
a skip after MP 3 to MP 5; and eight-pulse oycle requires no skip. Notice that 
only in the eight-pulse cycle is the MPD register ac~ually set to 5, since only 
in this cycle is an MP 4 produced to set the register; however, the enables re
sulting from this setting are not used, and the MP 5 enable is derived from the 
absence of all other MP enables in the same manner as it is derived when a skip 
is required. During the execution of the Repeat (75jnw) instruction, a special 
pulse cycle, which excludes MP 6, is generated. Following MP 5 during the ex
ecution of the Repeat instruction, the SET MPD to 7 signal from the Repeat 
Sequence Control (RSC) sets the MPD register to store 7; thus MP 6 is excluded 
from the cycle. MP 6 is also excluded from the normal cycle during the repeat
ed execution of any instruction. This exclusion is also controlled by the SET 
MPD TO 7 signal from RSC. Thus, if the normal exeeution of an instruction re
quired 8 5-pulse MP cycle, the repeated execution of this same instruction 
would be aecomplished by the normal pulse cycle with MP 6 excluded. The re
sulting MP cycle would beMP 0, UP 1, MP 5, MP 7. During the last execution of 
the repeated instruction both MP 6 and IP 7 are generated. so that the normal 
instruction termination occurs. 

The Jump termination for the repeated Threshold Jump (42uv) instruction and 
the repeated Equality Jump (43uv) instruction requires a special MP cycle which 
excludes MP O. This MP pulse cycle is generated when the SET ~1PD TO I signal, 
occurring after MP 5, from RSC. sets the MPD register to store 1. Thus, both 
MP 6 and MP 7" of the final execution of the repeated Threshold Jump or repeated 
Equality Jump are not generated, and UP 1 is the next UP generated g This MP 1 
initiates 8 jump termination operation. The jump termination pulse cycle so 
generated is tlP 1, ~fP 2, MP 3, MP4, MP 5, MP 6, IP 7. 

(1) INITIAL SETTING OF MPD. - The manual selection of MD START results 
in ,the PRESET iI) signal, which sets MPD to 6. This results in MP 6 and b,P 7 
being the first pulses geherated. The manual selection of AIT START results in 
the PRESET Ilf signal which sets MPD to "0". This results in the first MPD cycle 
beg1~ft1ng with MP 6 or MP Op 

(2) STOPPING MPD. - Any stop operation will result in the termination 
of the If cycle since the STOP Signal from Stop Control to poe terminates the 
ADVANCE MPD signal input to MPD" During the Final Stop (57--) instruction, 
the IP cycle will stop after MP O. During a Manually Selected Stop (56jv) 
instruction the MP cycle will stop after PdP 5. The MP cycle will also stop as 
a result of dAvide faults. MCT faults, and sec faults o 
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d. PROGRAM CONTROL REGISTER. - The Program Control Register (peR) is the 
name used to designate the 36 flip-flops which register an instruction word 
while it is being executed. peR consists of the Main Control Register (MeR), 
the O-Address Counter (UAK) , and the V-Address Counter (VAK)., In preparation 
for the execution of each instruction peR receives the instruction from internal 
storage via the X-Register. MeR receives the six-bit operation code; UAK re
ceives the l;i-bit "u" execution address; VAK receives the 15-bit "v" execu-
tion address.. MeR stores the operation code and produces inputs to tvr:T. UAl\ 
and VAK ston~ the· two execution addresses u and v, respectively, and handle the 
"j", "n" and ttk" factors of instructions., During repeat operations the execu
tion addresses of the repeated instruction may be advanced, if so programmed, 
in UAK and VJ~. VAh is also advaQced during block transfer operations between 
MC and MT. 

(1) MAIN CONTROL REGISTER. - The Main Control Register is shown on the 
Block Diagram, Main Control Translator and Main Control Register, in Envelope 
~4 of Volume 7. At the conclusion of each instruction operation, a new in
struction is read into X, and the content of X is transmitted to peR, which 
consists of MeR, OM, and VAK. The X30 through X35 "operation code" portion 
of the instruction goes to MeR stages 0 t.hrough 5, respectively. 

If MD START is seleeted, MPD is set to 6, and the first instruction is ob
tairled from the address SPecified by PAK. If MT START is selected, I the PRESET 
t.rr signal inJltially sets MeR to 64 (octal), the Read Magnetic Tape code, and 
sets UAKO to "I". This prepares the equipment for the transfer of the first 
block of information from NT Unit 0 to Me. Further operations after an MT 
START must be self-sustaining from the program contained in- the block of in
formation trnnsferred from MTo Outputs from the "}" and "0" sides of all MeR 
stages go to MeT to produce the operation code ena~Jlf'so 

(2) U-ADDRESS COUNTER. - The O-Address Counter (UAK) is shown on the 
Block Diagram, Address Registers, in Envelope #3 of Volume 7. At the conclusion 
of each instruction the "u" execution address of the next instruction is re
ceived by UAK from a portion of the X-Register (X15 through X29) to prepare for 
the execution of the next instruction o (This transmission from the X-Register 
also includes Xo through X14 to VAK and X30 through X35 to MeR.) The "u lt 

address is stored in UAK until transmitted to SAR in preparation for a storage 
reference. In lieu of a "u" execution address, UAK mal' store the "j" and "n" 
factors during certain operations. 

A "j" fae: tor of a coded ins true t ion iss tored in UAK 12 and UAK 13. For 
Manually Selected Jump (45Jv) and Manually Selected Stop l56Jv) instructions, . 
a "j" factor of octal 0, 1, 2, or 3 is stored in UAK; enables from UAK12 and 
UAl\13 are used in MeT to produce the proper operation enables. For operation~ 
requiring an external storage (MT) reference a uf' factor of 0, 1, 2, or 3 is 
stored in UAK producing "j" enables for use in POe to address the proper MT 
unit. For high-speed punch operations a "j" factor of 1 is stored in UAK12 and 
is used to produce a seventh level hole. For external input-output operations 
a "f' factor of "1" or "0" is stored to detennine the selection of IOE or lOA. 

"n" 
An "n" factor of a coded instruction is stored in UAKO through UAKll. An 
factor, a.ccompanied with a "j" factor, is stored for operations requiring 
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an external storage (MT) reference. The number un"~ stored indicates the number 
of magnetic tape blocks required by the operation o During the operation, the 
number "n" is transferred from UAK, via SAR and the X-Register, to the MT block 
Counter determined by the accompanjing "]" factor o 

The counting properties of UAK are utilized during repeat operations" The 
"jn" factor of the r,epeat instruction is received by UAr. and subsequently trans
ferred to PAK where "jn" is complemented and used in the control of the opera
tion" Following this operation, the "u" execution address of the instruction 
to ,be repeated is received from the X-Register. (This trans~ission from the 
X-Register also includes the "v" execution address to VAl( and the operation code 
to MeR.) If the "u" address is to be advanced, as determined by a programmed 
selection of j =:: 2 or j ::: 3, this initial address in UAK is advanced by a signal 
from RSC after each execution of the repeated instruction o Note that the UAK 
cycle dependf, upon the ini tial "u" address of the repeated instruction o If the 
initial address is an MD address, 'l}AK14 is ttl" 'which enables the gate (\101-
30214) allowJng the ADVANCE OAK signal to sample UMO through UAK130 Thus the 
count in UAK advances from the initial MD address to MU address 77777, and then 
con tin u e s from MD add res s 40000 as the r e pe at 0 pe rat ion con tin u e s • ( It i s po S S -

ible to repeat an instruction a maximum of 4(1)5 times, the capacity of PAKO 

through PAKl].) If the initial address is 1121 an MD address, LJAKl4 is "0" which 
disables the gate (VOl-30214) allowing the ADVANCE UAK signal to sample only 
VAhO through UAK9. Thus, if the initial UAK address is an MC address, UAK ad
vances from the initial MC address to MC address 01777, then continues from MC 
address 00000. If the initial address is either the Q-Register address or the 
Accumulator address, the advance of the ten lower-order stages of VM. is 
meaningless. 

(3) V-ADDRESS COUNTER., - The V-Address Counter (VAK) is shown on the 
Clock Diagram, Address Registers, in Envelope #3 of Volume 7. The operation 
of VAK is essentially the same as that of UAKo At the conclusion (of each in
struction 'the' "v" execution address of the next instruction is received by VAl\. 
from a portion of,the X-Re~ister (XO t~rough X1 4) to pre~are for th~ next , 
programmed operatIon. (ThIS transmISSlon from the X-RegIster also lncludes XI5 
through X29 to UAK and X30 through X.35 to MCR.) The "v" address is stored in 
VAK until transmitted to SAR in preparation for a storage referenceo In lieu 
of a "vft execution address VAK may receive a shifting factor "k" for operations 
requiring a programmed number of shifts. During such operations, the number of 
shifts, "kit, is transferred from VAK to SAR, thus setting the SK portion of SAR 
to "k". 

As in UAK, the execution address of a repeated instruction in VAK may be 
advanced by a signal from RSC after each execution of the repeated instruction. 
The programmed selection of j = 1 or j = 3 controls the advance o The VAl\. cycle 
depends upon the initial "v" address of the repeated instruction" This cycle 
control, provided by the gate (VOl-30194), is identical to that of UAK. The 
counting properties of VM are also utilized during block transfer operations of 
information between Me and MT. During these operations the execution address 
in VAK is, transmitted to SAR and VAK is advanced by signals from MT. If the 
initial ltv" execution address during a block transfer is not an MC address, an 
SCC fault will result~ 
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e. MAIN CONTROL TRANSLATOR. - The Main Control Translator is shown in the 
Ulock Diagram, Main Control Translator and Main Control Register, in Envelope #4 
of Volume 7. From the six-bit operation code stored in MeR, MeT produces opera
tion code enables necessary for the execution of the instruction. The outputs 
from MCHO through MCR2 are translated producing the unit"s digit enahles of the 
octal code. The translations so produced are defined as the enables XO through 
X7~ In like manner, the outputs from MCR3 through.MCRS are translated producing 
the eight's digit enable$, defined as OX through 7X, of the octal code. These 
enables produce, from the principal translator, the prime operation code enables 
and produce, in the auxiliary translator, the composite and condition operation 
code enables .. 

In the principal translator (the matrix-like circuit in the center of the 
diagram) the eightVs digit enables and the unitqs digit enables produce unique 
prime operation code enables for each comput~r instruction. Note that enables 
for 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 are not produced, and prime operation code 
enables are produced for 00, 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 22, 24, 25, 26, and 
62 although there are no instructions assigned to them. An MCT fault will 
occur if Nr:R stores an operation code which is not included in the repertoire 
of the equipment. J 

In the auxiliary translator (the circuits at the top of the diagram), the 
eight~s digit enables, the unitqs digit enables, the MeR enables, the prime 
operation code enables and other relpvant enables are combined to produce the 
following: (1) composite operation code enables, and (2) conditional operation 
code enables. 

Composite operation code enables are produced by combining digit enables 
and MeR enables; thus enables are produced wh ich represent several opera tions o 

They are used if several identical commands occur during the execution of the 
included operations. Such identical commands must occur at corresponding times 
during the respective operations. The use of composite operation code enables 
minimizes the combining of prime operation code enables in the Command Timing 
circ-uits. 

Conditional operational code enables are used where optional sequences 
exist. These enables incorporate manual selections, the condition of arithmetic 
registers, tlj"l factors, and/or the condition of RSC with a prime operation code 
enable. To produce conditional operation code enables, the proper digit enables 
are combined ~rith relevant enables which originate elsewhere 10 the equipment a 

The A Zero flip-flop (V80-30242) is included in,MeT to produce conditional 
operation code enables. When A Zero is set to HI" by a signal from ASC, the 
"1" state registers the fact that the content of A was initially zero .. 

Outputs from MGr, from both the principal and auxiliary translators, are 
utilized throughout control, butmainl) in erc and li:E>Do In CTC, the MeT enables 
are used in the production of the command signals necessary to execute the in
structions. In MPO, the MCT enables are used in the selection of t~e MP cycle 
required for the operation" MeT enables are also used in .tRAC, PDC, the Faul t 
Detector and stop Control o Their use in these control circuits is discussed 
under the associated subjects. Where used, the MCT operation code ena~les are 
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identified, except for the STOP and JUMP ON enables, by the term "MCT" included 
in the enable name. 

f. COMMAND TIMING CIRCUIT S. - These ci rcui ts are shown on the Block Diagram, 
Command Timing Circuits (sheets 1 and 2) in Envelope #4 of Volume 7. The Com
mand Timing Circuits (CTC) are the gates which produce the command signals 
necessary to execute the instructions. Each gate is enabled by one or more MeT 
enables and is probed by one or more MPs from MPD. The output from each gate is 
a "command" signal. 

To facilitate the location of the gates, the block diagram is divided into 
groups, each labelled with a title which indicates the destination of the com
mands produced by the gates in the group. 

The Command Timing Circuits produce a distinct sequence of commands for each 
instruction. These instruction sequences are presented in tabular form in Ap
pendix B, under the Command Timing heading. The tables are arranged consecu
tively by instruction operation code. 

On each tablet the left-hand column lists the sequence of MPs that produce 
the sequence by prohl ng the CTC gates. 

The ucommand" col ul1In 1 is,t5 the names of the signal s produced by each MP. 
The "Source" column lists the abbreviation for the portion of CTC producing the 
command. In this latter column, the abbreviations listed in Table 4-5 below 
are used. The "Destination" column lists the register, storage system, or con
trol circuit that receives the command. 

PORTION OF' CTC 

ARAC COMMANDS 

Table 4-5 
Portions of CTC 

ARITI1METIC REGISTER COMMANDS 
ASC COMMANDS 
INPUT -OUTPUT (lOA-lOB) COMMANDS 
OUTPUT COMMANDS 
MT COMMANDS 
PDC COMMANDS 
PAK COJlr1ANDS 
PeR COMMANDS 
RSC COMldAI'I>S 
SAR (SK) COMl"NDS 
sec COMMANDS 
SKC COIl4ANDS 
STOP CONTROL COMMANDS 

ABBREVIATION 

CTC-ARAC 
C'rc-AR 
CTC-ASC 
CTC-IO 
CTC-OUT 
CTC-MI' 
C'OC-PDC 
CTC-PAK 
CTC-PCR 
CTC-RSC 
CTC-SAR 
eTC-Sec 
CTC-SKC 
CTC-STOP 

To use the Command Timing tables in Appendix B, it is necess,ary to under
stand the basic operation of MPD. There are two general types of MPD cycles: 
(1) a four, five, six t seven, or eight-pulse cycle produced after an MD START 
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or MT START; (2) special pulse cycles produced for the Repeat (75jnw) in
struction and repeated instructions. 

(1) NON-REPEATED INS'TRUCTION SEQUEM:£So - The sequence for all pro
grammed instructions (except for the Repeat (75jnw) and repeated instructions) 
consists of a cycle that starts with MP 0, continues to MP 5,' then concludes 
with UP 6 and MP 7. Because the operations performed by MP 6 and MP 7 are the 
same .for all these instructions. these two MPs are not shown at the bottom 
of each COIDmElnd Timing table but are listed on Page B-5 instead o As an example, 
the use of the tables for the Transmit Positive (lIuv) instruction is described 
below. 

The Transmit Posit~ve instruction is executed by a four-pulse MPD cycle con
sisting of Mp 0, MP 5, MP 6, and MP 70 This cycle is produced when peR contains 
an lluv instruction word. As shown on Page B-6. MP 0 produces commands which 
clear X, transmit an address into SAR, initiate a reading operation. and tempo
rarily stop· the advancing of MPD (WAIT INTERNAL REFERENCE). When the reading 
operation to X is completed, the laster Clock resumes the advancing of MPD, and 
llP 5 is produced next o MP 5 transmits 8 new address into SAR, initiates a 
writing operation, and produces another WAIT INTERNAL REFERENCE Signal that stops 
MPD. Wben the content of X has been written. MPD is advanced to MP 6. As , 
shown on Page 8-5, UP 6 produces commands that clear peR, insert an address from 
PAK into SAR, initiate a reading operatim to obtain a new instruction, and 
stop MPDo Whlen t be reading operation is completed, MPD is advanced to produce 
IfP 7. On MIl '1-, SAR is cleared and the new instruction is transmitted into PCR o 

(2) REPEAT SEQUEOCES o - The execution of the Repeat instruction causes 
the Instruction which follows it to be executed a times o During the retleated 
executiort of the instruc~ion which follows, tbe execution addresses may be ad
vanced atter each execution depending upon the selection of j. If j 1s 0, 
neither execution address is advanced o If J is 1, the v execution address only 
is advanced o It j i. 2, th~ u execution addresl only is adyanced o If j 1s 3, 
both execution addresHs are advanced o If the instruction is executed n times 
and no JUl:1J.P occurs, U~e progran ia jumped to fixed address (F1). If a jump 
occurs. the program is jumped to the v execution address of the repeated Jump 
in.structioft o All instructions can ftotbe repeated although the execution of 
the Repeat instruction lDay setup RSC for the repeat o An attempt to repeat an 
instruction in which a jump operation is called for will result in the immed
iate termination of the repeat by the clearing ot RSC o Then the jump is made 
as tbe normal execution of the instruction continues o (Operation codes, 41, 44. 
45, 46, 47 and 56 are'. too examples, of such operetions o ) However, the Threshold 
Jump (42uv) and the Equality Jump (43uv) may be repeated and 8 special Jump 
Ter.ieatioll sequence i. prov1ded lolely toJ' these two operations. 

The sequentces occurring during the Repeat (75jnw) instruction and repeated 
instractions are shown graphi cally on Page 8-98. 

The Repeat instruction is execyted by a cycle consisting of MP 0 through MP 
5. 00 lIP 5, the next instruction (to be repeated) is inserted into PCR~ and a 
"repeat conditiontt is registered in RSC by an RSC Initiate Repeat subsequence. 

It the value n in the Repeat instruction was not equal to zero, MPD is set 
to 7 and the rf~sul ting MP 7 clears SAR. 

~.R.nd 
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Next, the injtr.etioa to be repeated in PCR is exectttedup to n times by 8 

repeti ti va MPD cyele starting with lIP 0 a'lId ending wi th lIP 5. The operatldnl 
during these in.tru.etiens (except for the 42uv and 4Iuv 1.It.rtaetlO11I) are the 
.1 •• 1 those li.ted .. pages 8-6 throagh B-48. but in addt tl ••• test 1s 
made on MP 5 to deteralne whether the cycle should be te~lDated. 

If the cycle is to be terminated becaa.se n perfOl'1R8Dce.s have occurred, MPD 
is permi tted to advlnce to IP 6 "aDd MP 7 fer a ere Repeat Temittat1 •• lequ~nee. 
In ere, these lIPs insert an In"structiOil obtained from Fl iato PCR. 

If the cycle 1 I termi.ated becauae a jump occurred, ISC operations 'Oatlse 8 
crCJump Terai:lUltioD sequeDee to be performed. This seq_ee, cOlI.l'ting of 
MP 1 thre",1l MlP 5. cau.es tile j UIIp addre •• t. be inserted iato SAl, aad tile 
"j18p eeUllt" <It n-t) to be stored 18 Q. Next, lPD'is Idna.eeI te preduce lIP 6 
aDd MP 7, whiclll at this ti.e produce the I.me ere c-.nds produeed by MP 6 and 
tIP 7 after I.Y aN-repeated instruetien. 

g. PROGRAM ADDRESS COtJHrER. - The PHiJraa Add:re.s Co_ter (PAl) 11 ShOWD 
011 the Block Diagrall, Addrels Regi sterl, in Envelope #3 f)f 'ol_e 7. PAl is 
III ttddi t1 ve Hl··stage binary counter -be.e priaeipal lunetl •• 11 to .iore .... 
q\lent~811y the eons.cutl ve addresses used in the cClllputer Pr8frlll. PAl per
forms 8ft lull iary faction dur1DO repeat eperatlG1ls by .e1"Yi89 a. a repeat 
eeuater •• d by eetrolling t.he advlJlc-.nt .f the execat1_ Iddreslles. IDfer
_t1Oft fr. PAJ[( goes to SAl only. Information input to PAr i. either _lnUll or 
from SAR. 

The inltl11 settlag of PAl is •• de .. nually ftllewiag the selection of 
either III or Ml' START. This s'ettlao need OIlly be made with an JrI STARr if tbe 
starting program address i8 other th •• 00000, aad Beed •• 1y b8 aade with ID 
START If tile starting ,regn. address I •• tlter tbo 40000. After tile iaitle1 
.etihtg, the advllDce of PAl is lut-..tlc. At t.he cODcltlliaa of each 1I000-repeat
ed or 1tOll-J tap illltruetiOll the Dext acWre., 1a PAl 1. tralld1 tted te SAR, where 
it detertliaes ~t.he address tr_ 1Ihiclt the next 1lstret1. is obtai.eel ; th .. PAK 
i. advanced by 8 sigDa! fl'. cre. All 8 r.ad tt ia.trueti.sltored at CODsec
uti'8 storage addresses are performed sequ_tially, util • J1IIp or repeat con
dition occurs. 

, 
When the plt'ograa address sequenee is brotea by • J1IIP iJlI'trllCtioJl. PAl is 

cleared and th1! address of the next illstrllCtieft 1. tAnai tted to PAl via &Aft 
froa either UAJC or VAl. 

, Whea a REPEAT (75Jllw) instruction is perlo1'll8d, PAK aerves II • repeat 
eOWlter and an auxiliary control. During tbe Repeat instruction sequeJtce, the 
complement of the n.aber of repeats to be pert.med (ft') il stered in' PAlo 
through PAlll. As each repeat operation is concltadecl. PAl is adyaneedby I 
sigaal frOll RS(~ until the PAIIl carry is preduced, giyiag rise to the Ertl REPEAT 
sigDal. The eOllp18~.ent of the lacter "j ft is st.reel ift PAk12. PAK13 and PAK14 
to control the adYllIcem_t of the execution addresses dllring tile repeat. (Note 
that if ttJ" is greater than 3, the eomplemeated j value ia PAl( disables gate 
VOl-30204, bee.ause rAK14 18 set to "0·1f. This gate bleaks all carries abeve 
PAI9, aaklng a repeat terMinatieft imposlible o ) Because PAl 1s used to store n f

, 

the J \lIP addreasl " (s •• description at the Repeat Iltltrtlcti01l) ca_ot be stored 
18 PAK. 
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For this reason the address w is stored in the v-portion of a jump instruction 
stored at "fixed address tt 00000, and a j wnp to this fixed address is made at 
the conclusion of the operation. 

When the execution of consecutively stored program instructions has pro
ceeded to the last address of MDS or MC, the next ADVANCE PAK signal returns 
PAR to the first :iIDS or Me address, respectively. This "closed loop'· feature. 
prevents transfer of operations from IIC to ~IDS, or vice-versa, unless such a 
transfer is intentionally programmed by the insertion of an instruction result
ing in a jump. The MDS "closed loop" operation is caused by the absence of a 
carry input on PAK stage 14. The Me "closed loop" operation is caused by a 
gate that blo,cks the PAl< stage 9 carry if PAK stage 14 is equal to flO", which 
will be the case if the PAK-stored address refers to Me, Q. ~or A. 

h. REPEAT SEQUENCE CO~TROL. - The Repeat Sequence Control (RSC) is shown 
on· a block diagram in Envelope #2 of Volume 7. The Repeat Sequence Control pro
duces special RSC and CTC sequences during the execution of the Repe~t (75jnw) 
instruction and during repeated instructions. These sequences are shown in Ap
pendix B under the RSC heading. 

(1) GENERAL. - If a program instruction is to be performed un" times, 
the instruction is preceded by the Repeat (75jnw) instruction. In the 75jnw 
instruction w(Ird, the value n determines the maximum number of times the in .... 
struction is to be executed, the value w is a "replace" address that is trans
mitted to the v-address portion of a "fixed address", and the value j causes 
the u and v address portions of the repeated instruction to be altered after 
(~ach performance in the following manner: 

if j 
if j 
if j 
if j 

= 
= 
_. 
:;: 

0, 
1, 
2 , 
3, 

or 4, 
or 5, 
or 6, 
or 7, 

u and v are not altered. 
v is increased by 1. 
u is increased by 1. 
both u and v are increased 

Ly 1. 

During MP 0 through MP 5 of the ("l'C 75 sequence. the replace address w is 
transmitted to the v address portion of fixed address Fl - The fixed address 
is located at either .agaetic Core Storage address 00000 or Magnetic Drum add
ress 40001, depending upon the set_ting of a switch on the Supervisory Control 
Panel. Howeve:r, during the normal mode, this switcb must be set to the IC(FI 
= 00000) position. The current program address in PAl{ is used to locate the 
next instruction (to be repeated), and then PAl( is altered to contain the com ... 
plements of the values j and n. An INITIATE REPEAT signal initiates an RSC In
itiate Repeat sequence. 

During an nsc Initiate Repeat sequence, the value n, stored in complemented 
form .in PM, i~: altered. If n is equal to "0", the RSC Initiate Repeat sequence 
is followed by a eTC Repeat Termination .equence~ If the value of n 1s greater 
than "Q", the RSC Initiate Repeat sequence establishes a "hold repeat" condition 
in RSC and CTC. and a eTC MP 7 Repeat sequence results. 

On MP 7, the instruction to be repeated is retained in peR. If the ins.t~uc
tion is not a jump instruction, the normal ('''fC operations for the particular in
struction are performed on MP 0 through MP 5. In addition. the previously es. 
tablished ."hold repeat" condition causes special eTC MP 5 Repeat operations to 
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be produced on'MP 5. These special operations initiate an RSC End Test (No 
Jump) sequence. 

If the next instruction is either a Threshold Jump (42uv) or an Equality 
Jump (43uv) instruction, the "hold repeat" condition established earlier mod
j fies the Cit oper8t ions norma lly occurring during these instrJ.letions. If 
j wnp condi tions do not occur during the repeat-modified CTC 42, or 43 sequence, 
an INITIATE END TEST signal initiates an RSC End Test (No Jump) sequence. If 
jump conditions occur, two signals, INITIATE END TEST and INITIATE JUMP TER
MINATION, initiate an RSC End Test (With Jwnp) sequence. 

During an RSC End Test (No Jump) sequence, the value n', stored in PAK, is 
altered by one count. If the altered value n is not zero, the RSC End Test (No 
Jump) sequence alters OAK and VAK as specified by the value j, and initiates a 
ere MP 7 Repeat sequence, so that the instruction PeR will be retained and will 
be repeated. If the altered value n is equal to zero, indicating that the pro
per number of repeat instruction executions have been performed. the RSC End 
Test (No Jump) sequence is followed by a eTC Repeat Termination ~equence, 

The ere Repeat Terminat ion sequence dfffers from the normal eTC MP 6 and 
MP 7 sequence in that the previously established "hold repeat" condition caus~s 
an additional subcommand, SET SAR'TO Fl to be produced. As a result, the next 
instruction is: obtained from Fl. Usually, Fl stores a jwnp instruction', and 
the v address portion of FI, inserted during the ere 75 sequence, causes the 
program to joolP to a new routine starting at the w address specified in the 
75jnw instruction. 

If the repeated instruction is either a 42uv or a 43uv jump instruction and 
Jump condit~ons are fulfilled, tbe resultinq RSC End Test (With Jump) 'sequence 
initiates a eTC Jump Terminat.ion sequence by setting MPD to UP 1. 

The ere Jump Termination sequence is' produced in ere when MPDis set to 
MP 1 and the "hold repeat" condition exists. The sequence, conSisting of MP 1 
through MP 5, transmits the values j and n-r. where r equals the number of re
peated instruction performances, into thp Q register. These values may be'used 
in subsequent program routines to locate the address of the data fulfilli~g 
j UlDp requirements. The ere Jump Terminate sequence 1s followed by a normal 
eTC MP 6 and MjP 7 sequence, which causes the program to j wnp to the· v address 
specified in the last performed 42uv or 43uv instruction. 

(2) Hse OPERATIONS ... The specific operat ions that oC,cur in the Repeat 
Sequence Control are described in detail below. 

(8) OPERATIONS DlRING THE 75 SEQtENCE. - During the 75 sequence, 
MP 0 through MP 5, the 75 FF flip-flop is set to ttl" and an INITIATE REPEAT 
signal produces an RSC Initiate Repeat sequence. 

The eTC 75 sequence differs from other instruction sequences in that MeR is 
cleored on MP 3, and the next i~struction is transmitted into MeR on MP 5 instead 
of M~ 7. As a result, MeR is empty on MP 4 and MP 5. On MP 3, as MeR is clear
ed, the SE."T 75 FF signal registers a "75 ft condition in RSe by setting the 75 FF 
flip-flop to "1". In eTC, the .75 instruction sequence operations are made poss
ible by the 75 FF "1" enable from RSC. 
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The tTC 7:; sequence is also: unique in that PAl( is used to count repeats in
stead of prog:ram addresses. The values j and n are transmitted into PAl( on MP 
4. Later, P~( is complemented and ~.ch ADVANCE PAK signal advances by one count 
the complellen:ted n value toward "0"", 

An INITIAT~ REPEAt, signal is produced on MP 50 In eTC, this signal trans
mits the next instruction from X into peR, temporarily stops the Master Clock, 
and co~plemen1~s the value n stored in PAK. In RSC, the Initiate Repeat signal 
sets the Initjlate Repeat and End Repeat flip..;flops to "1". 

(b) RSC INITIATE REPEAT SEQUEf'£E •• When the Initiate Repeat 
flip-flop 1s f~et to ttl", an Initiate Repeat sequence occurs in RSC o The first 
operation performed by this sequence alters the repeat count by advancing PAK. 
'If the value II was initially equal to zero, the ADVAr«:E PAK Signal produces a 
PAK END CARR1 or END REPEAT signal that sets the End Repeat flip-flop in RSC 
to no". Other operations of the Initiate Repeat sequence clear the 75 flip-

. flop, register the "hold repeat" condition by setting the "Hold Repeat" flip-
flop to "1", ~md restart the. Mastel' Clock with an RSC RESUME signal. 

The final operation of the sequence, performed only if the End Repeat flip
flop has remai.ned set to "1", sets MPD to MP 7., If this final operation does· 
not occur. MPD adv.ances in the normal Manller to MP 6 0 

The "hold repeat" condition. registered by the Hold Repeat flip-flop set to 
the "1" state, alters normal C'I'C operations so that the MP 6 or MP 7 pulses OC
currin.g atter the RSC Ini tia te Repeat sequence perform e1 thera eTC MP 7 Rep~at 
sequence or a CTC Repeat Termination sequence o 

'·:l 

(c) CTC liP 7 REPEAT SEQUEr«::E" - The absence of a Hold Repeat "0" 
enable in eTC prevents the forming of an x~ PCR command, and the instruction 
stored in PCR during the CTC 75 sequence is retained. The MP 7 operations are 

'followed by the execution of the next (repeated) instruction o 

'd) 'CTC REPEATED INSTRUCTION SEQUENCE. - If the repeatedinstruc
tion is neither a 42uv nor a 43uv instruction, the MP 0 through IP 5 (operations 
occur in the normal Ilanner. but the presence of the Hold Repeat "1" enable pro
duces additional operations onlP'So These ere tiP 5 Repeat operations initiate 
an esc: End Tes t sequence and alter t.he value n by advancing PAK o 

If~he repeated instruction is eith,er a 42uv or a 43uv instruction'o the IP 
Ot MP 1 t aDd .,;P 2 c.tperations ~ cur in the normal manner, but the presence of the 
Hold Repeat."l" enable in MeT and CTC alter, the MP 3, MP 4, and MP 5 operations. 
Principally. tines. operations are altered so that a jump coodition, if satisfied, 
eauses the vahle, j and o-r to be translJi tted to <to If 8 jump condition is 
satisfied, MP :3 operations produce an INITIATE JUMP TERMINATE signal On MP 5 
an INITIATE END TEST signal inl t1ates an RSC End Test sequence.· , 

(e) RSC END TEST SEQUENCES. - Two forms of RSC End Test sequences 
are posslble o If the repeated instruction was not 8 jump instruction, or if 
the repeated instruction was 8 jump instruction but jump conditions were not 
fUlfilled. an INITIATE END TEST signal produces an RSC End Test (No Jump) se
quence. If thE! repeated instruction was a Jump instruction and jump conditions 
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were fulfilled, the resulting INITIATE JUMP TERMINATE signal followed by an 
INITIATE END TEST cOl1llland produces an RSC End Test (With Jump) sequence o 

If the value n-r is not "0", the RSC End Test (No Jump) sequence condi
tionally adV8J1CeS UAK and VAK as specified by the complemented j value obtained 
from PAK stagE~1 12 and 13. and sets MPD to MP 7 so that a el'C MP 7 Rep,eat se
quence occurs and the instruction stored in PCR is repeated. If previous IP 7 
Repeat sequence operations have altered the complemented n-r value, stored in 
PAK, to "0", t.he resulting END REPEAT sIgnal will have set the End Repeat flip
flop to "0"" If this has occurred, the RSC End Test (No Jump) sequence allows 
a CTC Repeat Termination sequence to occuro A CTC Repeat Termination sequence 
clears the "hold repeat" condition by clearing RSC. and obtains the next in-
s t ruc t ion froKI fixed address Flo 

The presence of the Jump Terminate "1 tt enable causes the End Test sequence' 
to set MPD to MP 1. In CTC, the presence of the Jump Terminate nl" enable pro
duces the MP I through MP 5 CTC Jump Terminate sequence of operations. Tbis 
sequence transmits the values j and n-r into Q and transmits the current con
tents of VAl( into SAR, so that the next instruction will be obtained from the 
address specified' by the last performed 42uv or 43uv instruction. The CTC Jump 
Terminate sequence is followed by a normal eTC MP 6 and MP 7 sequence, that 
causes the program to resume at the specified v addre~so 

i. FAULT DETECTOR. - The Fault Detector circuitry is shown on the Block 
Diagram, Fault Detector and Stop Control, and Block Diagram, Manual Controls. 
both in Envelope #5 of Volume 7. The Fault Detector detects the pre~ence of 
faults and stops equipment operation when a fault occurs. Of the 12 types of 
faults that may be detected. seven produce an A Fault stop equivalent to a 
Force Stop (CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSES cease) and five produce a B Fault stop 
equivalent'to a Final Stop (CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSES cease and selections on the 
Supervisory Control Panel drop). The two types of stops are used because the B 
Faults are more serious than the A Faults, and B Faults usually necessitate the 
restarting of the computer program. 'hen a fault occurs, the specific type of 
fault is indicated on the Supervisory Control Panel in Fault Indicators Groupo 

(1) A FAULTS. - When an A Fault condition exists, an A Fault voltage 
from the Fault Detector energizes the A Fault relays K30006 and K30036 0 When 
this occurs. a sequence of relay operations stops the distribution of CONTROLLED 
CLOCK PULSES fTom the Master Clock, and the Operate relays are dropped.( However I 

the contents ot the computer storage and flip-flops are not dropped, so that op
eration may uSl.lally be resumed by removing the cause of the faul t, pressing 
the CLEAR A FAULT button, and pressing the START button", Pressing the CLEAR A 
FAULT button clears all flip-flops used to detect the fault~ The specific 
faults that produce an A Fault condition are listed belowo . 

(a) sec FAULT. - An sec Fault is produced if,a reference is made 
to a storage cla~s erroneously. The erroneous references tbat are detected in 
the Faul~ Control are listed in Table 4-6 below. 
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sec FAULT CONDITIONS 

SIGNALS PRODUCING THE FAULT P.EASON 

PULSF..5 

''In From InitJLate Write (0-14) 

"1" From Initiate Write (0-14) 

t·l" From Ini tiate Wri te (15-2C» 

"Itt From Initiate Write tl5-29) 

"1" From Initiate Write (0-35) 

"1" From Initiate Read 

Initiate Read A 

Internal Storage Resume 

Internal Stor<Jge Resume 

ENABLES 

A or Q Partial writing impos
sible In A or Q. 

Not A,Q,MC,or MD Unassigned address in 
SAH 

A or Q Partial writing irnpos
s i tJ 1 e inA or Q. 

Not A,Q,lOC.or rtf) Unassigned address in 
SAR 

Not A.Q.Mt. or MD Unassigned address in 
SAN 

Not A,Q.r«:,or tt) Unassigned address' in 
SAR 

MP 7 Enable Next instruction should 
not be read. from A. 

w;r 64 and NOT t.C Tape information not 
writing in 111[;. 

~x.;T 65 and T'DT ltl.: Tape information not 
read from ~[;. 

This table shows that the production of a partial write signal (INITltTE 
i~RITE 0-14 or 15-29) is a fau 1 t i. f a reference is made to .A or Q. A 1 so, any 
INITIATE WRITE or READ signal f.s invalid if no reference is made to At Q; r&:. 
or MD. If an instruction sequence is performed that specifies that the next 
instruction is to be obtained from the A register, the MP 7 enable and thp. 
INITIATE READ A Signal produce an A Fault. This is detected as a fault because 
there is a possibility that the ARAC RESUME produced 1n ARAC may cause the in
struction sequence to proceed to MP 7 before Fcn has had time to clear andre
cei ve the inst:ruction from A, so that an erroneous instruction may be registered 
in peR. An sec Fault is also registered if a Read or Write M:lgnet:ic Tape (64jnv 
or 65 jnv) instruction is being performed and a reference has been completed to 
an address not in r«:. Instructions 64 and 65 specify that operand,; in the Mag
netic Tape 5ylttem are to be transmitted only to and from Me. so that a rHference 
to an address not in Me is invalid. 
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When an sec Fault occurs. the sec Fault flip-flop is set to "I" and an 
MGT/sec FAlLT siglla1 Is produced. The sec Fault relay K30059 ellergizes and 
closes a contact to produce the A FAlLT signal. In the Stop Control. the 
MGT/SOC FAULT signal produces a STOP signal, which immediatel1 shvts off 
CONfROLLED CLOCK PULSES. 

r[b) DIVIDE FAULT. - During the performance of a division, the ASC 
Divide sequence performs two division checks to determine if the quotient re
sulting from the division will exceed the capacity of Q. If the quotient Is 
too large, a DIVIDE CHECK STOP lignal is produced. In the Fault Detector, this 
signal le~8 the Divide Fault flip-flop to '-1", $0 that the Divide Fault relay 
K30058 easrgizes. When energized, this relay closel a contact to produoe an 
A FAULT lignal. The DIVIDE CHECK STOP signal Is also sent to Stop Control to 
produce a STOP signal. 

(e) PRINT FAULT. - During the execution of a Print (61-v) instruc
tion, the lower-order six bits of an operand-are translated. If the combinatioft 
1s acceptabl.~, a charac ter is printed or a typewri ter function Is performed. 
If the combillatio.ll is one of the unacceptable combination., a fault is detected. 

When any of these "impossible charactera" are present 1a the Output Trans
lator. a Beql~ence of Output System relay operations produces a PRINT FAULT 
signal that energizes the Impossible Print Fault relay K30062 In the Fault De
tee to'r. Whel:J. energized. this relay produces an A FAUL,T signal. 

(d) WATER FAlL!. - If tbe pressure of the coollnu water in the 
Blower (900DJ) Cabinet drops to 8 preset value, 8 pressure .. itch operates to 
de-energize the Water Fault relay K30072. \fllen de-energized. this relay produce.s 
an A FAULT slgnal. 

(e) TEl1PERATURE FAULT. - Wben the temperature above a chassis 
channel of any bay exceeds lOOoF ,the low temperature thermostat locat'ed at the 
top of the channel operates to illuminate an indicator above the channel, and 
to opeD the Temperature Interlock circuit. This de-energizes the Temperature 
Fault relay K30074. allowing an A FAULT signal to be produced. 

Tbe BYPASS INTERLOCKS key switch on the Supervisory Control Panel provides 
means of bypassing this circuit 10 that the computer may be operated eveD though 
this fault exists. A buzzer sounds coatiuually if this switch is turned. 

(f). ABNOOMAL COrt)ITICJI. - If th~ equipment 11 1. the NORMftL operating 
mode, oertain improper switch settiags or power supply coaditioRS produce an 
Abnormal coudltioD fault. 

When the P(JJlER SEQtEfCE .alec tor swi teh on the Main Power Panel Is Dot in 
the OPERATE position. the NT and MD Write voltages are disconneCted and an 
ABNOm.AL CONDITION signal i8 produced. An ABNORMAL CONDITION .lgoa1 Is also 
produced if the POWER SEQUENCE selector switeh OD tbe MC Power Panel Is-not in 
the OPERATE position. OT if any of the Supervisory Control Panel TEST SWITCH GROlJP 
switches are not in the normal condition. The Abnormal Condition is indioated 
by the illum.lnation of the ABNORMAL CONDITION indicator 11l TEST SVHTCH GROUP of 
the Supervisory Control PaneL' No fpult stop will occur if the equipment is in 
t he TEST modi e. 
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(g) OVERFLOW FAtLT. ~ When the INITIATE &UJLTIPLY lignal ocours 
aDd A84 ; A3~it the Overflow flip-flop I. set to "Itt. The OVERFLOW STOP signal 
is produced. This signal, sellt i.O the Stop Control,produce. a STOP signal 
which stops the computer. Also. relay 121602 is energized, which, in turn. 
energize. the A Fault.relay, and illumiaates the OVERFLCM indicator. This indi
cates that there 1. a possibility that the product about to be formed may be 
too largo for A. 

(2) B FAtn...TS. - When a B Falll t ooudi tion exis ts taB FAULT vol tage 
from the Fault Detector energize. the B Fault relays (K30008 and K3(038). 
When this oec:urs. a relay sequence 8topS the distribution of CONTROLLED CLOCK 
PULSES from the Master Clock, drops the Operate relays. and drops the manual 
selections previog,ly made at the Supervisory Control Panel. As a result, the 
equipment call be restarted only by making new manual start .elections. The 
specific faults that produce the B Fault coRditlon are described below. 

(a) MeT FAILT. - All &£T Fault is produced if PCB contains an in
valid operatt.oa code. The fall I t Is registered by the &1CT Faul t flip-flop, 
whicb is set to "1" by MP 0 when invalid MeT enables 00, 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 
06, 07, 10, ::!Ot 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 22, 24. 25, 26, and 62 are present. WheD 
the fault oec:url, the r.£T Fault flip-flop is set to "f' 011 MP 0 and an MeT/SeC 
FAULT lignal is prod~ced. MeT Fault relay K3OO6l energizes and closes a contact 
that produce,~ a B FAULT sigDal. In the Stop Control, the MGT/sec FAULT signal 
produces a STCP. signal that stops CONI'ROlLED CLOCK PULSES. 

(b) MISSING LINE PULSE FAULT. - In the Magnetic Tape Storage 
System, the rnagnetic tape store. information in rtblocks" consisting of 576 lines. 
In oach bloc.:. each lIne 1s accompanied by a LINE PULSE wri t ten on two parallel 
timing tracks: of the tape. No LINE PULSES are present in the" interbloek spaee", 
the space bet.ween blocks. During the readlag of a block, the LINE PULSES are 
counted. When 576 have been COllllted, a BLOCK PULSE Is produced while an inter
block space is passing through the read1Dq station. If more than 576 are 
counted, the BLOCK PULSE is produced wbile LINE PULSES are being read. If less 
than 576 are counted, the BLOCK PULSE Is Dot produced until the next block is 
read. and addl tional LINE PtLSES are belJag read. Ia a1 tber case, a LINE PULSE 
read ooiacldel11tly wi th a BLOCK PULSE lets an Error flip-flop to "1", indicating 
that the bloc.k oontalfted either more or less thaD 576 LINE Pt1t$ES. This ener
gizes the MISSING LINE PULSE relay. wh1ch, in turn, energizes the B FAtn..,T relay. 

Th1s typE: of fault alia occurs if the end of any tape reel Is approacbed. 
Special LINE PULSES recorded in the iaterbloek spaces at the extremities of 
each reel of tape produc·e the faul t condl tlon so that the tape Is not run too 
far in one direction. 

(c) VOLTAGE (BIAS) FAULTS .... \~hel\ the detection of a faulty vol tage 
causes the Fa.ul t Relay of 81 ther the MaIn or Me Power Supply to de-energize, 
a BIAS FAULT signal energizes the B FAULT relay. and the VOLTAGE FAULT indicator 
o.f 5up,ervisolY Control Panel FAlLT INJICATORS GROUP illuminates. 

(d) 10 FAULT. - If tbe control for the external equipment cOIlJtected 
to lOA and lOB calls for a reading operation before the data from a previous 
reading operation has been assimilated by the computer, or before the data 
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from a previous write or .elect operation has been assimilated by the external 
equipment, four types of 10 Faults may occur. Each of these e8ergi~es the 10 
Fault relay K2160l, which in turn energizes the B Fault relay.. When one of 
these faults occurs, the 10 indicator in Supervisory Control Panel FAULT INDI
CATORS GROUP glows. and oDeo! the four READ FAULTS indicators on the upper 
Input-Output panel glows. 

1. lOA 1 FAULT. - Each time a reading operation from IDA is 
performed, an lOA WAIT READ ttl" eraable is produced ill POC. When the computer 
is through processing the informatioa, the lOA WAIT READ "1" enable is removed 
from the Fault Detector. However. if another reading operation occurs before 
'the rOA WAIT READ ttln enable is removed, the 10 FAULT relay K'2l601 1s energized . 

.2,. IDA 2 FAULT. - If a writing operation occurs before the 
lOA WAIT READ "Itt enable is removed, the 10 FAULT relay is eD8rgized. 

a. lOB 1 FAULT~ - Thi, fault is similar to the lOA 1 FAULT, 
except that it involves lOB ialtead of lOA. 

t. lOB 2 FAULT. - This fault is similar to the lOA 2 FAULT, 
exc'ept that it lnvol ves 100 in.tead of IDA. 

(e) EXTERNAL FAULT. - la the control circuits of the external in
put-output ~[uipment connected to IDA aDd lOB, there are usually several fault 
detection circuits. If QUY of these produce a fault, an EXTERNAL FAULT Signal 
from the external equipment control energizes the 10 Fault relay, K21601. An
other voltage from the external eq~ipmeDt 111umlaate. the EXTERNAL FAULT indi
eator OB the u.pper lectictD of the Supervisory Control Panel. When energized, 
the 10 Fault relay illuminates the 10 FAULT indIcator and energizes the n Fault 
relay. 

j. STOP CONTROL. - The Stop Control Is shown on the Block Diagram, Fault 
Detector and Stop Control, 18 Envelope #5 of Volume 7. The Stop Control stops 
the equipment. wben a Manually Selected Stop (56jv) instruction is executed to 
produce a .top, when a Final Stop (57--) instruction Is executed, or when cer
tain A Faulta occur. 

(1) MANUAILY SELECTED STOP. - When a Manually Selected Stop (56j v) in
struetion Is executed, & stop 18 produced if the j value of the instruction word 
is equal to 0, or if j is equal to I, 2. or 3 and if the correspondl»gly labelled 
SELECT STOP buttoDS on the Supervisory Control Panel have been pressed. 

In the Main Control Tran,lator, the manual selectioJls produce ST(Jl 0, 
MANUAL STtP 1, MANUAL STOP 2, or MANUAL STOP 3 .Dables whell a 56jv instruction 
Is performed. Iu the Command Ti~Dg Circuit •• the 56 instruetion sequence pro
duces a STOP CLOCK' command OD MP 5 if allY of these enables are present. 

In the Stop Control, the STOP CLOCK command produces a STOP SigDal that 
shuts off COOTROLLED CLOCK PDLSES in CRe and ADVANCE MPD 1a PDC (see Block Dia
gram, Ma.ter Clock). In PDC, a STOP ENABLE is produced. 
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In the Stop Control, the STOP ENABLE and the STOP 0, MANUAL STOP 1, MANUAL 
STOP 2. or MANUAL STOP, 3 enables produce a 0, I, 2, or 3 STOP voltage, that 
energizes a Stop relay_ When any of these relays are energized, oth$r relays 
are de-energi:~8d so that certain operating vol tsges are removed from the equip
ment. The opt~rands 111 the Storage and Arl tbmetic. Systems are Dot destroyed, 
so the progrmn may be relumed by pressing the START button on the Supervisory 
Control Panel. 

(2) FINAL STOP. - When a Final Stop (57--) instruction 1s executed. a 
STOP CLOCK silJnal is produced in ere on IP O. In the Stop Control, this signal 
produces a STOP sigaal that shuts off C($TROlLED CLOCK PtLSES in CRG and 
ADVA!£E MPD iUI POC. 1ft PDC, a STOP ENABLE Is produced. 

In the Stop Control, the MeT 57 enable and the STOP ENABLE pToduee a FINAL 
STOP voltage t.hat energizes the Final Stop relay K30057. Whea energized, the 
Fisal Stop relay drops the Supervisory Coatrol PaDel ,tart selections; therefore, 
new program start selections must be made befor6 the eqaipmeat 1. restarted. 

(3) A FAULT STOPS. - In mOlt calel, theA Fault condition causes a re
lay .equence that shuts off C(!iTROLLED CLOCK PULSES. However, a few A Fault 
conditions operate through the Stop Control 10 that the CONTROLLED CLOCK PtLSES 
are 'hut off :lrmnedlately. because these faul ta are the type that affect operands 
In the comput:tng sys tern. The particular A Fall I t8 whieh shut off the Master 
Clock imediately are the Divide Fault, ICT Fault, sec FaY-It. and OVerflow Fault. 
The •• faults produce DIVIDE CIECK STOP, MCT/Sec FAULT, aad OVERFLOW STOP signals, 
respectively. 

In the St.:>p Coatrol, allY of. these signals produce a STOP lignal that imme
diately stops the distribution of CCl\t'I'ROLLEO CLOCK PULSES in the Master Clock. 
Later. a relay sequence i. the Co.trol System relays removes certain operating 
voltages from the equipment. After the fault hal been corrected. if possible, 
the equipment may be restarted by prel.lng tbe 5rART button. 

k. MANUAJL Am RELAY CCNmOLS • - The Manual Controls aad 8SIociated relay 
circuitry are shown OR the Block Diagram, MaDual COBtrols. 1» Envelope #5 of 
Volume 7. Tht9 pushbutton. aad indicators for the.e circuits are located on the 
Supervisor)' Cloatrol Panel. The relays are contained in the Control (30000) 
Cabinet. 

The circuits are divided OD the drawlag into groups, according to function. 

(1) s'rART SE[ECT~~ GROUP .... The START SELECTI~ GROUP pushbuttons and 
relays provld1t a means of preset t18g the equipment before a start ia ma(h~. 
Selections fo:r ID START or MT START may be made by pressiag the appropriately 
labelled p~shb.ttOR'. Making a leleetio. produce. MASTER CLEAR SlgDsls aDd 
special PRESET ,ignals thtat pre.et registers and flip-flops ill preparation for 
the selected type of Itart. 

The ptl.bhlttonl alld relays are iaterloeked so that only olle of the selections 
may be made 111 START SELECTICfi GROOP.. If a new seleetion 15 desired, pre.sing 
the RELEASE button drop. the previo •• selection. if the equipment Is not in 
operation. After the RELEASE button 11 pres.ed, K30009 18 8Berglzed through 
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Pressing uny one of the selection pushwttons produces a relay sequence that 
creates the proper set and clear pulses. When one of the buttons Is pressed, 
K30009 Is de-energized.. A normally-closed contact of K30009 then energizes 
K30010. Pressing the button alia energlz~1 one group of selection relays. 
K30003 and K30004 or 130001 and K30002. A contact of selection relay K30002 
orK30004 re-f,aerg1ze. K30009, which 1. tyrn de-energizes K3OO10. The overall 
result. is that pu!ltlillg either selectioll button caUles K30009 to de-energize 
momentarily. (~auses K:IXlIO to energize momentarily t and causes one group of 
selection. relays to energize aDd hold. During this sequence, the opening and 
closing of relay contacts produce the clear and set signals. 

The operetioD of K30009 and K3OO10 contacts and the operation of selection 
relay cont.acts produce MASTER CLEAR I and MASTER CLEAR II signals, and apply 
.eree~ grid voltage to amplifier V31009-30lOG. The next CLOCK PULSE produces a 
MASTER CLEAR III sigasl. These MASTER CLEAR signals clear PDC. PAK. ASCt sec, 
the Fault Detector, MTS, A, Q, and PCR. MASTER CLEAR I and II perform clearing 
aad lettl:119 operations through crystal "OR" circuitry coruaected to the manual 
pushbut toni otl the upper parts of th.e Supervisory Control. MASTER CLEAR III 
is applied directly to circuits 1A the Control (30000) Cablmet. 

Other slgnnl. produced by making .elections are described below. 

(tl) JdT START. - Whu the IT START button 1.8 pressed. the relay 
sequence eau.e, K30003 and K30004 to energize and hold, aad K3OO10 to energize 
momentarily. After the MASTER CLEAR Ilgaals occur, contact. of these relays 
produce 8 PRESET MT signsl. This sigaal sets MeR to 64, UAK to t'l" f MPD to 
0, and PAK to 00000, 10 that .beD the equipment is started, the first block of 

-MT Unit 0 is transmitted to the first Me Address, 00000. 

(b) NO START. - When the IV START button is pressed. the resulting 
sequence cause. K3000I and K30002 to e.ergize and hold. aDd K3OO10 to energize 
momentarily. After the MASTER CLEAR signala occur, contacts of these relays 
produce a PRESET MD lignal that lets MPD to 6 and 8et$ PAK to 40000. Conse
quently, wben the equipment Is started. the firat la.truetlon 1s read from the 
first address of the drum. 

(2) SELECTIVE JUMPS GROUP. - The SELECTIVE JUMPS GROUP puahbuttons abd 
relay. provide meaDS of maRKall, .eleetlag programmed Manually Selective Jump 
(45jy) ia,trwctlofts 1. tbe program. If all thre6 RELEASE buttons are pressed. 
only the 45jv 1 •• tructioft. haviJIQ j = Ot prodace Jump.. If one of the Jump 
selectio.s 1, 2.or 3 is made, not oaly the 45jv instructions of the program 
having j % 0 produce jtIDp', but a1.0 the iutruetiofts haviDQ j ::: I, 2. or 3 pro
duce Jumps. depeudlag upon the selectloD made. If de.ired, all three selections 
(I,. 2, and 3) Bay be made. and as a result all 45 Jv lnstrlSctlollS are performed. 

The SEI.JlI:T JtJ;ip pushbuttoll. are iJlterlocked by OPERATE relay contacts so 
that a SELECTIVE JUMPS GROUP selectloa must be made before the equipment is in 
operation. The RELEASE JBiP contact. are laterloeked by OPERATE relay contacts 
'0 that 8 .election cannot be dropped during operetto.. Whea any of these relays 
are ellergized. con,taots of the relay, prodtace the JtI1P ON .. able ill the 

~~ 
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Main Contro] Translator when MeR is set to 45 and the j portion of UAK is set 
to th~ jump number selected in SELECTIVE JUMPS GROUP. The J~'P ON enable ini
tiates the Jwnp. (See Block Diagram, l~ain Control Translator.) 

(3) SELECTIVE STOPS GROUP. - The SELECTIVE STOPS GROUP pushhu t tons and 
relays contI'ol the s topping of computer operations. This grovp not ooly pro
vides means of selecting programmed Manually Selective Stop (50jv) instructions 
for execv.tio,n, but elsa 'provIdes means of stopping the computer when a Final 
SLop (57--> instruction is executed, when FORCE STOP is pressed, or wl1en a 
n Fault occurs. 

(a) MANUAL STOP SELECTI~S. - Progranuned 56j v s top ins true t1 ons 
are .elected for •• cutloB by pressiAg SELECT STOP but toDS of SELECTIVE STOPS 
GROtP.. If a1.1 three RELEASE but ton. are pressed, all lelect~ons are dropped 
and only the 54jv instruetions having j ::; 0 are performed. If one of the stop 
selections 1, 2. or 3 Is made, not only the 56jv iutructions having j ::'0 pro- . 
due. stops, but also the Inst~ctlolla having J ::; 1. j == 2, or j :::: 3 produce 
stops, acco~jiDg to the .election made. Aay combination of selection. may be 
made. 

Prelsing one of the SELECT STOP buttons 1, 2. or 3 energizes one of the 
Select Stop relay. K3OO24, K30025. or K30026. The .elected relay closes con
tact, that hold the relar eaerglzed. In the Main Control Traaslator, a contact 
of the seleeted relay suable. aD MeT eireui t that leDds a MANUAL STOP 1 t 2, or 
3 81g881 to the Stop Coatrol and to eTC wheD one of the selected 56Jv Stop in
structions i~; performed.. (See Block Diagrams, MeT and Stop Co.trol.) If a 
56Jv 1.'truc1~!on having j :: 0 11 performed, a STOP 0 lignal Is .ent to the Stop 
Co.trol and 1:0 Cn::. These ligula i.itllte the stoppiag of the Master Clock. 

II the Stop Coatrol, thetece1pt of olle of these)signa1a produces a 0 STOP, 
I STOP f 2 STCP, or 3 STOP vol tage when a STOP eDible Is ree&i ved from POC. The 
0, 1, 2, or ~~ STOP vol tege 8saerglzel olle of the Stop Control relay. K30054 
through lC3OO~i7. The euergtzed relay open. COD-tac ts ill a STOP cireui t, tlhich 
cawles the OPERATING GROUP Start &lid Operate relaY$ to drop,~ so that the equip
ment may be r'estarted by presllag the OPERATING GROUP START but ton. 

The MaDusl Stop selectloumaJ be made at 8ay time. or may be dropped at 
aDY time by pr ... lag the appropriate RELEASE button •• 

(b) FooCE STOP. - If the FORCE STOP b¥t ton 1. pre.sed, K30039 
eaergizea. If tbl. bat tOD. i, pressed before a Itart 1. made, the relay holds 
IUlt!l! 'l'EMrIN& GRorF ·STAllT 1.a pre •• ed. Whel energized, tt30039 open. a coutaet 
in the STOP eireut tlO that the OPERATING GROUP Start and Operate re.lfl)" de
euerglze. aad opens a cOJItaet 1. the eirc"it of Master Clock relay. lC31201 and 
K31202. Whell 1<31201 aDd K31202 are de-energized. the Clock Rate COlltrol Circuit 
i. altered. a;~ thereby dlstrlbut,loll of COOROLLED CLOCK PULSES is discontinued. 
Aft.r 8 force .top occurl, the equipment may be reltarted by pres.ing the 
CPERATING GRCllP START button. 

(e) nNAL STOP. - IVhen a Final Stop (57--) ill.truction i. performed, 
the MSlter elf)" 11 set 80 that MPD 11 no IOJ1{Jer advallee.d, and a FINAL STOP 
voltage Is prcKfuoed 18 the Stop COlltrol. 

__ 7I.nd.. 
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In the Stop Control, this voltage energizes K30057, which opens a contact 
in the STOP A,ND DROP SELECTION Circuit. This causes the START SELECTION GROUP, 
OPERATING RATE GROUP, and CLOCK SOURCE GROUP selections to be dropped, so that 
new selections must be made before the OPERATING GROUP START button is pressed. 
When the START SELECTION GROUP selection drops, Ready relay K300S0 of OPERATING 
GROUP de-energizes. When de-energized, this relay de-energizes the OPERATING 
GHOUP Operate relays and Master Clock Relays K31201 and K~1l202. The Master 
Clock stops the distribution of CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSES. The equipment can be 
restarted only after new Start selections' have been made. 

(d) H FAULT. - When a B Fault occurs, F3 Fault relay 1(30038, in 
the Fault Detector, energizes and opens a contact in the STOP AND DROP SELEC
TION circuit, so that a B Fault produces a stop similar to the Final Stop des
cribed above. 

(4) AlB FAULT GROUP. - This circuit operates in conjunction with an A 
Fault or a B Fault, and clears the A Fault portion of the Fault Detector when 
the CLEAH A FAULT button is pressed. (See Block Diagram, Fault Detector and 
Stop Control, Envelope #5, Volume 7.) 

(a) A FAULT. - When an A Fault condition occurs, Fault Detector 
A'Fault relay K30036 energizes. When this A Fault relay is energized, the 
OPERATING GROUP Heady relay K30050 de-energizes. When de-energized, K30050 de
energizes the OPERATING GROUP Start and Operate relays, and de-energizes Master 
Clock relays K3120l and K31202. This stops the distribution of CONTROLLED CLOCK 
PULSES . 

The equipment is restarted by removing the cause of the A Fault (if possi
ble), pressin'g the A/B FAULT GROUP CLEAH A FAULT button, and then pressing the 
OPERATING GROUP START button. Pressing the CLEAR A FAULT button momentarily 
energizes K30037, which applies a CLEAR A FAULT pulse to the A Fault portions of 
the Fault Detector. 

{b) B FAULT. - When a B Fault condition occurs, the Fault detector 
B Fault relay K30038 energizes. When energized, this relay opens a contact in 
the STOP AND DROP SELECTION Cfrcuit, so that the START SELECTION GHOUP, OPERA
TING RATE GROUP. and CLOCK SOURCE GROUP selections are dropped. Then the START 
SELECTION GROUP selections drop, the OPERATING GROUP Ready relay K300S0 de
energizes. When de-energized K30050 de-energizes the OPERATING GROUP Start and 
Operate relayn, and de-energizes Master Clock relays K31201 and K31202, which 
in turn stop' the distribution of CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSES. As a result, it is 
nec~8sary to clear the source of the fault and make a new start selection 
before operatllons can be resumed by pressing the START button. 

(5) OPERATING GROUP. - The OPERATING GROUP relays and l pushbuttons pro
vide means of starting computer operations after all preliminary manual selec
tions have been made. Also, a OPERATING GROUP STEP button on the Supervisory 
Control Panel provides means of manually advancing the control system when a 
MANUAL-STEP selection has been made in OPERATING RATE GROUP. 

The Ready relay K30050 is energized after START SELECTION GROUP, OPERATING 
,RATE GROUP. CLOCK SOURCE GROUP, and OPERATION MODE GROUP selections have been 
rnade. 

~Ini.nq#o7L lland 
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When enerigized, the Ready relay closes a contact in the cir~ui t of K3004l 
and K30042. Pressing the START button initiates a chain of relay operations. 
First, K3004lenergizes and holds, and K30041 energizes K30042. Next, K30042 
energizes K30043, K30044 , and K30045, then K30043 energizes K30047 and K30048. 
Finally, K30047 holds K30042 energized and also de-energizes K30040, which in 
turn de-energizes K3004l. At the end of these operations, Operating relay 
K30042 and Operate relays K30043 through K30048 remain energized. The Operating 
relay is held energized through a STOP circuit. which is held closed by Stop 
relays of GROUP SELECTIVE STOPS GROUPS. 

During the relay cycle following the closure of the START button, START 
pulses are produced by the opening and closing of relay contacts. After the 
cycle has been completed and the Operate relays are energized, contacts of the 
Operate relays supply special operating voltages, and remove other voltages to 
disable manual controls on the Supervisory Control Panel. These outputs are 
described in detail below. 

(a) START" - During the relay sequence, a START pulse is produced 
by the closing of a K30042 contact and the opening of a K30048 contact. In 
POC, this pulse sets the POC Stop flip-flop to no" so that CONfROLLED CLOCK 
PULSES will advance MPD. 

(b) START CLOCK or MANUAL STEP. - If HIGH SPEED has been selected 
in OPfllATING RATE GROOP. a START CLOCK signal is produced by the closing of con-I 
tacts of K30048 and K30041. In the Master Clock, this signal is shaped to form 
a pulse whicb sets CRe so that CCfiTROLLED CLOCK PULSES are released. If a 
MANUAL STEP selection has been made in OPfllATING nATE ,GROUP, each closure of 
the STEP butt.on produces 8 MANUAL STEP pu_~se that perfonns the same function. 

(c) RUNNING TIME. - While the equipment is in operation, a contact 
of K30045 applies a-c to the RUNNING TIME meter on the Supervisory Control Panel. 
This meter mE~asures operating time to the nearest l/lOth second. 

(d) PAl( SET CCNMON. - Before the START button is pressed, a PAl( 
SET COMMON v(lltage supplies the PAK set and clear buttons, thereby PAK may be 
set or clearod. During operation. a contact of K30043 interrupts this voltage 
so that PAl( (:annot be altered manually. 

(e) SET COMMON (OPERATION MODE GROUP). - If TEST has been selected 
in OPERATION MODE GROUP and the OPmATING GROUP Ready Relay is energized, SET 

COMMON voltane is applied to all Supervisory Control set and clear pushbuttons 
except the PAl( buttons. Thi, permits the maintenance p,ersonnel to set flip
flops manually. 

(6) OPERAIIl'fi RATE GROUP. - The OPERATING RATE GROUP relays and push
buttons provide means of lelecting the rate of operation of thet!:ontrol System. 
Although the control circuitry operates only from 500 kc clock pulses, the over
all rate of operation may be effectively reduced by alte-ring the Clock Rate Con
trol so that 500 kc CONTROLLED CLOCK.PtLSES are supplied to the control circuitry 
singly or in bursts. As 8 result the equipment performs all operations in steps. 

During NORMAL operation. an automatically acquJr ed HIGH SPEED selection 
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causes eRG to supply 5{)O kc CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSES continuously. until a Stop 
occurs. 

For TEST operation, one of six dIfferent selections may be made: HIGH 
SPE~:D, MANUAL STEP OPERATION. MANUAL !>"'TEP CLOCK, MANUAL STEP DISTRI IIJTOR, AUTO
MATIC STEP CU)CK, or AlJ1'OMATIC STEP OPERATION. A MANUAL STEP CWCK selection 
alters CRe so that a single CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSE Is distributed each time the 
GROUP V STEP but ton is pressed. A MANUAL STEP DISTRIB1JTOR selection causes eRe 
to release b1.u"sts of CONI'ROll..ED £LOGK PULSES t each burst lasting from the time 
the !>TEP button is pressed until APD is advanced or a reference to a storage 
system f Output system, Input-Output system, or Aritluaetic system hal been com
pleted. A MArroAL srEP OPERATION selection causes cae to release burst of CON
TROLLED CLOCK PULSFS eacb time STEP Is pressed. each burst lasting until one 
complete in5tl~uction sequence has been performed. The AUTOMATIC STEP CLOCK and 
AUTOMATIC STEP OPERATION selections are similar to the MANUAL STEP CLOCK and 
j~NUAL STEP OPERATION selections, except that the eRe operations are not initia
ted by a pushbutton, but instead are initiated repetitively by a 5 to 35 cps 
thyratron oscillator. The AtrroMATIC STEP RATE potentiometer OD the panel pro
vi'des meaD. ojf adjusting the repetitive rate. 

The OPERATING RATE GII)UP pushbuttoras are interlocked so that ,selections ean , 
be made manually only aft~ra CLOCK SOURCE GROUP TEST lelection and before ~ 
OPERATING GROUP START select.ioD. The selection relay. are interlocked so that 
the automatic selection of MANUAL STEP OPERATION or of HIGH SPEED (occurring 
after selecticlns OPERATING RATE GROUP f«)RMAL and START SELECTION GROUP START 
or Mil START) drops any previous OPERATING RATE GROUP selection. 

Any OPERATING RATE GOOUP selection may be dropped I18nually by preSSing the 
OPERATING BATE: GROUP RELEASE but ton, providing- the equipment is not in operation. 
After a new se!lection is made. lC30034 aDd K3oo35 energize, which causes the 
Heady relay of OPERATIl"IJ GROm> to energize. When tbis occurs, the equipment is 
ready to be started .. 

The effect.s produced by each selection is described in detail below. These 
subparagraphs refer to the Master Glock Block diagram. 

(8) MANUAL SrEP CLOCK. - After MANUAL STEP CLOCK is selected and 
the system is started, each closure of the OPERATING GROUP STEP button eauses 
cne to pass a single 500 kc c.;ONI'ROLLED Cu)CK PULSE. 

PreSSing t.he SELECT MAMJAL STEP CLOCK button energizes 1<30027. and opens 
contacts in tbe ci roui t of CRe re lays K31201 and lC31202. As a resul t, the 
latter two relays de-energize and alter the circuit of CRe so that each MAr\'UAL 
STEP pulse initiates a CHC f lip-flop operation that distributes a 'single CON
TROLLFjD CLOCK PULSE. The MANUAL STEP pulses are produced by preSSing the 
OPERATING GROUP STEP button. 

(b) MAMlAL STEP DISTRIBOTOR. - Selecting MANUAL STEP DISTRlOOTOR 
energizes 1\30028. which holds energized. When energized, this relay de-energizes 
eRe relay 1(312:02. This alters the eRe circuitry so that each time the STEP 
pushbutton is pressed, eRe starts to release CONfROLLED CLOCK PULSKS. If the 
first clock plJilse released advanced MPD, eRe is shut off and no additional CON
TROLLED CLOCK PU£. ... ,:)E..S are' dlstribllted until the next closure o.f the STEP button. 
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If however, the previous step produced a storage or output reference command, 
the resulting WAIT signal prevents the formation of an ADVANCE MPD signal, and 
eRe continues to distribute CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSES until a RESUME signal is 
recelved. As a result, MPD is advanced by one closure of the STEP button if no 
internal or external reference CODlDands Bre produced end two closures of the 
STEP button if a reference is produced. 

(c) MANUt\L STEP OPERATION. Q Selecting MANUAL STEP OPERATI~ enerQlo 
glzes K30029 , which holds energized~ When energized. this relay drops any other 
OPERATING RATE GROUP selection that may have been' made previously. and dec;:>ener ... 
gizes K31201 in the Clock Rate Control. This alters the circuit of eRe so that 
each MANUAL STEP pulse causes CRC to distribute CONTROLLED CLOCK PULSES until 
MP 7 is received from MPD. Thus, each closure of tbe STEP button steps the 
system through one complete program instruction. 

(d) AUTOMATIC STEP CLOCK. • When this selection Is made, K30030 
and K3003l energize and bold. In the Clock Rate Control, K30030 de-energlzes 
K3l201 and K31202. When this occurs,an oscillator having a frequency adjust
able from 5 to 35 cps is enabled and the Manual Step ,shaper VOI-30102 is dis
abled. Also, the circuit of CRe is altered so that each pulse from the 5-35 
cps oscillatclr causes CRC to pass a single CONTROLLED CLOCK PlLSE. This selec
tion effectiv'ely slows the operational speed of the control systttm from 500 kc 
to 5-35 cps. 

(e) AUfOMATIC STEP OPERATION ..... When this sel~ction 15 made, K300:32 
energizes and holds. In the Clock Rate Control, this relay de=energizes K31201 
and enables t.he 5-35 cps oscillator. When de ... energized, K3120l alters the cir
cuit of eRC e:o that eacb pulse from the 5Q35 cps oscillator cau.ses eRC to d11i= 
tribute CON11tOLLED CLOCK PULSES until MP7 is received from MPD. As 8 result. 
each pulse from the 5G35 cps oscillator steps the control system through one 
complete in S1~ruction sequence. 

(I) HIGH SPEED. - When NORMAL or TEST and HIGH SPEED are selected 
K30033 energllzes 8.nd holds. When energized, this relay disables the STEP but
ton circuit nnd close. a contact in the line connected to the grid of sheper 
tube V01 .... 30102. After the START button is pressed, the operation of Start re ...... 
lay K30041 and Operate relay K30048 creates a sinyle START CLOCK pulse that 
triggers the shaper. The resulting shaped pulse causes eRe to distribute CON<:>
TROLLED CLOCK PULSES until 8 stop occurs. 

This self~ctlon is made either manually in OPERATING RATE GROUP or automati
cally by sell~cting NORMAL in CLOCK SOtRCE GROUP. After this selection has been 
made and STAHT is pressed. the Control System operates at 8 500 ko rate until Ii 

stop occurs. 

(7) CLOCK SOLRCE GROUP. QII The' CLOCK SOmCE GROUP controls provide means 
of selecting the source of 500 ko CLOCK PULSES. During normal operation, the 
CLOCK PULSES are obtained from the Magnetic Drum Storage System (MDS). During 
test operatiDn. tbe CLOCK PlLSES may be obtained from either MDS or from a 500 
kc oscillator. by pressing the CLOCK SOURCE GROUP DRUM or OSCILLATOR button. 

When OPERATlcr. MODE GROUP NORMAL 1s selected, a Cl..DCk SOrnCE GROUP DHUM 
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selection is made automatically. Providing the equipment II not 1n operation, 
ei ther select:lon may be dropped by press ing the RELEA.(?E bllt ton. The CLOCK SOURCE 
GRODP relays 'lre interlocked so that either selection, when made. disables tbe 
selection of the other. 

When DRUM is selected, K30005 and K30020energlze and hold.. In the Alaster 
Clock contact.s of 1(31101 cause Cu)CK PULSES to set flip-flop CSS I to "1 "; therefore 
the Clock Source Selector, CSS. accepts MDS CLOCK PULSES instead of 500 Ire os
CILLATOR Prn...sES. 

When OSCILLATOR is selected, K30017 and [(30018 energize. In the Master Clock. 
1(30018 energi:l:es relay K31101. When energized r K31101 transfers the CLOCK PULSES 
froll the MI" Input of flip-flop CSS I to the "0" side, which causes CSS to accept 
500 ke OSCILL\TOR PULSES instead of MDS CLOCK PULSES. Tbis selection is used dur-
ing test operation if it is desired to operate without the Magnetic Drum System. 

(8 ) OPERATION mOE GROUP. - The OPERATION JlJDE GROUP pushbut tons and re
lays provide JDe8nS of selecti ng the NORMAL or TEST mode of equipment operation. 
If the equipllli~nt is not in operation. a previous OPERATION MODE GROUP selection is 
dropped by pr,;:!ssing the RELFA.'->E button. Either TEST or NORMAL may then be selected 
by pressing t;ne appropriate button. The OPERATION WDE GROUP relays are interlocked 
so that either selection, when made, prevents the other selection from being made. 

PreSSing 'the l'l>RMAL button energizes K30011 and K300l2. These relays, when 
energized, produce automatic selections in OPERATION RATE GBOIDJ and CLOCKSOUHCE 
GROUP. and ennrgize Normal relays K30013. K30016. K3 0 077 , 1\30078, 1C30046, 100051, 
and fC~0052. In CUlCK SOURCE GROUP, a DRUM selection is automatically made. In 
O['ERATING nATI~ GROUP, a HIGH SPEED .selection is automatically made. 

The Supervisory Control Panel manual cont.rols that are affected by an. OPERA
TION rJJODE GROIJF TEST selection are described below. 

ta) SET COMMON. - The SJ:'7r COMMON voltage is ;.'!DPlied to the set and 
clear buttons when the Ready relay OPERATING GHOlJP Is energized.. This permits 
the manual setting or clearing of flip"",flops. 

(b) Mr STOP COMAK>N. - An MT STOP COMMON voltage permits the operation 
of manual controls located on the left side of the Supervisory Contral Panel. lab
elled ADVANCE\. STOP, BACk and STOP DISCONNECT. These controls are used to operate 
the Magnet.ic Tape Units manually. 

(n) AMPLIFIER MAHGINAL CHECK COMMON. - An AMPLIFIER MAHGlNAL CHECK 
COMMON voltag«~ is appli.ed to the TEST SWITCH (,ROUP AMPLIFIER MARGINAL CHECK swit-
ches. By set1~illg the TEST SWITCH GROUP switches, selected groups of amplifiers 
may be checked. 

(d) ~IT \~Rlli~ COhfIDN .. ,- ~The TEST SWITCH GROUP switches can be set to 
dlsconneet write vol tage from r.n: Unit 0, 1, 2. or 3. During NORMAL, the MT WRITE 
COM.\1O!'\J voltage is interrupted so that these TEST SWITCH GIlUUP switches are disabled. 

(e) MT TES! COMIDN, - Voltage is gupplled to enable the manual con
trols located near the OPEHATING TIME meter. These controls, labelled LP, LP and 
wp. A~ LP, WP ~NP STOP are used 'to int roduce a rtiflcia 1 pulses into the Magnotic 
Tape .sys tern during TEST. 
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a. GENERAL. - System power is derived from two separate power supply units, 
as follows: (1) the Main Power Supply, serving the Control (30000) Cabinet, . 
Magnetic Drum (60000) Cabinet, Magnetic Tape (70000) Cabinet, Arithmetic (10000) 
Cabinet, Cooling System, and external input-output equipment; and (2) the 
Magnetic Core Storage (Me) Power Supply serving the Magnetic Core Storage (55000) 
Cabinet. 

Each supply furnishes the a-c and d-c voltages required to operate its part 
of the computer and provides for the regulation, control and distribution of 
these voltagE:s. Both supplies operate from a 220 vae, three phase, 60 cycle 
primary source. and in full operation require approximately 45 KW at a power 
factor of 92% inductive. 

The two power supplies are shown on block diagrams in Envelope 5 of Volume 7. 

(1) PRIMARY POWER DISTRIBUTION. - From the building power, unregulated 
220 vac (indicated by bold lines on the block diagrams) is distributed to the 
following elements of the two supplies: (a) in the Main Power Supply: the 
blower motor, the drum motor, the generator motor, the induction regulator, and 
the power control and sequencing circuit; and (b) in the Me Power Supply: the 
generator motor, the power control and sequencing circuit, and a portion of the 
filament transformers. 

Applic?tion of power to both power supplies is controlled manually by opera
tion of the Main Disconnect Switch 580001. 

(2) CONTROL AND SEQUENCING. - The greater portion of e~ch power supply 
is energized by its own power controL and sequencing circuit. ~n each power 
control door is a NORMAL ON-OFF button for that supply. Pressing of the NORMAL 
ON-OFF buttol1 energizes a cycle timer which then drives a series of cam operated 
switches in sequence. As the switches operate, relays withi~ the power sequence 
control are etiergized. Their contacts then apply power, by stages, to various 
components of the power supply and, ultimately, to the computer. To de-energize 
the equipment, the NORMAL ON-OFF button is pressed. The cycle timer is again 
actuated and power is removed, by stages, in reverse sequence. Automatic shut
down, due to s power supply fault, is initiated by the computer's protective 
system. 

(3) PROTECTION. - Overload protection is provided by circuit breakers 
and replaceahle fuses in the alternating current distribution systems and by 
thermal-overload relays and fuses in the direct current distribution system. 
Other elements of protection include bias sensing circuits and voltage sensing 
relays to guard against bias and -BOV faults, while cabinet interlocks, thermo
stats, the vane switch, and emergency switches furnish protection to personnel 
and machine components. 

b. MAIN POViER SUPPLY. - The Main Power Supply consists of step-down trans
formers, the 00001 motor generator set, the induct"ion regulator, vOlts"ge recti
fier circuits, d-c voltage regulators, power sequence controls, and a-c and d-c 
power distribution systems. 
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This supply controls the applica~io. of power to all main equipment circuits 
and produces liUlld distribu.tes d-c voltages" Table 4-7 lists the voltages used 
by the .. aill equ.ipment and the sOllrce and distribution 01 each voltage. 

(1) TRANSFORMERS. - Transformer 1'80001 loeated in the Main Power (00000) 
Cabinet steps down a siagle ph"se of 220 vac to 110 vac as supply for external 
e(l.uipment! bias, -BOV fault indicators, and 110 vat service outlets of the com
puter. A similar trallsformer (T70001) located in the MagnetIc Tape CabiDet 
supplies 110 vac to the magnetic tape uRi t5. Filame.llt transfo'rmers located in 
the main equipment cabinets reduce 220 vee to 6.3 vat as supply for electronic 
tubes filaments. An external red lamp at the top of eacb bay iadlcates tbe 
presence of 220 'fac ill the bay. A ceater-tapped filameat tran.sformer in the 
Supervisory Control cabinet supplies 3.2 vae to indicator lights Oil tile Super
visory Control Partei. 

During eertain test procedures, tile outputs of selected filameat traDsformers 
in Ute lIagBetie Tape, Magnetie Dr •• AritJJaetic t aDd COatrol Cabiaets may be 
reduced to about 5.7 volts by operatillg the REDUCE HEA11IER VOLTAGE switohes OR 
the Supervisory Coatrol PaDel. 

(2) MOTOR-GENERATOR. - T~i$ unit develops the bulk of the main eq~ip
ment's direct current supply. A20 BP, three pltase, squirrel-cage 1Bduetion 
motor drives a pair of direct carreat geJ&erators. one develophlg +250 vde, 
the: other -125 vdc. The ge.erator output voltages are applied to direct CllrreJlt 
l'egulators for regulatioD to lower values. 

(3) INDUcrlON REGULATOR ... This tmit regulates 220 vec, three-pltase. 
60 cycle a-c from th.e primary souree aDd 1ntpplies ~e rectifier circuits and 
transformers. • 

(4) VOLTAGE RECTIFIERS. - The rectifier circuits include the ·300 vdc 
referel1ce supply, the +60 vdc sad +120 vde relay supplies and the ... 30 vdc flip
flop set supply. 

(8) NEGATIVE REFERENCE SUPPLY .... The -300 vde reference 5\lpply is 
produced from 220 vac stepped-up through 8 center-tapped transformer SJld recti
fied by ~ conventional full wave rectifier ciretli t employiftiJ a pair ot 3828 
electron tubes as rectifying elemellts. Tile output voltage is filtered by 8 
choke input filter. regulated to -300 vdc aad applied, as negative reference, 
to the d-c regl.l.lator control "IIi ts. . 

(b) REl.AY SUPPLY .. - The +60 vdc aDd +120 vdc relay s\tppl1es are 
produced from 220 vac through step-down transformers and full wave, delta-wye 
rectifier circ'tJLits" The output yoltaqes are not critical aDd are distributed 
without regulation to both the mai.n equipment aDd thE' lag-netie Core Storage 
System. 

(c) FLIP-FLOP SET SUPPLY. - Tbe -30 vde set supply employs a step
dow» transformer and full-wave, selenium bridge rectifier circuit. As in the 
case of the relay supplies. the output is distrib"ted unfiltered 8bd unregulated. 

(5) I)C VOLTAGE RmtlLATORS, .. Tile outp.t voltages of the +250V generator, 
-125V generator and -300V rectifier supply are regulated to lower voltages by 
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CODventional electronic voltage regulator aits. Eacb .Bit consistso! two or 
more paralleled 6AS1' s <called slave regalators) hi eoaJ .etion wi til 8 co.trol 
ci reu! t. Each eGfttrol cl rClli t regulates tile e'UTent tllrouglt the slaveregula
tors to maintaift 8 constant o.tput voltage. The voltages produc$l by tbese 
regulators are +200 vdc, +150 vde. +l~ vdc, +80 vde. +5 vdc, -15 vdc .. -25 vdc, 
and -80 vdc. 

(6) POWER CONTROL AND SEQUENCING. - The power control and sequenting 
circuits include the power cOJltrol panel, relay sequenciRg cireuitlf hult 
ci reu! ts. ..d Iltiscellueo¥s relays and ci reUl ts effected duriaq energl~iftg, or 
de-eaergizing f)f the main equipment power supply .. 

In the Uppt~r left liand call1er of the Overall BloGk Diagram MaillEqulpment 
Power Supply hi Envelope #5 of Vol um.e 1 t running from left to right are 'showa 
the cam- operat.~d swi teltes 581901 tbrough 581909.. In the upper right ltaDd 
corner is the Swi tch Time DistributiOD chart. To the 1el'\ of the cliett i. the 
faul t ci reu! t I!ud, in the d-c distri butio. system. are tile bias sens!llg &1 r .... 
cults, voltage sensing relay •• atld tkerul overload heaters -associated with the 
tontacts of this circuit. The main cOlltaetor, M-G start coil, 8ltd CGltt8tts 
co.trolled by the sequencing circuit are located ill both tlae B-C and d-e dis-
tribution systlams. . 

Table ~ 8 lists the steps. sVG-steps, actlolt, and result ineurr(!td during 
energizing. partial de-energizing, or fully de-energizing the Maip PoWer Supply. 

(Ii) NORMAL CW SEQUENCE. - Is Jlol"Mal operatioJl, to eaergize the 
ma1n equipment power, the lAIN DI5O)tfiECl SWITCH is switched to the ON position 
and U •• a tbe NORMAL ON-OFF butto. aD t.ke main eqlitipaeat power control panel is 
pressed. The ;sequence of operations Is presented 1n Part Af Table .4- '8 t Steps 
1 aad 2. 

(b) VOLTAGE FAlLT SEQUENCE. - Whee certai. voltages fall, fault 
relay kB1615 ilS de-eaergi zed and a sequence of operatlOftI occurs whick partially 
de-energizes tlae Main Power Supply. These operations are listed i. Part A of 
Table 4-9 f Stl~pS 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

(,~) NEGATIVE DC OVERLOAD SEQUENCE. - Tbe operation of aBY aae of 
the THERMAL OV1~RLOAD RELAYS, K81805, K81806. K81607 or KB1808 l()cated la the 
-125 vdc generl:ltor output lines, fai tiates a sequence of operatiolls tJlat remove~ 
all direct Cllr:rent voltages exoept the rectified voltages. Part A of Table ,4 .... 9 
Steps 5 and 6 lists these operatioDs .. 

(d) 91ERGENCY SFlJUENCE. - The eIRe rgency ei rcui t opens i ,f one ot' 
more of the following events occurs~ if the temperature at tile top t)f 8 bay 
exceeds 1200Ft if air flow in the main air duct decreases, if a cabinet door is 
improperly opened, or if eit.her of two EMEHGENCY OFr buttons is pres~ed. Opera
tion of the emergency circuit removes all power from the computer with the ex
ception of the drum and blower dri va motors. Step 7 of Table 4- ·'9 lists only 
the operations affecting mail'! equipment power. However, fj similar shutdol\,1l is 
in! tiated s imul taneously in Me _ power. 

(.~) NORbW.. OFF SEQUENCE. - To turn off main equipment power. the 
NORMAL ON-OFF button on the power control door is pressed. and after the cycle 
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timer has completed the off cycle, MAIN DISCONNECT SWITCH 588001 is switched to 
the OFF position, This sequence is ShOWD fa Steps 1 aDd 2 of Table 4- 9. 

(f) RE-ENERGIZING MAIN EQUIPMENT POWER. - Operations aeeessary to 
re-eRergize the equipmeat ~fter a fault or emergency inJtiated shut-dOlG are 
li sted in Part C. Table 4- q .. 

(g) MANUAL SELECTION. - Selector switch 582205 may be operated 
wheD it is desirable to sAut don the eqaipmeJlt partially. When the switch .is 
operated. contacts of section A are opened to partially shut-dow. the main 
equipment power supply; contacts of section B short relay contacts witll!. the 
fault circuit thereby allowing the eqUipment to be re-energized when tbe switch 
is turned bac:k: on; contacts of section C eaergi ze 8 power seq\lftee relay ill 
the control cabinet which, in turn, causes aD ABNORMAL CONDITION indicator Oft 

the Supervisory Control Panel to glow, 

Should the selector switch be turned back to the OFF position. the d-c 
relay supply to the Me Power Supply will be removed. tbus de-eaergizi.g tke 
Bias Feal t relay in that supply, and causing a partial shut .... down of Me power, 

To re-energize maiD eq"ipmellt power from the OFF positiC)Jl, turn tlle selector 
switch to the LOW HEATER positioa. press the CLEAR POWER SUPPLY FAILT buttoa 
artd turn the SEQUENCE CONrROI." switch, by steps, to the OPERATE positiOll .. 

(1) PRIMARY POWER DISI'RIBtITION. - From the buildiJlg power. wtregulated 
220V, three pbase a-e is applied through t.e main diseoaaect switcb sad mail 
fuses to ei rC'tli t breaker paael E88002 of the motor generator assembly tuli t Ii 

From E88oo2 d istributioJl ill ·the lain Power Supply is to the power CGlltrol and 
sequencillg ci:rcuit through eire_it breaker 588003, the motor-generator set 
tarough circuit breaker 588006, the induetlou regulator tbrough circvit breaker 
S88OO4. altd tbe drUID aud blower drive motor circu.its tlarough eire.it breaker 
588002. 

From the inductioR regulator, regulated 220V, three phase 8-C is appliecl 
to circuit br4~aker 581301 (labeled FlLAMOO" AM) POWER SUPPLy) on circuit breaker 
panel 81300 ilt the Main Power cabinet. From 581301 power is di stributed through 
secondary cirti:ui t breakers 581302-03-04-05-06 aad 07 (labeled respectively arrs 
FIlAMENTS. COJ'fI'ROL FILAMENTS. II)S FILAMENTS, ARITHtrlETIC FILAMENTS. EXTERNAL 
EQUIPMENl\ and POWER SUPPLY AND POWER SUPPLY FILAlOO'S) to the corresponding 
cabinets .. 

Wi thin thl~ power supply cabinet, a single phase from the power supply cl r ... 
cuit breaker (581307) goes to the 220V-IIOV step-down transformer and the voltage 
reetifier SVPlplies. Within the MagnetiC Tape Cabinet. ~ single phase from MrS 
FILAMENT circulit breaker 581302 goes to the 220V-IIOV step-dow. trails former • 
1ft eleil cablnf~t 8 single pJtase from one breaker goes to the filament transformer 
primaries. 

The 110 VlilC from the st0P"'"doMl transformer in the power supply· is distri
buted directl:r to indicators aad voltage testing circuit& of the Main Power 
Cabinet and througb fuses and manual calltrol switches .on the DC DlSfRIBUTION 
PANm.... to external equipment and the Supervisory Control PaRel. Tae 110 vae 
from the MTS :;tep-doWll trallsformer is distribut.ed through fuses and control 
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switches to the four magnetic tape units. 

SECTION 4 

From the building power, 110 vac is distributed through a swltch box and 
fuses to the motorized valve in the Blower (90000) Cabinet and to convenience 
outlets in all cabinets. 

A 6.3 vac fllament supply voltage is distributed directly to electronic 
circuits within each cabinet. 

j 

(0) DIRECT CURRENI' DISTRmUfION. - From the d-c generators, +250 vdc 
and -125 vdc are distributed through Disconnect Switch S88OO7 and d-c fuses to 
relay panel 81000, then through the overload relays of this panel to d-c voltage 
regulators. The regulator outputs are then distributed through fuses and dis
tribution switches on the 81600 distribution panel to electronic circuits re
quiring these voltages. 

From the rectifier supplies, -300 vdc i. distributed through fuses to the 
ruain equipment d-c regulator control units. The +60 vdc and +120 vdc relay 
supplies are distributed directly to electronic circuits of the Main Power 
Supply and through fuses and distribution switches on the distribution panel 
to the Control Cabinet and the Supervisory Control Cabinet. From the Super
visory Control Panel they are distributed to fault and sensing relays within 
the Electrostatic Storage Cabinet. 

The -30 vdc supply is distributed through fuses and switches on the d-c 
distribution panel to circuits of the control cabinet. 

(9) OVERLOAD PROTECTION. - Overload protection is provided by fuses, 
circuit breakers and overload relays in the a-c distribution 8ystel1) and by fuses 
and overload relays in the d-c distribution system. 

(8) PC FUSES AND CIRCUIT BREAKERS. - The a-c fuses include replace
able cartridge fu.ses at the primary power input, type 3AG replaceable fuses 
located in twist-lock, fuse holders in the rectifier supply units, filament 
transformer input circuits, and input lines to the tape units in the magnetic 
tape storage cabinet. 

The circuit breakers are magnetic-thermal overload, trip action units 
located on the motor-generator assembly panel, the Main Power Cabinet and in 
the motor-starter circuits of the drum and blower drive motors. 

The thermal overload colIs are a part of the motor-starter units of the 
motor-generator, blower, and drum drive motors. 

(b) DC FUSES AND OVERLOAD RELAYS. - The d-c fuses include replace
able cartridge fuses in the motor generator output lines, and type 3AG replace
able fuses beld in twist-lock fuse holders in the output lines of the rectifier 
supplies and on the d-c distribution panel. 

D-C overload relays are in the +250 vdc and -125 vdc generator output linea, 
and are located on relay panel 81800 in the Main Power Cabinet,> 

~.",,-., 
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(c) BLOWN FUSE INDICATION. ~ A blown fuse is indicated by the glow
ing of a neon lamp associated with the fuse. Most blown fuse indicators are 
wired directly across the fuse terminals. However, since an absolute voltage 
of 80 vdc or greater is required to fir.e a neon lamp, those lamps indicating 
blown fuses in lines of le88 than 80 vdc are tied to sources of sufficient 
value to provide the necessary vol t8ge. . 

c. MAGNETIC CORE STORAGE POWER SUPPLY~ - The Magnetic Core Power Supply 
consists of power transformers, a motor-g&nerat'or set, rectifier su.pplies, 
voltage regulators. a power sequence control and power distribution system. 
This supply controls the application of power to the Magnetic Core Storage . 
System and produces and distributes dIrect current power. The Magnetic Core 
Power Supply is shown in block form on the Block Diagram, Me Power Supply. Table 
4..;.]0 lists the voltages used by the Magnetic Core Storage System and the origin ... ' 
and destination of each voltage. 

(1) TRANSFORMERS. - Filament transformers reduce a single phase of 220 vae 
to 6.3 vae as filwment supply for all unit. within the core storage system. Out
put voltages of selected transformers may be reduced to about 5.7 vac by opera
tion of the Me REDOCE HEATER VOLTAGE switch located on the Supervisory Control 
Panel~ Other transformers .tep up 220 vac and apply the increased voltage to 
the plate eircl.lit of the rectifier supplies. 

(2) MOTOR·.GEr£RATOR. - The Motor-Generator unit eon'Sists of a three phase, 
10 HP motor driving a pair of direct curreNt generators. The generators produce 
output voltages of +260 vdc find - 165 vdc which are applied to voltage regulator 
stages for regulation to lower values. 

(3) VOLTAGE RECTIFIERS. - The vol tage recti.fier uni ts produce vol teges 0 f 
--500, -390, -3fX) and ~290 vdc. All units employ conventional full wave recti
fier circuit with choke input filters. The -500 vdc is applied without r69u1a
tion as referollce voltage to the regulator stages of the rectifier supplies. 
The -300 vdc supply is regulated to -300 vdc and serves as the reference voltaue 
for the OC regulator stages of the generator outputs. The -290 and -390 vdc 
supplies are r.~gulat.ed to -200 and -300 vdc respectively and distrihuted to cir
cuits of the Magnetic Core Storage System. 

(4) VOLTAGE REGULATION. - The voltage regulators regulate the outputs of 
the +260 and -Jl65 vdc generators and the -390, -300 and -290 vdc rectifiers. 
Each regulator unit consists of two or .ore paralleled 6AS7's (the slave 
regulators) in conjunction with a control cireuit. The control circuit regulates 
the current through the slave regulators to maintain a constant output Voltage. 
The regulator outputs produce DC voltages of +200. +100, +00, +5, -14, .... 25, -00, 
-100, -200 and -300. Voltages dividing networks across the -200 and -300 vdc 
outputs supplies -220 vdc as the bias voltages of the inhibit and drive circuits. 

(5) PO~~R CONTROI~ AND SEQUENCING. - The power control and sequencing cir
cui ts include t.he Me Power Panel, t,he relay sequencing cireui ts, tbe power faul t 
circuits and miscellaneous relay, and circuits effected during energizing or 
de--.encrgizinfJ of the r.ore stornge power supply. 

In the upper left hand eorner of the block ditl<]ram and running from left to 
right are the cam-operated ItAll tches 557101 through S5710G. In the upper' right 
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hand corner is the Switch Time Distribution Chart. To the left of the chart is 
the fault circuit, and in the OC distribution system are the bias senaing cir
cuits, voltage sensing relays and thermal overload heater. associated with COD
tscts of thls circuit. Contacts controlled by the sequencing circuit are located 
in both the AC and DC distribution systems. Although the core storage power 
supply has its own power sequencing circuit, certain power lources are supplied 
through unit.s of the Main Power Supply as follows: regulated 220 vac to the 
rectifier circuit and filament transformers·, +120 vdc (relay supply) to the 
bias sensing' relays and +60 vde to the vol tage faul t circui t. Consequently, 
the main equipment power should be in process of energizing prior to initiating 
the l£ power ON sequence. By the .ame token. lui tiation -9£ the Me power OFF 
sequence should preceed the main power OFF .sequences. 

Table 4-11 lists the steps, sub-steps, event, and result incurred durinu 
energizing f partial de-energizing or fully de-energizing of the ~r: Power Supply. 

Me Power Supply voltages may also be removed manually by operation of the 
Sequence Control switch (557005) located on the Me Power Panel. When re
energizing the power supply after a manual shut down, allow the specified amount 
of time between switch pOlitions to insure proper warm-up. At the BIAS posi
tion. press the CLEAR POWER SUPPLY FAULT button to energize the fault relay be
fore preceeding to .the next position. 

(6) ALTERNATING CURRENT DISTRmUTION. - From the MAIN DISC<l'lNECT swi tch 
(588001>. three-phase 220 vae il distributed through the main circuit breakers 
588009 and 588010 to the power sequence control and the motor generator re
spectively. A single line of 220 vac from S88009 also supplies the power fault 
indieators. From the Main Equipment At Regulator, regulated 220 vat is supplied 
through circuit breaker S81307 of the Main Power Supply and circuit breakers 
557701, S57702 and 55,7703 of the r.t:; Power Supply to the transformer primaries 
of the power rectifier circuits and filament supply circuits. Filament supply 
voltage of 6~3 vae from the filament transformer secondaries is distributed to 
electrordc tllhe filaments of the core storage aud core storage power cireu! ta. 

(7) [)IRECT CURRENT DISTRIBUTION. - The direct current voltages originate 
at the direct current generators and the voltage rectifier supplies. The out
put from the positive generator is distributed through a disconnect switch to 
relay con~ct. of the power sequence control. One b.ranch of +260 vde Is dis
tributed-through a contact of K573Qq and through overload relays K5730l, K57302 
and K57303 t(l the +200, +150, +100 and +80 vdc regulators. The other branch is 
diatributed through a contact of (57310 to the +5, -14, and -25 vdc bias regu
lators. The negative generator output i. di.tributed through a disconnect 
switch to relay contacts of the power sequeace control. One branch is distributed 
through a eontact of K57310 and through overload relay K57304 to the bins reg" ... 
lators. "5. -14 and -25 vde. The other branch is di.tributed through a contact 
of K57309 and overload relay. K57305 and K57306 to the -80 aDd -100 vdc regu.la
tor •• The output of the -290 vdc rectifier supply is ,distributed through an out
put fuse and overload relay «57307 to the -200 vdc regulator. The -390 vdc recti
fier output i, distributed through 8 fUle and overload relay K57308 to the -300 
vdc 1'891l1ator. The Aegatlve reference supply outpu't 1s regulated at -300 vdc with
in the lupply aDd applied through aft output fuse to the DC regulator control 
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un! ts. The -52~) vdc supply is suppl led unregulated through a fuse to the -300, 
-200 and -100 vdc regulators. The regulated voltages +200, +150, +100, +00, +5, 
-14 t -25, -80, -100. -200 and -300 vdc, and the -200 vdc inhibit and driver bias 
voltages are distributed through fuses Rnd switches of the DC distribution panel 
to electronic circuits of the Magnetic Core Storage System. 

(8) OVERlnAD PROTECTION. - Overload protection is provided by fuses, circuit 
breakers and thermal overload relaYb in the AC distribution system and by fuses 
and overload relays in the OC distributiolJ system. 

(a) ALTERNATING CURRENI' FUSES, CIRCUIT BREAKERS AND OvERLOAD RELAYS. -
The alternating current fuses are located in the primary power input lines 
(Main DisconnE~ct Switch), the input lines of the power rectifier supplies. and 
the primary circuits of thp. filClment supply transformers. Circuit breakers are 
of the magn~tJtc thermal overload type and are located in the input lines to the 
motor-generator unit and the primary lines to the rectifier and filament trans
former supplies. The AC thermal overload relays are a part of the,motor genera
tor start circuit. The coils operate contacts of the start circuit if the cur
rent to the drive motor becomes excessive. 

(b) DIRECT CURRENT FUSES AND OVERLOAD RELAYS. - Direct current fuses 
are located in output lines of the voltage generators, the rectifier circuits 
and the volta~Je regulators. The thermal overload relays are located in the 
branch 1. ines c-f the DC generator out put s. 
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VOLTAGE 

Primary 
220 vac 

Regulated 
220 vac 

110 vee 

110 vae 

6.3 vac 

3 .) .... vee 

+250 vdc 

+200 vdc 

+150 vdc 

+120 vdc 

+100 vdc 

+BO vdc 

+60 vdc 

'i"5 vdc 

-15 vdc 

-25 vdc 

-:~o vdc 

-BO vdc 

-125 vdc 

-·30n vde 
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MAIN POWEll SUPPLY VOLTAGES 

SOUHCE 

Building supply 

DISTRIBUTION 

Blower drive motor 
Drum drive motor 
Power control and sequencing circuit 
Induction regulator . 
Motor-generator set 

Induction regulator 110 vac and 6.3 vac trans!. pri. 
Rectifier circuits 
External equip'ment 

Step-down transformers Bias and -80V faul t indicators 
External equipment 

Ruilding supply 

Step-down transformers 

Step-down transformer 

Motor-generator 

+:200 vdc regulator 

+150 vdc regulator 

Hcctifier supply 

+100 vdc regulator 

+HO vdc regulator 

Hectifier supply 

+5 vdc regulator 

-15 vdc regulator 

-25 '(ioe regulator 

Hectifier supply 

-dO vdc regulator 

Motor- gene rato r 

Hectifier supply 

Supervisory Control Panel 
Magnetic tape units 

Convenience outlets 
Motorized valve 

Electronic circuits filaments 

Super~isory Control Panel indicators 

Voltage regulator circuits 

Electronic circuits 

Electronic circuits 
I..o-temp. thermostat cireui ts 

Relay circuits 

Electronic circuits 

Electronic circuits 

Helay circuits 

Electronic circuits 

Electronic circuits 

Electronic circuits 

Electronic circuits 

Electronic circuits 

Voltage regulators 

d-c regulator control units 
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TAILE 4- 0 

NORMAL ON-OFF SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS 
FOR MAIN EQUIPMENT POWER SUPPLY 

A. NORMAL ON SEl)UENCE 

EVFNf 

Main Disconnect Switch 
508001 closed. 

K6000l energized. 

K90001 energized. 

BLOWf]{ operating. 

K81~)3 energized. 

NORMAL ON-OFF (start
stop) button 
582201 pressed. 

KH1901 energized. 

K81902 energizpd. 

Cycle Timer operating. 

!:>H1901 actuated f nul' 
seconds nfte r NOi\~I ... \L 
ON-OFF hutton is pressed. 

RESULT 

Drum Motor Start K60001 energized. 
Blower Motor Start K90001 energized. 

220 vae applied to drum drive motor. 

220 vac app1i ed to blower dri ve motor., 

Vane tilts within cooling air duct of 
blower cabinet. 
Mercury switch 590001 c.onnected to 
vane closes to provide continuity in 
the Emergency Interlock Circuit and 
thereby energizes Emergency relays 
K81903 in the Main Power Supply and 
K57103 in the Me Power Supply. 

Holds K81903. 
Provides continuity in the power se
quencing circuit. 
Opens EMERGENCY iudicator circuit. 

Energizes KH1901 

Holds "01901. 
Energizes K~1902. 
Enerni zes cycle timer .B{H 901. 
Lights TIMER ON indicator IB220:!. 

Closes contacts in fault circuit to 
allow Fault relay K81815 to. be 
energized by bias (see substep 2F). 

Operates switches S81901. 581902, 
SB1903, S01904, 581905, SH1906. 
SB1907, and 501908 in sequence (}Vf'r 

a four-minute period. (See "Swi tch 
Time Distribution" chart on Overall 
Block Diagram, Main Equipment Power 
Suppl y.) , 

Holds cycle timer K31902 and TIMER 
ON i ndi cator. 
Opens NORM/\L ON-OFF ci~cuit, thereb'y 
de-enerujzi~g KB1901. 

II,plnJnq#on.. ~ 
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TABLE 4- 8 <CONTg D) 

STEP SUB-STEP EVENT 

2 A (CONT'D) K81901 de-energi zed. 

B 

c 

D 

E 

501902 actuated. 

581903 actuated. 

K81904 and 181905 
energized. 

KI0201. K30201, K60201 
and K7020l energized. 

S81904 actuated. 

K81906 energized. 

K88001 energized. 

St31905 actuated. 

KB1907 energized. 

~"RIuuL 
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RESULT 

Opens contact in timer circuit. 
Opens contact in NORMAL ON-OFF 
circuit. 

Allows Emergency relay K81903 
to be reset only when timer is 
in the tlhome" position. 

Energizes K81904 and K8l905. 
Lights INIT. SEQ. indicator 
182203. 

Energizes filament dropping re
lays KI0201, K30201, K60201 and 
((70201. 

Connects resistors into primary 
circuits of selected f:ilament 
transformers. 

Energizes relay K81906. 
Lights LOW HEATER indicator 182204. 
Starts FIL.HRS. meter M02201 .. 

Energizes main cOlltactor (('80001. 

220 vac applied to induction r~· 
gulator which In turn applies 
regulated 220 vac to all trans
former primaries. 
Allows distribution of 6 c 3 vac 
and 5.7 vae filament supply. 
110 'Vac supply, -30 vdc "set" 
supply, +60 vdc and +120 vdc 
relay supplies, and 220 vac to 
external equipment. 

Energizes K81907. 
Lights FUll. HEATER indicat.or 
IB2205. 

De-energi zes K81904 and KC1905. 
Energizes motor-generator start 
coil K08002. 
Applies 220 vue to -300 vdc 
rectifier circuit. (Neg. Ref. 
supply) 
Permits distribution of negative 
reference supply voltage. 
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STEP SUB-STEP EVEN!' 

ERA 1103 

TABLE 4- 8 (CONT 'D) 

2 E (CONT'D) K81904 and K81905 
de-energi zed. 

F 

G 

KI0201. K30201, K60201 
and K70201 de-energized. 

K88002 energized. 

581906 actuated. 

K81900 energized. 

K81810 energized. 

K81201, K81202 and 
K81203 energized. 

K81815 energized. 

581907 actuated. 

K81909 energized. 

_.:IIIuuL 
-. -.. -- ·-------8'.~';!~;,MG-~;~~~;tfsSOCJAT£S DI_".,,)~; 

SEcrION 4 

RESULT 

De-energizes filament dropping 
relays K10201, K30201. K60201 
and K70201. 

Shorts filament dropping re
sistors in primary circuit of 
selected transformers. 
Applies full heater voltage to 
circuits supplied by selected 
transformers. 

220 vac applied to motor-gene
rator drive motor. 
Allows distribution of -125 
vdc generator output to -25 
vdc regulator. 

Energizes KBl908. 
Lights BIAS indicator I82206. 

Energizes K81810. 
Closes contact in circuit of 
K81909. 

Applies outputs of +250 vdc 
and -125 vde generators to the 
+5 vdc, -15 vdc and -25 vdc 
regulators. which in turn 
energize bias sensing relays 
KB1201, K81202, snd KB1203. 
Allows distribution of bias 
voltages. 

Energizes fault relay K81815. 
(~ens contacts in circuit of 
BIAS FAULT indicators 182209. 
182210 and 102211. 

Holds K81815. 
Closes contact in circuit of 
relay K81909. 
Opens contact in +60 vdc line 
to B Fault relay. 

F~ergizes relay K81909. 
Lights POS. VOLTAGES indicator 
182207. 

Energizes K81809. 
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TABLE 4- '8 (CONI" D) 

51 EP SUs. STEP EVENT 

. 2 G (CONT'D) K81S09 energized. 

B 

I 

K81ell, KB1812, 181813 
and Ke1814 energized, 

581900 aetuated. 

581901 actuated. 

[81902 de-energized. 

RESULT 

Applies +250 vdc generator out
put to the +200 vdc, +150 vdc,. 
+100 vde and +80 vdc regulators. 
Applies -125 vdc generator out
put to the -80 vdc regulator 
which energizes -80 vdc sensing 
relays Kalall, K81e12, K81613, 
aud 181814. 
Allows distribution of +200 vdc, 
+150 vdc, +100 vdc, +80 vdc and 
-80 vdc. 

. ( 

Closes contacts in fault eir-
cui t. Open. contacts i. ci r
cuit ~f-80V FAULT indicator 
182206. 

Opens circuit to power sequence 
relays. 

Stops eycle timex. 
De-eaergi zes KSl902. 
Extinguishes TIMER ~ indicator 
182202. 
Closes co.taet ia circuit of 
K81'Kl1. . 

Allows Fault relay 181515 to be 
reset only through CLEAR POWER 
SUPPLY FAULT button 582203. 
Opens contaet in shunt circuit 
of -80V fault contacts. 

B. NORMAL OFF SEQUENCE 

1 NORMAL ON-OFF button 
882201 pressed. 

K81901 eaergized. 

181902 energized. 

Cycle Timer operating. 

_1LuuL 
- -----------&M~I;(~;'.; ~su;~ .. ,.fssOCIAT[S Q!VISION 

Eaergizes K81901. 

Holds 1<81901. 
Energizes KB1902. 
Starts cycle timer B8190l. 
Lights TIMER ON indicator 182202. 

Provides continuity in fault ci~ 
cuit. 

Operates swi tches 581901, 581908., 
. 581901, 581906, S81905, 581904, 
581903, 581902, and 581901 in 
sequenee over a two-minute per
iod. <See Switch Time 
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STEP SUS-STEP 

1 (CONT'D) 

A 

B 

c 

D 

ERA 1103 

TAELE 4- 8 (caNT'D) 

EVEN! 

501901 actuated. 

K81901 de-energized. 

581908 actuated. 

581907 actuated. 

K81909 de-energized. 

K81809 de-energized. 

581906 actuated. 

K81908 de-energized. 

K81810 de-energized. 

RtP.~'- II.a.nd 
. t~~I~[~~-~·;~~~;AR~; ,4ss0CIATES OI~ISIUN 

SE(''TIOO 11 

RESULT 

Distribution chart on Overall 
Block Diagram, Main Equipment 
Power Supply, in Envelope ~5, 
Volume 7). 

Holds cycle timer circuit. 
De-energizes K81901. 

Opens contact in circuit of 
timer. 
Opens contact in NORMAL ON-OFF 
circuit. 

Energizes Power Sequence Relay 
in main control which in turn 
causes ABNORMAL CONDITION indi
cator to glow. 

Oe-energizes KB1909. 
Extinguishes POS. VOLTAGE indi
cator 182207. 

De .... energtzes K81809. 

Removes +250 vdc generator out
put from +200 vde, +150 vdc, 
+100 vdc and +80 vdc regulator. 
Removes +200 vdc, +150 vdc, 
+100 vdc, and +80 vdc from main 
equipment. 
Removes -125 vdc generator ~ut
put from -80 vdc regulator. 
Removes -80 vdc from main equip
ment. 

De-energizes K81908. 
Extinguishes BIAS indicator 
102206. 

De-energizes KSl810. 
Opens contact in circuit of 
1(01909. 

Removes +250 vdc from +5 vdc, 
-15 vdc and -~5 vdc bias regu
lators. 
Removes -125 vdc from +5 vdc 
and -15 vdc regulators; removes 
+5 vdc and -15 vdc from main 
equipment. 
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5l'EP SUB-STEP 

1 

G 

ERA 110;3 

TABLE 4- 8 (OONTtD) 

EVENT 

581905 actuated. 

K81907 de-energized. 

KS0002 de-energi zed. 

K81904 and K81905 
energized. 

KI0201, 130201, K60201 
and K70201 energized. 

581904 actuated. 

K81906 de-energized. 

Ke800l de-energized. 

581903 actuated. 

K81904 and K81905 
de-energized. 

SECTION 4 

nESULT 

De-energizes K8l907. 
Extinguishes FULL HEATER indi
cator 182205. 

De-energizes motor-generator 
start coil K8H002. 
Energizes K81904 and K81905. 
Hemoves 220 vac from -300 vdc 
rectifier •. 

Stops motor-generator 88002. 

Energizes filament dropping re
lays KI0201, K30201, K60201, 
and K70201. 

Switches filament dropping re
sistors into primary circuit of 
selected transformers in the 
Arithmetic, Control, Magnetic 
Drum and Magnetic Tape cabinets. 
Applies low filament voltage to 
circuits supplied by selected 
transformers. 

De-energizes KB1906. 
Stops FIL. HRS. meter M82201. 
Extinguishes LOW HEATER indi
cator 182204. 

De-energizes main contactdr 
K88001. 

Removes 220 vac supply to in
duction regulator, rectifier 
circuits, 220 vac-IlO vac step
down transformers, and filament 
transformers, whi~h stops dis
tribution of +60 vdc, +120 vdc. 
-30 vdc, 110 vae and filament 
supply. 

De-energizes K8l904 and K81905. 
Extinguishes INIT. Sa). indi
cator 182203. 

De-energizes KIO~Ol, K30~OI! 
K60201 and K70~Ol. 
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TABLE 4- 8 (CONT'O) 

STEP SUB- STEP EVENT 

1 G (Q)NTtlD) KI0201, K30201.K60201 
and K10201 de-energized. 

H 

I 

S81902 actuated. 

581901 actuated. 

K81902 de-energized. 

Main Disconnect switch 
to OFF position. 

SECTION 4 

RESULT 

Opens contacts in primary cir
cuit of selected transformers 
in Arithmetic. Control, Magnetic 
Drum and Magnetic Tape cabinets. 

Closes contact fn circuit of 
KB1903. 

De-energizes K8l902. 
Stop cycle tin~r 881901. 
Extinguishes TIMER ON indicator 
182202. 
Closes contact in circuit of 
KB1901. 

Closes contacts in fault circuit. 

Removes 220 vae from the equip
ment. 
Stops blower and drum drive 
motor. 

4· 'lhB 
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OPERATION 

ERA 110~) SECTION <~ 

TABLE i1.- 9 

SEQUENCE OF ·OPERAT] ONS 
FOR VARJOUS VOLTAGE FAILURES OH EMERGENCY CIRCUIT INTERRUPTIONS. 

AN) CORRECTIVE PROCEDURES REQUIRED ( MAIN POWER SUPPLY) 

A. FAILURES AND INTERRUPTIONS 

STEP SU B- STEP EVENT RESULT 

1 

2 

3 

4 

A 

B 

c 

D 

A 

B 

A 

B 

A 

+5 vdc FAILURE. 

KU1201 de-energized. 

K818l5 de-energized. 

K8l909 de-energized. 

K81609 de- energi zed. 

-15VDC FAILURE 

181202 de-energized. 

K81815 de-energized. 

- 25VDC FAILURE 

KH1203 de- energi zed. 

K818l5 de-energized. 

-00 VDe FAILURE. 

K8lell, KB18l2, K81813 
or K01814 de-energized. 

r - ,. ....,. . ., -_. A 
,: !HI,N~ Eilih-G f::;.lSf ARCH ffSSOC1AHS (>i\l"'. ,r.. 

De-energizes K81201. 

Lights +5V FAULT indicator 
102211. 
De-energizes K81Bl5. 

Allows Fault relay to be reset 
only through CLEAR Pl>WEH SUPPL Y. 
FAULT button 582203. 
Energizes B Fault relay in Control 
Cabinet. 
De-energizes K01909. 

De-energizes K81809. 

Removes positive d-c voltages. 
Removes -80 vdc. (-BOV Fault 
relays de-energize, -GOV FAULT 
indicator illuminates.) . 

De-energizes K81202.' 

Lights -15V FAULT indicator 
rB2210. 
De-ene~gizes K81815. 

See step I, sub-steps B,C, and 
D of this table (part A) . 

I 

De-energizes K81203. 

Lights -25V FAULT indicator 
182209. 
De-energizes K81815. 

See step 1, sub-steps B,C, and 
o of this table (part A). 

De-energizes -BOV Fault relay 
KAlBll, K8l812, K8l8l3, or 
KBlB14. 

Lights -BOV FAULT indicator 
182208. 
Dc-energizes K81815. 
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ST E"P SUB-STEP 

5 

6 

7 

(CONT'D) 
B 

A 

A 

B 

A 

ERA 1103 

TArLE 4- 9' (roNT'D) 

EVENT 

~i1B15 de-energized. 

+250 vdc Overload Relay 
K81eOl, 1(81802·, KA1803 
or K81805 tripped. 

K81615 de-energized. 

-1~5 vdc Overload Relay 
KA1805, K8l806, 1<81807 
or KeIS08 tripped. 

K81B09 and K81810 
de-energi zed. 

K81815 de-energized 

Sail (vane) Switch 
actaated. Hi-Temp 
Thermostat operates, 
Cabinet Interlock 
opened, or an EMERGENCY 
switch is presseq. 

K8l903 de-energized. 

SECTION 4 

RESULT 

See step I, sub-steps Bt C, and 
D of this table (part A) • 

KBIB15 de-energized. 

See step 1, sub-steps B,C, and 
D of this table (part A) . 

De-energizes K81809 and KU1810 .. 

Removes generator output from 
all regulators except negative 
g~nerator supply to -25 vdc 
regulator. 
Bias and -80 vdc sensers oper
ate to de-energize KB1815. 

See step 1, sub-steps Bte, and 
.. D of this table (part A) • 

Emergency relay K81903 de
energized, 

Lights EMERGENCY indicator 
182201. Removes 220 vac to 
power sequence relays which in 
·turn removes all power to the 
equipment with the exception of 
220 vac to the drum and blower 
drive motors. 
Allows emergency relay to bp 
reset only when timer has re
turned to Home position. 

( 
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ERA 110:J 

TAlLE 4- 9 (CONT'D) 

SECTION 4 

B. CORRECTI VE PROCEDURE FOH ALL VOLTAGE FAILURES 

STEP SlJ B- STEP 

1 

" ... 

3 

EVENT 

Set SEQUENCE CONTROL 
switch 582205 to P05. 
VOLTAGES position. 

Press {l.,FAR POWER 
SUPPLY FAULT button 
582203. 

K81815 energized. 

KOl909 energized. 

K81809 energized. 

K81811, K81812, K81B13 
and K8lB14 energized. 

Set SequeRce Control 
switch 5B2205 to OPERATE 
position. 

HESULT 

Provides continui ty in Faul t 
circuit. 
Energizes Power Sequence relay 
wlaich causes AmORMAL roNDITION 
indicator to glow. 

Energizes KBIBI5. 

Holds K81815. 
Energizes K81909. 
De-energizes B Fault relay_ 

Energizes K81809. 

Allows distribution of positive 
d-c and -80 vdc vol tuges. 
Energizes KUl8ll, K81612, 
K8lel3 and K81814. : 

Closes -80vdc fault contacts 
in fault circuit. 
Extinguishes -BOV Fault indi
cator 182208. 

Opens circuit to power sequence 
relay. 
Extinguishes ABNORMAL CONDITION 
indicator .. 
Opens contact in shunt circuit 
of -80 vdc fault contacts. 

C. CORRECI'I VE PROCEDURE FOR E1t1ERGENCY SHUr-DOWN 

1 

A 

B 

Press NORM!L ON-OFF 
button S82201. 

K81901 en.ergi zed. 

881901 in home position. 

Pre s s NORMAL ON- OFF 
button 582201. 

R~Rand 
---._-- ------$~~I;E~;;~~~SURCH ,fsSOCIATU DIVISION 

K81901 energized. 

Energizes cycle timer B81901 
which then returns to home 
position. 

Equipment power returned to 
condition commensurate wit'lt 
completion of step 1. Normal 
On sequence,Table 4-8 '(part A) • 

See step 2,Normal-On,sequence; 
Table ·4- 8 • 
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ERA 1103 SECTION 4 

TABLE 4-10 
Me PQWER SUPPLY VOLTAGES 

VOLTAGE 

Primary 
220vac 

Regulated 
220 vac 

6.3 vac 

+260 vdc 

+200 vdc 

+150 vdc 

+120 vdc 

+100 vdc 

+80 vdc 

+60 vdc 

+5 vde 

... 14 vdc 

-80 vdc 

-100 ydc 

-200 vdc 

-220 vdc 

-290 vdc 

-300 vdc 

-300 vdc 

-300 vdc 

-390 vdc 

SOURCE 

Building supply 

Main Equipment 
AC regulator 

Filament transformers 

Motor-generator 

+200 vdc regulator 

+150 vdc regulator 

Rectifier supply 
(main equipment power). 

+100 vdc regulator 

+80 vdc regulator 

Rectifier supply 
(main equipment power). 

+5 vdc regulator' 

-14 vdc regulator 

-80 vdc regulator 

-100 vdc regulator 

-200 vdc regulator 

R57916 & R57911 

Rectifier Supply 

Rectifier supply <ref.) 

-300 vdc regulator 

-300 vdc regulator 

Rectifier supply 

--~ --·---cf.~';(~~ItC ~SU'CH ,fsS'CIATES DIVISION 

DISTRlBUI'ION 

Power sequence control. 
Motor-generator set. 

Voltage rectifiers. 
Filament transformer primaries. 

Electronic circuit filaments. 

Voltage regulators. 

Electronic cireui t5. 

Electronic circuits. 

Bias Sensing relays 

Electronic circuits. 

Electronic circuits. 

Voltage fault circuit 

Electronic circui ts. 

Electronic ci rcu its . 

Electronic ci rcu! ts. 

Electronic ci rcu! t5. 

Electronic ci rcui ts. 

Ele<:t ronic circuits. 

-200 vdc regulator 

-300 vdc regulator. 

DC voltage regulator control 
units. 

Electronic circuits. 

-300 vdc regulator. 
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TAfLE 4-11 

SECTION 4 

OORMAL ON-OFF SEQUEl'CE OF OPERATIONS FOR 

MAGNETIC CORE POWER SUPPLY 

STEP 

1 

2 

SUB 
STEP 

A 

A. mRMAL ON 

EVENr 

Main Switch 
(S88001) ON 

K57103 Energized 

Main i-'ower NORMAL 
ON-OFF button pressed 

Me Power K>RMAL ON-OFF 
button pressed 

K57101 energized. 

K57102 energiled 

CYCLE TIMER 
8..17101 running. 

557101 actuated. 

~~'RL.~ 
------------$~~t~E~RIMC ~;l~;~;,fssOCtAnS alVISION 

RESULT 

Energizes cirelli t5 of the 
Main Power Supply 
Energizes Me Emergency 
re 1 a y K571 03. 

Holds K57103. 
Provides continuity to 
sequence control switch. 
Opens contact in EMERGENCY 
OFF indicator circuit. 

Initiates ~~in Power ON 
sequence. 

Energizes K57101 

Ho lds K57101. 
Energizes K57102. 
Starts cycle timer (857101). 
Lights TI~ER ON indicator. 

Provides continuity in Me 
power fault cirouit. 

Operates switches 557101, 
557102, S57103, S57104, 
557105, 557106, S57108, 
and S57101 in sequence 
over a four-minute period. 
(See switch time distribu
tion chart on block diagram. ) 

Holds cycle timer, lights 
TIMER ON indicator, and 
energizes K57102. 
De-energizes K57101. 
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TABLE 4-11 

SECTION 4 

NORMAL ON-OFF SEQUEl'CE OF OPERATIONS FOR 

MAGNETIC CORE POWER SUPPLY. (CONTVD) 

STEP 
SUB
STEP 

B 

c 

D 

EVEN!' 

K51101 de-energized 

557102 actuated 

S57HX1 actuated 

K51104 energized 

K55701 energized 

~57104 (lC t uated 

K51105 energized 

K57701 energized. 

~IL.~ 
-----------$N~I~E;.I .. G ~hEA.CH ,fsSOCllT£S OI\fISION 

Rf.:sULT 

Opens contacts in start circuit 
and eye le timer circui t. 

Allows Emergency relay to be 
reset only when timer is in 
"home" position. 

Energizes K571~1. 
Lights INIT. SEQ. indicator. 

Energizes K55701 through 
normally-closed contacts of 
K57106. 

• Opens contacts in 220 vac lines 
to Me filament transformer 
primaries thus inserting fila
ment dropping resistors into the 
primary circuits. 

Energizes K57105. 
Lights LOW HEATER indicator. 
Starts HTR. HRS. meter. 

Energizes AC Contactor K57701. 

Applies regulated 220 vac from 
the main power supply to the 
-500 vdc reference supply. fila
ment trans former prima ries of 
the -300 vde reference supply 
and regUlator circuits, and, 
through the limiting resistors, 
a reduced voltage to the l~ 
filament transformer primaries. 
The output of the latter trans
formers is reduced to about 
5-7 vac. 220 vac is also sup
plied to the -500 vac reference 
supply which in turn applies 
-500 vdc to the control circuits 
of the rectifier sup~ly regu
lators~ 
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TABLE 11-11 

SECTION ,~ 

OORMAL ON-OFF SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS FOR 

MAGNETIC CORE POWER SUPPLY (CONT'D) 

STE~ 
sus.. 
STEP 

E 

F 

EVENT 

S57105 actuated. 

K57106 energized. 

K88003 energized. 

K55701 de-energized 

S57106 

K57107 energized 

K57310 energized 

KBl201, KB1202 and K81203 
energized. 

~n.."R.nd 
----------.---$;~,~E ;~;-~;~-~su;~·;·,,(sSOCIATES OlViSION 

rlliSULT 

Energizes K57106. 
Lights FULL HEATER indicator. 

Energizes ~ Start relay (K88003). 
De-energizes K55701. 
Applies 220 vac to -300 vdc 
rectifier supply which in turn 
applies regulated -300 vdc to 
the regulator control circuits. 

Applies 220 vac to the motor 
generator. 

Closes contacts in 220 vac lines 
to Me filament transformer pri
maries thus shunting limiting 
resistors and permitting full 
heater supply to Me filaments. 

Energizes K57107. 
Lights BIAS indicator. 

Closes contact in circuit of 
K5710n and K5710C), 
Energizes K57310. 

Closes contacts In generator out
put lines to bias circuits. The 
bias voltage +5 vdc, -14 vdc and 
-25·vdc energize the vias sensing 
-relays K81201, 1<81202 and KB1203, 
and provide continuity in Me 
power fault circuit that ener
gizes Bias Fault relay K57312. 

Opens contacts 1n the bias fault 
indicator lines. 
Provides continuity ~ the bias 
fault circuit thus energizing 
Bias Fault relay K57312 through 
the closed contacts of K57102. 
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OPERATION 

EllA 1103 

TABLE 4 .... 11 

SECTION 4 

NORMAL ON-OFF SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS FOR 

MAGNETIC CORE l-OWER SUPPLY (CONT?D) 

STEP 
SUB
STEP 

G 

H 

EVENT 

K57312 energized. 

557107 actuated 

((57108. energized. 

K57309 energized 

((57315 energized 

K57313 energized. 

KS7311 energized 

557108 actuated 

~-".,.. 
------" .. ---~~f~[;RINta 13;ulclt #SSOCIATU OI'lISION 

HESULT 

Opens contacts in line to equip
ment Faul t Cont ro l. 
Closes holding contact in bias 
fiJ u 1 t c i rc u it. 
Closes co ntacts in ci rcui t of 
relays K:-j7108 and ((57109 .. 

Energizes K57100 through closed 
contacts of K57107 and K57312. 
Lights. POS. VOLTS indicator. 

Energizes KS7309. 
, Ene rgizes K..C)7315. 

Closes contacts in output lines 
of DC generators. Voltage out
puts a rt~ regu lated to +200, +150, 
+100, +80, .80 and -100 vdc, and 
distributed to electronic cir
cuits of the AI; system; +100 vdc 
energizes K57313, -80 vdc ener
gizes KS7311. 

Applies 220 vac to +290 vdc and 
+390 vdc rectifier supplies which 
in turn are regulated to ~200 
and -300 vdc respectively. Volt
ages are distributed through the 
DC distribution panel to circuits 
of the Me system. 

Gloses contact in MASTER CLEAR 
circuit to produce ~~STER CLEAH 
signal. 

Closes contacts in circuit of 
K57312. 
Opens ~ontacts in circuit of ~AO vde 
FAULT indicator. 

Energizes K57109. 
Lights OPERATE indicator. 
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ERA 110:i 

TAfLE 4-11 

SECTION 4 

OORMAL ON-OFF SEQUEM::E OF OPERATIONS FOR 

MAGNETIC CORE POWER SUPPLY (CONr'O) 

STEP 

1 

SUB
STEP 

I 

EVENr 

K57109 energized 

K57314 energized 

557101 actuated 

K57102 de-energized 

B. I'D RMAL OFF 

NORMAL ON-OFF button 
pressed. 

K57101 energized 

K57102 energized 

Cycle timer running 

RJP.~L~ 

----".- --$~~I~(~;I"S -KtS£;'~~SOCIATES OI~tS'ON 

RESULT 

Opens contacts in +200 vdc and 
-100 vdc distribution lines. 
Energizes K57314. 

Opens contact in MASTER CLEAR 
circui t. 

Allows K51101 to be re-energized 
with start of the OFF Cycle. 
Stops timer motor. 
Extinguishes TII£R ON indicator. 
De-energizes K57102. 

Opens by-pass contacts in bias 
fault circuit. Fault relay can 
be energized only through con
tacts of CLEAR POWER SUPPLY 
FAULT but ton. 

Energizes K57101. 

Holds K57101. 
Energizes K57102. 
Holds K57102. 
Starts cycle timer (857101). 
Lights TI~R ON indicator. ' 

Closes contacts in fault circuit 
which prevents fault relay K57312 
from de-energizing with loss ~ 
-80 vdc. 

Actuates switches 557101, S57108, 
557107, 557106, 557105, 557104, 
S57103, S57102 and S57101 in that 
sequence over a two-minute period. 
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TABLE 4-11 

SECTION 4 

M>RMAL ON-OFF SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS FOR 

~lAGNETIC CORE POWER SUPPLY (CONr~D) 

STEP 
SUB
STEP 

A 

B 

c 

D 

EVENT 

557101 actuated. 

[(57101 de-energized., 

S57108 actuated. 

K57109 de-energized .. 

K51314 de-energized. 

557101 actuated. 

K5710B de-energized. 

K5730Q de-energized. 

K57315 de-energized. 

557106 actuated. 

K57107 de-energized. 

K57310 de-energized. 

HtP.~IRL.~ 
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RESULT 

I 

De-energizes 1(57101.].1, 
lfulds K52702, and cycle timer, 
and lights TIMER ON indicator. 

Per,m1ts.MC power to be re-ener
gized only through NORMAL ON-OFF 
but ton. 

De-energizes K57109. 
Extinguish OPERATE indicat'or. 

Removes +200 vdc and -lOOvdc 
operate voltages. 
De-energizes K57314. 

Closes contact in MASTER CLEAR 
line. 

De-energizes K57108. 
Extinguishes POS. VOLTAGE in
dicator. 

De-energizes K57309. 
De-energizes K51315. 

. '. Removes generator output volt-
ages to +200, +150. +100, +80, 
-80 and ... 100 vde requlators. 

Removes 220 vac to -290 and -390 
vdc rectifier supplies. 

De-energizes K57107. 
Extinguishes BIAS indicator. 

De-energizes K51310. 
Opens contact In circuit of 
K57108 and K57109. 

Removes generator output volt. 
ages from bias regulators. 
Bias sensing relays de-energize, 
opening circuit to .K57312. 
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TABLE 4-11 

SECTION 4 

NORMAL ON-OFF SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS FOR 

MAGNETIC CORE POWER SUPPLY (CONr'D) 

STEP sus. 
STEP 

E 

F 

G 

H 

EVENT 

K57312 de-energized. 

557105 actuated. 

K57106 de-energized. 

K55701 energized. 

K88003 de-energized. 

557104 actuated. 

K57105 de-energized. 

K57701 de-energized. 

557103 actuated 

K57104 de-energized. 

K55701 de-energized. 

557102 actuated. 

R~~~ 
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RESULT 

Re-sets contacts to normal 
position. 

De-energizes K57106. 
Extinguishes FULL HEATER 
indicator. 

Energiz"es "K55701. 
De-energizes MG Start.relay 
(1(88003). ( 
Removes 220 vac from -300 vde 
reference supply. 

Shunts filament dropping re
sistors into primary circuit 
of Me fi lament transfornlers. 

Removes 220 vac supply to MG set. 

De-energizes K57105. 
Extinguishes LOW HEATER indicator. 
Stops·8TR, HRS. neter. 

De-energizes AC Contactor (157701). 

Removes regulated 220 vae from 
-500 vdc rectifier circuit, Me 
filament transformers and M:; 
Power Supply fi lament trans formers. 

De-energizes K57104. 
Extinguishes INIT. SEQ. indicator. 

De-energizes K55701. 

Close contacts in primary cir
cuit of JI,[: filament transformers. 

Contacts close, creating ener
gizing path for Emergency relay 
during next ON cycle. 
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TABLE 4-11 

SECTION 4 

OORMAL ON-OFF SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS FOR 

MAGNETIC CORE POWER SUPPLY (CONTIID) 

STEP 
sus.. 
STEP 

I 

J 

EVENT 

557101 actuated. 

K57102de-energized. 

Main Disconnect Switch 
(S88oo1) Off 

K57103 de-energized. 

_L~ 
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RESULT 

De-energizes K57102. 
Stops cycle timer. 
Extinguishes TIMER ON indicator. 
Provides energizing path for 
K57101 when ~RMAL ON-OFF is 
pressed for POWER ON sequences. 

Opens contacts in bias fault 
circuit. 

Removes AC power from the entire 
equipment. 
De-energizes Emergency relay 
K57103. 

Opens contact in sequence con
trol switch circuit and relay 
holding circuit. 
Closes contact in EMERGENCY OFF 
indicator circu~t. 
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STEP 

1 

1 

TAII.E 4-12 

SEQUE~E OF' OPERATIONS FOR VARIOUS VOLTAGE FAILURES OR 
EMERGENCY CIRCUIT INTERRUPTIONS IN THE Me POWER SUPPLY 

SUB
STEP 

A 

B 

c 

o 

E 

F 

G 

A 

B 

A. BIAS, -80 VDC, OR POSITIVE OC OVERLOAD FAULT 

EVENT 

K81201, KB1202, KB1203 
K57311, K57301, K57302 
OX" K57303 de-energized. 

K57312 de-energized. 

K57109 de-energized. 

K57314 de-energized. 

K5710B de-energized. 

K57309 de-energized. 

K57315 de-energized. 

RESULT 

De-energizes K57312. 
Lights appropriate voltage FAULT 
indicator if caused by Bias or 
-no v Fault, 

• 
De-energized K57109 and K57108. 
Closes contact in circuit to 
equi pment Faul t Contro L 

Remover +200 vdc and -100 vdc 
voltages. 
De-energizes K57314. 

Closes contact in master clear 
line. 

De-energizes K~7309 and K57315. 

Removes generator supply to +200, 
+150, +100, +80, -80 and -100 vdc 
regu lators. 

Removes 220 vac t.o -290 and -390 vd~ 
rectifier supplies. 

B. NEGATIVE DC OVERLOAD FAULT 

Overload relay K573 04 , 
K57305, K57306 t K57307 
or K57308 de-energized. 

K57309 and K57310 
de-energized. 

De-energizes K57309 and K57310. 

Remo~es generator supply to DC 
regulators. As a consequence, 
the bias sensing relays de
energize, creating a repeat of 
part A above. 

Note~ To re-energize the Me power after bias or overload 
failure. correct the cause, turn the power sequence 
switch to POS. VOLTAGE, press the CLEAR POWER SUPPLY 
FAULT button, then return the SEQUEOCE swi tch to· 
OPERATE. 

__ Rand. 
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STEP 

1 

SEQIJEOCE OF OPERATIONS FOR VARIOUS VOLTAGE FAILURES OR 
EMEJ~GEM;Y CIRCUIT INTERRUPTIONS IN THE rwr; POWER SUPPLY 

SUB
STEP 

A 

B 

C • £MERGEr«.: Y OFF 

EVENT 

Emergency interlock circuit 
open, (sail switch open, 
high temperature thermostat 
operates, or an ElffiRGENCY 
button 1s pressed). . 

K57103 de-energized. 

RESULT 

De-energizes Emergency relay 
K57103. 

Opens contact in circuit of 
power sequence swItch thus 
causing all power sequence re
lays to de-energize thereby 
removing all power to the Me 
system with the exception of 
220 vac to the power supply 
START circuit, cycle timer, 
and EMERGEM:;Y OFF indicator. ' 

Lights EMERGEM::;Y OFF indicator. 

Note ~ To re-ene"rgize the equipment after an emergency 
stop, return the cycle timer to the "home" pos
ition, then re-energize the equipment through 
the NORMAL ON cycle. 

H~RruuL 
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a. rOOLING f.\Itc - The computer is cooled bv water-cooled air streams 
\','hieh enter ~!ach of the cahint~ts throU~lh adJustahle overlapping grills at the 
b"ttom of each bay rind leave through;] gri 11 cIt the top of each bay. The air. 
drawn from the room through dust .... removinq oil··conted metal filters. is passed 
I)n~r water-cc:lo]pd ~oils. then pumnedinto n plf"rtum chHmber by two centrifugal 
blowers. The air pressure in t~e plenum chBmbcr is constant but the flow of 
nir through a pRrticular bay is regulated bv adjusting the overlap of the grills 
loc(.lted nt the bot.tom of that hay. 'j'empe,rntur~ of the cooling air is maintained 
at ( .. 1(l~· by tlle air temperature controller locatect in the bay behind the regulator. 

Under nOl11ml conditi.ons the temperature of the cooling air will be rnised 
frnm 64°F' to about f32°F maximum during the heat exchanue. Should the exhaust 
temperature exce(~d 1 O{)Ul·' in any of the tube ch::Hll1els a "Klixontt thermostat 
mounte<i at the top of thf:~ ehrittne'l wi 11. hre:l k cnntact and create an A FAULT 
eOlaputer stop. This is indic::Jted hv operation of th,' TEMPERATURE indicator 
on the Supervisory Control hine1 nnd the amber tight locnted above the over-
i}{~(lted channeL The thermostat wilJ respt :]utontnt.icRlly when the temperature 
is reduced to 90°F (see suh--parngraph 12b (2) of this sect jon). 

Each bay, except the Imy containing the Su~ervisory Control Panel, contains 
a hi~lh temperatun~ thp.nnost~lt mounted nho\'e the channel having the highest ambi
ent temperHt.ure. This thermostat brp.aks contact if the exhaust temperature ex-
(:eeds120oF. Operation of Cl high temperature thermostat creates an Emergency 
computer stop which shuts down the power supplY. 

i\ high temperature fault is indicated by operation of the EMERGEP«:Y OFF 
indicators on the l'{tain and OC rower Supply pnrlfds. All high temperature ther
mo;;;tats must. be reset manually. 

b. COOLING WATf~R. - The cooltnn water rf:>quirem~nt for the computer de-
t.H'nds upon the room temperature and the temperature of the water supplied. 
Onder conditions where the tpmpen::iturp of the water is 50°F, the (relative 
humidity 50~'~;l and the room temperature a 'maximum of 82°F, a water pressure of 
;~o f.,s.i is needed t.o provide t.he 41 gallons ppr minute necessnry for cooling 
the a .i. r. 

The ;,vater, supplied from the cool i.na \vater main, passes through a pressure 
sensitive "Va 1cuumstat l1 valve ~lflri a rnotori7.Hd valve in th~ wHter intake 11n(~. It 
is then circulated through cooling coils located on each side of the blower hay 
and finally discharged throuqh a cort1rnon pipe to thH sewer. Condensate from the 
,:;00] ing coi Is i6 drained off to the sew~r throu(Jh <l 1/2 inch pipe~ Water rlo\~ 
through each of the cool ing coils is mnintHined equnl hy aqunlizing valves located 
in the eoolintJ coil discharue pipes. Temperature of the water being discharged 
from th~ cOl)l ing r.oils may be chfl'cked by ol)servinJ thE' thp,rmometers mounted in 
the discharge pipes near the (~qll;)lizjng valves. The "Vacuumstatt:· initiates an A 
F;.\ULl' if the watel' PTf!SSUrt~ is U18stieally reduced. The \vatcr fault is indicated 
by the glowing of the WATEH indic;.ltor on the Supervisory panel. The motorized 
valve is controlled by an air temperature controller located in the blower ci'-ih
inpt Dnd opens or closes to maintRin sufficient cooling. 
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8. GE~~RAL. - The ERA 1103 computer contains two protective interlock 
systems. as fshown on the Block Di&g'ram, Protective IAterlockl, 1. Envelope ~6 
of Volwne 7. They are named al followS: the Fault In'ter locks. designed pri
marily to protect the equipment; the Emergency Interlocks. designed to protect 
both tbe equipment and personnel. The operation of either of these interlock 
systems will stop the computer program and/or remove equipment power. 

b. FAULT INTERLOCKS .... The Faul t Iuterlocks consist of 8 \A/atar Pressure 
Switch in thEt Blower (90000) Cabinet and Low Temperature Thermostats distrib
buted th.roughout the computer. They are couected in two separate circuits 
and operate as follows: 

(1) WATER PRESSURE SWITCH. - This mechanism, connected to the input 
water line of the cooling system, contains a diaphragm that is positioned by 
water pressur'e and a set of C01'1tacts that is operated by the diaphragm, During 
normal operation the contacts close to energize the Water Fault refsy located 
in the Control (30000) Cabinet. When water prelsvre drops the contaets open 
to de-energize the Water Fault relay (K30072). This relaYt in de-energizing. 
illuminates the WATER FAULT Indicator on the Supervisory Control Panel and 
energizes the A Fault relay. The subsequent A Fault stop. the computer program 
until water pressure is restored and the START button on the Supervisory Control 
Panel i. pressed. 

(2) LOW 1'a1PERATtJRE 1'8ERMOSTATS. - This eircui t consists of 98 bimetal. 
disc type thermostats distributed through the equipment such that one is located 
above eaeh vertieal row of plug-in chassis. Connected in series, they provide 
a ground for the Temperature Fault relay (K30074) loeated in the Control 
(30000) Cabinet and thus keep it energized during normal operation. 

A thermostat is actuated when the exhaust temperature of any tube channel 
reaches lOOOF. Should this happen, the Temperature Fault relay is de-eneruized 
which in turn illuminate. the TDtPERATURE FAULT indicator on the Supervisory 
Control Panel 'f 1 igh t5 an amber Ind! ca t or above the over-haa ted channel. and 
energizes the A Fault relay. The subsequent A Fault stops the computer program 
until the proper temperature is restored and the START button Is pressed. The 
tripped thermostat will reset automatically when the exhaust temperature drops 
to 9OOF. 

c. D1ERGE~Y INfERLOCKS. - The Emergency Interlocks cODaist of cabinet 
door switehel" high temperature thermostats. vane switc.hes 1ft t1l8 main air duet, 
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/;" IMI ;:,;dEi\I;FNC:Y OFF pushhut.ton switches.. I'heY;l re n 11 connected in series 
;' !"jt>(~n 2~U V~lC and two pHralJf~1 Emergency relays: K~)710:3 in the Me Power 

• ;;:Jlld KHlI)U:) in the \lni,n Power Supply. Should the Emeruency Interlock 
:.i t'!"i'\·' ; be hroken by anyone of the switches both Emeruency relays de-eneruize 
wille in turn. will remove illl rvt;.~in and Me power. 

\ Ii CAIHNET nOOH INfEHLOCK SWITCIIE~, - Each cabinet door interlock is 
'O!!HV):-Of'd of iWo switches. One is D plunger t)'pe microswitch which is the 
~'LUril Jnt.~rlock. the other a push hutton type microswitch in parallel w.ith 

~ h,· fin,,! one "0 that the interlo"k may be t(:.mpornrily by-passed, making it 
: ·~,'iblf" ~o open a eabinet. uoor without breaking the Emergency Interlock cireuit. 
';H'(t~ Hn~~ 36 p.:dr;. of these swi1ches throughout the equipment; one pair is 
Pl\'lHil.p.d on th~ framfl' of e(tch cabinet door. The plun~er of the one switch pro
trud~s Into the channel in which the door runs such that when the door is 
;os~d thA pJung~r is depressed. When the plunger is depressed. the switch is 

C OSPd 10 prov.ide continuity in thB Emergency Interlock circuit. The other 
s~ltcn is mounled such that the button which operates it protrudes outside the 
;ddneL When it is desired to oJJen a eabinpt, door without creating a.n emer-
I'ncy s,top the steps I.i.sted below must he f01loweo. 

Step 1. I'ress and hold in the by-pa!"s button mount(~d on the frame 
i.dJaeent to the door handle. 

~';tep 2.. Open the door and pullout the plunger located near tile upper 
corner of the door opening. 

Stt~p :;, After pulling out the plunger, release the by-pass button. 

,";!.e}) .::1, To elose the dOOf , P["(-'ss the by-pass button and hold in until 
U led 00 r i ~ f u 11 y c los ed . 

(2' HIGH TEMPEHATURE 'nIER~X)STArS. - Thert~ are eleven High Temperature 
ThermostlJr,s in the Emer\1(-Hlcy Interlock circuit which are identical to the Low 
remperaturp Th(~rmost.at:s in thp, Fault Interloek circuit except they operate Ht 
;',,(;c.'F r,:'ithpr than tOU"F and mUl'it be n'!Sf~t mHnually after they have been tripped. 
i,'here is one lOCHtf'd in each bay hvith the exception of the Supervisory Control 
I.~:iy {, IHower Cabinet I at the top of the tube channel having the highest ambient 
t f>mv(~rature. Should the exhaust temperature of a particular bay exceed 120uF, 
the High Temperature Thermostat associated with that bay will t.rip which will 
break the Emerqency Interloek circuit and t.hereby remove all power from the 
computer. As stated previousLY, all Hi9h Temperature Thermostats must be 
manuBlly reset hy pressinq a ptunqer connected to each thermostat. 

Thpre i~ no indicBt.or lamp eonneeted to the Hiqh Temperature Thermostat~ 
sho~ when ~ particular thermostat has been tripped. It is sufficient that 

~\I:fi)n"> Hiph Tpmper:at.ure Thermo~tnt oHend.es one or more Low Temperature Thermo
»tats wi}; have be(~n operated and thereby will indicate where the overheated 
;.1,:) is IOf:ated 
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(3) ·BLCMER VANE SWITCHES. - Mercury switches. operated by air vanes 
mOWlted in the main air ducts of the Blower (90000) Cabinet, provide interlock 
protection for the computer in the event a blower should fail. The air vanes. 
struck by mOlring air, maintain a torque on 8 linkage that close mercury Iwitches 
as long 8S the blowers are operating. When the mercury switch contacts are 
closed, contj~nui ty i. provided in the Emergency Interlock circu! t. Should a 
blower stop, the weight of the vane allows one of the mercury switches to open 
and thereby ereates an emergency power shutdown In the computer. 

(4) f~ERGENCY OFF SWITCHES .... On both the Main Power Supply control 
panel and the Me Power Supply control panel 1. a red EMERGENCY OFF pushbutton 
switch. When either one of these switches I. manually actuated, the Emergency 
Interlock circuit is broken. 
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